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ABSTRACT
Meriluoto, Taina
Making experts-by-experience – Governmental ethnography of participatory
initiatives in Finnish social welfare organisations
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2018, 152 p.
(JYU Dissertations
ISSN 2489-9003; 38)
ISBN 978-951-39-7603-3 (PDF)
This dissertation analyses expertise-by-experience in Finnish social welfare organisations as part of the participatory practices presented as new democracy. It employs a
governmental ethnographic method to investigate how a person with difficult experiences is made into ‘an expert of one’s own life’ and how the subjectivity thus created is connected to different possibilities and rationales of participation. It asks: 1.
What characterises the subjectivities created in the initiatives? 2. How (through
which practices) are the participants constructed as experts? In this summary article
the democratic quality of expert-making practices is interpreted through a critical
democratic lens by inquiring: 3. How do the practices identified sustain or, conversely, undermine democracy?
Conceptually, the research builds on a Foucauldian vocabulary by connecting
processes of subjectivation with knowledge-claims as undergirding practices of governing. The data consist of ethnographic material produced in a civil society organisation, of themed interviews with experts-by-experience and practitioners from seven projects in Finnish social welfare organisations and of policy-documents delineating the concept and its related practices.
The research argues that the initiatives studied primarily seek to construct collaborative and consensus-seeking participants. This is achieved by defining ‘expertise’ as the ability to present neutral and objective knowledge over specific issues despite
one’s personal experiences. Participation is constructed as a distinctly a-political activity based on objectified knowledge. Collective advocacy, emotions and opinionated inputs are deemed unfitting. This configuration of expertise as a pre-requirement
for the right to participate establishes epistemic thresholds for participation, making
it possible to choose participants according to the projects’ predefined objectives.
This is a cause for concern for democracy.
Nonetheless, the research also suggests that the emphasis on expertise also
renders the concept available for contestations and critique. The participants’ and
practitioners’ attempts to destabilise the technocratic expert-construction illuminate
the existing boundaries of expertise and serve to politicise the boundaries of inclusion in participatory governance. Still, the acts of resistance do not contest participatory governance’s underlying premise of joint knowledge production, which reaffirms that the value of participation lies in its epistemic contributions to decisionmaking.
Keywords: expertise-by-experience, participatory governance, governmentality, ethnography, subjectivity, service user involvement, democracy, social welfare
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Tutkimuksessa analysoin kokemusasiantuntijuutta suomalaisissa sosiaalialan organisaatioissa. Käsittelen ilmiötä osallistavana käytäntönä, joka esitetään osaksi uudenlaista demokratiaa. Tarkastelen, kuinka vaikeita elämänkokemuksia läpikäynyt ihminen muokataan ‘oman elämänsä asiantuntijaksi’, ja kuinka näin tuotettu subjektiviteetti yhdistyy erilaisiin tapoihin hahmottaa ja perutella osallistuminen. Tutkimusotteenani on hallinnallisuusetnografia, ja tutkimuskysymyksinä 1. Millaisia subjektiviteetteja kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeissa tuotetaan? 2. Millaisten toimintatapojen
avulla osallistujista tuotetaan asiantuntijoita? Yhteenvetoartikkelissa tulkitsen asiantuntijaksi tekemisen käytäntöjä kriittisen demokratiatutkimuksen näkökulmasta ja
kysyn 3. Miten havaitut toimintatavat tukevat tai vastaavasti haastavat demokratiaa?
Tutkimus nojaa käsitteellisesti Foucault’laiseen sanastoon, joka yhdistää subjektivisaatioprosessit hallitsemiskäytäntöjen taustalla oleviin tietokäsityksiin. Tutkimuksen aineisto koostuu järjestön kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeessa tuotetusta etnografisesta aineistosta, seitsemän hankkeen kokemusasiantuntijoiden ja työntekijöiden teemahaastatteluista sekä kokemusasiantuntijuuskäsitettä ja siihen liittyviä
toimintatapoja käsittelevistä politiikkadokumenteista.
Väitän, että tutkituissa hankkeissa pyritään ensisijaisesti tuottamaan kokemusasiantuntijoista konsensushakuisia yhteistyökumppaneita. Tämä saavutetaan määrittelemällä ‘asiantuntijuus’ kykynä tuottaa neutraalia ja puolueetonta tietoa omista henkilökohtaisista kokemuksista huolimatta. Osallistuminen hahmotellaan näin epäpoliittiseksi, objektiiviseen tietoon perustuvaksi toiminnaksi. Kollektiivinen asianajo, tunteet tai vahvat mielipiteenilmaisut esitetään epäsopivina asiantuntijan roolille. Asiantuntijuuden hahmottaminen osallistumisoikeuden edellytykseksi tuottaa episteemisiä kynnyksiä osallistumiseen, ja tekee mahdolliseksi valikoida osallistujia hankkeiden ennalta määriteltyjen tavoitteiden mukaisesti. Tämä on demokratian näkökulmasta ongelmallista.
Esitän kuitenkin, että asiantuntijuuteen nojaaminen avaa myös mahdollisuuksia käsitteen haastamiselle. Osallistujien ja työntekijöiden yritykset horjuttaa teknokraattista asiantuntijakäsitystä tekevät asiantuntijuuden tämänhetkiset rajat näkyviksi, ja näin politisoivat osallistumismahdollisuuksien reunaehdot. Nämä vastarinnan
käytännöt eivät kuitenkaan haasta osallistavan hallinnan perusolettamusta yhteisestä tiedontuotannosta. Tämä vahvistaa tulkintaa, että kokemusasiantuntijoiden osallistumisen arvo nähdään sen tuottamina tietosyötteinä päätöksentekoon.
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1

INTRODUCTION: NEW EXPERTS IN TWO TALES
OF DEMOCRACY

Over the past twenty years a widespread participatory emphasis has come to
shape public governance (e.g. Polletta 2016, Saurugger 2010). Citizens, in different constellations and through different means, are now expected to be engaged
and activated in different stages of decision-making and policy-implementation
(e.g. Barber 2003, Creighton 2005, Fung & Wright 2001). Their active role is crafted through novel concepts such as service co-production, participatory governance and co-creation networks (Bovaird 2007, Bevir 2010a, Barnes, Newman &
Sullivan 2007). Participation, in all its ambiguity, has become an indicator of a
nourishing democracy, of legitimate government and of happy and healthy citizens (Baiocchi & Ganuza 2017, 3, G. Smith 2009, 8–9).
This new participatory agenda has received a warm welcome particularly
among organisations working with marginalised citizens. There are high hopes
that through these participatory practices the voices of the hitherto marginalised
people will be heard in public decision-making and that active, contributing citizens will be produced in the process (Tonkens & Newman 2011, 9–11, Matthies
2014, 9, Matthies, Närhi & Kokkonen 2018).
Concurrently with the ever-growing interest towards participatory forms of
democracy, research on new forms of expertise has also accrued in recent years.
On the one hand, calls for ‘evidence-based policymaking’ have steered governments to emphasise the role of expert-knowledge in their decision-making (e.g.
Cairney 2016), leading to what some authors have dubbed ‘expertisation’ or
‘technocratisation’ of democracy (e.g. Liberatore & Funtowicz 2003, Fischer 2009,
18–22). On the other hand, traditional forms of expertise have also been challenged by the participatory mechanisms that now place citizens as experts in policy-making processes. This has happened notably by introducing new notions of
‘lay’ or ‘experience-based’ knowledge and expertise (Epstein 1995, Lawton 2003,
Noorani 2013, Collins & Evans 2007, 142, Demszky & Nassehi 2012), leaving
some interpreters optimistic about ‘the democratisation of expertise’ (Nowotny
2003, see also Strassheim 2015, 319).
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The notion of an expert-by-experience balances intriguingly at the crossroads of these two trends and tales of democracy. It is a term used to refer to
people who have undergone problematic experiences in their past and have then
been invited to act as experts based on those experiences in social welfare and
healthcare organisations. The concept is, at the same time, used as a tool towards
various goals: to empower the participants by giving value to their experiences
and recognising the knowledge gained through them (Healy 2000, 29–30, Randall
& Munro 2010, 1495); to gain specific, often rather strictly predefined information
in the form of ‘real life experience’ to be used in service-production and policydesign (Eyal 2013, 886–887, Rabeharisoa, Moreira & Akrich 2014); to meet the
participatory norm of good governance by including ‘the stakeholders’ in the
governance networks; and to ‘activate’ the former service users from being passive recipients of aid into active members of society (Stewart 2016, 2–7, Leino &
Peltomaa 2012, Demszky & Nassehi 2012, 174). Expertise-by-experience can be
viewed both as a means to democratise expertise by bringing recognition to alternative sources of valuable knowledge and legitimate expertise, as well as a
tool in the expertisation of democracy in crafting new possibilities for the participation of experts, instead of members, citizens or activists. In the 2010s, expertiseby-experience has become what Cornwall and Brock call a ‘buzzword’ in the
Finnish social welfare; a word that is ‘warmly persuasive, fulsomely positive and
promising an entirely different way of doing business’ (2005, 1043).
From 2011 to 2014, I was in charge of developing expertise-by-experience in
a Finnish civil society organisation. I worked in a project whose objective was to
‘increase voluntary work, enhance inclusion, enable service users’ participation
and develop new means to combine experiential knowledge with professional
expertise’.1 The organisation, although a civil society organisation at its roots, had
developed into a strong, professional service provider, and as one of my former
colleagues put it, had ‘tossed the baby out with the bathwater’. Now, with a significant push from the organisation’s funder, the Slot Machine Association,2 it wanted to re-discover its roots, to welcome volunteers into its functions anew and
most of all to reconceptualise the service users as active agents instead of passive
recipients of aid.
As it turned out, this was no small task. The idea of civic participation was
often responded to with varying levels of caution; the trained and specialised
professionals were conscious of their own expertise and stressed that ‘random
citizens’ did not possess enough knowledge or capacities to help the organisaProject implementation plan 2011.
For anonymity reasons, I have chosen not to identify the CSO nor the project I was employed in. See section 3.3.4. Ethical considerations for further discussion.
2 The Finnish Slot Machine Association was a public organisation that had a monopoly of
gaming in Finland. Its profits went towards the funding of civil society organisations working in the health and social welfare sector. Through the allotment of grants it provided resources and thus significantly steered the work done in Finnish CSOs. In 2017, RAY supported a little over 850 organisations with a total sum of 317 600 000 €. The organisation’s
gaming functions were merged with two similar gaming companies from the beginning of
2017, and it is now called Veikkaus. Its profits are now distributed through the Funding
Centre for Social Welfare and Health Organisations (STEA), part of the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health.
1
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tion’s beneficiaries in the same way the professionals could. Moreover, although
the idea of empowering the service users was met with enthusiasm on a rhetorical level, in practice the new, active citizen in the making caused many feelings of
unease among the social welfare professionals. Mixed emotions between the will
to empower and the need to protect, between a willingness to listen and the selfconsciousness of ‘knowing better’, were everyday struggles for my colleagues –
myself included.
As a way forward, our project introduced the notion of expertise-byexperience into the organisation’s vocabulary. Borrowing a term that had already
gained traction in our fellow civil society organisations, we re-labelled the service
users as experts-by-experience, hence recognising the value of their experiential
knowledge. This was done as an attempt to open up an avenue for them to collaborate with other experts in the field and perhaps more importantly to make our
colleagues’ way of working more inclusive and participatory. The notion seemed
like an innovative way to overcome the expert-citizen dichotomy by ‘promoting’
the service users up into the category of experts, all the while not threatening the
other experts’ positions by emphasising the different source of the experts-byexperience’s expertise. I was excited beyond words by this innovation and eager
to start working on it with the people we now called experts-by-experience.
For four years I was immersed in developing expertise-by-experience in this
organisation. I met truly amazing survivors, whose point of view definitely deserved to be included and heard. However, at the same time, I grew increasingly
concerned. The idea of expertise-by-experience was introduced by us, the organisation’s practitioners. It stemmed both from our commitment to the inclusive
values of civil society and also from what we thought our funder was expecting
of us. As one of my interviewees put it later, she ‘didn’t want to become an expertby-experience, she was rather made into one’. This was decidedly not a bottom-up
initiative. It was not about the people fighting to get their voices heard. Instead, it
was about us wanting to show that we listen.
In addition, quite a few of my colleagues expressed a strong urge to contain
and limit either the issues the experts-by-experience would be allowed to discuss,
or the scope of who should be allowed to act as an expert-by-experience. Participation and inclusion were often approached through the potential risks they
might entail, both for the participants’ ‘recovery’ as well as for the organisation’s
everyday work. A common worry was how participation can be harmful for
people in vulnerable positions, and on the other hand, that there was no way of
knowing how their input would affect the organisation. The response was to set
up standards, guidelines, rules and recommendations that would make participation manageable.
Finally, it was the notion of expertise that baffled me. Why do we need to
call these people experts to be able to listen to them? As I then began finding out,
the aspect of ‘making experts’ was a crucial tool in the initiatives as they constructed their participants as subjects.
This PhD thesis analyses this process of expert-making in a social welfare
context with a governmentality ethnographic approach. I am interested in how a
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person with difficult past experiences is made into ‘an expert of one’s own life’
and how the subjectivity thus created is connected to different possibilities of participation. My focus is, hence, on the processes of the participants’ subjectivation
(Foucault 1994, 718–719, M. G. E. Kelly 2013, Cremonesi et al. 2016a). I examine
what kind of subjectivities participatory governmentality enables, through which
practices they are constructed and, in turn, how the participants themselves engage with, contest and redefine the possibilities being offered to them. My specific
interest is in how the expertisation affects the participants’ possibilities for being.
The processes of making experts-by-experience provide a particularly intriguing empirical case for the study of the participants’ subjectivation, as the notions of knowledge, truth and the participants’ self-government are here intertwined in a particularly explicit way. The participants are trained and named to
become ‘experts of themselves’, which makes certain conceptions of truth,
knowledge and expertise both tools through which their way of being is governed
and manifestations of the governing rationales on which the expert-constructions
are based. What the participants are experts of, what constitutes expertise and
knowledge in this context and who defines these become questions that directly
influence the experts-by-experience’s self-making. At the same time, the concepts
of knowledge and expertise become key arenas for political struggle in an increasingly ‘governance-driven democracy’ (Warren 2009, Lappalainen 2017, 118): Who
gets to participate in defining knowledge? Whose knowledge is credible and to be
enacted on? How is it possible to challenge and redefine knowledge?
My motivation for focusing on the projects’ subjectivation practices is that
through them it becomes possible to conduct a more grassroots-level evaluation
of participatory initiatives’ democratic quality (see also Griggs, Norval & Wagenaar 2014). In the original research articles that compose this dissertation I explore the process of expert-making in the context of participatory social welfare
with the help of the following questions:
1. What characterises the subjectivities created in the context of expertiseby-experience?
What kind of participation and ‘way of being’ is encouraged and
made feasible?
2. How (through which practices and techniques) are participants constructed as experts?
How are notions of expertise and knowledge (re)defined and used in
the participants’ subjectivation?
How are certain subject-constructions made (to appear) rational and
feasible?
How do the participants respond to and engage with their subjectivation?
3. How do the practices identified sustain, or conversely, undermine democracy?
In this summary article, I focus largely on my third research question and reinterpret my articles’ findings through a critical democratic lens. By using a critical
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framework, I refer both to a specific understanding of democracy and a particular
usage of the knowledge produced through research on democracy. First, I subscribe to an understanding of democracy that Aletta Norval (2014) calls poststructuralist theories. These approaches, encompassing radical and critical democratic theories, conceive of democracy as an unfinished process that strives towards equal possibilities of action and towards ever enlarging possibilities to critique and destabilise the structures and rationales of governing that are made to
appear as ‘self-evident’ (Laclau & Mouffe 2014, Rancière 1999, Griggs, Norval &
Wagenaar 2014, 24–26, Li 2007c, 19, 22–25, Blaug 2002, 105–106). A critical approach to democracy research, in turn, adopts a normative and emancipatory
stance in the uses of theory and seeks to produce knowledge that would enable
politicising existing social structures, to contest dominant rationales and ‘truths’
and to open up spaces for action in environments that have previously been
closed and for groups that have previously been supressed (Bohman 2016, Griggs,
Norval & Wagenaar 2014, Cotterell & Morris 2011).
This ‘emancipatory criticism’ (Bohman 2016) will serve as my analytical lens
when interpreting my articles’ findings with an aim to evaluate the participatory
processes’ democratic quality. Through this lens, participation in itself is not
enough to contribute to a better functioning and deeper democracy (Cornwall &
Coelho 2007, 5, cf. Fung & Wright 2001). In addition, it has to be equally accessible – and forcefully designed to further promote equality – and include possibilities for profound criticism and re-politicisation of also those issues and underlying assumptions that the administration and the governing elite would rather
retain untouched (Griggs, Norval & Wagenaar 2014, Baiocchi & Ganuza 2017, 13–
14). Furthermore, the approach locates democracy in the grassroots practices of
governing and resistance (Griggs, Norval & Wagenaar 2014, 30–32), and it interprets how these everyday ways of guiding, negotiating and contesting contribute
to the democratic project. The key analytical questions for these practices’ democratic quality are to what extent they enable 1) questioning of what we ‘know to
be true’ and furthering the possibilities for such destabilisations and repoliticisations and 2) claiming room for new actors, new issues and new ways to
engage in political debate. The particular focus of this approach is on the margins
of democracy; whether the possibilities for participation created are founded on
an egalitarian premise (Rancière 2011, 79) and whether they allow marginalised
and silenced citizens to reclaim the right to define knowledge and truth, break
from pre-given identities and craft out their own way of being that might currently seem unthinkable, unimaginable and undoable (Rancière 1999, 14–15,
Genel 2016, 20, 27).
I investigate these two core aspects of democracy through two potential developments in the connections between democracy and expertise in the participatory initiatives developing expertise-by-experience. To probe the potential of developing more equal possibilities for participation, I ask to what extent and under
what circumstances the initiatives contribute to ‘democratisation of expertise’, i.e.
enhance the capacity of marginalised and silenced citizens to have a stronger influence in political decision-making on issues that are relevant for them. To in-
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vestigate the potential of re- and de-politicisation, I reformulate the question and
inquire whether the practices can be perceived as tools in ‘expertisation of democracy’, i.e. the de-politicising of issues by moving them to the realm of technocratic governance and creating new, epistemic thresholds for democratic participation, hence moving the possibilities for political action even further from the
reach of those whose voice is already heard less.
Through this investigation, this thesis contributes to a better understanding
of how we are constructed as subjects under the participatory governmentality
and discusses how this process can be evaluated from the point of view of democracy. More broadly, the research explores the practices that maintain, and in
turn, challenge democracy. It moves the notions of knowledge and expertise to
the centre of interpretive analysis on democracy and hence transcends the dichotomy between administration and political decision-making that may be ill
suited for our governance-enmeshed democracies (see Keränen 2014). This opens
up knowledge and expertise as political concepts and sites of struggle, where
democracy in practice actualises in the everyday world.
In the next subsection, I will present the case at hand by explaining the uses
and definitions of the concept of expertise-by-experience, recounting its background and describing the context in which it emerged in Finland. Then, I will
situate the phenomenon within the discussion on the different uses and roles of
knowledge and expertise in democratic government. In the following two subsections, I will tell the two, partially conflicting tales of democracy through which
expertise-by-experience could be interpreted. First, I will explore the participatory enthusiasm, the belief in the democratisation of expertise, and the ensuing
practices of participatory governance, service user involvement and service coproduction. Then, I will assume a more critical outlook and describe the concerns
and problems identified with participatory governance. I will in particular focus
on the alleged de-politicising effects of participatory governance, on the ‘expertisation of democracy’, and its co-opting tendencies for participants’ input.

1.1 Experts-by-experience in Finnish social welfare
Expertise-by-experience as a concept and practice has been traced back to the
‘third way’ health and social care reforms in the UK, which sought to craft a new,
active role for the service user (Barnes & Cotterell 2012, Fox, Ward & O’Rourke
2005, P. M. Wilson 2001). In keeping with many other participatory measures,
these service user involvement initiatives were introduced as a response to an
array of problems (Newman & Clarke 2009, 134–139, Barnes & Cotterell 2012,
Lewis 2010, 277–278, Stewart 2013a). By inviting experts-by-experience to participate in the planning and execution of social services, they were to become empowered and assume more responsibility over their own life and care (see Healy
2000). In addition, and in part through the participants’ greater responsibility
over themselves, the co-produced services were to be more efficient and consequently less costly (P. M. Wilson 2001, 136–137, Barnes 2009, 219–220). Further-
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more, through service user engagement the new ‘duty’ (Barnes & Cotterell 2012,
xviii) of public involvement, sketched in numerous public policy outlines, was
met. This supposedly made public governance more legitimate as it adhered to
the new participatory norm (Leal 2007).
Stephen Cowden and Gurnam Singh (2007, also Martin 2008a, Noorani 2013)
have identified two, somewhat contradictory political projects and rationales that
contributed to New Labour’s invention of an active public service user. On the
one hand, an active user-citizen fits nicely with the state’s aims to withdraw, i.e.
to cut back on public services and reduce the state’s role to mere ‘management
through communities’ (Newman & Clarke 2009, 49) An active service user and an
engaged citizen was to pick up the slack and resume more responsibility for their
own and their families’ well-being (Newman & Clarke 2009, 165–166, Cowden &
Singh 2007, Barnes & Cotterell 2012, xvii). On the other hand, the service users’
voice was also intensified through the claims made by the New Social- and Self
Help-Movements of the 1970s, which sought to destabilise the existing power
dynamics and purported the primacy of people’s own first-hand knowledge and
which led later to various interpretations of survivor activism (Borkman 1976,
Cowden & Singh 2007, Mazanderani 2017, Noorani 2013, Beresford 2009, Lawton
2003). While both of these projects worked towards the service users’ activation,
their underlying rationales for seeking to craft an active role for the experiencebased experts was crucially different, which contributed to the creation of very
different possibilities for participation.
In the 2000s, the notion of an active service user, labelled as ‘an expert-byexperience’, also made it to shore in Finland (also Alanko & Hellman 2017). One
of the first organisations to use the term was the Muotiala Accommodation and
Activity Centre Association in Tampere, which received funding from the Slot
Machine Association for the development of experience-based expertise in mental health services in 2001. Drawing on examples from the UK and Denmark, it
was then disseminated to many other sectors, including both public sector organisations and civil society organisations (CSOs), especially in the 2010s (Rissanen
2015, 201).
The landscape in which the concept took root can be considered particularly
welcoming for a notion that seems to emphasise at the same time the value of
people’s first-hand knowledge and the unique value and position of experts in
decision-making. On the one hand, Finland’s civil society has a long history of
active patient organisations and interest mediation (Saukkonen 2013, M. Siisiäinen & Kankainen 2009, 97). Finnish CSOs have been an intrinsic part of political decision-making, and their role has historically been profoundly collaborative with the state (Alapuro 2005, 383). The CSOs have been customarily treated
as legitimate representatives of people with first-hand experiences of a social
problem or an illness, which is characteristic of the so-called social-corporate political system (Jepperson 2002, 73–74). The inclusion of interest-mediating associations has been frequent in a consultation-based administrative model in which
new policy outlines were discussed with ‘all relevant stakeholders’ in a consen-
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sus-oriented manner (Kuokkanen 2016, 65; Keränen 2017, 146). The voice of experiences, in this manner, was nothing new in the Finnish political system.
On the other hand, the Finnish political culture can be considered particularly knowledge-oriented and expert-reliant (Luhtakallio 2010, Raevaara 2005). In
the Finnish context, political arguments are considered more compelling if they
are substantiated with ‘facts’ and figures. Emotion-filled personal testimonies, in
turn, easily wash away a person’s authority, and strongly value-laden discourses
are labelled as ‘unnecessarily politicising’ issues that should ideally be dealt with
in a calm and rational manner (Luhtakallio 2010, 79, 197). This has constructed
the legitimate role of associations and participating citizens more broadly as collaborative knowledge-producers rather than as strong advocates of private interests (Luhtakallio 2010, 23, 157) – a tendency further enforced by the neo-liberal,
de-politicising visions of governance (Keränen 2017, 147–148). Eeva Raevaara
(2005, 175–178) provides a telling example by recounting how women’s equal
political representation was justified in Finland not with claims of democracy but
by emphasising how their expertise would be invaluable for the good of the nation. Within this context, it was not very surprising that the concept that labels
service users and beneficiaries as experts resonated positively among Finnish
decision-makers and public servants. There was already a role in the Finnish
‘functionalist-rationalist polity’ (Luhtakallio 2010, 22) in which these new experts
could be envisioned.
What was, however, a novel innovation was that through the introduction
of the concept of expertise-by-experience it was no longer the employees or elected spokespeople of CSOs but people with first-hand experiences who needed to
be included and activated. This signified a move away from a historically very
mediated form of civic participation towards a more direct model. Above all, this
shift in emphasis was a reflection of the broader paradigm shift in governance
norms and Finnish public policy outlines, which stressed the importance of active
citizen engagement and pushing towards new innovations to involve and activate citizens (Salminen & Wilhelmsson 2013, 10–11, Matthies & Uggerhj 2014, 3–
4). This was the government’s response to the so-called ‘democracy-deficit’,
which was evident for example in decreasing turnout, as well as in civil society
and party organisation memberships (Paloheimo 2013, Kuokkanen 2016, 68–69).
Some of the first responses drafted for this concern were the Ministry of the Interior’s Inclusion-project of 1997–2002 and a cross-sectoral project entitled ‘The Citizen Participation Policy Programme’ in 2003–2007, which resulted in the institutionalisation of democracy policy as its own policy field (Keränen 2007, Salminen
& Wilhelmsson 2013, 10–12). The cross-sectoral concern for the need to increase
civic participation was expressed in the project’s final report:
The contents of the process of decision-making needs to be significantly opened up to
those citizens and civil society organisations that want to exert influence but that feel
like they do not possess the means to do so. Second, tools need to be developed to
amplify the voices of those who have already lost their faith in having an impact.
Final report of the Citizen Participation Policy Programme (2007, 16). Translation by
the author.
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To answer this call for new avenues, new mechanisms and more direct possibilities to participate, the Ministry of Social Welfare and Health (MSAH) defined
‘inclusion’ and ‘customer-initiated service production’ as the prime goals of its
National Development Programme for Social Welfare and Health Care (Kaste).3
The programme adopted the concept of an expert-by-experience and placed it as
one of the key tools to achieve the programme’s goals. In a similar vein, the main
funder of Finnish social welfare CSOs, The Finnish Slot Machine Association,
started to draw back funding for the CSOs’ service production (Särkelä 2016,
296–298). This directed social welfare CSOs to define their role more sternly as
facilitators of civic participation and inclusion. Moreover, Finnish municipalities
were equally compelled by the revised Local Government Act of 2015 to craft
new avenues for participation for their inhabitants (Local Government Act,
410/2015, Section 22). One form of such participation is described as ‘planning
and developing services together with service users’ (ibid.). The combination of
these steering efforts and incentives quite understandably resulted in an explosion of new initiatives seeking to enforce the participation of the beneficiaries and
members of both public and third sector organisations.
The notion of expertise-by-experience was quite understandably compelling
for Finnish social welfare organisations, as it seemed to provide an apt tool to increase the target groups’ participation. It would not only enable the crafting of
new possibilities and new venues to participate, but it would also acknowledge
the participants’ experiences in a novel way. Now, experiences were reframed as
experiential knowledge, and as such easily incorporable into policy-making. Further,
the concept served to blur the distinction between ‘the experts’ and ‘the beneficiaries’, fitting both the ethos of participatory and dialogical social work (Närhi
2004) as well as the Finnish expert-reliant political culture like a glove.
In addition, and my no means insignificantly, the incorporation of expertise-by-experience was a fitting concept to provide proof of the organisations’
innovative and participatory attitude for the organisations’ funders. It can be perceived as the organisations’ – especially the CSOs’ – attempt to strategically manoeuvre within the new demands of public participation set by their funders in
order to secure the best possible resources for their work.
Närhi and Kokkonen (2014, 103–104) have discussed the multiple purposes
the novel participatory trend was positioned to answer in a social policy context.
In addition to the socio-liberal understanding of participation as a right to be included, Närhi and Kokkonen argue that participation has increasingly become an
economic tool. They have identified a strong upsurge of the neo-liberal rationale
in participatory social policy outlines of the 2010s, focusing on responsibilising
the individual citizens and improving the economic competitiveness of the country (also Aaltio 2013, Särkelä 2016, 73–78). A quote from an interview with a public official from the MSAH illustrates this rationale concretely:
It [increased participation] can benefit the society in two ways. On the one hand, it
pulls people along, and can thus decrease some expenses related to marginalisation.
3

http://stm.fi/en/kaste-progamme
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On the other hand, it can produce added value to our economy. These are the two
points with participation.
A public official from the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, 16.12.2016

This interpretation has since been intensified, as Finnish social policy has increasingly adopted neo-liberal concepts, such as activation, as part of its rhetoric, emphasising the active role and responsibilities of the welfare recipients (Julkunen
2017, 148–148, Matthies 2017). The inclusion of the participants’ ‘voice’ is also
hoped to improve the services and make them more efficient in meeting the clients’ needs and to promote the welfare recipients’ own wellbeing (Matthies 2017).
Crucially, with the use of this concept, the beneficiaries were now engaged primarily as customers of specific services and as individuals rather than collectives.
Finally, expertise-by-experience in Finland was a distinctly top-down development (also Närhi & Kokkonen 2014, 96). It was a strongly governmentinitiated and steered initiative that sought to engage new participants by crafting
a sufficiently novel, but at the same time reassuringly familiar, role through
which ‘the target group’ could be engaged. This is in line with Mark Warren’s
(2009) observation on the general trend of ‘governance drivenness’ of participatory initiatives internationally, but it may also reflect the Finnish political culture
and the history of Finnish civil society more widely as a state-driven and collaboration-oriented project (Stenius 2003, 358–359).
Today, the concept of expertise-by-experience is used widely and has become somewhat of a marker for an inclusive and empowering welfare organisation. Indeed, ‘the establishment of an operating model for expertise by experience and
client involvement’ is one of the government’s key projects for the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health (MSAH),4 developed under the steering of the National
Institute of Health and Welfare.5 At present, it is one of the most powerful concepts in use to open up and delineate possibilities for participation for marginalised groups.
However, the concept is a broad church. It is used both in healthcare6 and
social welfare and can be used to refer to paid professionals, freelancer performing paid ‘gigs’ upon invitation or volunteers. In its broadest meaning, the equivocal concept refers to a person who has undergone social or health-related difficulties and is now acting as an expert based on those experiences. In the seven projects investigated in this research, the problematic experiences include substance
abuse, mental health illnesses, 7 domestic violence, gambling addiction, homelessness and the use of income support. Most commonly, experts-by-experience
stm.fi/en/services-responsive-to-client-needs/project-description
www.innokyla.fi/web/tyotila1923650/uutiset/innotori-18.5.2016-asiakasosallisuushallituksen-karkihankkeena-asiakasosallisuus-innokylassa
6 See, e.g. www.ksshp.fi/fiFI/Sairaanhoitopiiri/Muu_toiminta/Perusterveydenhuollon_yksikko/Kokemusasiantuntijat
7 Many of the issues transcend the dichotomy of either health or social issues. Although
substance abuse and mental health problems are, decidedly, also illnesses, and fall also
within the domain of medical concerns, they also bring forth a myriad of social problems. I
consider them here as social issues following the organisations’ own framing of their field
of work.
4
5
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perform the following: they act in different service co-production working
groups, they bring their ‘experiential knowledge’ to political decision-making in
different working committees and governance networks under the MSAH and in
local social welfare and health boards, they evaluate services, deliver lectures on
their experiences for professionals and political decision-makers or participate in
public debate through the media. Their tasks are, however, extremely varied.
Among the most creative are those serving as tourist guides for local politicians’
fieldtrips to ‘the underbelly’ of their municipality or turning an apartment into an
art performance by filling it with signs of domestic violence for the public, local
professionals and policymakers to see.
Figure 1 depicts the interviewed experts-by-experience’s position in the policy process:

Figure 1

Interviewed experts-by-experience in the policy process

The black and grey circles in the figure represent one mention of a task my interviewees had performed as an expert-by-experience. The problem formulation /
agenda setting phase refers to the very early stages of a policy cycle where an
emerging issue is being introduced and attempted to be placed in the policy
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agenda. These tasks were mainly carried out by the civil society experts-byexperience and consisted, for example, of writing opinion pieces or letters to MPs
in an effort to point out the public’s interest in an issue. Policy formulation, for its
part, refers to the concrete environments in which a policy is being drafted;
namely committees and working groups in Ministries in which experts-byexperience were invited as representatives of people with experience of the issue
being discussed. Decision-making regards institutions and arrangements, such as
municipal councils and the boards of municipalities’ Joint Authorities, in which
decisions about policy outlines or, for example, budget allocations are made. Policy implementation consists of a variety of project steering groups and network
arrangements through which social policy is being implemented, both nationally
and locally. Service delivery refers to the concrete sites that organise social welfare services; places where experts-by-experience hold a role as ‘peer supporters’
or other customer contacts. Policy evaluation refers to different evaluation committees and practices where experts-by-experience held a position of ‘an evaluator-by-experience’. Finally, policy-revision refers to committees and steering
groups whose task was to re-evaluate and redraft a policy.
As we observe, the experts-by-experience’s tasks focus mostly on the implementation and evaluation phases of the policy-process. These tasks include
memberships in various service design committees and evaluation groups, as
well as training practitioners and administrative staff on how to improve services.
The second most frequent context of participation is the agenda-setting phase.
Here, the experts-by-experience’s tasks include various efforts to influence political decision-makers and bring their phenomenon of expertise to their decisionmaking agenda. Some experts-by-experience had been active in drafting policyinitiatives and bills themselves, while others have been in contact with politicians
either directly or via art or other creative means. On a few occasions, the expertsby-experience described themselves as part of the policy-formulation of the revision phase, mainly as parts of ministerial working groups. It is particularly noteworthy that none of the experts-by-experience interviewed described having taken part in any decision-making (which in a representative system is understandable), but furthermore none of them had been present in environments that they
considered having decision-making authority.
As is apparent, the experts-by-experience’s tasks vary both in terms of their
objective, their scope and their context. The term can be used to refer to beneficiaries of a civil society organisation who bring forward their experiential
knowledge in everyday conversations over a cup of coffee. At the same time, it
can be used much more formally to refer to appointed customer representatives
in ministerial committees or service co-production groups. The experts-byexperience’s participation could be directed very narrowly at developing a specific service and making the specificities of this service and its impacts the core of
their expertise. On some occasions, the experts-by-experience were also invited to
provide services for current customers. For example, some municipalities adopted a practice where an expert-by-experience had their own ‘reception’ in munici-
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pal social welfare services, providing the customers with a peer-support-like assistance in finding the right form of support for their situation.
In other environments, the experts-by-experience’s expertise was conceived
of more broadly as a deep understanding of the problem they have had to undergo. This view on their experiential expertise also broadened the scope of their
participation. On these occasions, the experts-by-experience focused more on influencing public and decision-makers’ attitudes, instead of focusing on practical
and technical arrangements of a specific service. Furthermore, many of the projects both invited experts-by-experience to develop their own activities or services and drew on their experiential knowledge in their advocacy efforts. This
often made the experts-by-experience spokespeople for a larger imagined community with similar experiences. As is then visible, no one understanding of the
concept, the tasks it entails and the participation it makes possible exists. The
common denominator of these varied tasks is the experts-by-experience’s own
story – and its expressions and influence.
Despite some efforts of the National Institute for Health and Welfare,8 the
concept of expertise-by-experience continues to receive different, even contradicting interpretations in practice. Practitioners and experts-by-experience have very
different views on who can and should be allowed to act as an expert-byexperience and what their tasks and the possibilities for impact should be. One of
the key points of contestation is the experts-by-experience’s training: While some
actors tie the concept only to people who have undergone specific training for
experts-by-experience (see, e.g. www.kokemusasiantuntijat.fi), others perceive
these trainings as problematic thresholds and even artificial selection processes
(Meriluoto 2018b). The trainings in question are described as growth-processes
where experts-by-experience-to-be ‘turn their experiences into a story’, ‘learn to move
from a self-absorbed perspective to collective thinking’ and develop ‘a wider understanding in lieu of just talking about their own experiences’.9 Five of the seven projects
studied in this thesis offered training to their participants. They varied significantly in length, ranging from a six-day course up to a two-year process with ‘onthe-job training periods’ in between. The most common components of these
trainings were varying methods of working with and reconstructing the participants’ stories and learning additional information, such as scientific knowledge
on the phenomenon in question, or legal frameworks and service structures within which the field practitioners’ work.
In addition to the divergent positions towards trainings, it is equally ambiguous whether the experts-by-experience are thought to represent themselves
The National Institute for Health and Welfare hired a consultant to carry out seven workshops across Finland in late 2013 and early 2014. Their task was ‘to map the concept of expertise-by-experience, the expectations towards it and potential issues that need to be developed, as well
as to gather local working methods and other emerging themes’ (Kokemusasiantuntijuus – totta
vai tarua? Kooste kokemusasiantuntijuus työpajoista 12/2013 – 3/2014 [Expertise-byexperience, true or false? An overview of the workshops on expertise-by-experience
12/2013 – 3/2014]).
9 Quotes from a blog post by an expert-by-experience: keskuststo.aklinikka.fi/tietopuu/etusivu/tietopuublogi/pia_alarto_
kokemusasiantuntijuuden_maarittely_tarkeaa_ja_ajankohtaista
8
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and their personal experiences when acting as an expert-by-experience or whether they act as a representative token for a large group of people with similar experiences (Meriluoto 2016). Moreover, the objectives thought to be achieved
through increased public involvement – in the initiatives introducing expertise
by experience, as well as in participatory policies more widely – remain unclear.
The projects inviting experts-by-experience into social welfare organisations rarely explicate why these new experts are needed and what functions their involvement is thought to fulfil. Increased participation appears as a ‘dogma’ – a
new norm for good governance and modern social policy, which rarely achieves
particular attention, let alone gets scrutinised critically.
The Finnish participatory turn, then, appears by no means as a coherent
governmental strategy to widen people’s possibilities to participate and ‘deepen
democracy’ (also Newman & Clarke 2009, 166, also Polletta 2016, 232, Blondiaux
2008, 132–133). Instead, previous studies have shown how the people constructed
as participants take on very different roles depending on the rationale evoked to
explain the need for increased civic participation and the corresponding understanding of democracy (see Charles 2016, loc. 93, Marinetto 2003, 107–108, Richard-Ferroudji 2011, Talpin 2006, Lowndes & Sullivan 2008).
Following from this confusion of conflicting interpretations, meaningmakings and underlying rationales, I propose that a more grassroots-level investigation is needed to better understand what takes place in these participatory
initiatives, what makes these actions understandable and what effects they have
for the participants. In previous interpretations of participatory measures, two
very different tales have been told on their effects for democracy; one rather optimistic and the other more critical, even pessimistic (see also Kuokkanen 2016). In
the following, I present these contrasting interpretations through two possible
objectives and potential outcomes of introducing lay experts in policy: the belief in
‘the democratisation of expertise’ and the suspicion of ‘the expertisation of democracy’. To lay groundwork for these interpretations, I start with a brief overview on previous research on the role of experiential knowledge in policy-making.

1.2 Experiential experts in participatory governance
The role of experts and lay citizens – in terms of what is thought desirable, feasible and rational from both groups – has been an on-going question in debates on
democracy (Dewey 1994, Fischer 2009, Walker, McQuarrie & Lee 2015, M. Berger
& Charles 2014). In broad terms, the division between experts and citizens has
served as a marker between ‘the political’ debate open for the passionate, opinionated citizens and the ‘de-politicised’ sphere of administration and governance
reserved for the ‘neutral and rational’ debate between experts (Swyngedouw
2011, Van Puymbroeck & Oosterlynck 2014, Wood & Flinders 2014). Now, the
participatory enthusiasm marches the citizens as experts onto centre stage (Blencowe, Brigstocke & Dawney 2013, Rabeharisoa, Moreira & Akrich 2014, Liberatore & Funtowicz 2003, Nowotny 2003) and expands the notion of expertise to
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refer to new groups such as patients (Eyal 2013, Epstein 1995), service users
(Barnes 2009, Noorani 2013, Toikko 2016, Alanko & Hellman 2017) or local residents (Leino & Peltomaa 2012, Fischer 2000). These democratic innovations that
seek to bring out the citizens’ ‘local expertise’ have made the distinction between
expert-inputs and public participation nigh impossible (Barnes 2009, Blencowe,
Brigstocke & Dawney 2013, Martin 2008a, Rabeharisoa, Moreira & Akrich 2014).
However, from the outset, understanding lay knowledge as well as its uses
has been a site of redefinitions and struggle (Rabeharisoa, Moreira & Akrich 2014,
Mazanderani, Locock & Powell 2012, Eyal 2013). The diverse and partially contradicting terms and purposes allotted to lay experts reflect different answers to
two key questions that underlie the creation of these new experts: 1) What is the
role and value of participation in a democracy? and 2) What role should (scientific) expertise play in democratic governance?
The first question is an evergreen in democratic theory, and the relationship
between participation and democracy has by no means been as self-evident as it
appears in the context of today’s participatory enthusiasm (Lee, McQuarrie &
Walker 2015, 9). First of all, democratic theorists have pondered whether participation is a necessary pre-requirement for or an intrinsic element of democracy
(see Pateman 1970, 2–14, G. Smith 2009, 8–9). While some see participation as a
core component, even the very essence of democracy (Barber 2003, 8, Fung &
Wright 2001, 7), others have gone as far as to suggest that (direct) participation
might be antithetic to the democratic values (Schumpeter 1943, 254–256). As participation became a core focal point of deepening democracy throughout the
1960s in the claims of the student movements (Pateman 1970, 1, Baiocchi & Ganuza 2017, 4), democratic theorists started to focus on more nuanced interpretations of the relationships between participation and democracy. As a result, they
developed, for example, varying approaches to evaluating when participation
can be considered democratic (Norval 2014, Rancière 1999, 14–17, G. Smith 2009,
16–17) and what the value of participation for a democracy might be (see, e.g.
Baiocchi & Ganuza 2017, Ganuza, Baiocchi & Summers 2016, Lee, McQuarrie &
Walker 2015).
The plethora of possible answers is tangibly present in the various interpretations of the role and purpose of lay experts’ participation. Their participation
can be valued as a means to ‘empower’ the participants – to make them feel valued, appreciated and included and to ‘build their capacities’ (Cornwall & Brock
2005, Eliasoph 2016). It can also be regarded as a means to build the input legitimacy of government by showing the width and variety of voices included in decision-making (Cotterell & Morris 2011, 59–60). Here, the participating citizens
are seen to act as a ‘necessary counterweight to elite power and bureaucratic rationality’ (Lee, McQuarrie & Walker 2015, 7). At the same time, and partially at
odds with the former, participation can be valued as a means to gain citizen input
or ‘lay knowledge’ on a specific theme or question (Borkman 1976, Fischer 2000,
Leino & Peltomaa 2012, Smith-Merry 2012, Epstein 1995). Here, the value of participation is instrumental (G. Smith 2009, 9). Its emphasis is not on the act of participating but on the knowledge and insight produced through it to reach better-
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reasoned decisions and more efficient public policy, thus contributing primarily
to ‘the throughput legitimacy’ of government (Schmidt 2013, O'Toole & Gale
2014).
Researchers have developed different analytical categories when attempting to elucidate the differing conceptions of the purpose and value of participation. Graham Martin, for example, has identified two main ways to valuate and
justify participation; one that values participation as a value in and of itself, and
one that perceives it as a means to (varying) ends (Martin 2008a). He has termed
them ‘democratic’ and ‘technocratic’ rationales, which contribute to participants
being perceived as either ‘representatives’ or ‘experts’ in the participatory
schemes. Graham Smith (2009, 8–9) makes a very similar distinction between the
intrinsic and instrumental value of participation. Ricardo Blaug (2002) takes this
dichotomy one step further by arguing that ‘incumbent democracy’ seeks to instrumentalise and domesticise participation for the purposes of efficient and
manageable decision-making, while ‘critical democracy’ values participation as a
means to destabilise the existing decision-making structures and institutions.
Concretely, these competing rationales of participation contribute to very different possibilities for participation for the lay experts (e.g. Richard-Ferroudji 2011,
M. Berger & Charles 2014, Martin 2008a, Carrel 2007).
The second question, the aspired role of expertise, has regained salience after the novel emphasis on ‘evidence-based policy-making’ (Cairney 2016). As
there is an increasing hope that policies are ‘evidence-based’, questions on the
balance between popular control and expert-assessment in political decisionmaking are (re)emerging (Strassheim 2015, 320–321). The (elitist) technobureaucratic conception of the policy-process perceives the citizens’ role as making value-based assessments and evaluations of political decisions and presupposes a ‘rational’ administrative sphere in opposition to the value-laden field of
public participation (Fischer 2009, loc. 87–95, Torgerson 2003, 114–115). The experts’ role, on their part, is to provide the decision-makers with ‘relevant and reliable information’ and ‘scientific evidence’ as the basis of their decision-making
(Cairney 2016, 15–19, Lippmann 2004, 17).
Participatory innovations blur this Schumpeterian dichotomy of elite experts and lay citizens (Chambers 2017, Strassheim 2015, 321). First, models of deliberative democracy rely strongly on the premise of rational dialogue between
participants and a reasoned decision, as well as educated and enlightened participants as a result (Fishkin 2009, Fischer 2009, loc. 115–121). Deliberative ideals
claim to make expertise and knowledge a matter for mutual deliberation, instead
of perceiving them as a prerogative of the elite (Dewey & Rogers 2016, 28–35,
Torgerson 2003, 121). Second, many participatory processes operate on the logic
of ‘participatory governance’, justifying civic participation as a means to widen
the governance network and to include the maximum amount of diverse forms of
knowledge in decision-making, as will be discussed in the following. Subsequently, participation’s relationship to expertise can be perceived as an antidote
to excessive expert power, as well as a vehicle for delivering different forms of
expertise to decision-making (see Lee, McQuarrie & Walker 2015, 12).
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This desire to create new experts has been identified as emblematic of a paradigm shift from ‘government to governance’ (see Sullivan & Skelcher 2002,
Barnes, Newman & Sullivan 2007, Peters & Pierre 2001) and further to ‘participatory governance’ (Fung & Wright 2001, Bevir 2006, McLaverty 2011). The rationale
underpinning this new way of thinking about ruling taps into instrumental valuations of participation: its premise is that through greater collaboration and joining
up different forms of knowledge, a new hands-on type of knowledge is to be acquired in decision-making, which is particularly suitable for forming networks of
knowledge that can address the increasingly ‘wicked problems’ of the contemporary condition (Sterling 2005, 146–153, Ferlie et al. 2011, Sullivan & Skelcher 2002,
19, Fischer 2009, loc. 925). This has meant a new, active role for citizens, who are
now called to participate in ‘co-governing’ or ‘co-producing’ specific (pre-defined)
issues or services (Warren 2009) and who are perceived as contributors to and
collaborators in administrative processes (e.g. Swyngedouw 1994, 2005, Newman
et al. 2004, R. Dean 2014). In public service production, this has manifested in the
introduction of new practices and vocabulary, such as service user involvement
and co-production (Brandsen & Pestoff 2006, Needham 2008, Palumbo 2015, 74–
75).
Participatory governance further renders the connection between participation and expertise as ambiguous. First, it seemingly breaks down the elitist understanding of expertise by inviting different stakeholders to contribute their
unique knowledges to the policy-process. At the same time, its operating principle, relying on collaborative networks, breaks the linear conception of the policyprocess (Cairney 2016, 16–18, Hajer & Wagenaar 2003, 8–9), making it increasingly clear that the artificial distinction between facts and values, or administration
and ‘the political’, is not the most useful heuristic when attempting to understand
how power operates in participatory schemes. Marja Keränen (2014) has argued
that this division is both performative as well as institutionalised and that it is
reproduced in everyday practices and negotiations. While they condition the
roles and possibilities that are opened up for participants placed in each context,
these demands for the participants’ way of being are effectively concealed by the
governance-talk that presents all participants as equals. Subsequently, it becomes
extremely difficult to investigate power in these governance arrangements. This
makes the study of different conceptions of knowledge and expertise, and the
corresponding possibilities for political action opened up through them, of crucial importance (Hajer & Wagenaar 2003, 13). It is for these purposes that I steer
my analytical focus towards the uses and (re)definitions of knowledge and expertise in a participatory governance setting.
Thomasina Borkman’s (1976) definition is often quoted as the first attempt
to define the concept of experiential knowledge. She sketched the concept as ‘truth
learned from personal experience with a phenomenon rather than truth acquired
by discursive reasoning, observation, or reflection on information provided by
others’ (ibid., 446). Borkman, then, distinguishes experiential knowledge primarily through its method of acquisition. She goes on to argue that ‘the most important elements of experiential knowledge are 1) the type of “information” on
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which it is based, and 2) one's attitude toward that information’ (ibid.). According to her, experiential knowledge is the ‘wisdom and know-how gained from
personal participation in a phenomenon instead of isolated, unorganized bits of
facts and feelings upon which a person has not reflected’ (ibid.). She concludes
that this knowledge tends to be ‘concrete, specific, and commonsensical, since
they are based on the individual's actual experience, which is unique, limited,
and more or less representative of the experience of others who have the same
problem’ (ibid.). Furthermore, Borkman argues that a crucial component of experiential knowledge is one’s conviction of their experiences to truly constitute ‘the
truth’ about the phenomenon (Borkman 1976, 447).
Much has been debated after Borkman’s initial attempt to define experiential knowledge. While the foundation – experiential knowledge as information
based on what a person has lived through first hand – still seems valid, researchers have since critically explored several other aspects of experiential knowledge.
First, although Borkman recognised the possible tension between experiential
and professional knowledge, she presented the two knowledges as rather effortlessly mutually complementing one another (Borkman 1976, 448). This, somewhat idealistic, view comes into question in light of more recent empirical studies
that have noted how the participants’ knowledge is often treated as ‘second’
knowledge (Rabeharisoa 2017, Moore & Stilgoe 2009, Barnes & Cotterell 2012),
positioning it in a subordinate position to researchers’ and practitioners’
knowledge. Furthermore, lay knowledge is sometimes conceptualised as a different kind of knowledge, making it unclear whether and how it should be used
along with scientific knowledge (Cotterell & Morris 2011, 58–62).
Second, Borkman’s way to define experiential knowledge as something else
than ‘isolated, unorganised bits of facts and feelings upon which a person has not
reflected’ (Borkman 1976, 446) has, in recent studies, been pinpointed as one of
the ways to delineate appropriate forms of knowledge in public discussion. The
rejection of feelings and personal views in favour of objective and general
knowledge has been shown to cause problems of exclusion in initiatives that
claim to incorporate experience-based knowledge, but can, in essence, end up
curbing and limiting its manifestations in public (e.g. Lehoux, Daudelin & Abelson 2012, Richard-Ferroudji 2011, Meriluoto 2018b).
Finally, Borkman’s view on experiential knowledge as ‘more or less representative’ or others’ similar experiences has been questioned – both in terms of
whether experiential knowledge can be representative, as well as whether it
should be in order to be utilisable in policy-making (Martin 2008a, 2008b, Saward
2009, Warren 2009, Lehoux, Daudelin & Abelson 2012).
If experiential knowledge – especially its functions and position towards
other forms of knowledge – seems like a debated concept, the general notion of
‘knowledge’ in policy-making is equally ambiguous. In fact, as Cairney (2016)
persuasively summarises, every part of the concept of evidence-based policymaking is equivocal and, moreover, an object of political struggle. If evidence is ’an
argument or assertion backed up by information’ (Cairney 2016, 3), your resident
Foucauldian will tell you that the definitions of what constitutes ‘information’ or
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‘knowledge’ are already, and fundamentally, sites of power and critique (Foucault
2007, Foucault et al. 1980). Furthermore, following Cairney, it is no less complicated to define a policy, the process of making it and the status where it is considered
to be ‘backed up’ by science (also Freeman & Sturdy 2014, Boswell 2009). Is it
enough to listen to the experts, or do they need to be actively involved in drafting
the policy? Who are the experts in each case? What is the form of input expected
of them? Furthermore, as Boswell succinctly puts it, the role of knowledge in policy-making is most often ‘symbolic rather than substantive’ (2009, 7–8); knowledge
is used as a means to increase legitimacy, build authority and credibility, rather
than as an actual input in the policy-making process.
In the Finnish social policy context, the role of knowledge in policy-making
has undergone a significant change in the 2000s. From an overview of the strategy documents of the Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health (MSAH), it
becomes rapidly evident how the term knowledge has gone from being almost
non-existent in 2001,10 to ‘knowledge-based decision-making’ being elevated to
one of the strategy’s subtitles and thus becoming one of the key objectives of the
strategy-period in 2011 (MSAH 2011).11 Curiously, the authors have opted for the
term ‘knowledge-based’ rather than ‘evidence-based’ or ‘science-based’, which
hints that the resource for the most applicable and relevant knowledge may also
exist elsewhere than among the research community.
Experiential knowledge is defined in a more detailed manner in projects
that implemented the MSAH strategies. The function of experiential knowledge
in these policy documents is well summarised in the following quote from a
guidebook12 that outlines practices that incorporate experience-based expertise as
well as guidelines for its future use:
An expert-by-experience brings the genuine experiences of people in vulnerable positions
and facing welfare risks to complement the professionals’ knowledge. Different experiences and needs concerning, for example, the sufficiency, efficacy and quality of services is crucial to be voiced, so that the services can be developed in a customer-led
manner.
(Kostiainen et al. 2014, 4, emphasis added. Translation by the author)

What, then, happens when these ‘genuine experiences’ are brought in to ‘complement’ other experts’ knowledge? Furthermore, what are considered ‘genuine
experiences’, and when are they evaluated as ‘complementing’ others’ knowledge?
How are experiences compatible with knowledge, and what happens to them
when they are invited around the same table with other forms of expertise?
In this thesis, I am not looking to examine or characterise experiential
knowledge as a ‘real’ form of knowledge that exists ‘out there’ (cf. Collins & EvSosiaali- ja terveyspolitiikan strategiat 2010 – Kohti sosiaalisesti kestävää ja taloudellisesti
elinvoimaista yhteiskuntaa. Helsinki: Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön julkaisuja 2001:3.
11 Sosiaalisesti kestävä Suomi 2020: Sosiaali- ja terveyspolitiikan strategia. Helsinki: Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön julkaisuja 2011:1.
12 Elisa Kostiainen, Sanna Ahonen, Tanja Verho, Päivi Rissanen, Tuulia Rotko. 2014. Kokemukset käyttöön – kokemusasiantuntijatoiminnan kehittäminen. [Experiences to use – Developing expertise-by-experience]. Helsinki: National Institute for Health and Welfare.
Working paper 36/2014.
10
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ans 2002, Collins & Evans 2007). Instead, I am very much interested in looking at
what is done with and through the concept of experiential knowledge. More specifically, I want to look at how experiential knowledge is constructed, how these
definitions are made to appear rational and what is attempted and achieved
through these definitions. What kind of participation becomes possible through
the redefinitions of knowledge and expertise? Next, I will consider two possible
interpretations of the effects of reconfiguring participants as experts.

1.3 Democratisation of expertise?
The optimistic view of the effects of the introduction of new forms of knowledge
and expertise is termed here following, e.g. Helga Nowotny (2003) and Frank
Fischer (2009) as ‘the democratisation of expertise’. This interpretation perceives
the new conceptualisations of expertise as an imaginative attempt to overcome
the dichotomy of experts and citizens (Dewey 1994) and renegotiate who should
have the right to take part in public governance. The introduction of lay experts is
seen as one means of ‘deepening democracy’ (Fung & Wright 2001) and thus enabling more people to have a direct impact on issues that concern them. The newly drawn connections between the different experts are represented as being
equal and inclusive, which is in contrast to the hierarchical organisation and
power discrepancies of traditional practices of governing (Sterling 2005, Martin
2011, 913, for a critique, see Davies 2012).
Indeed, prior research has noted how these projects actively use democratic
rhetoric to justify the need for increased public participation, claiming to ‘open
up the administration’ or ‘give a voice to the people’ (Bevir 2006, Griggs, Norval
& Wagenaar 2014, 4-5, Eriksson 2012, for examples, see e.g. Barber 2003, G. Smith
2009, Fung 2006). This reframes experience and presents it as an increasingly
powerful source of authority (Blencowe, Brigstocke & Dawney 2013, 4, Demszky
& Nassehi 2012, 172). Experience, the optimistic interpretation states, is now regarded an equally valuable source of expertise in participatory governance. Participatory arrangements, such as deliberative forums and consensus conferences,
rely and build on the participants’ lay expertise to make decisions on a variety of
complex matters (Strassheim 2015, 326). Subsequently, through the active involvement of citizens as experts, public governance is to become more participative, more inclusive and, as some would argue, more democratic as public administration would now need to take into account a variety of stakeholders’
views in governance processes (Blanco 2015, Martin 2011, Martin 2009).
How, then, should we interpret this ethos of participatory governance, with
its aim to democratise expertise from the point of view of democracy? While it
certainly does seem to contribute to the democratisation of the notion of expertise,
lending it generously to ‘all relevant stakeholders’, do these practices actually
contribute also to more democratic decision-making? The proponents of deliberative democracy seem optimistic. They perceive participatory processes as a
means to facilitate reasoned deliberation between all parties concerned, hence
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contributing to better justified political decisions (esp. Fishkin 2009, also Norval
2014, Grönlund, Bächtiger & Setälä 2014). Moreover, through rational debate, an
equally important aim is to shape participants’ attitudes, alleviate differences and
foster understanding and a sense of belonging among the citizens. By encouraging people to participate, empowered and consequently healthier, more reliable
and more co-operative citizens are to be constructed (Lister 2002, 39, Gaventa &
Barrett 2012, Perälä 2015).
Indeed, one of the key functions of democratising the notion of expertise is
to use the concept as a tool of empowerment (e.g. Healy 2000, 29–30, Randall &
Munro 2010, 1495, Närhi 2004, 54–55). Expertise as a notion lifts them above the
public into a new sphere of discussion among experts (Richard-Ferroudji 2011).
Volona Rabeharisoa, Tiago Moreira and Madeleine Akrich (2014) even suggest
that through the reworking of the notion of expertise, service users and patient
organisations have been able to craft new, collective identities for themselves and
to impact governance networks from within through ‘evidence-based activism’.
However, a dilemma remains. Even though the participatory initiatives
seem to indeed have democratised the uses and the notion of expertise, its content is another story. As noted, service users’ knowledge is often regarded as an
alternative form of knowledge, implying that ‘first knowledge’ remains situated
elsewhere. This makes it possible to evaluate service users’ knowledge vis-à-vis
scientific knowledge criteria (Barnes & Cotterell 2012, xxi, Healy 2000, 40–42).
Furthermore, it has been noted that the participants are often invited to take part
based on their experience-based knowledge but are required to transcend their
personal views when actually engaging in activities of participatory governance
in order for their participation to be considered legitimate (e.g. Lehoux, Daudelin
& Abelson 2012, Neveu 2011, 151, Richard-Ferroudji 2011). Frank Fischer points
to this contradiction by stating that in participatory arrangements ‘on one hand,
everyone’s voice is equally valuable, while on the other, reliable knowledge is the
domain of an exclusive community with certain skills and capabilities’ (Fischer
2003, 205). In other words, even though most seemingly everyone is now called an
expert, everyone’s expertise is not treated equally, and the dominant paradigm of
knowledge remains unchallenged. I will explore this discussion further in the
following section.

1.4 Expertisation of democracy?
While the above described democratisation of expertise might seem like a relief
for those of us worried about citizens’ decreasing possibilities for political action,
some previous research has suggested that these initiatives contribute in the opposite direction, i.e. to the expertisation of democracy (Liberatore & Funtowicz
2003, Strassheim 2015). By engaging their participants as experts, the participatory
schemes have the potential to define and choose their participants based on their
epistemic contributions and the level of (appropriate) expertise they possess (Martin 2008a, M. Berger & Charles 2014, 10–11, Strassheim 2015, Meriluoto 2018a).
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Here, the citizens’ right to participate stems from their ability to produce reliable
and relevant input for the decision-making process, instead of, for example, from
their right to be heard or right to be included (see Strassheim 2015, cf. Young 2000).
Earlier research has suggested that this expertisation of civic participation
can further deepen democratic inequalities, as the citizens who are able to formulate their demands by tapping into the ‘appropriate’ – neutral, objective and
technocratic – form and rhetoric of knowledge (Barnes 2008, Lehoux, Daudelin &
Abelson 2012, Martin 2012b, Meriluoto 2018b), are most often the ones who possess a wealth of resources, already recognised forms of knowledge and expertise,
and who want to use them in co-operation with the administration (Bang 2010,
2005, Lee, McQuarrie & Walker 2015). Henrik Bang (2010) calls them expert citizens – and their voice is already heard in decision-making.
Subsequently, as has also been pointed out in a rather critical tone, public
participation continues to develop in an elite-driven manner. Despite efforts to
make new democratic innovations equally accessible to everyone, and to identify
and tackle the factors of exclusion (economic compensation for the loss of time,
childcare etc.), participatory innovations have, to a large extent, failed to engage
the least well-off (Lee, McQuarrie & Walker 2015, Stalsburg & Ryfe 2012, Luhtakallio & Mustranta 2017). Instead, effective civic participation seems to continue
to require significant resources and abilities from the citizens, suggesting that in
order for their input to gain recognition in policy-making, citizens need to be able
to operate using similar rhetoric and similar forms of expertise as in traditional,
techno-bureaucratic models of policy-making (also Cotterell & Morris 2011, 69).
Expertisation has been dubbed as being one of the key practices of depoliticisation in ‘post-democratic’ societies (Li 2007c, 7, Swyngedouw 2011, Rose
1999, 192, Blühdorn 2014). By employing technical vocabulary, identifying problems in technical terms and emphasising knowledge over values, discussions can
be re-framed from political debates into administrative discussions where best
decisions are reached not through opinion-based debate but through informationbased management (e.g. Swyngedouw 2005, 1994). Earlier empirical research has
suggested that this emphasis can serve to steer the participants towards collaboration and dialogue by making critical voices and strong personal attachments and
agendas appear as unfitting (for an expert) (Martin 2012b, 2009, Beresford 2002,
Richard-Ferroudji 2011). Instead of offering the participants sites for contestations
or even conflict, the participatory governance taps into its participants’ will to cooperate for the ‘common good’, urging them to surmount their personal viewpoints to assume a more general outlook (Barnes 2008, Barnes, Newman & Sullivan 2006, Lehoux, Daudelin & Abelson 2012, Richard-Ferroudji 2011, Baiocchi &
Ganuza 2017, 17). Expertise, within this frame, equals the ability to provide technocratic, neutral and objective, knowledge-based arguments (Meriluoto 2018a,
Martin 2008a) in ‘co-governing’ specific (pre-defined) issues (Warren 2009).
The de-politicising tendency of participatory governance has not gone unnoticed in service user involvement studies either. Previous studies have suggested that by introducing the talk of networks and partnerships, current user
involvement schemes can be geared to co-opt the user-groups’ experience-based
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knowledge (Barnes & Cotterell 2012, Martin 2012c, Fox, Ward & O’Rourke 2005),
hence limiting their possibilities to voice criticism and act as advocates for their
members (Beresford 2002, 96, Noorani 2013, 50–51, Barnes, Newman & Sullivan
2007). Many service user involvement schemes have reported on their disappointment in the public engagement initiatives on the grounds that despite their
inclusive promise, the participatory innovations have not been ready nor
equipped to recognise and incorporate different forms of knowledge and expertise (Yiannoullou 2012, Cowden & Singh 2007, Smith-Merry 2012, 37). The most
critical commentators have suspected that some service user involvement
schemes are targeted at constructing co-operative and self-sufficient social welfare users, rather than seeking any true input from them (Fox, Ward & O’Rourke
2005, A. Wilson & Beresford 2000).
This consensus-oriented partnership-building has been identified as ‘postdemocratic’, as it strongly relies on participatory practices that ‘simulate democracy’ (Blühdorn 2013, 28–29), while ignoring the actual input produced. In a postdemocratic constellation, as critiques suggest, possibilities for political participation are increasingly watered down and replaced with technocratic expertcontributions to achieve, above all, an efficient and well-functioning economy
(Swyngedouw 2009, J. Wilson & Swyngedouw 2014, Larner 2014). Peculiarly,
participatory practices may be promoted more sternly than ever, but their scope
and nature is narrowed so that they do not risk promoting people’s possibilities
to influence decision-making (e.g. Polletta 2014). It has been interpreted that
within initiatives of ‘invited participation’, elected officials, the administration
and professionals are in practice reluctant to let go of their possibilities to use
power (e.g. Wagenaar 2014, 224). This results in ‘grand spectacles of public participation’ that, in fact, make it easier to carry on making decisions in the back
rooms ‘unscrutinized and unchallenged’ (Polletta 2016, 234). Edward T. Walker,
Michael McQuarrie and Caroline W. Lee (2015, 7) label these forms of activation
as ‘new public participation’, emphasising how they are elite-driven, seek to
channel lay citizens’ voices to serve the elite’s interests, aim at collaboration and
rallying up support for the elite’s authority and prioritise ‘the collective wisdom
of assembled publics’ over traditional forms of expertise.
A common interpretive frame for such simulative forms of democratic participation is a governmental outlook, which suggests that participatory innovations are, above all, targeted at governing the people who participate (e.g. Cruikshank 1999, 68–69, Miller & Rose 2008, 98–107, Lister 2002, Beresford 2002, Barnes
2008, Charles 2016, Martin 2012a). The governmentality interpretation posits that
through participative initiatives, people are made to ‘govern themselves in appropriate ways’ (Newman & Clarke 2009, 23) – to construct themselves as certain
kinds of (self-reliant and active) subjects (Walker, McQuarrie & Lee 2015, Gourgues, Rui & Topçu 2013, Bevir 2006). The governmentality critique suggests that
the rationale behind increased participation does not draw its justifications from
either emancipatory or epistemic outcomes of participation but has instead become ‘part of the planning power itself’ (Baiocchi & Ganuza 2017, 4).
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This allusion to the instrumentalisation of participation (Fischer 2009, loc.
946) suggests that participatory measures are symptomatic of a strategy to pacify
the citizens in the interests of the governing elites (also Blaug 2002). Fischer describes them in Foucauldian terms as ‘a technology used to manage decision processes and control projects in ways that constrain popular engagement and discipline citizens’ (ibid.). This critique, I argue, is particularly salient in Finland,
where the local initiatives of expertise-by-experience have all been top-down
processes. As no civic activism, calling for the inclusion of service users’ local
knowledge, is to be found behind the initiatives, the Finnish initiatives easily appear as governmental devices to facilitate participation in a manner that best
serves the administration’s interests.
From a governmentality perspective, then, the expertisation of democracy
can take place on two levels. First, it refers to the creation of epistemic thresholds
for participation that need to be surpassed in order to claim the right for a voice
in political decision-making. This makes the definitions of knowledge and expertise apt tools in delineating who gets to participate and how. Second, and in part
through the former process, expertisation of democracy can also be symptomatic
of a broader development, namely the instrumentalisation of participation,
where the democratic innovations as a whole are turned into tools of governing,
which are geared towards funnelling and domesticating the participants’ input.
This research departs from an observation of the expertisation of participation and investigates it with the tools of governmentality research. Instead of
merely identifying the initiatives as governmental tools to steer their participants’
way of being, this research focuses on the how-questions – or on the first level of
expertisation of democracy. It asks how the participatory initiatives turn their participants into experts, how the notion of expertise gets used and redefined and
how the initiatives’ participants respond to these techniques of expert-making.
Hence, the concepts of knowledge and expertise take centre stage as key sites of
political struggle and venues for democracy in-the-making (Blencowe, Brigstocke
& Dawney 2013, 4, Demszky & Nassehi 2012, 172, Smith-Merry 2012, Barnes 2009).
In the increasingly governmentalised democracy, the questions concerning who
gets to participate in the definitions of knowledge, whose knowledge is recognised and how the notion of knowledge can be redefined, transcend the dichotomy of administration and politics, making the battles of knowledge and expertise
key sites for the actualisation of the possibilities of democracy.

1.5 Structure of the thesis
This compilation dissertation is composed of the following four original research
articles. The articles are numbered by their date of publication in print:
(1) Meriluoto, Taina. 2016. Mitä kokemusasiantuntijat edustavat? – Analyysi
edustamisen politiikoista osallistamishankkeissa. [What do experts-by-
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experience represent? – An analysis of the politics of representation in participatory governance]. Politiikka 58(2): 131–143.
(2) Meriluoto, Taina. 2018a. Neutral experts or passionate participants? –
Renegotiating expertise and the right to act in Finnish participatory social
policy. European Journal of Cultural and Political Sociology 5(1–2): 116–139.
(3) Meriluoto, Taina. 2018b. Turning experience into expertise. Technologies
of the self in Finnish participatory social solicy. Critical Policy Studies 12(3):
294-313.
(4) Meriluoto, Taina. 2018c. ‘The will to not be empowered (according to
your rules)’ – Resistance in Finnish participatory social policy. Critical Social
Policy [online first].
In article 1, I focus on the construction of experts-by-experience’s subjectivities
with the help of conceptual tools from representation studies. I ask what the experts-by-experience are positioned as representing, who makes such ‘representative claims’ (Saward 2009) and what might account for the conflicting representation-constructions. The article illustrates how the experts-by-experience are presented either as experts of neutral and collective knowledge or as advocates for
the interests of a marginalised group.
The tension between neutral experts and passionate advocates in the representative claims made would later appear, in one form of another, in all my future analysis, regardless of the conceptual tools adopted to illustrate the expertsby-experience’s subject-making. And, indeed, it later made its way into the title
of article 2. I came to interpret the coexisting demands for neutral and objective
knowledge and passionate, ‘raw’ and authentic interest mediation, as being revelatory of the multiple underlying rationales of participatory governance. On the
one hand, the reason for increased participation was to acquire as much relevant
information as possible for evidence-based decision-making. Following this rationale, reliable and representative knowledge that is easily incorporated into
policy-discussions appears logically as the appropriate type of input. On the other hand, participation was also encouraged for its democratic value; as a means
to increase equal possibilities for participation. Here participation is seen as a
right and as having a value of its own, hence disregarding the technocratic criteria of validity and the reliability of the participants’ knowledge and valuing instead their inputs as personal expressions of opinions, values even emotions.
The exploration of these conflicting rationales became the focal point of article 2, where I investigated how the notion of expertise is understood in projects
developing expertise-by-experience and how the different expert-constructions
are made to appear as legitimate. I made use of the conceptual tools of sociology
of engagements, based on the work of Laurent Thévenot, to illustrate how different definitions of expertise are used to steer the participants’ way of being and
how these definitions appear valid only within a specific frame of justifying civic
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participation (Thévenot 2014b, Autto & Törrönen 2017, Ylä-Anttila & Luhtakallio
2016).
The article unveiled three, partially contradicting justifications for increased civic participation: rehabilitation, co-production and the exercise of civic
rights, which then translate into seeing expertise either as a universal quality or
as specific, technocratic knowledge. Finally, I argue that the participants’ expertise comes to be defined as the ability to ‘projectify oneself’ according to the projects’ specific objectives, making the evaluation and selection of participants possible.
Article 3 takes a closer look at this process of projectifying oneself and investigates it as a process of self-government. The article’s focus is on discerning
the participants’ possibilities for freedom in their self-construction. By making
use of Michel Foucault’s conceptual tools of care of the self and confession, I illustrate how, contrary to the projects’ emancipatory promise of providing the service users the freedom to reconstruct themselves, the projects entail practices that
curb the participants’ way of ‘knowing themselves’. I argue that the projects require the participants to reframe their raw experiences as neutral and objective
knowledge by making alternative ways of knowing appear irrational and hence
easily discountable. Empowerment and well-being are presented as synonyms
for self-control, perceived through a neutral and consensual manner of speaking.
The ability to meet the projects’ demands of correct conduct is considered as a
sign of progress, discrediting and devaluing other possible forms of participation
and ways of knowing. Despite the initiatives’ promise of incorporating different
forms of knowledge, the participants are in practice required to realign their way
of knowing with the dominant knowledge paradigm in order to be accepted as
participants.
As articles 2 and 3 revealed the intricate uses of the notions of knowledge
and expertise in governing the participants’ possible ways of being, I wanted to
explore these practices further from the point of view of resistance. Article 4 then
asks what practices of resistance the techniques of participatory governmentality
incur. Building on the analysis of articles 2 and 3, it focuses especially on the redefinitions and critique of the notions of knowledge and truth.
In article 4, I adopt what Carl Death calls a counter-conducts approach
(2016) as my lens to scrutinise the grassroots-level negotiations, alterations and
‘ways of being differently’ that the participatory projects’ members employ. I use
Foucault’s notion of parrhesia (parrêsia) to illustrate both the position crafted for
experts-by-experience as those speaking ‘truth to power’ (Foucault 2008, 2009,
2004b, see also Dyrberg 2016, Luxon 2008, Cadman 2010, A. I. Davidson 2011), as
well as their manner of stretching the limits of what can and should be
acknowledge as truth (Cadman 2010, 551, also A. I. Davidson 2011, Death 2016). I
illustrate how the participants largely view their alleged position as truth-tellers
as a form of what I term ‘governed resistance’ that only allows critique until a
certain point. In turn, I also argue that parrhesia as a manner of speaking the
truth frankly and at all costs can be employed as a tool of counter-conduct to construct alternative ways of being for the participants. By taking up the initiatives’
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promise of treating them as truth-tellers, the participants successfully contest the
boundaries of what can and should be considered ‘the truth’ in the initiatives.
Through parrhesiastic speech, the participants strengthen their connection to
their own version of the truth and exemplify the primacy of their experiencebased knowledge as a basis for their subject-construction. Parrhesia, then, serves
as their means of being (conceived of) otherwise and as a tool to politicise the
notion of ‘telling the truth about oneself’ in the projects’ context.
In this summary article I tie the articles’ findings together by assessing them
through a critical democratic lens (see Blaug 2002, Norval 2014, Griggs, Norval &
Wagenaar 2014). I re-interpret the subjectivities crafted and the practices identified by using the conceptual tools provided by critical democratic theory, focusing particularly on the de- and re-politicising potentials that these projects entail,
the possibilities of conflict and critique enabled and the egalitarian values drawn
upon and advanced. I examine to what extent and under what conditions the
practices identified can be interpreted to close down possibilities for participation
by limiting the scope of issues discussed, the possible ways to participate or the
pool of participants accepted. In turn, I also pay attention to the instances that
enable opening up room for new issues, new ways and new participants to take
part. Through these questions, I interpret how practices of participatory innovations might sustain democracy, and how they in turn can undermine and challenge it. The broader aim of this thesis, then, is to investigate participatory initiatives’ contribution to the democratic project and to consider what analytical tools
might be of use in such evaluation.
The structure of the thesis is as follows: In section 2, I will describe my conceptual tools, borrowed from the late works of Michel Foucault, as well as from
pragmatic sociology literature. Section 3 presents my methodological choices, my
data and includes a discussion on my research position along with my ethical
considerations. Section 4 summarises the key findings of my original articles. Section 5 discusses these findings in light of critical democratic theory.

2

CONCEPTUAL TOOLS: FOUCAULT ON SUBJECTIVATION

The critique of instrumentalising participation to create specific kinds of participants builds on the Foucauldian notion of governmentality, which combines the
‘top-down’ governing practices with the inner processes where one steers one’s
behaviour to meet certain criteria or expectations (Foucault 1994, 785; Gourgues,
Rui & Topçu 2013, 23–24; Dean 1995, 563). In this section, I will provide a brief
description of the concepts that I employ as my analytical devices. I will first introduce Foucault’s views on power and governing, as well as the widely employed and varyingly interpreted notion of governmentality. Second, I will present Foucault’s notions of subjectivity and subjectivation, moving hence towards
more concrete practices through which liberal forms of governing are enacted.
Third, I will connect the practices of subjectivation with Foucault’s concepts of
truth-telling and knowledge of the self. Fourth, I will discuss his conceptualisation of resistance as counter-conduct before ending with how the Foucauldian
analytical tools can be brought into discussion with tools from pragmatic sociology in empirical analysis.

2.1 Governmentality
To govern means to act on the actions of subjects who retain the capacity to act otherwise. (Foucault in Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983, 220)

Foucault’s concept of governmentality may be one of the most analysed and interpreted notions among present-day social scientists (see, e.g. Bevir 2010b,
Brockling, Krasmann & Lemke 2011, Burchell, Gordon & Miller 1991, M. Dean
2010, Li 2007a, Rose, O'Malley & Valverde 2006, Walters 2012). One of the reasons
for its popularity may very well lie in its ambiguity. The term is used both to refer to practices of governing, as well as to ‘the art’ or the rationality – a way of
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thinking about and reasoning governing (Foucault, Senellart & Burchell 2008, 2,
Brady 2014).
Upon its first introduction in his lecture series entitled Sécurité, Territoire,
Population at Collège de France in 1977–1978, Foucault provided three meanings
for the term governmentality (Foucault 2004b, 111–113): First, he used it to refer
to the combination of institutions, practices, analysis, calculations and tactics that
allow the use of a complex form of power that is targeted at the life of the population. Second, he used it to denote a new way of ruling in the Western societies
that had taken pre-eminence over other forms, such as domination. This, he later
elaborated, meant a variety of activities that attempted to steer, direct and lead
people’s actions, behaviour and way of being (e.g. Rose 1999, 3). Third, by the
term, he historicised the modern state and developed the idea of ‘a governmentalised state’ that has come forth as a result of the development of the administrative state in the modern era (Foucault 2004b, 111–113, see also Walters 2012, 11–
13, Lövbrand & Stripple 2015, 95–97, Brady 2016, loc. 284–295).
Perhaps the most prominent way to use the term in contemporary social
sciences is to use it as a synonym for Foucault’s catchphrase ‘the conduct of conduct’, which is used to refer to a specific way of governing (see Li 2007a, 275).
Foucault traced its roots to the Christian pastoral power, whose dynamics of
governing he explains by using the Christian metaphor of a shepherd and his
herd. The role of the shepherd, i.e. those who govern, is to steer the sheep gently
and benevolently along the right path and towards a good life (Foucault 2004b,
130–134). Governing, as the conduct of conduct, works through subtle techniques
of suggestions, advice and encouragement, ‘structuring the possible field of action of others’ (Foucault 1982, 789–790, also M. Dean 1999, 12, Li 2007a, 275) in
order to subtly steer people’s behaviour towards an aspired way of being.
This manner of governing through subtle and indirect techniques became
popular under the liberal politico-economic rationale, which called for the state to
draw back (or ‘laissez-faire’) and rely excessively on the individuals’ and free processes’ ability to govern themselves (Foucault 2004b, 49–50). This ‘liberal art of
governing’ (Foucault, Senellart & Burchell 2008, 51) emerged as a critique to excessive government and is distinct from direct means of rule such as domination
or coercion (Rose, O'Malley & Valverde 2006, 84). Its key characteristic was that it
operated on free individuals and through this freedom.
However, governmentality as a concept does not only refer to specific practices of governing. Instead, Foucault presented it as an analytical field that combines the rationalities, logics, objectives and tactics of governing (Foucault, Senellart & Burchell 2008, 186). It concerns the will to govern, the ways to rationalise
that will and its ensuing practices, the principles and knowledges drawn upon,
the problematisations provided to justify the governing practices and the actual
tactics used to govern (Foucault 1982, 792, Li 2007a, 275–276, Rose, O'Malley &
Valverde 2006, 84).
A central feature of Foucault’s understanding of governmentality is specifically the entanglement of rationalisations and ruling (e.g. Foucault, Senellart &
Burchell 2008, 311–313, Lemke 2002, 54–55). Governmentality entails the idea that
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power and ruling operate on certain ways of thinking and knowing that concern
the objectives, reasons, targets and ways of governing. They are rationalised practices, geared to shape conduct in relation to certain objectives (Rose 1999, 4). Foucault’s genealogical approach was targeted precisely at historicising contemporary ways of understanding that appear to us as the only possible or rational lines
of thought. Instead, Foucault wanted to show the contingency of contemporary
forms of knowledge, rationality and truth and sought to illuminate how ways of
ruling are connected to certain ways of rationalising and certain conceptions of
knowledge (Rose, O'Malley & Valverde 2006, 84, Lövbrand & Stripple 2015, 94,
Foucault in Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983, 210). The concept steers the analytical focus
towards technologies that attempt to rationalise certain policies and practices of
ruling; specifically ones that are directed at constructing subjectivities such as ‘a
welfare beneficiary’ or ‘a survivor’ (Bevir & Gains 2011, 451). This interconnectedness of knowledge and the governing of subjects is further elaborated on in
section 2.3.
Conceiving power and rule in this manner signified somewhat of a shift in
Foucault’s thinking. Mark G. E. Kelly (2009) argues that from late 1970s Foucault’s focus in discerning and understanding power changed in two important
ways. First, he became increasingly interested in power at the individual level
(ibid., 59). Lövstrand and Stripple (2015, 97) note: ‘The governmentality concept
introduced a new dimension to Foucault’s power analysis that allows him to
study the co-evolution of modern statehood and modern subjectivity: the macropolitical techniques of rule and the micro-physical “technologies of the self”’. The
focus of the study of power thus shifted towards governing individuals, even at
the level of people’s relations with themselves (Foucault 2004a, 252, M. G. E.
Kelly 2009, 63, Cremonesi et al. 2016b, 8), and started to emphasise the plurality
of the sites and actions in which power becomes manifest (Foucault 1982, 786–789,
M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 69). I will discuss this novel approach to governing as subjectivation in the next section.
Second, the notion of governmentality entailed – or furthermore necessitated – the freedom of those being governed (M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 64, Rose, O'Malley
& Valverde 2006, 90–91). Compared to the mechanisms of power Foucault had
described in his earlier work which operated, for example, through practices of
discipline, this new logic of ruling perceived of governing as acting upon the actions of free individuals who could subsequently always choose to act differently
(M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 38, Cremonesi et al. 2016b, 2). This steered the analytical
gaze towards practices that work on the wills of individuals, encouraging them
to wilfully steer and moderate their own actions and ways of being (Foucault
2012, 226, 2004b, 205, Brady 2014, 19). This emphasised the role of rationalisations
and knowledge-claims in governing. It also allowed Foucault to consider the possibility of ‘counter-conduct’ (Foucault 2004b, 205) – of ‘being otherwise’. This is
discussed in section 2.4.
Foucault’s idea of power as power relations (e.g. Foucault 1982, 789), or
even ‘a game between relative equals’ (M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 64), has understandably been a compelling approach for scholars trying to understand power in net-
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work governance arrangements (Brady 2014, 18). For the study on participatory
governance more specifically, the idea of power as being exercised at the same
time on and through free individuals (see Foucault 1982, 780–782) has been compelling. The participatory repertoire is filled with techniques that seek to activate
or empower, providing a concrete toolkit for the participants to become engaged
in their own governing (see also Newman 2005, 122, Gourgues, Rui & Topçu 2013,
12). The idea of power as working through the individual’s own will to moderate
their actions seems to be particularly tangible in participatory arrangements that
rely heavily on the active role of those governed and that take the reshaping of
the governed as one of their primary tools of governing. They operate through
enticing, defining and enabling participation and by steering the participants towards a certain kind of participation – an activated, participating subject (e.g.
Cruikshank 1999, 68–69, Charles 2016, loc. 28, Gourgues, Rui & Topçu 2013, 23–
24, Baiocchi & Ganuza 2017, 7). Guillaume Gourgues, Sandrine Rui and Sezin
Topçu (ibid., 23) refer to participation as ‘the anchoring point of modern governmentality’.
Often, the analytics of governmentality have placed themselves as studies
on (neo)liberal rationalities, as this was the governmental rationality Foucault
was trying to make sense of (e.g. Foucault, Senellart & Burchell 2008, 22). These
studies, have, however, enticed well-founded criticism that an analytics of governmentality is merely interested in identifying a neo-liberal plot underlying all
contemporary practices of rule (Brady 2014, 14, Rose, O'Malley & Valverde 2006,
97–98). As an increasing number of recent studies have begun to argue, Foucault’s shift towards the idea of governmentality also enables moving from the
assumption of one rationality of rule towards multiple rationalities and forms of
governing, which are assembled to work in conjunction but which may also conflict with each other (Brady 2014, Collier 2009, McKee 2009). Instead of one dominant rationality that would both explain and directly translate to all contemporary governing practices, governmentality can also be conceived of as an evolving and deliberately constructed assemblage of ruling that entertains multiple
rationalities and translates to diverse, even conflicting governing practices (Brady
2016, loc. 491). This use of governmentality as an interpretive tool is discussed
further in section 3.
In this thesis, it is the interplay between rationales of government and the
grassroots-level technologies of the self that interest me. I follow Foucault’s idea
of governing as structuring the possible fields of action of others, particularly
through influencing their self-making. By adopting the notion of governmentality, I in turn draw my attention to the repertoires of knowledge and language that
make governing perceivable and serve as tools in making governing appear reasonable and feasible. I perceive the participatory practices as assembling multiple
rationales of government under one participatory hubris; participation is made to
appear as a solution to a variety of problems, and it can be made to appear as a
reasonable response to a variety of societal issues (Newman & Clarke 2009, 138–
139). It becomes, at the same time, a tool of governing individuals and an aim to
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aspire towards that can potentially be aligned with many different ways of reasoning.
Finally, a short caveat is in order. A brief description of Foucault’s concepts
might very well be one of the biggest tasks a social scientist can face, since Foucault himself very rarely provided his readers or listeners with specific definitions of his concepts. Instead, he developed them in different directions throughout his body of work using his genealogical method, which draws extensively on
historical texts. Furthermore, he did not consider his studies to form theories of
power. On the contrary, he explicitly pointed out on several occasions (e.g. Foucault 1982, 777, Foucault 1994, 451) that he does not attempt to formulate a theory
of power, to analyse it or to elaborate foundations for such analysis. Consequently, Foucault’s historical concepts should not be applied as theoretical models applicable as such to explain forms of present-day governance. Instead, their applicability lies in their heuristic value to ‘enhance the “think-ability” and the
“criticize-ability”’ of the practices identified (Walters 2012, 5, also Lövbrand &
Stripple 2015). Instead of providing monolithic and all-encompassing explanations of what characterises power, they provide tools to make sense of the situated practices by providing examples of how power operates.

2.2 Subjectivity and technologies of the self
Par subjectivité, j’entends le mode de rapport de soi à soi.
(Foucault 2012, 221)

The notions of subjectivity, subjectivation and technologies of the self constitute
the core of Foucault’s work in the 1980s (Lorenzini 2016a, 71). As he continued to
investigate practices of governing, he contended that it is in forms of subjectivation – in how human beings are made subjects – that present-day forms of power
operate (Foucault 2004b, 187–188, see also M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 87–89, Revel 2016,
165, Allen 2011). Subjectivity is the central venue where power struggles in contemporary societies become manifest and become both the object and tool of government (Foucault 2007, 154, Cadman 2010).
Mark G.E. Kelly (2013) has traced the notion of subjectivity in Foucault’s
work and has had to admit that, characteristically for Foucault, there is no one
explanation nor a definition of what he meant by this central concept. However,
Kelly has identified five key elements of subjectivity: 1) it is something constituted;
2) more specifically, it constitutes itself; 3) it is something that is ‘ontologically
distinct from the body’; and 4) nonetheless it is a form, not a substance. Finally, it
is constituted through practices (M. G. E. Kelly 2013, 511–512). Here, I conceive of
subjectivity as one’s construction of and relationship to the self, constituted and
made visible at the intersection of norms, expectations, governing practices and
the responses they invite concerning one’s way of being.
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Foucault coined the term subjectivation to refer to the processes where one
constructs oneself as a subject in relation to the expectations and suggestions upon this self-construction from the individual’s surroundings. According to Foucault (1994, 718–719), subjectivity is created in the processes that are directed at
the individual to define them and in the relationship that they form with regard
to that definition (also M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 100–101, Ball & Olmedo 2013, 87). The
notion of governmentality is, hence, inextricably linked with the concept of subjectivity and its construction. A person constructs themselves as a subject through
pondering their relationship with shared truths, norms and ways of knowing
that are used to steer their way of being (Foucault 1994, 723–728, 783–785); for
example, by positioning themselves vis-à-vis the instructions, suggestions and
ideals presented to them as being for instance ‘normal’, ‘good’, ‘sane’ or ‘efficient’
(Miller & Rose 2008, 55, le Blanc 2016, 133).
Foucault deliberately used the term subjectivation, instead of subjection, because he wanted to emphasise the active role of the individual whose subjectivity
is being worked upon (M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 87–88, A. I. Davidson 2016, 57–59). As
Daniele Lorenzini explains, subjectivation entails a reactive moment where the
individual interprets and responds to the mechanisms that attempt to govern
their way of being and a creative moment where one practices freedom in constructing oneself differently as a subject (Lorenzini 2016a, 71, Griggs, Norval &
Wagenaar 2014, 7). It is a well-suited concept for the purposes of this research, as
it allows seeing the subject at the same time as instruments, objects and agents of
conduct (Binkley & Cruikshank 2016, 5).
Foucault introduced the notion of technologies of the self to investigate more
thoroughly the processes through which one constitutes a relationship to oneself,
that is, constructs oneself as a subject (Foucault 1994, 785, also Gourgues, Rui &
Topçu 2013, 23–24, Faubion 2014, 5–6, Cremonesi et al. 2016a, 8). This activity of
self-government (esp. Foucault 2009, see also Foucault 1986, M. G. E. Kelly 2009,
99–102) entails two core aspects: knowing oneself and cultivating one’s self that require ‘steering the subject’s gaze inward’ (Foucault 2004a, 254–256, FornetBetancourt, Becker & Gomez-Müller 1987, 116–117). Through them, one is
thought to establish an active relationship towards oneself (P. Kelly 2013). Judith
Revel argues that a shift in emphasis from subjectivity towards subjectivation
and technologies of the self is a crucial one, as it ‘displaces the discourse from
being to making’, and places focus on the practices of self-making (Revel 2016,
164). This shift allows seeing subjectivity as an assemblage, drawing from different rationales, truth-regimes and norms, and being constantly under reconstruction. Consequently, the formation of subjectivities should be investigated as an
interplay between practices of governing and technologies of the self – the processes where the conducts are being conducted through subtle direction and
suggestion, such as definitions and descriptions of norms and values, as well as
the processes where the conditions under which one is deemed to know oneself
are being defined (Foucault 1994, 785).
Finally, for the purposes of this research, the tension between the potential
to govern people’s way of being in participatory processes and the simultaneous
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possibilities to resist and ‘be differently’ are of particular interest. The practices of
governing through self-making, crucially, require active participation from their
participants. The people engaged in these practices need to be willing to actively
work on themselves, ‘get to know themselves’, share this knowledge of themselves and engage in its critical examination and cultivation (see Foucault 2012,
219–235, 1982, 783, Dawney 2011, 547, Powell & Khan 2012, 134–135). What are
the practices that invite people to such a reworking of their subjectivities? How
can these processes limit the participants’ freedom, and how in turn might they
enable contesting the demands for their subjectivities? To investigate these questions concretely, the interconnectedness of knowledge, truth-regimes and governing needs to be further illustrated.

2.3 Truth, knowledge and the subject
In his 1979–1980 lecture series, entitled ‘Du gouvernement des vivants’, Foucault
started to focus on the interplay between (self)government, knowledge and truth.
He argued that the government of the selves – the construction of subjects and
their possibilities for being – takes place through ‘regimes of truth’; the conditions under which it becomes possible to consider certain things to be ‘true’, and
the practices and institutions that define what is considered the truth (Foucault
2012, 91–92, also McFalls & Pandolfi 2014, 173–174, Brion & Harcourt 2014, 298,
Rose 1999, 8). Subsequently, the definitions of truth and knowledge become
powerful tools in delineating possible ways of being for people, and reversely,
opening up new possibilities of being becomes possible through redefinitions of
knowledge (Foucault 2007, 190, Death 2016, Cadman 2010).
More precisely, Foucault focused on how ‘government by the truth’ operates at the individual level of subjectivation (Lorenzini 2016a, 66–69). If knowing
oneself is one of the two components of subjectivation, then the characteristics
and conditions for ‘knowing’ are understandably key sites where power is exercised (see also A. I. Davidson 2016, 57). Foucault talks about ‘a critical ontology of
ourselves’ (Foucault 1997, 316), signalling that it is in these battles over what
counts as knowledge of us that ‘the immediate struggles over who we are’ (Foucault 1982, 780–781) take place.
Through genealogical investigations, Foucault identified two distinct ways
that modes of self-making or ‘practices of subjectivity’ can be connected to regimes of truth (Foucault 2004a, 10, also Iftode 2013, Lorenzini 2016a, 66–74): the
Christian ‘hermeneutics of the self’, and the pre-Christian ‘care of the self’. Their
key difference is their positions towards the subject’s freedom. Care of the self
regarded self-construction as a practice of freedom and conceived it as first and
foremost an ethical practice to create one’s own truth (Foucault 2012, 232–234,
2004a, 132–133, see also M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 100–102, Lorenzini 2016b, 66–69).
Foucault used the term to illustrate a manner of self-making that enabled the subjects to be ‘artists of their own lives’ (O'Leary 2006, 121), to construct themselves
free from externally defined norms (Iftode 2013, 82). The Christian hermeneutics
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of the self, in turn, require revealing and evaluating oneself according to norms
‘from above’; transforming oneself by adhering to this outside moral paradigm
(Foucault 2004b, 186–187, 2012, 220–221, 2004a, 186–187, also M. G. E. Kelly 2009,
94). Subsequently, it takes up the process of self-making as a governmental device to curb and steer ways of being (Foucault 1982). The question is, then,
whether the truth about oneself is something that resides outside the subject and
that one needs to ‘learn’ or whether it is something that one can create themselves (see also Cadman 2010, 553).
Lorenzini (2016a, 67–71) takes up Foucault’s discussion about the Christian
practice of confession to illustrate how truth-telling of oneself can be used as a
tool of governing. As Foucault argues, the whole business of modern ‘confessional sciences’, such as psychiatry and psychoanalysis, expects the individual to
reveal the truth about themselves in order to be healed. As he puts it, ‘a postulate
which is generally accepted in Western societies is that one needs for his own
salvation to know as exactly as possible who he is and also […] that he needs to
tell it as explicitly as possible to some other people’ (Foucault 2007, 148). As Lorenzini notes, the purpose of these practices of truth-telling is to require the individual ‘to tell the truth about themselves in order for a certain mechanism of
power to govern them’ (Lorenzini 2016a, 70–71). Foucault posits that the governmental power necessitates that the administration knows the governed
through-and-through (Foucault 1982, 783, also L. Siisiäinen 2016, 315). Governing,
by definition, is a way of ruling that requires and operates through knowledge
concerning the governed. It requires a confession-like character where people are
made to reveal their innermost secrets so that effective and meaningful strategies
of governing can be conceived (Foucault 1982, 783).
At the same time, that knowledge is used as a tool in people’s selfgovernment to offer the contours for their process of knowing themselves (M. G.
E. Kelly 2013, 518). As an example, several previous studies have explored how
contemporary welfare practices steer the ways people ‘discover themselves’ as
well cultivate this discovery. Leila Dawney (2011, 547) uses the 12-step programme, used for example among AA-groups, as an example to illustrate governing practices that steer how a person gets to know and ‘develop’ oneself require sharing one’s experiences as a story and working on them for a new, improved self to emerge (also Pollack 2010, McFalls & Pandolfi 2014, 173–174). They
provide criteria for how one is to get to know oneself and how this stage of
knowing oneself manifests to others. These practices are vividly clear in trainings
organised for experts-by-experience, which entail lessons on how to ‘rearrange
one’s story’ and practice lectures focused on learning ‘the appropriate way’ to tell
this story to others. Fox, Ward and O’Rourke (2005, 1307) summarise by calling
the role of an expert-patient a ‘double-edged sword’: ‘it is to be empowered to
manage one’s health and illness, but to adopt this power from a dominant disciplinary system of thought’.
Foucault’s argument that the conceptions of what constitutes knowledge
and what is considered rational or reasonable are contingent and as such fundamentally political is crucial for my research. It opens up an avenue to consider
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the definitions of reliable knowledge or rational argument as forms of governing,
which echoes a dominant discourse and supresses alternative ways of speaking
and knowing (see Young 2000, Sullivan 2014, 191). This governing potential is
further intensified when the knowledge in question is the people’s ways of
knowing themselves.
The practices of subjectivation, as Foucault continues to argue, produce and
require certain types of knowledge that in the West ‘tend to be organised around
forms and norms that are more or less scientific’ (Foucault 2007, 151). This bind
between scientific knowledge and truth makes it both possible to conceive of
people’s ways of knowing themselves within the scientific knowledge paradigm
and, crucially, to envisage that someone’s knowledge of themselves is ‘untrue’
and subsequently needs to be and ought to be corrected (Rose 1999, 9, M. G. E.
Kelly 2013, 520). Knowledge of the human sciences has come to displace the truth
of the Christian religion, but the requirement to know and govern oneself in accordance to elsewhere defined truths, along with the subsequent governing potential of defining what can be true, is unaltered.
What makes the enmeshed character of knowledge and self-government a
particularly compelling framework for interpretation for my study is the initiatives’ explicit play on the concept of expertise. Because the substance of the participants’ knowledge, in this context, is the knower themselves, the definitions of
what is considered legitimate and credible knowledge in policy-making comes to
directly define what is considered ‘the truth’ about them – when they are considered to be capable of representing ‘a true version of themselves’. The very essence of expertise-by-experience is their talk about themselves, evaluated and
reconfigured through varying conceptions of knowledge and truth. This means
that the understanding of knowledge in policy-making, as well as the knowledge
of the self required of the participants, becomes entangled in a particularly explicit manner. Hence, whether the truth is something that exists within the expertsby-experience or is something that needs to be aspired towards appears to be a
central object of struggle.
To better grasp the struggles that take place in the different definitions of
knowledge, Foucault’s notion of subjugated knowledge is a useful point of entry.
Foucault defines subjugated knowledge as ‘a whole set of knowledges that are
either hidden behind more dominant knowledges but can be revealed by critique
or have been explicitly disqualified as inadequate to their task or insufficiently
elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneath the
required level of cognition or scientificity’ (Foucault et al. 1980, 82). By the notion
of subjugated knowledge, Foucault points not only to the primacy of scientific
knowledge in contemporary governing arrangements but also to the contingency
of such a setting. There are other forms of knowledge and possible ways of
knowing that exist in parallel, and they are occasionally able to challenge the
dominant paradigm of knowledge. Here, I am interested in how different ways
of knowing oneself are prioritised. How, and under what conditions, can one’s
experiential knowledge of oneself be subjugated? And reversely, how can alter-
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native ways of knowing oneself become tools in challenging pre-existing understanding of knowledge in policy?

2.4 Resistance and critique
If governing takes place as attempts to define the possible forms of being for an
individual, resistance takes shape as the myriad of techniques to resist conducting one’s own conduct within a certain regime of truth – as a means to ‘be differently’ (Foucault 2007, 190, Death 2016, Cadman 2010). For the purposes of this
research, I am specifically interested in how the notion of truth and knowledge of
oneself is used in attempts to construct oneself differently. Here, Foucault’s concepts of counter-conduct and parrhesia are useful.
When elucidating his thinking on resistance, Foucault came to use the term
counter-conduct (contre-conduit) (Foucault 2004b, 204–205). He coined the concept
to refer to ways of behaving differently from the conduct suggested as appropriate, beneficial or ideal by those who govern (Foucault 1982, 788–789). As his famous quotation goes, it is a compilation of means of ‘how not to be governed like
that, by that, in the name of those principles, with such and such an objective in
mind and by means of such procedures, not like that, not for that, not by them’
(Foucault 2007, 44, cited in Odysseos, Death & Malmvig 2016, 153). The purpose
of counter-conduct is to stretch the limits of one’s freedom by contesting the
mechanisms that attempt to limit and steer one’s possibilities for being (Lorenzini
2016b, 10). If assuming a subjectivity is to perform according to the rules and expectations set for this particular subjectivity (e.g. of a good participant), counterconduct signifies the acts that deliberately challenge these rules and by so doing
seek to render them contestable. Ruth Lister has termed this ‘the ability to act as a
critical citizen’ (Lister 2003, 7).
For my research, two characteristics of the idea of counter-conduct are of
particular significance. First, as Foucault specified, counter-conduct was ‘the art
of not being governed quite so much’ (Foucault 2007, 45), or an attempt to govern
oneself differently (Lorenzini 2016b, 11). This means that counter-conduct also
entailed more fine-tuned and subtle ways to work with and in line with governing techniques, instead of understanding resistance as a will to ‘not being governed at all’ (Lorenzini 2016b, 13, Death 2016). As Louisa Cadman (2010, 553)
notes, counter-conduct points towards the multitude of ways of ‘being differently’
that are not easily explained through a dichotomous view of self-government as
either succumbing to the normalising process of self-making or refusing every
aspect of such a process as part of one’s self. Counter-conduct, then, takes place
also at the micro-scale, in everyday negotiations, reformulations and means to act
and be differently (Death 2010, 238, Death 2016). It is better conceived of as a
means to stretch the limits of what appears possible, instead of standing blatantly
against those who govern (Foucault 1982, 781, Cadman 2010, 549). Subsequently,
the concept enables understanding as political a variety of situations that entail
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debate about the limits of what is possible and rational, instead of merely focusing on analysing institutions where power is exercised.
Second, counter-conduct is, by definition, critique through action. It is a
means of contesting ways and furthermore rationales of governing by being critically (e.g. L. Siisiäinen 2016). Counter-conductive practices open up ways to think
and act otherwise by bringing forth and questioning the regime of truth through
which people are engaged as objects and subjects of government (Foucault 2007,
190, Cadman 2010, 550, Death 2016). In the context of participatory arrangements,
this can for example mean that people take an active part in the participatory
processes, but while doing so they may strategically behave differently in order
to question the limits set for their participation and the thinking underlying these
limits.
In the lectures series of 1982–1983 and 1984, Foucault explored at length one
particular practice that explicitly operated on contesting understandings of what
is to be conceived as true. This is the practice of parrhesia referring to a way of
speaking from ‘below’ (Foucault 2008, 98, see also Dyrberg 2016, Foucault &
Pearson 1983, A. I. Davidson 2011). The Greek concept, Foucault explains, refers
to saying it all (tout-dire), truth-telling (dire-vrai) and speaking frankly (franc-parler)
(Foucault 2008, 71). It means both the contents of truth, as well as a manner of
saying it bluntly, frankly and risking everything (ibid. 56–60, also Dyrberg 2016,
269). Moreover, it is the counter discourse of the weak that points out the injustices performed by those who govern (ibid., 63–67, 126–130). It can, thus, be regarded as a tool of counter-conduct, seeking to critique and destabilise the ways
in which our conduct is being conducted (L. Siisiäinen 2016, 316).
Nancy Luxon (2008) explains that in parrhesiastic relationships, the expressions of the varied, personal truths as opposed to commonly agreed upon set of
values are able to manifest. They can then be viewed as speech-acts that challenge the dominant discourses or norms presented as self-evident (see also Cadman 2010, 551). It would be easy to assume that parrhesia – a way of speaking
based on alternative, ‘raw and pure’ ways of knowing in order to keep those who
govern in check – would be precisely what is expected of experts-by-experience.
At the same time, the concept of parrhesia serves to make sense of how the
experts-by-experience’s alternative ways of knowing themselves can be used as a
critical practice. Foucault explains that parrhesia signifies being fiercely, adamantly and fearlessly connected to one’s own perception of truth and maintaining it at all costs (Foucault 2008, 63–67, Luxon 2008, Flynn 1994, 103). For my
purposes, it is particularly well-suited to illustrate how knowledge, a certain
manner of speaking and the experts-by-experience’s subjectivity are intertwined
in the participatory initiatives’ techniques of governing and resistance. Because
the experts-by-experience are both the objects of knowledge and agents of truthtelling (see Flynn 1994, 106), their way of speaking truth about themselves can
serve both as a means of governing their way of being, as well as a means of being differently. The participants’ ‘unacceptable’ forms of speech are one manner
through which they attempt to stretch the limits of their knowledge of themselves and, as such, the limits set for their way of being (also Cadman 2010, 551,
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A. I. Davidson 2011, Death 2016, 214). I perceive these subversive ways of speaking as the experts-by-experience’s means to resist the subjectivity suggested by
telling their truth in their own terms. Here, alternative knowledge becomes a tool
in their subversive self-making.
In my analysis, following critical theory, I liken Foucault’s ideas of critical
practices to practices of politicisation. Critique, in this view, works by contesting
and redefining concepts and meanings in order to question the paradigm of
knowledge through which people are being governed. This makes it possible to
redefine the terms of political debate, to claim room for new actors, new issues
and new ways to engage (Foucault 1997, 32, Bevir 2011, Rancière 2011, Genel
2016, for an example, see Li 2007c). Jacques Rancière, for example, has labelled
practices similar to parrhesiastic speech as ‘disruptive performances’ that seek to
destabilise the police order that attempts to define what is sayable, doable and
visible – what ‘speech is understood as discourse and what as noise’ (Rancière
1999, 29–31). For Rancière, the essence of the political is in the possibility to reconfigure political spaces. Through questioning what appears logical and selfevident, also social positions and the capacities to act connected to them become
contestable (Genel 2016, 11). This, in my understanding, comes very close to the
Foucauldian idea of criticism as practice working towards questioning the limits
of what can be imagined as reasonable, feasible and true.
The ways in which the experts-by-experience tell the story of their lives,
then, takes centre stage both when analysing practices of governing and practices
of resistance. The significance of defining when the experts-by-experience ‘know
themselves’ or are capable of sharing ‘knowledge’ on themselves becomes evident when looked at through a Foucauldian framework. These initiatives are particularly explicit with their practices that attempt to influence the participants’
subjectivities. Furthermore, they operate specifically with the concept of
knowledge and expertise, making the potential to govern through their definition
tangible. At the same time, the actions of the participants who engage in these
projects but do not behave according to plan are best understood as forms of
counter-conduct. Through these unaccepted ways of speaking, the participants
operate within the governing practices but attempt to illuminate and critique
these practices, as well as the ways of reasoning that underpins them. By so doing, they make use of the governing practices in ways that open up spaces for
them to redefine the rules of the game (O'Toole & Gale 2014, 203). These are the
two practices that are at play in the process of subjectivation and that are the focus of this research: the practices of governing the participants’ way of being, and
the ‘practices of freedom’ that seek to critique and politicise the governing practices (Griggs, Norval & Wagenaar 2014, 8).

2.5 Repertoires of rationalisation
While Foucault’s concepts provide a useful toolkit for analysing the techniques
and practices of governing, and their connectedness to specific ways of rationali-
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sation, a further analysis of these processes and conditions of rationalisation benefit from an engagement with sociological literature, in particular pragmatic sociology. Decidedly, the interconnected process of governing, self-making and resistance does not happen in a vacuum. Instead, how a certain practice of governing can be made to appear rational is a profoundly contextual question; one
shaped by the culturally available repertoire of what is (readily) presentable as
just, fair, logical and rational (also Eliasoph & Lichterman 2010, 483–484).
Pragmatic sociology is interested in the ‘practical reasoning’ individuals use
when evaluating and defending action (Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, Silber 2003,
429). It investigates the interconnectedness of individuals’ processes of reasoning
and justifying and the macro-cultural framework that structures these processes.
Its particular focus is, then, on the use of values, regimes of justification and other
‘moral contents’; how actors draw on these shared repertoires to make their actions intelligible to others (Silber 2003, 432, Blokker 2011, Luhtakallio 2010, 35).
Instead of perceiving this relationship between repertoires of justification and
action as deterministic, pragmatic sociology approaches it through a tension: an
individual is both seen capable of critically evaluating these repertoires, strategically move between them and reconfiguring them through action, while at the
same time being constrained by one’s cultural repertoire and situational context
that makes some actions, meaning-makings and justifications (more) available
(Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, Silber 2003, 430).
Concretely, these repertoires are an assemblage of moral evaluations, ways
of framing, ways of talking and ways of meaning-making. In studying practices
of democracy, Eeva Luhtakallio has evoked Ann Swindler’s (1986) notion of a
toolkit when describing the combination of discursive strategies, interpretative
repertoires, skills, habits and cultural standards actors can (and have to) draw on
when designing their actions and when acting (see also Eranti 2016, 17–23).
Luhtakallio (2010, 227) has further emphasised how these tools are also the object
of constant reworking and contestation, not just static resources to be used and
stored in one’s cultural toolbox.
For the purposes of present research, how one chooses and uses a certain
tool, in this case, a particular way of understanding and performing as an expert,
is of particular interest. Crucially departing from Bourdieu’s critical sociology,
pragmatic sociology seeks to understand actors’ reasons and justifications for
acting in a certain manner from the disposition of the situation in which they act,
not from within the actor themselves in terms of their social positions or habitus
(Boltanski & Thévenot 1999, Blokker 2011). Laurent Thévenot, one of the main
initiators of a pragmatic sociological approach, has termed these situational coordinations that shape how a person’s actions in any given situation are valued and
evaluated and how these contours then shape and steer one’s ‘coordination of
oneself’ (Thévenot, 2014c, 2016, 9). Julien Charles, who has applied the approach
to studying participation, concretises this nicely: ‘Participation does not mean
doing whatever, however, with whomever you want.’ Instead, Charles continues,
it requires participating in a manner that ‘the participative dispositive is ready to
receive’ (Charles 2016, loc. 28).
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In practice, these situational coordinations have been analysed through different conceptual tools. Nina Eliasoph and Paul Lichterman (2003) have developed the notion of group styles and, more recently, scene styles (Lichterman & Eliasoph 2014) that offer actors the contours of possible, appropriate ways of talking
and behaving in a certain context. Julien Talpin (2011, 67–72) develops Thévenot’s and Luc Boltanski’s work further and speaks about grammars, in particular of a participatory grammar, as implicit social norms that shape the aspired
role of the citizen. Thévenot (2014a) has written about governing through objectives,
pointing to how participatory projects all evaluate – and subsequently steer –
civic participation according to their specific, value-laden objectives. Marie Leth
Meilvang and colleagues (2018) investigate formats of participation in urban planning as composition devices that condition participation.
In this work, pragmatic sociology helps me to root the results of my governmental analysis. While the main focus of my work is on identifying the subjectivities created through participatory practices, as well as the techniques of governing, rationalising and resisting employed at a more abstract level, pragmatic
sociology roots these practices in context. As a governmental analysis seeks to
explain how we are governed and our subjectivities constructed, pragmatic sociology helps to understand how these specific tools and ways of rationalisation
have become (more) available in this particular context.
Concretely, I consider the situational coordinates – styles, grammars, formats and the like – to embody the norms, expectations and valuations of ‘good
participation’ in relation to which the participants construct themselves (see also
Thévenot 2014c). If the situation within which an expert-by-experience participates values rehabilitation above anything else, the rational-appearing demands
for their participation are entirely different than if the object of highest value
would be to acquire specific, formal knowledge through their participation.
These situational coordinations for one’s behaviour also serve as the object to resist and renew through counter-conductive practices. This process can best be
understood through the concept of politicisation. Nina Eliasoph (2018), for example, has put forward that the critique of scene-styles, i.e. of the demands set
for one’s way of being, should be conceived of as a moment of politicisation.
There is a clear parallel to Foucault’s notion of counter-conduct as a way to behave in a manner that stretches and questions the norms set for one’s behaviour.
To analyse these situational coordinations and their significance for rendering practices of governing rational, my analysis focuses mostly on the emergences and appearances of norms for preferred ways of talking and performing as an
expert that shaped the experts-by-experience’s participation, and the practices
my informants employed to illuminate and contest these norms. In article 2, I
look at different regimes of engagement – different ways and logics of being together – from a governmental perspective as normative fields of action in which
the initiatives’ participants are called to take part. Each regime of engagement
holds particular, underlying value-assessments, which become manifest through
different ‘grammars’, i.e. different valued ways of speaking and relating to each
other (also Thévenot 2014c). These valued ways of speaking, I suggest, can be
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regarded as governing practices, structuring the participants’ subjectivities (see
also Charles 2016, Thévenot 2014a). Here, pragmatic sociology provides a bridge
between the analysis of rationalities of governing and the concrete practices used.
In article 1, I also make use of Michael Saward’s (2009) concept of a representative claim to probe the reasoning behind the construction of the experts-byexperience’s subjectivities. Saward’s notion suggests that representation is, above
all, a position constructed through claims and can subsequently be studied as
speech acts or performances that construct both the representatives and the represented in a specific way (e.g. Ankersmit 2002, 196–197, Näsström 2011, 506).
The concept of representation serves here as a tool for creating, not describing,
representative relations. By studying the making of experts-by-experience’s subjectivities through the idea of claim-making, it becomes possible to ask both as
what the experts-by-experience are being constructed and how this subjectconstruction is justified and defended. Hence, it provides another concept to investigate how the bridge between rationalities and practices of governing is constructed.

3

METHODOLOGY: GOVERNMENTAL ETHNOGRAPHY

Recently, the governmentality-approach has been criticised for its excessive interest in abstract rationalities, policy documents and the aspirations of the administration. It has been argued that many governmental studies pay little or no attention to concrete practices of governing and hence remain blind to the gap between ‘what is attempted and what is accomplished’ (McKee 2009, 478–479, also
Brady 2011, Teghtsoonian 2016, Li 2007c).
My purpose in the following is to develop methods of policy ethnography
by applying Foucault’s governmentality-approach. First, I will present governmentality as an analytical strategy. Next, I will bring forth the criticism the governmentality-attuned studies have received and discuss how proponents of governmental-ethnography have suggested to answer these concerns. After having
set my methodological scene, I will move towards the concrete and present my
methods of data collection and analysis along with reflections on my position as a
researcher.

3.1 Governmentality as an analytical strategy
When departing from the Foucauldian premise of power, not as a zero-sum game,
but as a ubiquitous ‘capacity to act’, there is little point in aiming to determine
who ‘holds power’ in a given situation. Instead, the focus of analysis shifts to ‘asking the how-questions’: How – through which techniques and practices – power is
exercised and how it is responded to and reacted on (see Teghtsoonian 2016, Lövbrand & Stripple 2015, Foucault 2007, 1982). A governmental analysis concentrates on the mentalities and ways of reasoning that underlie certain strategies and
techniques of governing (Bröckling, Krasmann & Lemke 2011, 11, Li 2007a, Rose,
O'Malley & Valverde 2006). It can, for example, focus on the ways on which problems are formulated in order for certain techniques to appear legitimate, or on
knowledge-constructions that enable certain technologies of governing.
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Furthermore, a distinct feature of a governmental study is its particular focus on knowledge and language as constructive and responsive of the practices
of governing (Griggs, Norval & Wagenaar 2014, 8). As has been noted above,
governing takes place through definitions of knowledge. They make reality perceivable and conceivable and, as such, construct it in specific ways (M. Dean
2015). As Bröckling, Krasmann and Lemke (2011, 11) note, in a governmental
study, ‘rationality is understood in relational terms, meaning that what is considered “rational” depends on the particular starting points, means and objectives
set for each practice’. Consequently, it becomes extremely important to pay attention to local contexts, governing practices and situated meanings, especially with
regard to how those practices are made to appear as rational, in line with the
pragmatic sociological approach. By focusing on the ways of reasoning behind
practices of rule, governmentality analysis makes ways of ruling more visible
and discernible, but it also denaturalises them and opens them up for criticism
(Walters & Haahr 2005, 6, Larner 2006, 52).
However, governmentality as an analytical strategy does not come with an
elaborate methodological toolkit. Instead, as Bröckling, Krasmann and Lemke
(2011, 15) put it, it is ‘a research perspective in a literal sense: an angle of view, a
manner of looking, a specific orientation’ (also Rose, O'Malley & Valverde 2006,
101). In essence, one could state that while governmentality provides the researcher with what to look for, it does not come with a way to find it. As a result,
governmentality studies have employed a variety of research methods – also to a
varying degree. At times, a governmental study is coupled with a distinct, separate methodological toolkit (e.g. Brady 2011), while sometimes governmentality
seems to be understood both as a theoretical approach as well as a manner of
reading and, as such, a tool of analysis (see Lövbrand & Stripple 2015). In this
thesis, I combine governmentality as an analytical approach with ethnographic
methods of policy analysis.

3.2 Bridging policy ethnography and governmentality
Recently, much debate has been going on as to what methodological choices can
be considered fitting for a governmentality approach. Most notably, the role of
practices of governing and their study has generated heated debate among governmentality scholars (see, e.g. M. Dean 2015, Brady 2014). Li formulates the discussion diplomatically as she explains that while the focus of a governmentality
study is justifiably in the rationalities and mentalities of governing, its focus on a
limited set of practices might occlude some aspects that are also central for governing – in particular, the interplay of governing practices and the responses of
those being governed (Li 2007b, also Brady 2011, 266).
As a solution for this lack of ‘real life’, and to illuminate this blind spot between mentalities and practices of rule, some researchers have suggested the
governmentality approach be combined with ethnographic methods
(Teghtsoonian 2016, McKee 2009, Li 2007c, Marston & McDonald 2006, Brady
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2014, Brady 2016). The proponents of governmentality-ethnography argue that
through this combination, a governmentality analysis can steer its focus towards
practices of governing, instead of relying merely on texts and ‘mentalities of
rule’.13 Instead of viewing governing practices as manifestations of a governing
rationality, they are seen as sites where rationalities of governing are ‘made real’
and redefined through local debates. This combination has also received criticism,
maintaining that such focus was not Foucault’s intention when he set out to
study ‘not the complexity of everyday life but the conditions under which we
form a knowledge of and seek to govern such domains as everyday life’ (M.
Dean 2015, 359). In this section, I discuss what the mode of analysis is that arises
from a combination of governmentality and ethnographic methodology, and
propose also a way of combining the two in a complementing manner.
According to Paul Atkinson and colleagues (2001, 4–6), the central, distinguishing factor of an ethnographic study is the researcher’s own experiences –
her observations and participation on and in the phenomenon studied. While the
set of methodological tools is extremely varied, ‘being neck deep’ in a research
context is what distinguishes an ethnographic study from other qualitative and
interpretive forms of inquiry (Schatz 2009, 5, also van Hulst 2008, 145). In addition, Edward Schatz (2009, 6) couples the requirement of first-hand observations
with a demand for ‘ethnographic sensibility’. An ethnographic scholar must be
interested in and committed to making visible people’s own, situated meaninggivings, and the rationales and contexts that make these meaning-givings and
perceptions rational and feasible (also van Hulst 2008, 147). This requires an interpretivist approach as well as a social-constructionist epistemological stance; a
researcher cannot ‘go out in the field’ to discover ‘the truth’ and then return to
their desk to write it up. As there is not one truth to be discovered, but everyone’s particular and momentary interpretation, a researcher can at best describe
the settings, the interactions and people’s views and interpretations on them, followed by a detailed description of their own process of observation, interaction
and interpretation (Dubois 2015, 473). To do so, the researcher needs not only to
understand how someone else interprets a given situation, but they also need to
acquire the tools necessary for analysing what affects and might account for such
ways of thinking and seeing (Pader 2006, 165). A critical ethnographer, furthermore, strives to question definitions, practices and views that appear to us as
‘normal’ or ‘common-sense’ and sets out to unveil the hidden uses of power that
surreptitiously hinder or limit people’s possibilities for action (Dubois 2015, 478,
Howarth & Griggs 2015, 117).
Michelle Brady (2014, 12) argues that the governmentality scholars ‘exclusive reliance on archival sources and publically available documents’ would be
much enriched and enforced by ethnographic methods, incorporating observation of everyday life, interviews and the collection of documents on the ground to
13 It has even been suggested that all governmental studies have an ethnographic underpinning, as the core of Foucault’s thinking can be seen as the deconstruction of our contemporary societies’ ways of governing that appear to us as ‘normal’ or unquestionable (Lövbrand
& Stripple 2015).
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a governmentality analysis (also Teghtsoonian 2016). Brady suggests that ethnography can provide a remedy for the governmentality studies’ lack of attention to
multiplicity and context: ‘Because these governmentality inspired ethnographies
focus on actual people located within a specific place over a period of time, the
researchers are thrust into the multiplicity and dynamics of everyday social life.
In turn this gives these researchers greater insights into the multiplicity of power
relations and practices within the present, as well as the actual processes through
which subjectivities are formed’ (Brady 2014, 13). Ethnographic governmentality
studies do not contend to merely describe the rationality of governing on which,
for example, the participatory projects rely, but they push further (or downward)
to see how these rationalities are turned into practical technologies to steer participants’ behaviour and how the participants respond to these technologies (also
McKee 2009, 473–474).
The core difference between traditional and ethnographic governmentality
studies, then, appears in their focal points: while traditional governmentality
studies are interested in governing rationalities and the discursive ways certain
objectives and ways of being are made to appear rational, a governmentality ethnography takes a bottom-up perspective and asks how the rationalities are made
practical and how they are interpreted, perceived and responded to and resisted
(Brady 2011, Marston & McDonald 2006, McKee 2009, Li 2007a). Kim McKee argues that this bottom-up perspective helps to preclude the attribution of a false
coherence to political rationalities and programmes of governing, and instead it
reveals their ‘messiness’, situatedness, struggles and multiple possible consequences (McKee 2009, 478–479). As Brady notes: ‘Governmentality studies informed by ethnographic analysis seeks to understand what happens when plans
to govern meet the processes and subjects they seek to transform’ (Brady 2011,
267).
While remaining aware of the critique towards this combination (see esp. M.
Dean 2015), I choose to follow the example of Brady, McKee and others in seeing
governmentality and ethnography as complementary rather than mutually exclusive approaches (see also Hacking 2004, Rose, O'Malley & Valverde 2006, 100).
This combination, I posit, is particularly well suited in an examination of practices of subject-formation, as it allows paying attention to the possibilities of interpretation, adaptation and resistance of the governed (also McKee 2009, 479). My
argument for bridging a governmentality approach with ethnographic methodology is that together they allow us to see how governmental rationalities are
interpreted, made real and, in turn, reconfigured in grassroots-governing practices – pointing to how they are employed and made sense of in a specific context,
by specific actors. This approach makes their critical study possible (see Denzin
2000).
By focusing on practices – and moreover how those practices are experienced and interpreted – I am able to investigate not only what the inexplicit objectives, political ambitions and situational coordinations guiding the practices
are but also ‘the inevitable gap between what is attempted and what is accomplished’ (Li 2007c, 1). As the essence of liberal governmentality is the play on the
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freedom of those governed (Foucault 1982), to merely investigate the policy documents would neglect the very essence of governing through individuals. This
approach to the analysis of power justifiably emphasises the role of the party being governed and, again, the relational character of power.
Furthermore, an ethnographic approach to governmentality studies helps to
approach governmentalities as deliberately enacted resources for making certain
ways of thinking appear as logical and certain ways of being as preferable. By
focusing on the practices and technologies that make governmental rationality
alive, it is easier to avoid the deterministic undertone of some governmentality
studies. Practices and techniques are not merely manifestations of a governmental rationality, but they are also deliberately and purposefully built assemblages
that can draw aspects from multiple different rationales and, in turn, reconfigure
their inner logic and truths. I maintain that governmentalities are themselves
very much the contextually-bound result of deliberate political choices to value
certain values and ways of knowing above others that are constantly remade,
reinforced and reinvented through governing practices.

3.3 Data and research position
I produced my research data within the following seven projects. The projects
were all government funded (either directly or via the Finnish Slot Machine Association), and they were executed either by civil society organisations (1–5) or
municipalities (6 and 7). The projects worked within the area of adult social work,
and following Julkunen and Heikkilä’s (2007, 97) distinction they focused on
providing or developing problem-oriented services. Out of the seven key projects
studied, six invited experts-by-experience to act in and through their own organisations, while one was focused on ‘producing’ experts-by-experience for the
needs of other organisations in the social welfare sector. I have numbered the
projects randomly.
(1) Finnish Central Association for Mental Health: The establishment of expertise-by- experience and evaluation-through-experience in the development of mental health and substance abuse services (2011–2015)
(2) The Federation of Mother and Child Homes and Shelters: Miina – The
participation and empowerment of women who have encountered domestic violence (2008–2012)
(3) No Fixed Abode: The utilisation of expertise-by-experience in the design
and production of services for the homeless (Own keys 2012-2015)
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(4) Muotiala Accommodation and Activity Centre Association: The project
of preventive mental health work – experience-based knowledge about
mental health issues for the working-age population (Turning experience
into knowledge – project 2005-2009)
(5) Sininauhaliitto ry: A low-threshold information and support centre for
gambling problems (Tiltti 2010–2014)
(6) City of Vantaa: Key to the Mind I and II (Mielen avain) projects for developing mental health and substance abuse services in Southern Finland
(2010–2015)
(7) City of Tampere: SOS II – To Social Inclusion through Social Work (20132015)
In addition to the seven projects above, I interviewed practitioners in two other
projects:
(8) Youth Against Drugs: Expertise-by-experience in preventive substance
abuse work
(9) The Central Association of Carers in Finland and The National Family
Association Promoting Mental Health in Finland: Customers and practitioners developing informal care (OPASTAVA)
Although the observations and conversations in projects 8 and 9 certainly supplement the data as they contribute to building my understanding of the phenomenon, these supplementary data are not analysed in the same detail as the
core material listed below. This is primarily due to the lack of interviews with
experts-by-experience, which I was not able to conduct in either of the projects.
The projects’ practitioners, although supportive of and interested in my research,
felt that they were in such early stages of developing expertise-by-experience that
there were ‘not yet really experts-by-experience to interview’. I did not contest their
interpretation, as this would have led me to define who the experts-byexperience in their projects’ context were. I used the conversation material from
these two projects as background information in article 1, but I chose to exclude it
from the subsequent and more detailed analysis later on.
The projects were chosen initially following a search from the funders’ database and website to find projects that had received funding for the development of expertise-by-experience in the domain of adult social work during the
funding period of 2012–2015. Following the database search, I contacted altogether seven projects, six of which agreed preliminarily to partake in my research
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(projects 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 and 9). From there on, further data were produced through
respondent-advised sampling (see. Heckathorn 1997 on respondent-driven sampling). Many of my interviewees proactively suggested other projects that I
should include in my research and mentioned organisations that had influenced
their work on expertise-by-experience. As a result of these suggestions, and the
following contact with the projects’ employees, three other projects were included in the data (projects 4, 5 and 7). Muotiala’s project, in particular, was mentioned by several interviewees as the first to employ the concept and practice in
Finland, and subsequently presented it as ‘a compulsory component’ in my research.
The organisational contexts of the projects differed from each other in terms
of their size, organisational structure as well as the focus of their activities. Of the
CSOs, the Finnish Central Association for Mental Health, The Federation of
Mother and Child Homes and Shelters and Sininauhaliitto are all national umbrella organisations that have local branches and associations across Finland. The
local associations of Federation of Mother and Child Homes and Shelters, as well
as Sininauhaliitto, are also social welfare service providers in their area, while the
Finnish Central Association for Mental Health focuses most of all on offering
peer-support opportunities, trainings and serving as an advocate for its member
and member associations. No Fixed Abode is also a national organisation, but it
does not have local branches and operates mainly in the capital region. It runs
housing and low-thresholds services, but it focuses also strongly on advocacy.
The Muotiala Accommodation and Activity Centre Association (now Mielen ry)
is a local mental health organisation in Tampere, which also offers social housing
services in the region. The three, large umbrella organisations can be considered
as quite well established and institutionalised CSOs, while the latter two are
younger and smaller.
The two municipalities, Tampere and Vantaa, have been somewhat pioneers in adopting the concept of expertise-by-experience. Vantaa’s project was in
many ways the flagship of the KASTE-programme and was largely responsible
for the wide and fast spreading of the concept of expertise-by-experience. It had
significant financial resources (over 10M euros between 2010 and 2015), and although it was officially managed by the city of Vantaa, it involved organisations
from 20 municipalities in Southern Finland (Falk et al. 2013). It focused on the
area of mental health and was among the first projects to develop a training
model for experts-by-experience. Tampere’s project, on its part, was equally a
KASTE-funded project, which involved actors from 56 municipalities in CentralFinland (Final Report of the SOSII-project). When compared to the CSOs’ projects,
the public sector projects appear more as networks of different subprojects and
actors.
The core data corpus of the research produced in these contexts is presented
in the following table:
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Table 1

Description of data

Data
category

Description of data

Context of data
production

Time of
data acquisition

Uses of data

Field notes and
memos

A CSO project14 and
its working context;
conferences, workshops and meetings

2011–
2014

Co-produced images, memos, guidelines, presentations
etc. defining and
outlining expertiseby-experience
Notes from discussions with practitioners

A CSO project’s
process of developing expertise-byexperience

2012–
2014

Building a thick
understanding of
the phenomenon
and its related practices; identifying
appropriate research questions
and developing the
research approach
See above

Projects 8 and 9

Spring
2014

See above

Themed interviews
with 23 experts-byexperience and 14
practitioners

Projects 1-7

2014–
2015

Group discussion
with five (six) experts-by-experience

A CSO project

November 2016

Background interviews with six public officials

Ministry of Social
Welfare and Health,
National Institute
for Health and Welfare, Slot Machine
Association, the
Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities

Fall 2016

Core data; closeread as illustrating
how the governing
practices took shape,
were experienced
and responded to
Core data; closeread as illustrating
how the governing
practices took shape,
were experienced
and responded to;
also member checks
for my interpretations and analysis
Building a thick
understanding of
the phenomenon;
also member checks
from pubic administration’s point of
view for my interpretations and analysis

Ethnographic
data

Interview
data

14 For anonymity reasons, I have chosen not to identify the CSO I was employed in or the
organisation where the group discussion was conducted. For further discussion, see section
3.3.4. Ethical considerations.
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Policy
documents
22 policy documents
by the projects’ funders and government authorities. A
wide range of text
types, from the Ministry’s policy outlines and evaluation
reports, to informal
notes from regional
workshops developing and defining
expertise-byexperience.
27 documents produced by the projects, ranging from
power-point presentations to training
materials, funding
applications, evaluation reports and
working manuals
for other practitioners in the field.

Ministry of Social
Welfare and Health,
National Institute
for Health and Welfare

2014–
2016

Core data; closeread as illustrating
how the governing
practices took
shape, and the rationales they drew
upon

Seven projects
(listed above)

2014–
2016

Core data; closeread as illustrating
how the governing
practices took
shape, and the rationales they drew
upon

Next, I will present my data, and its uses in more detail. I start chronologically
with my ethnographic data, followed the themed interviews and policy documents.
3.3.1

Ethnographic data

Marja Keränen (2001, 85) quotes Linda Hantrais’ terminology when describing
different ethnographic methods of data acquisition and analysis. In what she calls
‘a safari method’, a researcher develops research questions beforehand, from and
within her own cultural and societal context, and then (briefly) sets out to gather
data to test her pre-formed assumptions. Eeva Luhtakallio (2012, 5–6) builds on
Keränen’s and Hantrais’s vocabulary to describe her own research as the ‘traveller method’: subjecting every aspect of a comparative study to contextually aware
scrutiny and paying particular attention to local meaning-givings. Following this
playful and illuminating vocabulary, I describe my method of data acquisition as
‘the indigenous approach’ (see also Atkinson et al. 2001, 3). I was, quite literally,
in the middle of the phenomenon that later appeared as the object of my study.
In practice, between 2011 and 2014, I was employed in one of the civil society organisations studied. A major part of my duties was the development of ‘participatory practices’. In a brainstorm meeting with practitioners from two of our
local CSOs, a colleague introduced the notion of expertise-by-experience. I had
never heard of the concept, but it energised the room instantaneously. There was
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a feeling of novelty and excitement; this was going to be the new and innovative
thing the project would leave behind (and the funder would be happy). After that
meeting, it became my task to develop expertise-by-experience in the organisation. There were prior experiences of the practice in three of our local associations,
so my initial response was to start working with the beneficiaries and practitioners that had already come across the topic. Together with them, we built our
CSO’s version of expertise-by-experience. My objective was to take a facilitating
role and let the experts-by-experience and the local practitioners define the concept and outline the practice from their point of view. Consequently, I took as my
task to document the working process, as well as its outcomes, in order to provide a benchmark for our local associations on how to incorporate participatory
practices in their work.
During my four years in the field, I was able to participate in and visit several locations where expertise-by-experience was developed and discussed, ranging
from large conferences to one-on-one discussions with actors in the field. In addition to the CSO main quarters in Helsinki, I travelled to local associations in Oulu,
Turku, Mikkeli and Joroinen, drank countless cups of tea and coffee while debating expertise-by-experience with local practitioners, listened to lectures delivered
by experts-by-experience, painted ‘the landscape of expertise-by-experience’ with
finger paint on all fours and went to the sauna with experts-by-experience.
Most crucially for the purposes of this research, I organised two weekend
workshops for the CSO’s experts-by-experience in spring 2012. Their purpose
was to outline how we would use the concept and how we would like our local
practitioners to start developing it. Eight experts-by-experience and five practitioners (myself included) participated in these weekends. The data, connections
and most of all the understanding produced during them were a crucial starting
point for my research.
Overall, the material produced during the four-year period is extremely
varied. In addition to my own notes (129 pages in total) produced in the context
of meetings, training sessions and workshops related to expertise-by-experience,
the ethnographic data comprise material that was co-produced with experts-byexperience and my colleagues in an attempt to define and make sense of expertise-by-experience. These data consist of textual data, illustrations, narratives,
letters, diagrams, presentations and guidelines.
I treat these data differently according to the phase of their production. The
primary focus of the workshops and meetings was to produce material in order
to develop expertise-by-experience for the organisation’s purposes. My early
notes reflect this objective, focusing most of all on attempting to capture and
draw synthesis of what was discussed. These data cannot be ethically analysed as
ethnographic material, as the participants of these processes (myself included)
were not aware and thus had not given their consent for this research. They have,
however, enabled me to build a deeper understanding of the phenomenon and
develop my research questions that arise from the field (D. E. Smith 2005, Geertz
2000, Teghtsoonian 2016, Paechter 2013).
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In fall 2013, a position for a doctoral candidate opened up at the University
of Jyväskylä as part of the project Superdemocracy – Critical Assessment of the
Participatory Turn. I applied for the position, and in October 2013 it was agreed
that I would start working as a doctoral candidate in January 2015. During the
interlude I was to continue working at the CSO and at the same time start collecting data as part of my work. At this point, I informed my own organisation about
my research project and acquired written retrospective consent from the expertsby-experience and practitioners who had been part of the development workshops to use our collaboratively produced data in my research. However, due to
my continued double-role, I treat these data as autoethnographic to gain a deep
understanding of one process of developing expertise-by-experience as well as to
develop an early operational understanding of the key practices through which
how the concept was institutionalised from an idea into a practice.
It is vital to note that these data all originate from the context of one CSO
and its local associations. As my position changed towards that of a researcher,15
I started conducting interviews to widen my pool of data and contextualise my
autoethnographic material. I first invited all the participants of the workshop
weekends as interviewees in order to learn how they had experienced and interpreted the process of ‘making experts’ I myself had been an active contributor in.
I was able to interview five experts-by-experience and two practitioners. After
these interviews, I reached out to other projects for interviews and meetings.
These are discussed in more detail in the following section.
After my initial data production, I made an effort to stay in touch with my
field. During the deskwork period (Yanow 2000, 84), I trained experts-byexperience, presented my initial findings and submitted them for discussion and
feedback. In addition, I co-authored an article with one of my interviewees. For
the article’s purposes, a group discussion among five experts-by-experience (six
including my co-author) was organised on 30 November 2016 to discuss our initial analyses and findings. I developed the discussion themes with my co-author,
but I was not present for the discussion, in order to facilitate an environment
where the participants would feel free to criticise and contradict my initial analysis and interpretations. This discussion, then, also served the function of a member check (Schwartz-Shea 2006, 103–105) whose purpose was to both enhance the
research’s accountability and respect for the interviewees’ own interpretations
and meaning-givings (e.g. Shdaimah, Stahl & Schram 2011), as well as to provide
them a possibility to object to my interpretations (Mosse, 939). In addition to improving the validity of the research, the purpose of my on-going ethnographic
presence in the field was to ensure that I would investigate expertise-byexperience as a living, constantly evolving phenomenon.
The timeline of ethnographic and interview data production in correspondence to my position as a researcher is presented in Figure 2 below:
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See a more thorough reflection on the researcher’s position in section 3.3.3.

Ethnographic data

Timeline of Data Production

Interviews
Researcher ’s position

Interviews
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2013–2014

Second
workshop on
expertise-byexperience

Background
interviews
27.9.–16.12.2016

Group discussion

Local workshops in
Contract on
Joroinen, Oulu and
future
employment as Turku

5.-6.5.2012

a Doctoral
Candidate
Nov. 2013

30.11.2016

10.2.–23.5.2014

Employment as a
Doctoral Candidate
1.1.2015-4.6.2018

2012

Figure 2

2013

Timeline of data production

2014

2015
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3.3.2

Interviews and policy documents

I conducted themed interviews with experts-by-experience and practitioners
charged with developing expertise-by-experience between 4.4.2014 and
16.10.2015. The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. They were
conducted in Finnish, and I translated the excerpts later into English. All of the 23
experts-by-experience were interviewed individually. The practitioners (14) were
given a choice between individual and group interviews. Five opted for individual interviews, and nine chose to be interviewed with their colleagues (three in
pairs and one group of three). The pair and group interviews can be regarded to
complement the individual interview data, as they can also be interpreted as the
organisation’s internal negotiations on the topic at hand (Pietilä 2010, 181–183).
This openness to interview design can also be seen to follow good ethnographic
practice, as the initiative for pair or group interviews always came from the interviewees themselves. Hence, this suggests that they wished for their interpretations to be studied in dialogue with their colleagues.
Fourteen (CSO) experts-by-experience’s interviews, as well as all but one of
the practitioners’ interviews, were conducted on the organisations’ own premises.
It is worthwhile to note that it was not possible to interview any of the public sector experts-by-experience in the environment they participated in. This can indicate a certain level of distance between the experts-by-experience and the public
sector organisations. As a result, their interviews had to be organised in various
different locations (my office, the library, a coffee shop, an interviewees’ home).
The interview material amounts to 31 hours, 20 minutes and 43 seconds of
interview recordings. Transcribed, they compose a text material of 208 484 words.
The interviewees are presented in the material with the abbreviations E1-23 for
experts-by-experience and P1-14 for professionals. Some details have been omitted from the transcripts to ensure the interviewees’ anonymity.
The interviewees were either volunteers, paid professionals or ‘semiprofessionals’ performing ‘paid gigs’ when invited. Their tasks varied from consulting in service production and projects steering committees, to service evaluation, training and peer-support. At the centre of all of these functions was making
use of the experts-by-experience’s story and the resulting experiential knowledge.
Eighteen of the informants were women and five men. Eight of the experts-byexperience were involved in a public sector project, and 15 participated in or
through a CSO. Eight of the experts-by-experience were employed by the organisation, making their position a dual one: they were at the same time experts-byexperience and practitioners developing it.
The total number of experts-by-experience in these organisations is difficult
to estimate, as the concept was (and deliberately was not) used in a variety of
ways. While the organisations that trained their experts-by-experience were able
to give very precise estimates about the number of their experts-by-experience,
other organisations stated that they consider all their members, or all people having experienced the particular social problem in question, as experts-byexperience. So as to not risk the anonymity of my informants, I will not provide
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the numbers of experts-by-experience in the organisations where this information
is available, as this would enable identifying the organisations that train their
experts-by-experience.
The experts-by-experience’s background information, as described by the
interviewees themselves, is summarised in the following table.
Table 2

Background information of the interviewed experts-by-experience

Experts-byexperience
Public sector organisations
CSOs
Total

Employees

‘Paid gigs’

Volunteers

Total

1

7

-

8

7
8

3
10

5
5

15
23

The professionals, on their part, all worked in projects tasked with developing
expertise-by-experience in their respective organisations. Twelve of the practitioners interviewed were women and two men. Their positions ranged from project employees to executive directors. Four of them worked in the public sector,
and 10 were employed by a CSO.
I invited the interviewees to participate in the research by sending an open
invitation e-mail for the organisations to forward to their group of experts-byexperience. I interviewed everyone who expressed their interest in being interviewed in order to minimise my own gatekeeper role in the interviewee selection.
Two remarks are, however, in order: First, the significance of the gatekeeper
function of the organisations needs to be considered. Even though the organisations were encouraged to send the invitation to all their contacts, it is possible, if
not very likely, that they could have chosen particular experts-by-experience and
encouraged them to participate in the research. Furthermore, the organisations
have made a definition of expertise-by-experience when deciding to whom the
invitation was sent to.
A second remark regarding the selection of interviewees is how well the
experts-by-experience interviewed can be thought to represent the whole body of
experts-by-experience subject to my research. It would be a fair enough assumption to claim that the experts-by-experience willing to participate in a study
might be the ones that are either exceptionally active, particularly compliant to
the organisations aims or both. On the other hand, one could however assume
that it would be possible to present also critical points of view, as the interviews
were confidential and conducted by an ‘outsider’ to the organisation. Though the
latter assumption was empirically proven on various occasions during the interviews, I have to consider the possible bias produced by the selection of interviews when analysing the results. However, this need not present a problem for
the research design, as the research question is precisely to examine the subjectivities created through the processes of expertise-by-experience. In this sense, the
interviews can be interpreted as particular manifestations of the outcomes of
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those processes, valuable in and of themselves, rather than as representatives of a
‘general trend’ or ‘a usual outcome’.
The interviews were themed and open-ended to ensure their regard to the
interviewees’ own meaning-makings and ways of understanding, following the
principles of good ethnographic research. Before each interview, I described to
the interviewees the focus of my research, explained that I take a critical perspective towards the topic and told them that I had my own, prior experiences on the
matter as a practitioner. As an interviewer, I made sure that some core aspects of
expertise-by-experience were discussed with everyone, but I allowed the interviewees to talk rather freely and posed clarifying questions only when necessary.
The core themes of the interviews focused on practices of expertise-by-experience:
Why and how one had become an expert-by-experience, or why and how an organisation had started to adopt the practise. For example: What did the expertsby-experience do in practice? How were they chosen, trained and evaluated? In
addition, I focused on meanings given to the practice: Why was expertise-byexperience important, or was it not important?16
I conducted the interviews during a time when expertise-by-experience as a
concept and practise had gained rapidly in popularity. Many of the interviewees
were both very conscious and somewhat critical towards the notion. They were
strikingly well informed on the other organisations and actors developing expertise-by-experience. Many organisations had exchanged experiences with other
projects, but especially the CSO actors also presented criticism towards other projects’ approaches. It was quite common to define an organisation’s view on expertise-by-experience against another organisation’s definition. Of particular importance, which brought about some heated debates, were the role of trainings
and the selection of experts-by-experience. The discussions on definitions were
not the sole domain of practitioners. The experts-by-experience held strong positions in the debate, and in a good Finnish manner, some had even founded an
association of experts-by-experience and promoted one particular view on expertise-by-experience.17
I acquired the policy documents and other text material by contacting the
relevant people in the projects organisations, the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Health and the National Institute for Health and Welfare, and I asked them to
provide me with all their material on expertise-by-experience. The material acquisition was complemented by an Internet search to find any possible public
material produced by these organisations on the subject. Without fail, the organisations provided me with a much more extensive set of material than that accessible through public databases. The policy documents analysed are listed in Appendix 3.
To enrich the administration’s view, I was also able to draw on two interviews with four representatives of funders (Ministry of Social Welfare and Health
and The Slot Machine Association). I conducted these interviews in autumn 2016
16 For a full list of interview themes for both experts-by-experience and practitioners, see Appendixes 1 and 2.
17 See www.kokemusasiantuntija.fi
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for another project but acquired the interviewees’ permission to use the transcribed interviews as supplementary data for this research. They helped to develop a thicker description of the phenomenon and served as member checks for
the public administration’s point of view.
3.3.3

Researcher’s position

In interpretive research, consideration of the researcher’s own position is a crucial,
although often under-reflected, topic (see Yanow 2015, 415). It is particularly vital
in ethnographic studies where ‘the ethnographer’s self becomes a conduit of research and a primary vehicle of knowledge production’ (Shehata 2006, 246). The
demand for reflecting on one’s normative premises is further enforced in critical
research, where a researcher’s objective is to unearth structural inequalities and
to speak on behalf of those often silenced (Dubois 2015, 469–473). My previous
position as a practitioner in the field, and as a facilitator in many of the data production processes, further makes it necessary to reflect on the presumptions and
precognition that steer my research in order to make my analysis trustworthy
and transparent (Schwartz-Shea 2006, also R. Berger 2015, 221).
Roni Berger (2015, 220) lists three main major ways that the researcher’s position may impact their study: First, it can affect their access to the field. Second,
it can have an impact on the nature of the relationship between the researcher
and the researched. Third, it impacts the overall design and conduct of the study
through the ways the researcher perceives the world, uses language and understands their surroundings. Building on these, the researcher chooses their point
of view, the questions asked, the interpretations made and the consequences
drawn (also Yanow 2006).
In my case, my own position as a practitioner was crucial for gaining access
to the field. First, it is highly unlikely that I would have discovered the topic or
made contact with the relevant informants had I not had personal experiences of
working with the policy (Paechter 2013). Thanks to the contacts made during my
time as a practitioner, it was far easier both to identify the key sites where expertise-by-experience was being discussed, as well as to contact the relevant people
and persuade them to be part of the research. My prior experiences also appeared
to make many of my interviewees more at ease in the interviewee setting, with
many of them making comments such as: ‘Oh, but you know how it is, you’ve seen
how it goes’. It is possible, then, that because I was able to relate to and share my
interviewees’ experiences on the policy, and the practices related to it, they were
able to provide me with more thorough and perhaps deeper contemplations on
the issue than could have been achieved through a discussion with a complete
outsider. On the flipside, it is possible that my interviewees have withheld some
information, assuming that ‘I already know’ – even though I did not, or knew
differently. In a similar vein, I may have steered the interviews along the lines of
my own experiences (also R. Berger 2015, 223). In practice, however, quite a few
of my interviewees were not afraid to question and contradict my assumptions,
and they often corrected me if I spoke about an experience they did not relate to.
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Next, to identify how my position has affected my research design and interpretations, I describe the journey I have taken with expertise-by-experience. I
do this in order to make my personal assumptions and commitments as visible as
possible.
My contact with expertise-by-experience started as a practitioner. I was extremely enthusiastic about the notion of expertise-by-experience and perceived it
as a possibility to promote civic activism and enable the marginalised people to
get their voices heard. Consequently, I jumped at the possibility to develop the
practice and felt it was extremely important to do so in collaboration with the
experts-by-experience. It seemed that both the process of collaborative development and its outcomes of a joint understanding on the meaning and uses of expertise-by-experience were equally important. It was only after enthusiastically
developing the practice for quite a few months that I started to question myself –
what was I actually doing? What were the effects of my work and what was behind these initiatives?
The workshops in spring 2012 and the four intensive days I spent with eight
experts-by-experience and four of my colleagues marked a turning point for me.
There was a huge inner struggle as I witnessed these survivors truly feel empowered by the new concept and practice. At the same time, a question kept nagging
me: Why do we need to call these people experts in order for them to be heard?
The ethos of empowerment of the margins rung both a positive and a negative
bell for me: I wanted to be part of a movement that would give the voice back to
the people. At the same time, I was concerned about the possibilities of cooptation and worried by some of my colleagues’ remarks that reflected a fear of
giving the survivors the power to decide.
It was this contradiction that led me to my research. The Superdemocracyproject’s research plan, focusing on the critical inquiry of concepts and practices
of participatory democracy and governance, seemed to provide me the conceptual tools I needed to make sense of what was going on around me. I started to situate my own work in a larger frame and began slowly to understand the wider,
societal development that had led to our need to activate these new experts.
As I sought to find a balance in my new dual role, and detach myself from
the position of a practitioner, I grew increasingly critical towards the concept and
practice. This criticism stemmed in large part from what seemed to be a mismatch between what we as an organisation wanted to happen and what the experts-by-experience’s goals were. This was particularly visible in my colleagues’
strong urge to ‘protect’ the experts-by-experience from participation. While it
seemed to me that most of all the experts-by-experience wanted to get their voices heard, the organisations’ point of view focused more strongly on nurturing
and caring. In this context, civic participation in general and political activism in
particular appeared as threatening. I was baffled, as I found this approach a bit
condescending; it did not allow the experts-by-experience to decide for themselves what they wanted to and were capable of doing. At the same time, it
seemed that quite a few of my colleagues were rather cautious towards the new
policy; most of all they were afraid of the uncontrollability of ideas and actions
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that might be encouraged through the novel concept. This, to me, seemed to illustrate rather concretely how strongly expertise-by-experience was guided by the
needs of the organisations.
However, my concerns seemed to be in contrast to what my informants
were saying and producing in our workshops and meetings. They were enthusiastic, eager to ‘finally get their point across’. At this point, I started conducting
interviews and gathering policy documents outlining the practice to get a wider
view on how the policy was employed and experienced elsewhere. I attempted to
minimise my gatekeeper role in interviewee and data selection by including everyone and everything on offer, but my critical position undoubtedly had an effect
on my interview themes and the subsequent interpretations. In hindsight, I recognise a detective-like drive to ‘unearth a conspiracy’ behind the policy in both
my interview themes as well as in my early conclusions drawn from the interview data.
During the lengthy writing process that involved countless rounds of data
analysis using different lenses and asking different questions, my own position
grew, if not less critical, then at least less distrustful. I started to see the complexity of the practices and the significance of the grassroots battles and negotiations
taking place every day. Instead of painting the story of the experts-byexperience’s subject-construction in only black-and-white, all shades of grey
started to appear. At this point, the analytical focus of the research was clarified.
The micro-level focus on the everyday practices, interpretations and struggles
allowed to see the multiple dynamics involved and enabled to overcome the less
fruitful dichotomous interpretation between the ‘suppressive administration’ and
the ‘resistant subjects’. I no longer considered my research objective to be telling
the story of ‘the oppressed experts-by-experience’, but instead it became one of
painting a multi-coloured picture about the concrete practices, negotiations and
situated agents that make the participative policy alive.
The deskwork period also made me reconsider my own position and to
question the dichotomous idea of moving from the position of an invested practitioner to that of an ‘objective’ researcher. It grew increasingly evident that my
practitioner background made me what David Mosse (2006, 938) calls ‘an interested interpreter’ and my study an ethnography in which I am myself also one
key informant. I have been, to some extent, part of the institutionalisation of the
concept and practice of expertise-by-experience. My practitioner background
means that the practices analysed include those I have myself employed during
the participatory processes (Mosse 2006, 940). Although the rounds of analysis,
and the work done through many manuscripts, presentations and talks, have
enabled me to develop a distance between my immediate experiences as a practitioner and the interpretations made through different analytical lenses,18 I do not
consider the knowledge produced through this research to be objective nor my
position as a researcher that of a detached, neutral reporter. Instead, this is an
interpretive work, thoroughly influenced by my own experiences from within
the field. In retrospect, the extremely critical positions I assumed at early stages
18

For a parallel in experts-by-experience’s expert-making, see section 4.2.
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of the data analysis appear as attempts to create a rupture from my role as an
enthusiastic practitioner (Mosse 2006, 946) – a need that was later alleviated as I
came to terms with my double role as an interpreter and an informant and started to consider my own experiential knowledge as a legitimate source of information.
Finally, I need to state clearly that my research questions hold a normative
stance. By exploring the contingent nature of expertise and knowledge, I am hoping to provide tools for the experts-by-experience to contest the uses of these notions and to give them more of a say in what counts as knowledge. Through describing and opening up the concepts of expertise and knowledge, I aim to make
their political nature visible and, by so doing, enable the participants to engage in
redefining them and using them to meet their purposes. Through my research, I
aim to give more voice to those currently silenced or less heard.
3.3.4

Ethical considerations

The key ethical questions related to my research concern my own position as
both a practitioner and a researcher, my own role in data production, the informants’ awareness of the research being conducted and the potentially traumatising
nature of the experts-by-experience’s experiential knowledge drawn out during
the interviews.
I started systematically gathering my research data in late 2013, while at the
same time still continuing to work as a practitioner. At this point, I told my colleagues, as well as the experts-by-experience I was collaborating with, about my
research project and asked each expert-by-experience individually whether I
could use the previously co-produced material as part of my research data. All of
the participants gave their written consent to use the material, and several expressed their joy at the fact that the topic was ’finally’ going to be studied.
Martin Tolich (2010) has justly inquired whether it is possible for informants to give their consent retrospectively in an ethnographic study. He is concerned that such a setting may not give the participants a fair chance to give a
genuinely informed consent or to decline. Furthermore, the research ethical
guidelines of the Finnish Advisory Board on Research Integrity (2009) outline
that the informants should preferably be given a chance to give their informed
consent before the research. Hence, despite the written consent acquired from the
participants, I treat the collaboratively produced data from 2012 as autoethnographic, giving insight on the practices and techniques through which expertiseby-experience was institutionalised in the context of one organisation. Furthermore, to protect the anonymity of my informants, and respect the principle of
informed consent, I only use quotes from data for which explicit, prior consent
was given by the informants. For the same reasons, I do not identify the organisation I was employed in or the names of my colleagues or the experts-byexperience I was working with.
Furthermore, to ensure I do not conflate my notes from the workshops with
the experts-by-experience’s views, I later interviewed five experts-by-experience
and two practitioners who had been part of the collaborative development pro-
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cess in an attempt to provide them a platform to reflect upon the process of ‘making them experts-by-experience’. This proved beneficial, as several interviewees
felt at ease to criticise our process.
In keeping with the principle of causing no harm, stressed in the Finnish
Advisory Board on Research Integrity’s research ethical guidelines (2009), I refrained from asking questions concerning the experts-by-experience’s past, as
these themes could very possibly have evoked painful memories that I was not
equipped to provide counsel for. To this end, I made sure to explain very thoroughly to every interviewee that the focus of my research was in their experiences as an expert-by-experience and that I would not be asking them questions concerning their past experiences. Nonetheless, quite a few interviewees chose to
recount passages of their past in the course of the interview. If this occurred I did
not stop them and instead steered the focus towards their more recent experiences in my next question.
In taking into account the potentially stigmatising experiences my informants shared with me, and the critical remarks some of them made on the practices
of expertise-by-experience, I have chosen to anonymise all my informants. Although some of my interviewees expressed their willingness to be quoted under
their own name, I have opted to anonymise all of the interviewees in order to
avoid causing any unwanted consequences either in terms of evoking painful
memories or hampering the interviewees’ possibilities to act as experts-byexperience in the future.
3.3.5

Uses of data and tools for interpretation

Katherine Tegthsoonian (2016, 337) points out that a governmentality analysis is
interested in the materiality of discourse – in language as it appears as preferred
ways of talking, making visible and presenting (also Yanow 2015, 404, SchwartzShea 2006, 92). Governmentality analysis is interested in how ruling is enacted,
interpreted and reacted on through language. Fundamentally, language is seen
as constructive of the social world and, as such, manifestations of the power relations in which people live and on which they engage in negotiations (see also
Foucault 1994, 123–124). This poststructuralist approach stresses the deliberative
nature of the creation and reformation of concepts as tools for crafting social
phenomena, and the uses of power necessitating and resulting from it (Howarth
& Griggs 2015, Howarth 2010).
The focus of an ethnographically oriented governmentality analysis prioritises the everyday ways in which a policy is enacted, interpreted and made practical through language (see Teghtsoonian 2016, 338, Rose, O'Malley & Valverde
2006, 89). More precisely, the object of an ethnographic study is to understand the
phenomenon from the participants’ particular positions and points of view
(Yanow 2015, 404–406). Its aim is to both gain knowledge of what other people
mean when using language and to connect these meaning makings to their surroundings: to the particular context, normative assumptions and other factors
influencing the way people perceive of and interpret the world. This contextual
orientation is also the bread and butter of pragmatic sociology, discussed in sec-
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tion 2.5. This ‘reflexive deliberation’ (Fischer 2015, 57) enables the researcher to
understand the different meaning-makings through its particular situatedness –
or, to make sense of sense-making.
In my analysis, I have made use of various interpretative tools to illustrate
and discuss the practices, negotiations and struggles involved when constructing
the subjectivities of experts-by-experience. They all fall under the vast umbrella
of interpretative policy analysis, approaching the political through language (e.g.
Yanow 2015, Fischer et al. 2015). The core premise of an interpretative policy
analysis is that it does investigate practices as such but seeks to interpret them as
guided by the rules, norms and underlying assumptions that make specific practices possible and reasonable in a given situation (Hajer & Wagenaar 2003, 17, see
also section 2.5). Its focus is, thus, on practices of meaning-making that connect
ways of reasoning with ways of ruling.
The objects of interpretative policy analysis are often linguistic (Yanow &
Schwartz-Shea 2006, 207). As Hajer and Wagenaar (2003, 30) sharply note: [In
interpretative policy analysis] ‘the representation of an issue (unemployment,
global warming etc.) is the issue’. The questions to be asked in an interpretative
study, then, are for example, how the problems explaining the need for a policy
are defined (Bacchi 2012), how metaphors or categories (Yanow 2000, 41–60) or
narratives (Czarniawska 2004) are used to construct meaning and what assumptions or objectives might underpin these linguistic choices. Interpretative work,
thus, presupposes a double hermeneutics between the data and its analyst: the
researcher sees the data as rich in the informants’ meaning-making but also uses
it themselves to make sense of a certain phenomenon (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea
2006, 266–267, see also Hay 2011).
The specific interpretative tools used for analysing the language data are
specified in each article. Crucially, the language of the policy documents, interviews and ethnographic artefacts are seen as attempts to assign a particular
meaning to expertise-by-experience and its related phenomena. They are interpreted through their choice of words and discursive repertoires in order to get to
the rationales and political objectives that make this kind of meaning-making
rational and desirable.
I read the policy documents as revealing the premises and objectives of the
policy-makers. Of particular interest are the ways in which problems are formulated and the subsequent interpretative repertoires of expertise-by-experience
enforced. In addition to the policy-makers’ choice of words and other rhetorical
devices, what interests me the most is how the practitioners and the experts-byexperience made sense of, interpreted and responded to the policy outlines in
their everyday practices. This becomes perceivable through the ethnographic and,
in particular, the interview data.
I use the co-produced ethnographic material from the workshops to reflect
on one process of expert-making where I myself was an active practitioner. Due
to its autoethnographic nature, its main purpose has been to enable me to develop a thicker description of the processes of expert-making and to zoom in my
analytical focus by formulating more incisive research questions. The ethno-
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graphic data provides me with records of how a policy in this context was turned
into practice and how I, in connection to others, made sense of it at the time.
When analysed in parallel with the interviews, our workshops appear as a rather
typical (CSO's) process of expert-making, entailing very similar negotiations,
concerns and excitements to those described by my interviewees. As a result, the
workshop data have helped me understand the experiences that my interviewees
brought up, as I had participated in very similar discussions and situations myself.
In contrast to purely ethnographic research whose main focus would be on
the situational context and its effects on participation and ruling, the main focus
of this research is at a more abstract level. As my main task is to identify practices
of subjectivation and their underlying processes of rationalisation, and to develop an analysis of their significance for democracy, the relevant level of description and analysis is less closely detailed than in traditional ethnographic research.
Subsequently, in my analysis, I do not draw mainly on the ethnographic data, but
instead I interpret mostly the interviews and policy documents to understand the
experts-by-experience’s, the practitioners’ and the administration’s meaningmakings.

4

RESULTS FROM ARTICLES

My articles approach the process of ‘making experts’ with different conceptual
tools. In doing so it concentrates on how the projects’ participants were made as
subjects, how this subject-construction was made to appear as rational and how,
in turn, it was debated, critiqued and contested. In this section, I will present my
key findings, first concisely with the help of the questions formulated at the introductory section and then by a more detailed analysis of my four key arguments. Instead of merely repeating my article’s key findings, this section seeks to
draw connections between the articles’ conclusions in order to do justice to the
colourfulness and variety of the phenomenon in my data. As the article format
only allows drawing out one specific aspect of the multifaceted phenomenon at a
time, I use this section to join these aspects in order to discuss them together.
My key focus in the articles was on two aspects of expert-making: 1) the
characteristics of the subjectivity of an expert constructed in the projects and 2)
the practices and techniques used in this expert-construction.
1. What characterises the subjectivities created in the context of expertiseby-experience?
What kind of participation and ‘way of being’ is encouraged and
made feasible?
Most commonly, the initiatives seek to construct collaborative and consensusseeking participants who are able to produce ‘reliable’ knowledge for decisionmaking and public governance. Framing the experts-by-experience’s participation as co-production makes knowledge, instead of an opinion, a legitimate content of political participation and the ideal form of participation a ‘joint effort for
the common good’.
Crucially, as the experts-by-experience are now welcomed as participants because of their input, rather than because of their right to be heard, an altogether
new stage is set. Now, it becomes perfectly justified and legitimate to choose participants according to ‘what they can bring to the table’. As in the co-production
discourse where participation is not considered a right but a beneficial practice, it
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becomes feasible to evaluate participants’ performances and contributions and to
choose the ones the public officials see as useful. This, at times, causes disappointments and feelings of exploitation among some participants, as well as some
practitioners.
Another, what I’ve termed a subversive subject-construction, seeks to destabilise this ‘tamed’ view on expertise. It prioritises the experts-by-experience’s raw
and emotion-filled speech over other forms of input, and it purports that they be
at the very heart of experience-based expertise. In contrast to the above tendency
to experticise participation, it seems to attempt the democratisation of expertise
by fundamentally questioning who, in these contexts, should be recognised as an
expert and given the corresponding possibility to participate.
2. How (through which practices and techniques) are participants constructed as experts?
How are notions of expertise and knowledge (re)defined and used in
the participants’ subjectivation?
How are certain subject-constructions made (to appear) rational and
feasible?
How do the participants respond to and engage with their subjectivation?
The experts-by-experience’s way of being is steered primarily by defining
knowledge and expertise to reflect the underlying rationality and justification
framework of participation. As stated above, the most common justificatory
framework is that of co-production, defining expertise as the ability to present
neutral and objective knowledge over specific issues despite one’s personal experiences. Experiences become both the raw material of knowledge and also something that need to be surpassed in order to assume a full role of an expert. Subsequently, the notion of ‘expertise of oneself’ emerges as a tool in delineating when
one manifests an appropriate distance from one’s past experiences and is able to
show an appropriate relationship to one’s painful past. Here, neutrality, suppression of ‘emotional outbursts’ and generalisability of one’s story are made synonyms for being an expert of oneself.
The different underpinning rationales used to justify the reason for increased participation translate to differing definitions of expertise and knowledge.
They, in turn, translate to differing demands made for the experts-byexperience’s participation and the possibilities for being made available through
the projects. This makes experts-by-experience ‘experts in governing their selves’
– in identifying the appropriate register of participation and discourse.
The emphasis on expertise also renders the concept available for contestations and critique. Both some experts-by-experience and some practitioners challenge the criteria set for ‘reliable expertise’, hence destabilising the technocratic
expert-construction and disassembling the expertisation process. Subsequently,
the contrasting definitions of expertise are both revelatory of the differing ration-
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ales underpinning the participatory initiatives and tools in ‘democratising expertise’ – in redefining whose knowledge and what form of input should count.
In the following, I will explore these findings in more detail through four
points of view:
1. ‘Conflicting rationales of participation’ explores the diverse rationales
underpinning the participatory initiatives, and the corresponding subjectivities
created. It manifests how the technocratic rationale, which values the experts-byexperience’s participation because of the input it succeeds in providing, appears
more prominent than the democratic rationale, which sees participation as having an intrinsic value.
2. ‘The journey towards becoming an expert of oneself’ traces the concrete
practices used when constructing the participants as experts of themselves. Here,
I sketch a story of ‘an ideal’ expert-by-experience, growing towards neutral and
collaborative expertise by creating a distance to one’s experiences. I identify the
key moments in becoming an expert and discuss how the processes of expertmaking can be geared towards producing co-operative and de-emotional participants. However, I also illustrate the many departures from this ideal story that
my interviewees recounted, attesting to what happens when the will to govern
meets the individuals it seeks to transform.
3. ‘The danger of trained monkeys’ illustrates the disconnect between the
promises of participatory governance and the participants’ experiences. It recounts the interviewees’ critique towards the subjectivity of a neutral collaborator
and the experienced limitations it sets upon the participants.
4. ‘Unwelcome truths and wild participants’ explores the practices of counter-conduct and the possibilities for critique in the initiatives. It explores how the
experts-by-experience sought to, and to some extent succeeded in, challenging
the governing practices that were used to steer them towards a neutral and collaborative way of being. It focuses on the participants’ way of speaking in unwanted and unaccepted ways in order to question and destabilise the notions of
knowledge and expertise in the initiatives’ context.
These points of view, although all presented in my original articles, do not
correspond directly to any one article. Instead, all of them overlap and appear in
different combinations in more than one article. They illustrate the four key aspects of expert-making that emanate both from my data as well as from prior
research on participatory mechanisms; the reasons behind the need for new experts, the corresponding ideal participant created, the participants’ experiences of
the subjectivity suggested for them and their responses towards it. Because of
their interwoven nature in my articles, I will not present my findings one article
at a time. Instead, I will present them thematically, referring when appropriate to
the original articles for a more detailed analysis.
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4.1 Conflicting rationales of participation
As I began to closely read my data to sketch an image of the expert that the projects’ participants were crafted to become, my interpretations revealed a tension
that would later appear, in one form of another, in all my future analysis, regardless of the conceptual tools adopted to illustrate the experts-by-experience’s subject-making. This is a tension between neutral experts and passionate advocates –
a binary that later made its way into the title of article 2. The tug-of-war between
the demands of ‘raw and pure’ experiences and the need to transform them into
neutral and objective knowledge appeared as a central struggle on the expertsby-experience’s way of being. It was, as I later came to interpret, revelatory of the
diverse rationales underlying these participatory initiatives. Furthermore, it epitomised the differing demands made for the experts-by-experience’s participation.
I will start presenting my findings from this tension, as it reveals the different
justifications behind the need for new experts.
As many previous studies have indicated, the rationales that underlie participatory arrangements are many. Martin’s (2009) democratic and technocratic
rationales have been echoed, and developed, in later studies (Rowland et al. 2017,
Stewart 2013b, Knaapen & Lehoux 2016, Kuokkanen 2016, 145). Rowland and
colleagues add a third, emancipatory rationale to Martin’s view by suggesting
that in addition to valuing participation as a means of acquiring citizens’ lay
knowledge for a more efficient and evidence-based policy-making, or seeing it as
having intrinsic value for democratic government, participation may be a form of
subversive social movement, which reclaims the subordinate to have a voice in
policy-making (Rowland et al. 2017).
The projects investigated in this thesis also stated their purposes in a multitude of ways. In broad terms, expertise-by-experience was presented as an answer to the following problems:
1. Unwell, excluded individuals
2. Too costly and inefficient services
3. The ‘democracy-deficit’ of the administration
Expertise-by-experience, as with so many other participatory arrangements, appeared as a tool towards varying goals, epitomising different ways to rationalise
why more participation was needed. On the one hand, it was presented as a
means to empower the participants, making the act of participating, not its outcomes, the most important aspect of participation. When the objective is to support the participants’ self-actualisation, the focus is on what Eliasoph (2016, 254)
calls ‘the aesthetic experience’ of participation. The act of participation is itself
thought to have transformative potential, leading many of the projects studied to
perceive themselves as ‘training grounds’ and ‘safe havens’ for participation. Indeed, some interviewees even stated how it does not matter if the experts-byexperience end up participating anywhere outside their own organisation, or if
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their participation has any impact beyond their own empowerment. What matters most is that they get ‘an empowering experience’ from participation.
At the same time, as Barbara Cruikshank (1999) has famously noted, the
participants’ empowerment also serves as a tool to meet the other, more inexplicit objectives of participation. By defining empowerment in a specific manner, the
experts-by-experience can be steered to become participants who meet the particular purposes of the projects. If the underlying purpose of participation is to
gather more evidence for the purposes of knowledge-based decision-making, the
participants can be ‘empowered’ to become neutral and objective experts, ready
to provide accurate and useful information to improve social services. This rationale is explored in more detail in the following subsection.
If, on the other hand, the primary motive for increased participation is to
correct the administration’s democratic deficit, empowerment comes to be defined through presence. The participants are empowered as they are allowed into
new environments of decision-making. This can, at worst, lead to participants
being used as tokens of participatory governance. They can be invited but not
included, serving merely as symbols of adhering to the participatory norm. This
rationale is explored in subsection 4.3.
Finally, there are also some signs of Rowland and colleagues’ emancipatory
rationale. Even though the Finnish initiatives are all orchestrated top-down, leaving very little room to interpret them as social movements’ emancipatory projects,
some experts-by-experience’s and practitioners’ responses can be interpreted as
being rooted in this radical democratic ethos. This aspect is explored further in
chapter 4.4.
These diverse, partially conflicting rationales, however, do not seem to be
mutually exclusive in the initiatives. Rather, they coexist as the basis for different
demands made for the experts-by-experience’s subjectivity, contributing to very
different possibilities of self-making for the projects’ participants (see Barnes,
Newman & Sullivan 2007, Newman & Clarke 2009, 151). By drawing on a particular justification for making increased public participation desirable, certain
ways of participation can be made to appear as reasonable and legitimate, while
others can be discredited and excluded (Martin 2009, Barnes et al. 2003, RichardFerroudji 2011, M. Berger & Charles 2014). If the reason for increased participation is to acquire more knowledge in decision-making or service co-creation, the
contours for the co-producers’ way of being are very different from the demands
made on the participants when participation is advanced because of its subversive potential.
I posit that the introduction of experts-by-experience in Finnish social welfare organisations can be conceptualised as an ambiguous situation (situation trouble), following Boltanski and Thévenot (1999). This concept signals a situation
that combines different, contradicting value-basis, different problemconstructions and different corresponding rationales for participation, hence
providing different repertoires of rationalisation and interpretation for the projects’ actors. These repertoires are ‘building blocks speakers use to construct versions of actions’ (Whetherell & Potter 1988, 172). They consist of the linguistic
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tools, such as metaphors and specific choice of terms, as well as of the material
conditions, that are employed to present a phenomenon from a specific interpretive point of view to justify and rationalise them in connection to a certain valuebase and to subsequently set demands for the participants of this particular situation of meaning-making (also Eliasoph & Lichterman 2010, 485). In the case at
hand, for example, expertise-by-experience can be interpreted as part and parcel
of co-production, presenting it as a solution for the lack of evidence in decisionmaking and service design, and inviting terms like ‘reliable knowledge’ and ‘collaborative problem-solving’. At the same time, it can be interpreted as a mode of
participatory social work, solving the problem of excluded and marginalised citizens, enticing terms like ‘empowerment’ and ‘rehabilitation’.
In previous research, two vocabularies have become popular when discerning the different positions and possibilities crafted for the participants. On the
one hand, researchers have worked with the concept of representation to illustrate
as what the participants are expected to take part in participatory processes
(Bohman 2012, Kahane et al. 2013, Martin 2008b, 2008a, Saward 2009, Stephan
2004, Warren 2008). On the other hand, researchers have drawn upon the notions
of knowledge and expertise to illustrate the tensions in the participants’ role (Martin
2009, Martin 2008a, Dickens & Picchioni 2012, Leino & Peltomaa 2012, Rabeharisoa 2017, Rabeharisoa, Moreira & Akrich 2014, Smith-Merry 2015, Strassheim
2015).
These two vocabularies can also be seen as indicative of the two, conflicting
rationales on which participatory innovations draw. The one investigates expertise-by-experience as a means to claim political authority, while the other considers it as a mode of epistemic authority (Strassheim 2015, Rowland et al. 2017).
The coexistence of the two modes of authority claims results in an inherent tension in participatory innovations calling for lay expertise: a tension between authenticity and expertise (Newman & Clarke 2009, 141; Dodge 2010). Participatory
projects that are aimed at incorporating participants’ lay expertise operate on the
assumption that their participants are both able to faithfully represent the authentic experiences of the group concerned and transcend these immediate experiences to be able to provide generalisable knowledge in decision-making (Lehoux, Daudelin & Abelson 2012, Richard-Ferroudji 2011, Eliasoph 2014, 474). The
experts-by-experience are expected to be genuine but reliable, to bring forth ‘raw
experiences’, but in a generalisable and neutral manner. They seem to be drawing
on multiple rationales of participation simultaneously, hence mixing interpretive
repertoires and constructing subjectivities with inherent contradictions for the
participants.
These tensions are my focal points in articles 1, 2 and 3. In articles 1 and 2, I
set out to illustrate how the different rationales undergirding lay experts’ participation affect the construction of their subjectivities as participants. In article 3, I
follow the transformation from ‘the raw and genuine’ experiences into neutral
and objective expertise to highlight the practices used in the process.
In article 1, I used Michael Saward’s (2009) notion of ‘representative claim’
to illustrate the contrasting positions created for experts-by-experience. I argued
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that the experts-by-experience are, on the one hand, positioned as experts of neutral and collective knowledge, representing the general experiential knowledge of
the people with similar experiences and, on the other hand, as advocates for the
interests of a marginalised group. In article 2, I continued probing this dichotomous position by introducing the conceptual tools of sociology of engagements,
as developed by Laurent Thévenot (see section 2.5). In article 2, I combined these
conceptual tools with the methodology of governmentality ethnography to examine how the notion of expertise was defined in the projects and how these differing definitions are revelatory of the differing underlying rationales concerning
the value of public participation. I discovered three different ways to value public
participation: as a means of personal rehabilitation, as a tool to gain relevant contributions and as a civic right in and of itself. These valuations, I argued, were
used to craft very different possibilities for participation and to make a certain
conception of expertise appear as legitimate.
Based on my findings in articles 1 and 2, I argue that the projects developing expertise-by-experience draw both on epistemic and political modes of authority (see Strassheim 2015, 326), causing the inherent and somewhat unsolvable
tension between the demand for true and authentic experiences and reliable and
objective expertise. Moreover, I show how most of the projects investigated justify the experts-by-experiences participation as a tool to gain specific, objective and
reliable information on a predefined issue, hence relying more strongly on epistemic claims of authority. This places the experts-by-experience in governance
networks as experts and makes it possible to evaluate their right to participate
based on their contributions to the discussion. Furthermore, I show how their
evaluation criteria are the same as for formal forms of knowledge and expertise.
To be recognised as valuable input, the experts-by-experience’s knowledge needs
to be general, neutral and objective, distanced from one’s personal experiences
and emotions. Moreover, this objective way of knowing and speaking is something that the participants need to achieve before participation, instead of viewing
objective judgement as a result of collaboration (Young 2004, 24–26). This places
the experts-by-experience in a position where they need to perform a balancing
act between personal and general repertoires of discourse. It is through personal
experiences that they succeed in justifying why they should have a seat at the
table. However, in order to be allowed to converse at that table, these experiences
need to be distanced, the participant needs to have ‘risen above’ the personal level, and ideally, to have gathered other people’s experiences and ‘more general
knowledge’ as one interviewee put it, for their input to be recognised as
knowledge.
In the following, I will explore the creation of the subjectivities of a coproducer and a passionate advocate, and consider how the different rationales
lend themselves as discursive repertoires employable to make a specific kind of
participation feasible.
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4.1.1

The subjectivity of a co-producer
P3: I believe that the underlying idea [of expertise-by-experience] is something like
user-driven service-design. I think that during these times of productivity and efficiency, it is pretty self-evident that in order for us to get these treatment paths working, the voice of the customer who uses the services is worth listening to and incorporating.
(A civil society practitioner, 27.5.2014)

The above quote illustrates the prominence of co-production talk in userinvolvement initiatives. The idea of service co-production, and participatory
forms of governance more broadly, are the most common repertoires drawn upon when justifying the need for lay experts (article 2). The idea to incorporate
experts-by-experience into networks of service design, production and evaluation
appears extremely logical under the rationale of participatory governance, with
its calls for multiple forms of knowledge drawn together. As a result, it is not
surprising that the rhetoric of ‘co-creation’ and ‘co-operation’ was used very
widely in my data to justify the need for experts-by-experience. It provided the
vocabulary to legitimately justify why the lay experts should have a seat at the
decision-making table. It was presented both as the administration’s justification
for inviting experts-by-experience into governance networks, as well as the participants’ own prime motivation for getting involved in the initiatives.
The experts-by-experience were invited to participate, varying from project
to project, in varying stages of service development. Most often, they were invited to contribute to evaluate existing services, or to participate in networks tasked
with redesigning or developing public services. The following figure is from a
manual for experience-based service evaluation, produced in the context of one
of the CSO projects.19 The figure can be read to depict ‘the ideal’ of service coproduction from the CSO’s point of view. It emphasises equality among the network participants and illustrates a flow-like process of continuous service development:

19 The original figure is in Finnish, and the translations into English are mine. The original
can be found at http://mtkl.fi/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Kokemusarvioinnin-käsikirja1.0.pdf
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A development model aiming at
deeper customer understanding
• Service and its
development
at the centre
• The customer as an
equal in
planning
and construc on
• The customer
evaluates
and gives feedback

Customer

Serviceprovider

SERVICE

City /
municipality

Experts

Figure 1. A development model aiming at deeper customer understanding
in Kapanen H. et al. Mielenterveys- ja päihdepalvelujen laadun Kokemusarvioinnin käsikirja 1.0, [A manual
for experience-based evaluation of mental health and substance abuse services 1.0]. p. 8. Helsinki:
Mielenterveyden keskusliitto ry.

Figure 3

A CSO’s ideal model for co-production

As we can see, the co-production-scheme is utilised specifically to advance the
customers’ and former beneficiaries possibilities for action. Following the ideals of
participatory governance, people with first hand experiences of the matter need
to be incorporated to ensure the combination of multiple forms of knowledge.
Here, I posit, a shift in the participants’ role becomes visible; under a coproduction scheme, the lay experts are not welcome to participate as advocates
but as collaborators (see articles 1 and 2, also Newman et al. 2004). The stage of
participation is not set as a debate between different interests and opinions, but
as collaboration for achieving mutual goals.
The above figure succinctly highlights the joint objective of the network
members and depicts their collaboration as a team effort striving for mutual objectives. Co-production, here, is used to illustrate ‘partnership’, i.e. equality and
collaboration of the network members. Although the idea of partnership with the
public sector is in no way a new position for the Finnish CSOs, it is worth noting
that the co-production talk is now employed to make partnership appear as the
only possible position for their representatives. This setting was enforced particularly by the CSO practitioners, emphasising how working ‘in partnership’ with
the public sector meant not stirring up emotions and controversy. Instead, neutral and objective knowledge and a commitment to mutual objectives were expected of a good partner. The following two practitioners even talk about ‘a part-
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nership society’ when explaining the role of experts-by-experience in service development:
P9: An expert-by-experience has to be able to deliver one’s message in a way that it
can be received.
P8: Yeah, experts-by-experience don’t act in a therapeutic environment, and the listeners don’t need to receive any emotional outbursts but only the facts as they are.
P9: For example, when talking about service development, if you have very bitter experiences, it’s very good if you have been able to form them into constructive criticism. Then you don’t cause any resistance on the professionals’ part.
(Two civil society practitioners 27.4.2015)

In the case of expertise-by-experience, technocratic standards are most often set
to what constitutes a legitimate form of participation (see also Martin 2009). The
personal, emotion-filled experiences need to be worked upon into ‘reliable information’, utilisable in service production (article 3). This is largely in line with
Luhtakallio’s (2010, 160) observation about the Finnish ‘engineer-like’ participation style, which prioritises expertise and knowledge over values and emotions.
What is now being used as a tool to legitimise such claims is the novel logic underlying co-production. In the new, co-production-oriented participatory arrangements, the participants are regarded as contributors. Their right to take
part in governance networks is neither inherent nor justified simply because
they would have a right to be heard. Instead, their active role is justified, and
hence evaluated, through the contributions they are able to bring to the table
(article 2). Consequently, they are also assessed based on the input they are able
to provide for decision-making. In the following quote, an expert-by-experience
describes how her new role is different from her previous position as a civil society actor:
E1: When I became an expert-by-experience, I got a new name for my activities. And
of course a new dimension also, this productive side. I mean before it wasn’t so much
producing something, it was more like peer support, being in a group, interacting
with your peers. So it brought a new dimension of productivity to it.
TM: Uhum, what are you producing?
E1: Knowledge mainly.
(A civil society expert-by-experience, 4.4.2014)

The above interviewee’s quote illustrates by far the most prominent way of differentiating the subjectivity of experts-by-experience from other participants.
What distinguished the novel ‘productive’ role from other tasks, such as peersupport, was the production of knowledge. Both words are, I posit, equally important. In the context of participatory governance, a legitimate participant needs
to be able to contribute something to the discussion. Moreover, the accepted form
of contribution is not opinions or personal points of view, but knowledge (SmithMerry 2012, Barnes 2009, articles 1, 2 and 3).
Because participation is evaluated based on the value of the input it can
produce for decision-making, demands for neutrality, generalisability and rationality of discourse become plausible. This emphasis of knowledge as a legiti-
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mate form of input, in turn, may be employed to delineate who is to be considered a good partner and consequently given access to participate in governance
networks.
4.1.2

Passionate advocates

Another repertoire drawn upon when constructing the experts-by-experience’s
active role is connected to what could perhaps be called a democratic rationale.
It envisages participation as a political right, and subsequently sees it as having
a value of its own instead of holding merely instrumental value. This leads to a
very different subject-construction to that of the collaborative co-producer described above. Here, the experts-by-experience are positioned as advocates for
their marginalised constituents (article 1), and their participation is legitimised
by tapping onto values of equality and democracy (article 2). This makes experience a legitimate reason to claim political authority, not the object of representation itself as in the expert-construction within the co-production scheme.
When participation is perceived of as a right, the notion of expertise gets
used as a tool to carve out new room for participation and to voice out demands
for the experts-by-experience’s rights to participate. Here, the notion of an expert-by-experience receives a subversive function: it is used to contest the current governance processes, and the dominant expert-construction on which it
rests. Idioms such as ‘everyone is an expert of their own lives’ are used to emphasise how everyone should have an equal chance to voice out their points of
view and to highlight how the position of a co-producer can be used to narrow
the participants’ possibilities for being (articles 2 and 3). The goal, here, is to
destabilise the dominant assumptions of legitimate governance and to seek out
new possibilities for meaningful participation. Peculiarly, however, this subversive subject-construction does not attempt to get rid of the notion of expertise as
the basis for the right to participate. Instead, it adopts the concept, but contests
and redefines it to be used as a tool in broadening the possible horizons of being for the participants. This is an aspect I develop further in article 4 and
summarise in section 4.4.
On the other hand, valuing participation for itself also enables its simulative use. If the objective of participation is participation, it becomes possible to
strip participation off of any possibilities, and indeed the need, of influence (article 2). This tokenistic potential of participation is explored in more detail in
section 4.3.
The coexistence of multiple governing rationales means that the demands
made towards experts-by-experience’s legitimate form of participation and ideal way of being are occasionally at odds. This becomes most strikingly visible in
the tug-of-war between demands for neutrality and personal attachment. Subsequently, in article 2 I posit that that expertise in these participatory projects
comes to mean the ability to conduct oneself according to the project’s objectives, i.e. to know and present oneself in line with the projects’ demands. This
requires the skill to identify which repertoire of participation, in terms of speaking about oneself, is acceptable in the context, and the ability to align one’s rap-
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port towards oneself according to these rules. For example, when engaging in a
project that seeks to empower, the experts-by-experience need to manifest the
will and ability to talk about themselves in a detailed and intimate manner. In a
co-production setting, such talk is deemed inappropriate. Consequently, the
experts-by-experience become experts in ‘reading the room’, in knowing themselves in multiple repertoires and in presenting themselves in different modalities. Expertise as the ability of conducting conduct – traditionally the domain of
experts in the psycho-social field – is now also construed as one’s ability to
‘conduct one’s own conduct’. One becomes an expert in and of one’s own selfgovernance. This is the process I scrutinise in more detail in article 3, presented
in the following section.

4.2 The journey towards being an expert of oneself
The projects’ techniques of expert-making operated through transforming one’s
immediate experiences into a source of expertise. This made the notions of
knowledge and expertise tools to delineate the appropriate ways of being for
the participants. Because the object of knowledge, in this context, was the participants themselves, defining knowledge and expertise meant defining when
the participants ‘know themselves’ and express ‘expertise over themselves’.
Subsequently, the practices of expert-making operate very explicitly on the participants’ self-construction. As a civil society practitioner described, expertiseby-experience was ‘a way of learning to become yourself and to see yourself in a new
light’. This is the process I unpack in article 3, with a specific focus on the techniques and practices employed. The core question, explored in article 3, is
whether, and to what extent, the participants can express freedom in their selfmaking in the projects’ context.
The projects state their purpose to be emancipatory, but as I show in article
3, the projects entail several practices of ’working on oneself’ that are geared towards creating a specific relationship between oneself and one’s experiences. I
suggest that in order to be accepted as an expert-by-experience, one needs to be
able to turn oneself into something one knows rather than is — and to draw the
definitions of knowledge from the dominant system of thought.
4.2.1

The (ideal) path to expertise

The interviewees frequently described the process of becoming an expert-byexperience as a ‘journey’ or a ‘path’, which is a common metaphoric construction
when describing the transition from ‘social exclusion’ back into the society (P.
Davidson 2013, 215). To illustrate how the experts-by-experience were constructed towards a neutral and collaborative conception of being an expert of oneself, I
make use of the means of narrative analysis. As the techniques, such as trainings
and practice lectures, used to steer the experts-by-experience conduct were focused on ‘reconstructing one’s life story’, and practicing ‘the appropriate’ or ‘the most
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credible’ way to tell it, it seems worthwhile to attempt to reformulate ‘the ideal
story’ of becoming an expert-by-experience.
From the perspective of narrative studies, subjectivity is seen as a narrative
construct, forged continuously through the stories and tales we tell about ourselves. These stories are constant reinterpretations of the events of our lives, and
they change and are changed through time and context. The narratives are hence
particularly revelatory of how one perceives, and furthermore, wants to perceive
and construct oneself (Zahavi 2007, 180–183, Holstein & Gubrium 2000, 104, Ricoeur 1991, 73, 80, Patterson & Monroe 1998, 319–320). More precisely, I adhere to
the idea of subjectivity as a narrative performance, which puts emphasis on the
contextual and relational aspects of the self. The self is not a unitary, pre-existing
entity, but rather a temporally and contextually bound construct that is being
forged and put forward through storytelling. As such, it also becomes a potential
site of conflict and struggle (Riessman 2003, Langellier 2001, 150–151, Holstein &
Gubrium 2000, 106–107). As self-constructing efforts become perceivable and understandable to others through narratives, the narratives also become core objects
of governing when attempting to construct certain kinds of subjectivities. As Barbara Czarniawska (2004, 5) succinctly notes: ‘we are never the sole authors of our
own narratives’. Instead, the way we construct ourselves through storytelling is
deeply impacted by our culture’s and interpretive community’s repertoire of legitimate stories (ibid., 5–6). Following Foucault’s thoughts on the subjectivation,
it can be argued that it is by influencing how we interpret and recount our stories
of ourselves that the construction of our subjectivities can be steered, and by analysing these narratives that the battles around how the self should be constructed
can be scrutinised.
Narratives are, then, not only the objects of governing. As present day
governance operates through subtle techniques like the crafting of ideals and
recounting alarming examples, narratives are also, to a large extent, its tools. It
is through telling stories about, for instance, good life or great companionship,
that the behaviour of people can be steered implicitly and subtly (e.g. Stone
2002, 138–145). In narrative studies, the concepts of master narratives or scripts
are often evoked to mean our culturally available and accepted stories of the
‘normal’ (Hyvärinen 2008, 455, Bamberg 2004, 361). When focusing on the subjectivities, these scripts sketch ‘the possible lives’ in a specific context (Bruner
2004, 694). It is crucial to note, however, that I am using the notions of master
narratives in a poststructuralist sense (Hyvärinen 2008, 451, Czarniawska 2004,
88). Instead of attempting to identify ‘deep structures’ and universal storylines
behind personal narratives, I see the master narratives as deliberatively constructed, preferred ways of telling one’s story that are used to steer people’s
self-construction.
A common way to legitimise any interventions or change is to describe the
present situation as ‘a problem’ and to proceed to offer certain practices as components in a story towards a better future (Miller & Rose 2008, 14–15, Prior 2009,
18–23, Keränen 2017, 135). As I have illustrated in the previous section, the problems sketched behind the need for experts-by-experience were many. What is,
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however, common to the process of making experts, is that it is ‘the growth to
expertise’ that is the answer. This setting scripts the journey of becoming an expert-by-experience in the narrative form of a romance; the protagonist starts by
being in some ways problematic, unfitting, unaccepted or unaffiliated, but then
he or she works hard and overcomes obstacles to reach their true potential
(Czarniawska 2004, 21, see also Cruikshank 1999, 67, Holstein & Gubrium 2000,
104–105).
In the following, I have constructed the general script of becoming an expert-by-experience. It does no correspond to any actual story that an interviewee recounted, but instead it combines excerpts from many interviews to illustrate the way in which the journey to expertise was generally told. I posit that a
general script of this kind can be interpreted as successful techniques of governing in motion. By recounting similar stories in response to questions concerning
the process of becoming an expert-by-experience, the interviewees can be interpreted to construct themselves along the script suggested upon them by the
projects, hence steering the interviewees’ to conduct themselves according to
this ideal.
I constructed the ideal story by first identifying the key moments most of
my interviewees described as parts of their journey towards expertise-byexperience. I then complemented this story by comparing the key moments to the
instances that experts-by-experience described as ‘different’ or ‘particular’ in
their own stories, hence marking deviations from what they considered to be the
norm. In the following, I present this script as the locally preferred way of telling
the story of becoming an expert.
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Key moments
Traumatic experience

Need / urge to do
something (useful)
with the experience

Seeking the position
of an expert-byexperience

Making proof of one’s
‘readiness’ to work on
experiences
Developing one’s
experiences ‘into a
tool’ – a neutral attitude and a distance to
one’s experiences

‘Empowerment’
New meaning and use
for the experiences
Acting as an expertby-experience in collaboration with the
practitioners and the
administration
Experiences of helping others and having
an impact

Growing beyond expertise-by-experience
and leaving it behind

The script of becoming expert-by-experience
For twenty years, I remember hoping that it would be awfully great
if, having gone through all of these horrible experiences, I could
help someone who is living a similar life. I had an urge to have an
impact and to gain a meaning for my experiences. I felt that these
issues are understood all wrong, and that I can make everyone –
politicians, practitioners and regular John Does – understand us
better if I share my experiences. It could help so that no one else
would have to face what I’ve had to face.
I had been struggling to find a way to make use of my experiences, and then one morning I was in my car, on my way to work,
and was listening to the radio and heard an interview with someone
talking about this training that was about to start. And as soon as I
got to the office, I went straight online and looked it up, and it
seemed extremely interesting. And I thought, could this be it? So, I
applied and got selected for an interview. There were, I don’t
know, some 500 applicants, and I was sure I wouldn’t be chosen, but
then I got in!
The training started in the autumn, and I have to say it was
excellent. It was a very diverse group of people, 22 of us originally,
but three dropped out. The training entailed a lot of knowledge on
the social welfare system, but also a lot of psychological stuff. We
went through our life stories, and sort of learned to rearrange it,
take a different perspective on it, and probe which aspects we’d like
to share with others. And then we studied how to tell the story to
others. And I have to say that I for one felt it extremely empowering
to be able to, sort of, become a master of oneself, because the recovery process was not finished at that time. So the training enabled
turning the experiences into tools to help others. It gave a new,
wider perspective on my experiences, and a sense of meaning. And
of course the title also lifted me to a more equal status with the
practitioners. I was a recognised expert with something to contribute.
After graduation, I have been working as a client representative in different meetings on service development. I have also given
lectures to future practitioners and policy-makers about my experiences. My aim is to provide a second knowledge to the discussion
and to also suggest solutions. Because it doesn’t advance anything if
I just shake my fist; it has to be constructive criticism so that it
doesn’t cause resistance on the professionals’ part. It feels empowering that I am being included. I mean, it makes no sense to develop
services without listening to people who have actually used them.
Without us, the picture cannot be whole, and because of that, I see
expertise-by-experience as a really beneficial system. Most of all,
I’ve noticed how I have been able to act as an encouraging example
for others going through similar experiences.
This year, I applied to pursue further social studies. My aim is
to be able to work as a social worker, to be able to help others with
similar experiences. For that, I have started to put my role as an expert-by-experience aside. After all, I cannot be a professional and an
expert-by-experience at the same time. As a professional, my personal experiences can no longer push through.
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The journey towards expertise of oneself is constructed as a story of learning and
personal growth. The expert-by-experience ‘gets better’, ‘learns’ to look at things
more generally and objectively and creates a ‘healthy distance with her past’. This
process of growth is often described with the term empowerment. Concretely, it
is very often described to take place in a training process for experts-byexperience (see also McKee & Cooper 2008) and, more specifically, through techniques that work on the participants’ life stories. In article 3, I investigate these
techniques with Foucault’s concepts on different forms of truth-speech. I inquire
what form of talk on the participants’ selves is required from them at different
stages of the growth process.
As a starting point, the participants’ past experiences and current form of
self are described as problematic. This renders the conduct of the experts-byexperience-to-be legitimate objects for interventions (also Miller & Rose 2008, 15).
The path towards expertise departs from a ‘useless state’, as one interviewee described. Here, the experiences have no meaning, and they solely cause sorrow
and pain. Subsequently, the expert-by-experience-to-be wants to start working on
their experiences to turn them into something useful.
In article 3, I suggested that at the first stage the required form of speech resembles a confessional, demonstrating the experts-by-experience’s willingness to
reveal everything about their past and submit it to scrutiny and revisions. Foucault has argued that confession, as a mode of self-making, requires revealing
and evaluating oneself according to norms ‘from above’ (Foucault 2004b, 186–187,
2012, 220–221, also M. G. E. Kelly 2009, 94). Subsequently, it can be used to curb
and steer the process of self-making (Foucault 1982), requiring the subject to
submit herself to be governed within the dominant paradigm of knowledge
(Foucault 2004a, 98, Besley 2005, 374–375, Besley 2002, 134). This ability and willingness to reveal one’s past fully is considered the necessary first step of rehabilitation and empowerment.
‘The confessional’, in these participatory schemes, takes place primarily in
and through different techniques of training where the participants first write,
illustrate or tell their story, and then afterwards they ‘reconstruct it’ as one interviewee put it. These techniques require the participants to transform themselves
into ‘who they ought to be’. One public sector expert-by-experience described
this by saying how she ‘turned herself into a project’.
Working upon oneself, in this context, is defined as one’s ability to adhere
to outside ideals and standards of reliable knowledge and credible expertise:
TM: Why is dealing with your past important?
P9: Well, it is precisely the expertise of the expert-by-experience. I mean, that she has
organised her experiences. She will probably have had many tools to do it, therapy,
for example, training and peer support also. It distinguishes experience-based expertise from other experience-based knowledge. I mean, everyone has experience-based
knowledge and that of the service users needs to be exploited, but it isn’t necessarily
so organised and thought through, but instead it is some raw form of knowledge.
(A civil society practitioner 27.4.2015)
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The next stage of becoming and expert of oneself, then, takes place through distancing one’s immediate experiences as a ‘resource’ – as a source of knowledge
that is nonetheless alone not enough to make someone an expert. In addition, one
needs to ‘think through’ or ‘work upon’ these experiences and preferably build on
them by drawing upon others’ experiences as well as scientific knowledge:
P4: In the training, the experts-by-experience get general theoretical knowledge. […]
They have been allowed to calmly reflect on their own experiences, gather additional
information and then reorganise it. […] Before the training, the horror scenario was
that what if someone goes out there and starts to cry. We thought that the person
isn’t ready yet and that it will be awkward for everyone. That it is another forum
where one needs to be acting at that point.
(A public sector practitioner 13.6.2014)

In many of the projects I investigated, knowledge was defined as being distanced,
neutral and objective; and the core feature of expertise as the ability to ‘assume a
more general outlook’ and ‘not to have any emotional outbursts’. This was done, primarily, by labelling the ability to express one’s experiences neutrally and constructively as a sign of empowerment and rehabilitation. The following interview
transcript illustrates this:
TM: What does it mean that the past has been dealt with?
E17: [sighs] Well, I think that dealing with your past means that you are able to talk
about it without big emotional reactions, I mean that you don’t burst into tears or feel
very angry or bitter, but you are able to talk about your experiences in a calm and
neutral manner. I mean that your emotions are no longer uncontrollable. And that
you have constructed your story into a whole where you already understand the
connections between the facts.
(A civil society expert-by-experience 11.6.2015)

These pre-requirements of neutrality and objectivity can be identified as
measures to contain and control the experts-by-experience’s participation (see
also Newman et al. 2004, 211–212). By equating ‘knowing oneself’ with the ability
to talk in a neutral and objective manner, the projects’ practitioners retained control over deciding who and what kinds of input would be accepted and recognised. Furthermore, they preserved the ability to legitimately exclude unwanted
and awkward inputs, and to steer the participants towards a way of being that
was convenient for them. Here, the dominant paradigm of knowledge becomes a
framework within which the experts-by-experience’s knowledge on themselves
gets evaluated, making it also a tool to justify why a certain way of being from
the experts-by-experience is needed, as the following quote from a CSO practitioner shows:
P8: In an acute phase, your own experience can be strongly emotion-filled, it can be
bitter, you can blame others for all sorts of things. This is not very convincing. You
need to have developed a clearer view on what has happened and what it has been
all about.
(A civil society practitioner 27.4.2015)
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The emotion-filled, raw speech, then is ‘not very convincing’, hence legitimising
the need to make the experts-by-experience fit their way of knowing themselves
into the dominant paradigm of knowledge. As an expert-by-experience, they
need to faithfully replicate a certain, technocratic expert-role through a neutral
discourse and a consensual manner of participation. Subsequently, while experience remains the source of legitimacy for their right to participate, it becomes a
burden causing unreliability when the participants assume the role of an expertby-experience. Here, a new, distanced position towards one’s past is needed to
align effortlessly with other experts in the field.
These techniques of expert-making, focusing strongly on neutralising the
experts-by-experience’s way of telling their stories, illustrate both the dominant
paradigm of knowledge in this policy-context, making the recognition of experiential knowledge difficult, but also the underlying rationale behind incorporating
the experts-by-experience into the policy-process. Experts-by-experience are considered, first and foremost, as experts, and their participation evaluated accordingly. This places them sternly within the collaborative network-governance
scheme, making their evaluation and subsequent inclusion or exclusion based on
the value of their contributions, legitimate and feasible.
The specific techniques of participant construction, in these initiatives, operate largely through defining when one is considered ready to move from a
more intimate sphere of engagements into a more public one. This is operationalised in the definitions of empowerment. In the projects studied here, a participant
is most commonly thought to be empowered if they manifest the ability to ‘view
matters more generally and present them in a neutral manner’. Consequently, it can be
argued that the definitions of empowerment, revolving around neutral and collaborative way of knowing and representing oneself, become key tools in governing the participants’ way of being. This makes it possible to present alternative
ways of articulating oneself appear as irrational, and symptomatic of ill-health,
making their exclusion from participation legitimate.
This finding is a crucial stepping stone for further inquiries, as it illustrates
the significance and role that the definitions of knowledge and expertise hold in
this context. As the participants’ subject-construction is influenced by the projects’
definitions of the appropriate process and form of ‘knowing oneself’, and the experts-by-experience are expected to participate as experts of themselves, the definitions of credible knowledge can be translated into conditions the participants
have to meet to be allowed to participate. ‘Knowing yourself’ becomes a prerequisite for participation, and the definitions of that knowledge provide powerful
governing devices to steer the participants’ way of being.
4.2.2

The counter narratives

This ideal growth story from an excluded individual to a neutral and empowered
collaborator did not, of course, always correspond to what actually happened.
Although the administration, as well as many experts-by-experience, especially
within the mental health sector, recounted the key moments of this story rather
faithfully as parts of the process of becoming an expert, many interviewees also
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described how their paths had not followed this route. Either they expressed how
they were made experts in a different way, contested the techniques employed as
parts of the process of making experts or criticised the role offered as an expert. I
consider these stories as counter narratives – as attempts to resist and distance
oneself from the preferred ways of telling the story of becoming an expert (see
Hyvärinen 2008, 455, Bamberg 2004). In the following, I illustrate these counter
narratives with quotes where my interviewees describe their journey differently
from the key moments identified in the above outlined general script of becoming an expert.
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Key moments
Traumatic experiencee
Need / urge to do
something (useful)
with the experience

Seeking the position
of an expert-byexperience

Making proof of one’ss
‘readiness’ to work on
n
experiences
Developing one’s
experiences ‘into a
tool’ – a neutral attitude and a distance to
o
one’s experiences

‘Empowerment’
New meaning and use
se
for the experiences

Acting as an expertby-experience in collaboration with the
practitioners and the
administration

Experiences of helping others and having
g
an impact

Growing beyond expertise-by-experiencee
and leaving it behind

‘I was dragged out from my home.
They wanted to activate me.’
T
’I can’t say that I’ve wanted to beccome an expert-by-experience. I was
mostly made into one.’
m

‘I’ve always been an expert-byexperience. But it is only now
that others have come to realise
that.’

‘It is a new title for something
‘I don’t know if I can say that I want
to be an expert-by-experience. Others I’ve always been.’
want
to call me that.’
w
‘I would never go to a training for
e
experts-by-experience.
For me, experti
tise-by-experience
is something that
relies
entirely on my own experience.
re
It’s
It my life. I know what I’m talking
about
when I talk about my life. I
a
d
don’t
understand what part of it I
could
possibly study.’
c

‘I think the trainings are utter
bullshit. They kill the experience
by putting it into a frame’

‘I felt like I was pushed down by
saying
‘hey, you’re recovering’. I got a
s
feeling
that [with a patronising voice]
fe
‘Were
‘W now trying to nurse and empower
you,
y don’t you try to be too active yet.
Just
Ju take it easy.’

‘I have to say bluntly that it is
only in hindsight that I’ve started to feel used. And then, to put
things in an ugly and caricatured
way, cast away into the corner. ‘

‘Sometimes,
especially when I talk to
‘S
the
th professionals, I intentionally poke
the
th hornets’ nest to evoke thoughts
and
a emotions’

’I think that I should be allowed
to say what I have on my mind
and not have to polish it. There
might be these dignified gentlemen who can’t bear to hear this.
But I think that it’s useless to
speak if you can’t say it the way
you experience it.’

‘They
tell you what the topic of your
‘T
talk
ta will be and what opinion you
should
hold. If you don’t agree, then
sh
you
y don’t need to come at all. […]
They
say that you can disagree with
T
the
th professionals, but you have to
remain
within a certain frame. So, in
re
effect,
you can slightly disagree, but if
e
you
y disagree a lot, it is the wrong
opinion
to have.
o

‘Can you imagine how frustrating it is when your participation
leads nowhere?!’

‘You can’t have an impact if
there are no emotions involved.
It is through emotions that we
have any affect on anyone! You
can’t have an impact if there is
no emotional connection.’

‘Now I should be able to get rid
of my criminal background in
order to lead a normal life. But if
I say that I am an expert-byexperience, I have to justify why
I claim to be an expert. I have to
rip my entire life open. And
every time someone new comes
to a meeting, I have to start
over.‘
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The experts-by-experience’s counter-narratives of their process of becoming an
expert were varied. First, seven of the 23 interviewees claimed that they had not
sought to become experts-by-experience, but were rather made as ones. Furthermore, three insisted on how they had always been experts-by-experience, but
that this was only just now recognised by the organisation and public administration. Hence, even though a majority of the interviewees described expertise-byexperience as an opportunity they had actively sought for, nearly a half questioned this view and suspected that something else was behind the will to make
them experts. One civil society expert-by-experience speculated:
E6: I think it comes more from the professionals’ part. They want a title or a sign that
you’re not just anyone when you walk into an office. The title signals that you come
from somewhere and are, somehow, an employee after all. So by the title you’re also
given the right to access these environments. I think it’s a safety measure on the part of
the professionals, so that not just anyone can walk into a ministry. You need the title
to show that you have a legitimate reason to be there.
(A civil society expert-by-experience, 14.5.2014)

The above interviewee points towards the critique that is well known from earlier governmentality studies on participatory initiatives. It is an observation that
titles such as expert-by-experience or empowerment can also be used to delineate
appropriate participants – to pick and choose only those voices that conform to
the administration’s goals (Martin 2008a, M. Berger & Charles 2014, 10–11, Lee,
McQuarrie & Walker 2015, Article 2). As their response to the perceived attempts
to steer their way of being, five experts-by-experience rather forcefully expressed
how they would never go to a training for experts-by-experience (articles 3 and 4),
and four others stated to be sceptical towards trainings and suggested that they
should only be focused on practical matters, such as how the social welfare system works. In addition, six of the 14 practitioners interviewed expressed doubts
concerning the purpose of the trainings. These critical interviewees saw trainings
as a means to take control of the participants’ experiences and to steer their way
of being, as the following quote from a civil society practitioner illustrates:
P13: The trainings and criteria are an easy way to devalue expertise-by-experience.
For instance, of course there are people who are in such conditions that they’ll never
get through training. But that doesn’t mean that they are any less valuable as participants than those who have gone through long trainings. That’s why I have this suspicion that the trainings might create too high of a threshold for expertise-byexperience. Are they made these little professionals?
(A civil society practitioner 16.10.2015)

The experts-by-experience who refused trainings, and the practitioners who contested them, were also quite wary about the demand of presenting one’s experiences neutrally and objectively. They saw it as a contradiction in terms, purporting instead that if it is experiences the administration wanted to hear, then it is
experiences that they should be ready to listen to (article 4).
It is noteworthy that the experts-by-experience who most departed from the
general script, and the practitioners who were most explicitly critical towards the
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practices of expert-making, acted in a civil society context. Furthermore, expertsby-experience with a mental health background followed the general script the
closest. This, as I suggest in articles 2 and 4, may be revelatory of the different
justification regimes drawn upon when developing expertise-by-experience. In a
civil society context, it is easily feasible to tap into everyone’s right to be heard
and hence contest evaluating experts-by-experience’s participation merely
through the input it produces. Furthermore, compared to the public sector, it is
easier for a civil society actor to successfully justify one’s subversive position towards the administration. On the other hand, this can also be illustrative of the
hierarchical power dynamics in the psychiatric domain, enticing the experts-byexperience to ‘heal’ according to the instructions outlined to them (Randall &
Munro 2010). However, these categorisations are of course not clear-cut, and exceptions occur.
Moving further along the journey, eight interviewed experts-by-experience
were dubious as to whether their participation had had any impact, or explicitly
stated their deception towards its outcomes. Most commonly, they saw their participation ‘leading nowhere’, or more severely, felt used or exploited. I will explore
these deceptions towards the promises of expertise-by-experience in the following section by illustrating the experienced limits of their expert-role. Then, I will
continue with a more detailed description of the practices of resistance in section
4.4.
Finally, it needs to be mentioned that while most of the interviewed experts-by-experience felt that the practice had helped them to move further in
their process of recovery, a few also felt that dragging the experiences along was
exhausting and wearing them down. They felt that, because of the concept, they
continuously needed to go through their experiences for their expertise to be justified, hence hindering them from moving on in their life.

4.3

‘The danger of trained monkeys’ – the perceived limits of expertise

The experts-by-experience’s most common deceptions towards their possibilities
for participation concerned either the narrow space, or the false promises offered
by the concept of expertise. On the one hand, the very notion of expertise was
experienced as carrying with it a set of requirements that limited the participants’
possible ways of being (articles 1, 2, 3 and 4). On the other, some interviewees felt
that despite the promises, they were not genuinely treated as experts (article 4). I
will consider these two limits of expertise next.
The following picture was drawn spontaneously by an expert-byexperience employed in a CSO during the course of an interview. The drawing
illustrates his experiences of the co-production process of a social housing project
he was invited to participate in. The name of the organisation in question has
been blurred from the drawing.
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Figure 4

The experience of co-production, a drawing by a civil society expert-byexperience 8.4.2015.

The word ME at the centre-right of the illustration signifies ‘we/us’, i.e. the CSO
the expert-by-experience participates in, in Finnish. The word ‘sopimus’ written
under it means ‘a contract’, and the other pieces of writing are acronyms for other
actors, both individuals and organisations, involved in the process of coproduction. Written vertically on the right is the word ‘ministeriö’, meaning a
ministry. Crucially, the interviewee has drawn ‘us’ outside the interrelated web
connecting every other actor in the network. The question marks signify how the
interviewee did not know which actors were actually involved in decisionmaking concerning the building project and why.
The interviewee’s illustration, in contrast to the ideal model of coproduction presented in section 4.1.1, is filled with question marks and unclear
connections between actors. It shows how the expert-by-experience was extremely confused and disappointed in the disconnect between the projects’ promises
and his experiences of what actually happened. In comparison to the neat ideal
model presented above, the experienced ‘co-production’ seems much messier,
and not very inclusive.
First, the interviewee expressed their disappointment with the co-operative
setting, which they had experienced as a false promise. They did not feel like they
were being treated as an equal expert, much to the contrary:
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E14: All through these various phases, I wasn’t included. Which does not stop this
bunch of clowns from reporting that they had an expert-by-experience consulting the
whole project.
(A civil society expert-by-experience 8.4.2015)

Another expert-by-experience reports a similar experience:
E17: I think now expertise-by-experience has become a trendy catchword, and everyone wants to use it. Even the funder wants to see it everywhere. So, as a result, we’re
being asked to meetings and are forgotten in the corner. We’re not really included,
but hey, they can put it in their report that we were there.
(A civil society expert-by-experience 11.6.2015)

Collaboration, in the critical interviewees’ view, all too often meant co-optation of
the service users’ knowledge and using it to advance decisions already made
elsewhere (article 4). The goal of expertise-by-experience, in this view, meant
providing ‘citizen representatives’ to meet the norm of participative governance
the administration could then use to legitimise already made decisions. Collaboration and participation, in these interviewees’ experiences, were merely rhetorical devices to make the governance process appear participatory and hence build
its legitimacy (article 2). In their view, the experts-by-experience were present in
meetings and participatory arrangements merely for appearances, not for actual
input.
As a result, expertise-by-experience was perceived by some as a mere
smokescreen – a catchword used in funding applications as a sign of adhering to
the norm of participative governance. The interviewee explains their drawing
further:
E14: So, here we have the Ministry who initiated the project. And here we have a big
city. The Ministry and the City20 agree on a partnership, they agree on doing something together. The other one has a lot of money, and they give it to the other. And
here, in between, they invite us [the CSO]. Because there is no contract without us,
they need us for it.
(A civil society expert-by-experience 8.4.2015)

The interviewee describes how ‘they need us for it’ because ‘there is no contract
without us’. The call for collaboration, in their view, is not made because diverse
forms of knowledge are needed (epistemic claims), or because the beneficiaries
would be considered to have a right to have a say on matters that concern them
(political claims) (see article 2). On the contrary, the interviewee suspects that
they have been invited because of the participatory norm of participatory governance; the CSO is needed so that the norm of partnerships in a stakeholder society would be met. As one participant in a THL organised workshop put it, this
can lead to a situation where the experts-by-experience fulfil the role of ‘trained

20

Detailed information has been omitted to ensure the anonymity of the participants.
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monkeys’ – they are physically present to show that the participatory duty was
met, but no contribution is welcome from them.
In a similar vein, many interviewees, both experts-by-experience and practitioners, questioned whether the experts-by-experience actually were treated as
equal experts. Some experts-by-experience even stated that as long as they rely
on their experiences, they cannot be considered ‘full experts’, and many had pursued further studies to be able to be considered an equal. A group discussant illustratively put this by saying how they will pursue a university education only
so that they can say after graduation that ‘this was my opinion all along’.
The interviewees’ second criticism concerns the limitations to the possibilities of participation brought up by the notion of expertise. Some interviewees
described how definitions of expertise translated into selection of the participants
that would agree with the administration’s view and support the pre-made decisions (article 3). In some of my interviewees’ experiences disagreement and contradicting opinions were not welcome, and their advancement often resulted in
being excluded for ‘co-operation’ altogether. An extract from the group discussion illustrates this well:
G4: In my opinion, the experts-by-experience are usually only given pre-defined
tasks. […] The public officials think about what they want to order, according to
what some doctor or another wants to hear.
G1: I agree. In my opinion, our need to be heard, maybe it’s only met in those issues
where it’s convenient for them to hear us.
G4: Yes. It’s some sort of ‘made to order’ business. Like, if you don’t have the right
opinion, they’ll use someone else instead. […] They tell you what the topic of your
talk is and what opinion you should hold. If you don’t agree, you don’t have to come
at all.
(Group discussion among civil society experts-by-experience, 30.11.2016)

The group discussants forcefully describe how they need to have ‘the right opinion’
in order to be accepted as participants. This, it appears, most often meant agreeing with the organisers’ point of view. This consensus-seeking requirement, I argue, becomes feasible and reasonable under the participatory governance paradigm that evaluates the network participants based on the inputs they can produce. It can, hence, be employed to exclude opinionated participants and conflicting interests (Blühdorn 2013, Lee, McQuarrie & Walker 2015, Martin 2012b, Richard-Ferroudji 2011), something that prior research has named the participatory
processes’ ‘obsession for consensus’ (see Gourgues, Rui & Topçu 2013, 21, also Bevir
2006, 426–429). The ethos of co-production seats the different kinds of experts on
the same side of the table, assumedly ready to tackle mutually worrisome issues
in partnerships (see also Newman & Clarke 2009).
Rationalising participation as a tool in co-production makes knowledge, instead of an opinion, a legitimate content of political participation. When the experts-by-experience’s participation is justified because of the contributions it produces, it makes perfect sense to open up possibilities for participation only for
experts. Moreover, when the appropriate kind of participants are experts, definitions of ’valuable knowledge’ become perfectly logical tools to be used to deline-
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ate ’valuable participants’ (articles 2 and 3). Valuable knowledge, in turn, gets
logically evaluated by using the same criteria of neutrality and objectivity as for
other experts’ knowledge (see also Cotterell & Morris 2011, 69).
The descriptions of possibilities of participation created for experts illustrate
how this setting can also be experienced as very limiting (articles 2 and 3). The
following group discussant explains:
G4: I quit the customer board myself. I felt that the possibilities of truly having an
impact were pretty non-existent. I mean, they say that you can disagree with the professionals, but you have to remain within a certain frame. So, in effect, you can slightly disagree, but if you disagree a lot, it is a wrong opinion to have.
(A group discussant, 30.11.2016)

The obsession for consensus appears very strongly in the group discussant’s experience. Disagreeing a lot was ‘the wrong opinion to have’. As explained in articles
3 and 4, these delineations of appropriate speech were very skilfully and implicitly constructed in the projects through the concept of expertise. Because the participants were engaged as experts, it was not appropriate to assume a strongly critical position.
Five practitioners interviewed expressed a similar suspicion towards the
narrow role of an expert. The following excerpt from an interview with a civil
society practitioner illustrates this:
TM: Why do you think you have adopted the concept even if the activities are something that have always existed in your organisation?
P7: The funder says that everything has to have a name [laughs].
TM: Right.
P7: The [funder’s] steering is peculiar. They start steering and categorising these
terms, while we’ve continuously tried not to give labels or create classifications.
TM: What are the consequences of creating categories?
P7: Precisely the continuous compartmentalising and control through it. That you
draw only specific things out of a specific compartment, and other things from the
next. The person as a whole gets ignored. What do we have if we don’t have that?
More legally defined boxes containing experts-by-experience. But it shouldn’t be a
box that is called expertise-by-experience. There should be different ways, different
shapes and different routes to the ‘normal’. I hate the talk of, ‘Right, now we get
these people to get integrated back into society.’ Great, have they not been part of it
before? It only means that now they’ll behave.
(A civil society practitioner, 20.4.2015)

The practitioner above expressed their concern that by calling the participants
experts, ‘we’ – as in the project staff and the public administration they work
with – will be able to choose what appropriate expertise is. They emphasise that
it should be the experts-by-experience who create their own way of being an ex-
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pert, and suspect that the practice, as it now stands, is only a means to ‘make them
behave’ (articles 3 and 4).
Another civil society practitioner articulated a similar concern in an interview, explaining how the concept of an expert might cause the participants to get
detached from their community and its everyday life and create an artificial hierarchy among the participants (also article 1):
P14: Lately I’ve started to think that there is a risk with all of this. Because the expert
as a word might… I mean the danger is that then there are the people with problems
and then there are experts-by-experience. So if we build this system where the experts-by-experience are a group of their own with no connections to the community,
then we encounter problems. The word ‘expert’ is very dangerous in a way if it isn’t
tied down to the community’s other activities because it doesn’t mean that you’re
somehow above everyone else. You’re only a piece in a puzzle that is constantly
changing.
(A civil society practitioner 16.10.2015)

The above practitioner says, ‘The word “expert” is very dangerous’, and puts into
words what the critical experts-by-experience and practitioners all seem to point
towards. By using the word ‘expert’, it becomes possible to determine appropriate participants in a way that best suits the project’s or, moreover, its partners’
demands. It also enables falsely presenting experts-by-experience as having an
equal impact on decisions made and actions taken, even though their input
would, in practice, have little effect. A report from one of THL’s workshops,
where experts-by-experience and practitioners debated the concept and its current uses, forcefully illustrates these two reservations towards acting as an expert:
Experts-by-experience were also experienced as parts of the system, stuck in the bureaucratic machinery. They no longer bring ‘an edge’ but are a part of the system until they retire. Some felt that they lose their ‘rock n roll’ and become ‘poodles’ who
are paraded around. A worry for the exploitation of experts-by-experience has been
common for all areas. People don’t want to be showpieces, but they want to have an
impact and help by sharing their experiences.
(Report from a THL workshop on expertise-by-experience, 22.1.2014)

The fate of becoming ‘stuck in the bureaucratic machinery’ was what some participants as well as some practitioners ended up resisting by being an expert in a
different way. This is explored in the next section.

4.4 Unwelcome truths and wild participants
The experts-by-experience are not, by any means, mere sitting ducks. Some of
them, along with some practitioners, engaged vigorously in questioning the demand to be neutral and collaborative. Intriguingly, they did not discard the notion of expertise in so doing, but instead they took up the initiatives’ promise of
treating them as ‘truth-tellers’. In various ways, the participants attempted to re-
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claim the right to define the meaning of expertise and knowledge in the projects’
context. For them, expertise-by-experience was the gateway to politicise knowledge
and expertise in a social welfare context – something that the policymakers seem to
have been largely unequipped and unwilling to engage in. These practices of
contestation and critique are at the focus of article 4.
To make sense of the delicate practices of resistance that the experts-byexperience and the practitioners employed, I made use of Foucault’s concept of
counter-conduct and parrhesia, which are discussed in more detail in section 2.4.
Through the concept, it becomes possible to make visible the more mundane,
grassroots negotiations that aim at stretching the limits of participatory schemes,
while all the while engaging in them (see O'Toole & Gale 2014, 202–203). Instead
of overt refusals to participate, these practices of resistance mean taking part in
initiatives of expertise-by-experience and at the same time questioning what expertise and knowledge should mean in this context.
In article 4, I depart by showing how the projects are set as stages for the
participants to act as parrhesiastes – as truth-tellers whose task it was to remain
connected to their own truth and force the administration to critically examine
the legitimacy of its rule. This kind of a scenario was painted, for example, in a
workshop organised by the THL. A public report of the event summarises it as
follows:
Expertise-by-experience completes the administration’s understanding, which can be
detached from true everyday lives and practices.
(Report from a THL workshop on expertise-by-experience, 22.1. 2014)

The experts-by-experience, then, were expected to bring ‘the raw and authentic
truth’ to the administration’s awareness. However, as is also visible in the above
quote, this raw truth is to be complementary, not primary, in decision-making.
This is the setting that eight of the 23 experts-by-experience and six of the 14
practitioners interviewed explicitly contested. They did so by illuminating and
stretching the limits of appropriate participation, which in this context means the
appropriate ways to talk about one’s experiences so that they are considered
knowledge. Here, I discern the participants’ and practitioners’ counter-conduct
through the four different strategies for expanding the limits of knowledge and
expertise I identified. The first two took place by making the limits of current
conceptions of knowledge and expertise explicit. The second two entailed concrete practices that stretched and tested who can be considered an expert in the
projects’ context.
First, the experts-by-experience and practitioners made visible the processes
where the participants were made experts, highlighting how the dominant notion of expertise remained unchallenged. The following two practitioners explain
how trainings can be used as a means to ‘validate experiences’:
P13: At this point, it is probably good to tell you that I’m somewhat sceptical of the
model [of expertise-by-experience]. I wonder whether the heavy training demands
result in a setting where people’s experiences are validated through a training that is
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planned and conducted by professional experts. I mean, that it is only after [the training] that they get a say and the freedom to speak in matters where they should be listened to anyway.
P14: Your experience only starts to matter when you are an expert-by-experience.
(Civil society practitioners 16.10.2015)

By illuminating the potential problems in the process of making experts, the
above practitioners questioned how expertise should be conceived of in this context. In their view, the participants’ experiences should be recognised and regarded as valuable without official trainings and diplomas.
Second, some interviewees explicitly took up the notion of knowledge, and
they demanded that it should be reconsidered and its limits expanded when talking about experts-by-experience. The following civil society expert-by-experience
uses an illustrative metaphor when they explain how experts-by-experience
should be treated as authors, rather than books. I perceive of this metaphor as an
attempt to illustrate an alternative epistemological stance that seeks to destabilise
the requirement that the experts-by-experience’s knowledge should be aligned
with, and compared to, scientific knowledge:
E13: Somehow I feel that the official actors [public administration] think that an expert-by-experience is a dictionary of different knowledge and vocabulary. You open
it when you need it, and you put it back on the shelf when you’re done. The thing
that they don’t realise is that the expert-by-experience is in fact the one who writes
the dictionary. She constantly replenishes it. But the public officials don’t know how
to receive that kind of information. Instead they expect their participation to be very
concrete, a very specific task that is fulfilled and that’s it.
(A civil society expert-by-experience, 8.4.2015)

The above interviewee highlights how central it is that the experts-by-experience,
not the administration, are the ones who defines the contours of their knowledge.
Furthermore, they seem to purport a constructionist understanding of
knowledge as something that is formed in interactions and is constantly changing and replenished.
Third, as their concrete practice of counter-conduct, four interviewees recounted having deliberately talked in manners that they knew would not be regarded well. They did so in order to ‘evoke conversation’ or ‘poke the hornets’ nest’.
The following group discussant expresses a similar desire. They explain their
plans to give feedback to a project where the group discussant felt like they had
been treated as a mere token:
G5: When I’ll go there [to the project’s final seminar], I will be sure to give a speech
that will be a slap in their faces. I will go and I will deliver that speech, and I will say
quite frankly what I think about this project. I mean, I won’t trash the whole project,
but I will give a speech that will surely make them tremble. We have to hold our own
in those situations. I, for one, will not be exploited.
(A group discussant, 30.11.2016)
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The group discussant realises that the way they plan on speaking is not what is
expected, as it will be ’a slap in their faces’. They nonetheless hang on to their right
to speak their mind, however critical it might be, even though they are aware of
the limits for what is considered appropriate participation. This, as I suggest in
article 4, can be viewed as indicative of the participants will to sketch the conditions of their participation themselves; to participate as an expert, but to critically
engage in defining what expertise should mean.
Finally, the participants’ counter-conduct also took the form of opening the
doors to other people who did not meet the standards of appropriate expertise.
The following experts-by-experience recounts an incident from one of her fieldsites, where her open approach to expertise-by-experience was opposed by a
practitioner’s narrower notion as to who can be allowed to participate:
TM: Are the people you work with in [a Finnish town] experts-by-experience also?
E6: Yes. They are in their own way because they live in these places. And what I try
to accomplish there is that I go and pick also the voices that maybe are not so welcome otherwise. I mean precisely the negative stuff, what people actually say there.
We had this incident in [the town]. There was this building project coming up, and
an architect was there. They had invited customers to participate, and a few came.
One came and didn’t appear to me to be very disoriented or anything. But an employee knew them and took them to the kitchen to do a breathalyser test, and then
threw them out. […] I brought it up later and said that since you promote this as being a place of low-threshold, could this actually be one? This employee said that they
have chosen the clients I get to talk with. I answered that this will not be the case, I
will talk to everyone. They clearly got mad at me for that. I thought it was funny as it
was such a clear example of how practitioners, after all, are able to steer whose voice
gets heard and whose does not.
(A civil society expert-by-experience, 14.5.2014)

In the above example, the interviewee wanted to openly contest the local practitioner’s view on whose voice should be heard and, furthermore, who can decide
that. By advancing ‘precisely the negative stuff’, the interviewee wanted to stretch
the limits of acceptable knowledge and force the project’s partners (public administration and other CSOs) to listen to utterances they might be uncomfortable
with.
In article 4, I interpreted these experts-by-experience’s and practitioners’ attempts to newly define knowledge and expertise as a form of counter-conduct.
Its purpose was not to refuse to participate altogether but rather to redefine the
conditions under which the experts-by-experience were made to participate.
These interviewees saw the different quality of the experts-by-experience’s
knowledge as its strength, even as its very core; something that would be lost if it
was to be moulded to fit the dominant understanding of knowledge. As a civil
society practitioner described, it is a form of knowledge that ‘cuts through the Teflon’, i.e. it enters the decision-makers on an emotional level, making it harder to
ignore. Furthermore, they perceived the processes of expert-making inversely
compared to the ideal story presented in section 4.2.1. Instead of seeing it as a
process where the experts-by-experience transform themselves to fit their representation of themselves to the dominant paradigm of knowledge, they saw the
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experts-by-experience’s participation as a means to destabilise the way
knowledge is to be understood. Through the notion of expertise-by-experience,
new and different ways of being should be made available.
Two aspects are particularly noteworthy in these practices of resistance.
First, the concepts of knowledge and expertise were stretched both by experts-byexperience and by practitioners. This makes the dichotomous setting between the
administration that governs, and the citizens that resist, problematic in light of
empirical findings. In fact, especially in a mental health context, it was mostly the
practitioners who challenged the dominant understanding of knowledge. The
experts-by-experience, in turn, often relied heavily on the hierarchy it provided
as the basis of their subject-construction. They were happy to be ‘more’ than the
people who were not considered experts.
Second, the practices that seemingly invite the participants’ ‘raw knowledge’,
but that use it mostly to legitimise ready-made decisions, and the practices that
take up the concept of expertise in order to open it up for political debate, illustrate the interwoven character of power and resistance. Both necessitate one another; the administration harnesses the participants’ critical discourse as a legitimation tool, and the participants use the limits drawn for their participation as a
basis for their subversive self-making (see also O'Toole & Gale 2014, 204). In this
way, the attempts to govern by creating experts can also, inadvertently, enable
politicising expertise, and by so doing, opening up new possibilities for participation.

5

CONCLUSIONS
P14: Truth be told, it bugs me that we need to call these people experts-by-experience
in order for them to be heard. Maybe it tells a little something about our system and
the lack of participatory democracy, which isn’t quite up there where it should be. I
think it’s a sign of how inclusion in our society is still limited. You need to prove
you’re something before you can be heard.
(A civil society practitioner 16.10.2015)

In my introduction, I laid out that the objective of this thesis was to inquire how
the practices of expert-making sustain, or conversely, undermine democracy. I
asked whether expertise-by-experience contributes to ‘democratisation of expertise’, i.e. enables recognising hitherto disregarded forms of knowledge, and opening up new avenues for political participation for silenced groups, or whether it
conversely leads to ‘expertisation of democracy’; building new epistemic thresholds for participation and moving an increasing variety of issues from the realm
of political debate into the domain of ‘neutral administration’. In this concluding
section, I revisit my articles’ findings and reinterpret them through a critical
democratic lens (Griggs, Norval & Wagenaar 2014, 25–28) in order to evaluate the
democratic capacity of these processes of expert-making.

5.1 A normative evaluation of participatory practices
I started this section with a quote from a civil society practitioner who was very
disappointed with the democratic potential of expertise-by-experience. As the
concerned practitioner illustratively puts, in the context of the activation projects
studied in this thesis, ‘you need to prove you’re something before you can be heard’.
This concern coincides largely with my interpretations of the practices of making
experts. The projects studied were ripe with practices whose objective was to ensure the participants ‘were ready’ for action. As I have illustrated on many occasions in the previous section, this enabled the projects to determine criteria for
the participants’ ‘readiness’ according to the projects’ objectives.
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But how can we evaluate these practices more specifically from a democratic perspective? In this concluding section, I take on a challenge to bring together a
normative theoretical framework of democracy with an empirical analysis of participatory practices (see Norval 2014, 76–77, G. Smith 2009, 12–15). I am going to
revisit the governmentality analysis of my articles and consider the participants’
processes of self-making with the help of Jacques Rancière’s thinking. This makes
it possible to use critical theorists’ understanding about democracy as a normative framework to illustrate both the democratic capacity of the participatory
practices themselves, as well as the power relations at play in rationalising and
setting norms and limits for these practices (see Norval 2014, 69).
Normative democratic theory provides us with several potential points of
entry when evaluating participatory initiatives’ democratic and emancipatory
potential. Griggs and colleagues (2014, 30–32, also Li 2007c, 24, Bornemann &
Haus 2017, Rose 1999, 277) suggest looking at whether the processes enable critique, re-politicisation and de-stabilisation of what ‘we know to be true’. This can
be studied by looking at possibilities to disagree, and the projects’ attitude towards conflict and disaccord (e.g. Mouffe 1993, 5–6, Laclau & Mouffe 2014, 138,
Li 2007c, 24–26, Norval 2014, 77). It would also be possible to look at the possibilities to form collective identities and to advocate for collective interests (Li 2007c,
22). A Foucauldian approach, in addition, steers the analytical gaze on the individual level, encouraging to investigate the potential for freedom in selfconstruction and the diverse ways of ‘being critically’ (Foucault 2007, 190, Cadman 2010, 550, O'Toole & Gale 2014, 204).
However, as Norval (2014, 76–77) points out, while these poststructuralist
approaches provide us with several characterisations of crucial aspects to democracy, they remain very abstract and cannot be effortlessly translated into a set of
criteria to evaluate participatory projects’ democratic capacity. On a more practical level, and partially in criticism of the attempts to develop evaluative frameworks from a normative theoretical perspective, Graham Smith (2009) suggests a
more practical toolset. He proposes four ‘democratic goods’ whose realisation we
should focus on when evaluating participatory processes’ democratic capacity:
inclusiveness, popular control, considered judgement and transparency. By inclusiveness, Smith means looking at both who is present, as well as how institutional
norms, rules and expectations steer who is able to voice their perspectives
through participation (ibid., 24–26). Popular control refers to the extent to which
citizens have the possibility to define the agenda of participation and to actually
have an effect on the final decisions (ibid., 26–27). With the notion of considered
judgement, Smith encourages us to investigate how the practices support citizens
to learn more about the issues at hand and build their understanding of others’
perspectives (ibid, 27–28). Finally, transparency means both the transparency of
the conditions under which citizens are participating, as well as the openness of
the participatory processes to the wider public (ibid., 29).
In order to infuse Smith’s evaluation with the depth of normative theory, I
propose crafting an evaluative tool-set of participatory practices based on critical
theory, particularly Jacque Rancière’s thinking. For critical thinkers like Rancière,
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critique is a key practice of politicisation, as it works on contesting and redefining
concepts and meanings with an aim to destabilise the paradigm of knowledge
through which people are being governed (Foucault 1997, 32, Bevir 2011,
Rancière 2011, Genel 2016, for an example, see Li 2007c). This critique enables
redefining the rules and norms of political debate and opening up room for new
actors, new issues and new ways of taking part. Furthermore, Rancière’s thinking
adds a radical emancipatory ethos to the Foucauldian examination of critique.
For Rancière, critique’s role is to allow marginalised and supressed citizens to
claim the right to define knowledge and truth, to contest the subjectivities suggested upon them and create new ways of being that might currently seem unthinkable, unimaginable and undoable (Rancière 1999, 14–15, Genel 2016, 20, 27,
on a similar point in Foucault's work, see Cadman 2010, 550). These ‘interruptions’ are founded on a radically egalitarian premise, which, for Rancière, constitutes democracy (Rancière 2011, 79, Rancière 1999, 17).
In sum, Rancière places democracy in battles that seek to destabilise the limits of who is allowed to act and how – and who gets to define that. Using Smith’s
more practical terminology, these battles are places to contest the current limits to
inclusiveness and popular control, as well as the norms contributing to what is
considered ‘considered judgement’. Below, I will follow Rancière in probing
these participatory projects’ democratic quality by asking whether the processes
of expertise-by-experience 1) are founded on an egalitarian premise, 2) enable
questioning what we ‘know to be true’ and further the possibilities for such destabilisations and re-politicisations and 3) claim room for new actors, new issues
and new ways to engage in political debate. In Smith’s terms, my interpretations
deal most of all with how the mechanisms of expertisation contribute to the inclusiveness, popular control and norms for considered judgement within the participatory practices.
If we go back to the practitioner’s quote at the start of this section, the grade
given for the projects’ democratic potential seems fairly low on all of the three
aspects. First, the egalitarian premise seems to be non-existent, i.e. ‘you need to
prove you’re something before you can be heard’. Indeed, this ‘lifting up’ was one of
the core objectives of the processes of expert-making. The participants were
something ‘less’ before they entered the activation processes, and were transformed into ‘empowered’ and credible experts – provided they closely followed
the steps that were required of them. Through trainings and practice lectures, the
experts-by-experience ‘learnt’ to share their stories in appropriate ways, or were
able to ‘develop’ their experiences into tools. Despite the compelling rhetoric of
how ‘everyone is an expert of their own lives’, the actual practices point out how
the projects’ premise is not at all equal in terms of recognising everyone’s
knowledge as equally valuable and everyone’s participation as equally welcome.
The participants’ unequal valuation in participatory governance is also visible in the projects’ focus. A vast majority of them developed expertise-byexperience by creating trainings for experts-by-experience and offering possibilities to practice their performances. It was the experts-by-experience who needed
to learn a new way to speak and a new outlook on their past experiences. It was
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only a few civil society projects that also explicitly targeted the politicians and
local decision-makers and invited them to reconsider what they know about the
issues in question. Most often, it was the experts-by-experience who needed to
‘learn to know differently’ in order to be elevated to the same level with other
experts.
This in-egalitarian premise is what makes the projects’ practices of governing appear legitimate and rational. When people with difficult experiences are
considered to be less capable of knowing and talking about themselves in appropriate ways, the practices that are geared towards ‘helping’ them to empower or
create a ‘healthy’ distance to their past, as one practitioner put it, can be easily
presented as legitimate and necessary. This becomes recognisable especially
when the alternative is considered: if marginalised people were considered to
possess equally valuable information, and their way of being an equally possible
way of taking part in political debate, all attempts to steer and harness their
speech would seem outrageous and a violation of their rights. How would it be
perceived if members of the parliament were assigned to a two-year course
where they were taught ‘the appropriate way’ to rearrange their story and speak
about their own lives?
Second, in light of my findings, it seems valid to interpret expertise-byexperience as one symptom of the expertisation of democracy, which solidifies
rather than de-stabilises ‘what we know to be true’. The practices that are geared
towards constructing the participants as experts remain tightly connected to a
very technocratic notion of expertise, and hence they are focused on ridding the
experts-by-experience of personal attachments, emotions and opinions. Expertsby-experience are envisaged as consultants to public administration, which
makes it easy to deem their opinionated efforts to influence politicians or public
opinion as unruly behaviour. This provides a very concrete example of the depoliticising tendency of the participatory governance project. The participants are
invited to take part in what is made to appear as neutral management of services,
or joint knowledge-production with the aim to find the objectively best solution
to a given problem. They are to become experts of themselves, not advocates for
the causes that matter to them. This is a move that Tania Murray Li calls ‘rendering technical’ – one of the most prominent practices of de-politicising an issue
and delineating the appropriate experts for its handling (Li 2007c, 7). Participation, in this scheme, takes the form of a seemingly a-political activity, which is
performed in neutral collaboration and based only on commonly recognised, objective knowledge (see also Sullivan 2014, 184, J. Wilson & Swyngedouw 2014, 3–
5, R. Dean 2014, 12–13). Collective advocacy, strong emotional and personal ties
and opinionated inputs are cast outside, as they are deemed unfitting for this
repertoire of action.
Third, it would seem that instead of enabling new actors to participate in
political debate in novel ways, the practices of expert-making are directed precisely to ensure that no such thing happens. By making it seem like new avenues
for participation are opened up, the participatory mechanisms may be an effective way to dissuade the marginalised groups from forming collective identities
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and start advocating for their rights to be heard (also Lee, McQuarrie & Walker
2015, 14–16, Martin 2012c, 51–52, Polletta 2016, 234). By simulating democracy,
the groups’ input can be domesticated to fit easily in line with the dominant understanding of knowledge, and the administration’s aspirations for the future.
Nothing needs to change as long as the people have the illusion of having a say.
Instead, the participants can be treated as tokens or ‘poodles’ as one participant
on page 101 put it. They can be used to legitimise pre-made decisions and to
manifest how the participatory norm was met in the governance process.
Furthermore, the projects that invite experts-by-experience invite them as
individuals. As I showed in article 1, advocating for a group is rarely seen fitting
or acting on behalf of a collective accepted. Instead, the experts-by-experience act
as individual experts, which is a significant transformation from a previously
very collective-oriented way of organising public participation in policy-making.
It is also in quite a stark contrast to the far more common rhetoric of communality found in many participatory strategies in Finland.21 This individualising tendency has been identified by feminist and Marxist thinkers as one of the mechanisms that can serve to de-politicise the themes under question by privatising
collective issues and problems (Pateman 1983, Davies 2012, Okin 1998). This
hampers the participants from forming collective identities and from formulating
and advocating for their own political agendas. In the Finnish context, it can also
disempower CSOs as collectives, as it is now primarily carefully chosen individual experts who are welcome to represent the target groups of the policy.
Peculiarly, the introduction of expertise-by-experience has enabled the formation of one form of collective identity: that of trained experts-by-experience.
The experts-by-experience who have undergone one specific training scheme
have formed an association of trained experts-by-experience (KoKoA ry), which
seeks to advocate that only the experts-by-experience who have undergone this
form of training to be formally recognised as experts-by-experience. They root for
formally defined criteria for expertise-by-experience, and seek to claim ownership of the concept so that untrained experts-by-experience could not use the
term. Curiously, then, their collective action is focused on advancing the status of
experts-by-experience within the existing administrative structures, which solidifies rather than questions their underlying assumptions. Theirs seems to be a conforming collective identity that works in line with the administration’s aspirations. Subsequently, it presents a dilemma for researchers studying such practices
from a democratic point of view: while the participants’ empowerment through
collective identity-building seems evident, its flipside is that it is achieved by
constructing a hierarchy between these semi-professional experts and other participants. As such, it achieves the empowerment of the participants but does so at
the expense of making the practices less inclusive to others.

21 see, e.g. The Participation and Interaction Model of the city of Helsinki (in Finnish)
https://www.hel.fi/static/liitteet/kanslia/asukasyhteistyo/osallisuusmalli-yleisesitys2018.pdf
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5.2 De- and re-politicising knowledge
To summarise, the key finding of this research is that the delineating of the experts-by-experience’s possibilities for action is done through definitions of
knowledge and expertise. I argue that this emphasis on knowledge and expertise
as a basis for participation has itself little relevance for the project’s democratic
quality, as these concepts could potentially be also defined in radically inclusive
ways. However, this emphasis constructs the definitions of knowledge and expertise as the tools through which the participants’ way of being can legitimately
be steered. Crucially, this might also be one of the key reasons for some public
officials’ willingness to emphasise knowledge so sternly; it allows them to have
the final say on who is to be able to participate.
Based on this research, what matters most for the initiatives’ democratic
quality is how knowledge and expertise get to be defined in a specific context.
When examining the democratic capacity of participatory governance, I suggest
that we should focus on the practices that work on and through the notions of expertise and knowledge. It is in these definitions, where the politics of participatory democracy – the battles over who gets to participate, and how – takes place
(also Blencowe 2013).
As has been described, my interpretation is that, in the case of Finnish experts-by-experience, knowledge and expertise are most often defined in a technocratic manner, making it appear as legitimate to require neutrality and objectivity
from the experts-by-experience. This enables envisioning invited forms of participation as part of public administration, imagined in a strikingly traditional,
techno-bureaucratic way. Hence, contrarily to the oft-described characteristics of
participatory governance as blurring the boundaries of administration and political decision-making, the experts-by-experience’s case suggests that the participatory thrust rather reinforces this distinction. Furthermore, it envisages civic participation as taking place in the confound environments of ‘neutral and objective’
public administration, with it merely being tasked to produce neutral knowledge
and to objectively assess the effects of policy. Fundamentally, the experts-byexperience’s participation is conceived mainly as a means to transport ‘sound
evidence’ to decision-making, or as a means to make the participants feel empowered. The projects were markedly ill-equipped to deal with instances where
the experts-by-experience aspired to promote their own agendas, or where they
deliberately positioned themselves in opposition to the ‘mutual goal’.
This precedence of neutral knowledge and expertise over opinions and values also mirrors a certain conception of the policy-process and the role of experts
in democratic governance. Subsequently, it can be extrapolated to consider the
democratic capacity of the trendy evidence-based decision-making more broadly.
At present, the evidence-based decision-making paradigm, combined to the network governance project, seems to operate under the assertion that it is possible
for the expert-community (however varied) to come up with something that
could be objectively called ‘the best solution’ (Lähteenmäki-Smith & Kuitunen
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2015, 118). The wise politician, the idea continues, would only need to follow the
sound advice of the experts, and good policies would inevitably follow. Holger
Strassheim (2015, 322) has called this view ‘objectivist epistemologies’, where the
policy-process is conceptualised in analogy to a scientific process, separating
‘facts’ from values.
However, as the theoretical positions of this thesis make clear, this premise
is problematic from more than one perspective. First, as is both evident from the
debate on evidence-based policy-making and the disappointments of the excluded experts-by-experience, to find a consensus is rare, and the process of seeking it
is more unequal and power-laden than it is deliberative and neutral. Science and
knowledge are not power-free safe-havens, detached from the rest of society, but
are very much at the centre of struggles for power (Fischer & Gottweis 2012, 2,
Strassheim 2015, 324, Freeman & Sturdy 2014, 4). As the experts-by-experience’s
struggles to have their knowledge recognised show, what is recognised as
knowledge might be one of the key, albeit hidden, sites of struggle for power in
our times, where knowledge allegedly steers political decision-making.
Second, if we were to carry the idea of evidence-based policy-making to the
extreme, would this not lead to an expertocratic system – a true expertisation of
democracy – where the role of democratically elected decision-makers is diminished to merely carry out the decisions deemed as best by the allegedly objective
experts? Gianpaolo Baiocchi and Roberto Ganuza (2017, 5) have noted how it is
peculiar, and somewhat counterintuitive, how participation as a governance norm
has began to spread precisely at the moment when an increasing number of decisions have been moved beyond the realm of democratic decision-making. Global
and highly complex problems, such as climate change, have led some researchers
to suggest that while democratic participation might be beneficial at the local level,
it is not equipped to deal with the complex, global challenges that urgently need
to be solved (Brennan 2016). This leads them to opt for an expertocratic system
and even to suggest putting democracy ‘on the shelf’ while we deal with the burning problems of our time (Fischer 2017). The rhetoric of evidence-based policymaking can be used to contain the possibilities of democratic participation.
Indeed, as the experts-by-experience’s experiences of deception illustrate,
these participatory initiatives invite their participants to act in a rather strictly
defined environment of action, often focusing very specifically on a certain, predefined service. Broader, societal questions, such as growing social inequality
and the political decisions contributing to the participants’ traumatic experiences
were largely considered to be out of the remits of their participation. They were
given the possibility to participate, but the scope of participation was so tightly
defined that they did not risk causing any true changes in power dynamics (also J.
Wilson & Swyngedouw 2014, 5–6). The concepts of knowledge and expertise enable limiting possibilities to participate in a manner that seems not only legitimate but also rational and reasonable.
The potential perils of such a system are readily perceivable in this thesis; as
the experts are not democratically elected, and the criteria for their selection is
easily presentable as neutral, it becomes increasingly hard to detect who holds
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power in complex governance arrangements, and nigh impossible to influence
such expert-based decision-making. Furthermore, as the emerging hierarchies
between ‘mere citizens’ and trained experts-by-experience manifest, it is a slippery slope from everyone’s expertise to a meritocratic arrangement. In a system
where you are expected to know before you are heard, it becomes increasingly
acceptable do disregard uncomfortable opinions. The possibilities to contest and
think otherwise are diminished when the legitimate form of input is knowledge,
which is defined and evaluated out of the citizens’ reach.
This brings us to the second aspect of the democratic potential of
knowledge-based participation; the implications of the struggles concerning the
definitions of knowledge and expertise. Despite these practices that seek to contain and limit the experts-by-experience’s participation, I wish to articulate that
by relying and building on the notions of knowledge and expertise, the processes
of expertise-by-experience can also enable their critique. It appears that repoliticising the notions of knowledge and expertise becomes possible through the
participants’ counter-conduct, which seeks to make visible the unjust boundaries
constructed for their way of being.
Among my interviewees, one of the most common ways to strategically engage with the contours set for legitimate participation was to question the need
and the motives behind the projects’ will to train the experts-by-experience.
These critiques sought to question the existing boundaries for experiential
knowledge and, by so doing, illuminate the rationale undergirding its use, as the
following quote exemplifies:
E1: Personally I would never go to a training for experts-by-experience.
TM: Why not?
E1: Well what kind of experience can I learn from school? Then it would be like reading a book. For me, expertise-by-experience is something that relies entirely on my
own experience, my own life that I’ve lived. It is my life. I know what I’m talking
about when I talk about my life. I don’t understand what part of it I could possibly
study.
(A civil society expert-by-experience 4.4.2014)

Based on this research, it appears that through illuminating the existing criteria
for knowledge and expertise and furthermore calling them under scrutiny, some
participants succeeded in carving out subversive subjectivities for themselves.
These conceptions of participation sit uneasily with the ones that seek to promote
participation as an instrument of evidence-production. If one sees the value of
participation in the input it can provide for the design of public services, it seems
inconceivable and counter-productive to listen to personal points of view, accept
disagreement and engage in debates on values – let alone encourage them. When
viewed in connection to the outspoken promises and objectives of expertise-byexperience, it is however curious that the participants’ will to stick to their own
version of truth and propagate a more constructionist notion of knowledge appears as radical action.
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The analysis of the practices of resistance also revealed that a dichotomous
setting between the administration that seeks to steer and contain, and the participants that seek to contest and resist, is artificial at best, and misleading at worst
(esp. article 4). As I have illustrated, many of the participants embraced the hierarchical setting between different kinds of experts, and the technocratic demands
for their knowledge of themselves, and relied upon them as a basis of their selfmaking. Conversely, many project practitioners were both very aware and also
quite explicitly wary of the projects’ potential to pick and choose their participants according to the public administration’s wishes.
This observation also leads us to consider the factors that enable politicising
knowledge and expertise in the projects’ context. It would appear that on many
occasions it was more possible for the practitioners to contest the current limits of
participation. In comparison to the experts-by-experience who often were volunteers or worked on commission, the practitioners had a far more stable position
in their respective organisations to call the perimeters set for the projects into
question. The experts-by-experience who seemed able and willing to politicise
the notion of expertise were mostly involved in CSOs, or had chosen to quit acting as experts-by-experience altogether.
One conclusion to be drawn from this observation is that the situation of
participation was perhaps more explicitly ambiguous in CSOs, where a tradition
of advocacy is continuously present with newer demands for networkcollaboration. In this context, the multiple possible repertoires of rationalisation
are simultaneously present, making their critique and politicising action more
possible (see Boltanski & Thévenot 1999). Alternatively, the experts-byexperience that sought to critique the demands or the conception of knowledge
set upon them had to be indifferent towards the possible consequences of ‘acting
inappropriately’. Understandably, both those practitioners and those experts-byexperience who were concerned for their future possibilities to take part or secure
resources were extremely unwilling to ‘bite the hand that feeds’, i.e. criticise and call
into question the present possibilities for participation on offer.
What is particularly surprising is that while the practices of resistance identified in this research attempt to re-politicise knowledge and expertise, most of
them nonetheless reaffirm that it is through expertise and knowledge that these
issues are best resolved. As such, they seem to further strengthen the depoliticising tendency of participatory governance, recognising knowledgesharing between relevant experts as the appropriate way to solve social problems.
Although they critique who should be considered an expert in this context, they
do not seem to contest how themes such as homelessness or social exclusion are
presented as questions for which a correct answer is to be found once enough
accurate knowledge is gathered. By seeking to illuminate the existing boundaries
of who is considered an expert and whose knowledge gets listened to, these acts
might then serve to politicise the boundaries of the governance-process. However,
the underlying premise of participatory governance, inviting participants to perform joint knowledge production towards mutual goals, remains securely hinged.
Instead, the target of the critical experts-by-experience’s and practitioners’ cri-
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tique are the assumptions of knowledge, and the hierarchical setting between the
participants.
As the attempts of re-politicisation did not contest the governance paradigm, but rather reproduced its emphasis on knowledge-based action, they can
be interpreted as reinforcing the governance ethos but questioning its parameters.
This leads one to consider whether, and under what circumstances, the participatory governance arrangements could contribute to a deeper democracy. Crucially,
as the participants’ critique begins to show, the paradigm of knowledge, and the
equality of all participants would have to be radically rethought in order for the
participatory arrangements to be in service of the democratic project. It is, however, debatable whether this would be enough to make the participatory governance project an asset for democracy. Even if the governance processes would be
radically transformed so that they would recognise multiple forms of knowledge
and treat them all equally, other concerns still remain unaccounted for. The individualising tendency, the lack of any representative mechanisms and the limited
possibilities to define and refocus the problems that participatory processes are
geared towards answering remain as structural problems that are not, and perhaps cannot be, challenged through the participants’ critical way of being.
This leads us to also consider the limitations of my Foucauldian approach.
Even if the projects’ strong emphasis on expertise and knowledge enable their
critique, so far this critique only appears as performative. The participants’ critical way of being does enable to illuminate the boundaries for their participation
and create subversive subjectivities for them as individuals. As I show in article 4,
they can become empowered by constructing themselves as participants who
deliberately deviate from the norms set for them. What remains unclear, however,
is whether this critique results in anything more than performative elucidations
of the boundaries set for the participants’ way of being. A Foucauldian approach,
celebrating critique as a way of life and a means of self-making, is less capable of
making visible the broader changes this kind of critique may or may not bring
forward. It does expose the potential to re-politicise the self-evident, but it does
not provide tools to evaluate whether this politicisation leads to any changes in
the conditions and dynamics that enabled the participants’ suppression in the
first place.
In my analysis, I saw very little evidence of any changes in the dominant
paradigm of thought. While many of my interviewees felt empowered, and saw
the individual benefits and effects of their participation, only two practitioners
spoke of any wider impacts of expertise-by-experience. Very few experts-byexperience had experienced their participation as having an effect beyond their
immediate surroundings, such as an actual change in service delivery, or a shift
in policy-emphasis. Furthermore, a few experts-by-experience explained how
they had no expectations of having a political impact of any kind. They were rather content with sharing their story in order to feel appreciated. This prompts
one to recognise how critical democratic theory is only one possible interpretive
frame to evaluate the participatory projects’ quality. Furthermore, it might not
resonate with the participants’ understanding of meaningful participation.
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5.3 Towards participatory governance in service of democracy?
How, then, could participatory governance practices be rethought in order for
them to be in service of the democratic project? One answer might begin with
Ricardo Blaug’s (2002) proposition. Blaug postulates that democracy may, in fact,
be not one but two projects. If democracy is understood primarily as ‘a set of institutions’ and a way to organise ruling, a sensible form of participation is ‘manageable’ and geared to enhance the efficacy of government (ibid., 105–107). This
incumbent democracy, as Blaug calls it, translates rather effortlessly to initiatives
that rationalise participation as a means to gain specific knowledge input from
the participants (see also R. Dean 2014, 10–13). Critical democracy, in turn, is a
normative view on democracy, valuing participation as a good in itself and as a
core component of a struggle towards the democratic ideals of equality and empowerment (Blaug 2002, 106–107).
It has become somewhat customary to read these understandings of democracy as undergirding two, dichotomous ways to rationalise participation. Participation is seen to have either instrumental or intrinsic value, and as Blaug (ibid.,
105) notes these approaches are considered as ‘mutually exclusive’. This thesis is
no exception. It has shown how the projects of expertise-by-experience may very
well be in service of incumbent democracy by providing appropriate input for
more efficient decision-making. Further, it has shown how the projects are successful in developing participation as an instrument that serves the purposes of
efficient and evidence-based governance. However, when evaluated with the
normative criteria of critical democracy, the participatory practices fall short on
more than one front.
I am, however, drawn to consider here whether these two approaches to
value democracy – as an efficient way to reach collectively acceptable decisions
and as a tool in advancing equality and empowerment of the silenced – could not
be brought together. In this final section, I attempt to imagine how practices of
participatory governance could be reconfigured to be in service of both of these
democratic projects. Is it possible to imagine participation that would have an
instrumental value that would not only contribute to better, well-founded decisions but would also nonetheless retain its connection to the normative goals of
equality, critique and empowerment of critical democratic theory? This effort
seems vital in order for the democratic critique of participatory practices to contribute to something more than abstract criticism. Otherwise, we risk reinforcing
the current state of affairs where, as my interviewees described, their critical way
of being most often resulted in them being excluded from the participatory processes altogether.
It appears to me that two possible avenues for enhancing the practices’
democratic capacities would be available. The first concerns a radical rethinking
of the connection between expertise and policy-making, and the other disassembles the instrumentalist assumptions of participation that undergirds participa-
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tory governance. However, as we shall see, neither of these is without problems
of its own.
The democratisation attempted by my interviewees, as described above,
happens by re-politicising the notions of knowledge and expertise. Although
these practices succeed in highlighting the contingency of the existing paradigm
of knowledge, they very rarely attempt to question the linear conception of the
policy-process that underlies this thinking. In the context of participatory governance, where decision-making is already dispersed among multiple actors, the
salience of this input-output -model could legitimately be questioned (Cairney
2016, 16–18, Hajer & Wagenaar 2003, 8–9). Furthermore, it can be justly questioned whether the pure transfer of ‘raw knowledge’ into decision-making could
actually exist. Instead, one could argue that all experiences are already funnelled
through the dominant paradigms of knowledge when we make sense of them
both to ourselves and to others. Hence, nothing we experience is ever ‘pure’ and
nor is experiential knowledge ever ‘raw’ in the sense that its incorporation would
somehow transcend all other needs for the consideration of other aspects of democracy.
Instead, knowledge and political decisions could be seen as fundamentally
enmeshed fields of action, where any boundaries that might exist between the
two are locally and temporarily negotiated (also Freeman & Sturdy 2014, 4, Jasanoff 2004). This would acknowledge that discussions about relevant knowledge
and a legitimate basis of decision-making are always situated and that choices for
the recognition and use of a particular type of knowledge are always political.
Furthermore, knowledge could be seen as collectively constructed as part of the
policy-process (Jasanoff 2004, 15) – an ideal that was hinted at by some of my interviewees as they imagined ‘a dialogical process’ of knowledge production and
decision-making. Such a premise would enable debating legitimate forms of participation locally, making multiple ways of participating and knowing possible
(also Lähteenmäki-Smith & Kuitunen 2015, 120).
The strength and weakness of this situated view on knowledge is that it
places all forms of knowledge at the same level. When viewed from the point of
view of critical democracy, this is an asset, as it allows silenced citizens to legitimately claim room for their experiential knowledge to be heard and discussed,
hence destabilising the existing contours of our way of knowing. However, it can
also enable discrediting scientific knowledge by allotting the same value for, for
example, the knowledge produced by environmental science and climate change
denialists in the form of epistemological populism (Saurette & Gunster 2011).
Furthermore, the unequal resources for negotiating what counts as valuable
knowledge, remains a concern. It would thus seem that, in order for participatory
governance processes to be a strength for democracy, what is needed are locally
applicable criteria for the evaluation and selection of forms and uses of
knowledge that would have a critical democratic normative foundation.
The other recourse, stemming from a critical understanding of democracy,
would be to disconnect the instrumental expectations for participation and advance participatory practices as a value in and of themselves. The strength of this
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approach is its rootedness in an egalitarian premise of everyone’s participation
being equally valuable, which would make it harder to cherry-pick ‘appropriate’
participants in governance processes. However, this approach also enables promoting participation for the sake of participation. Without any instrumental value at all, participation is easily contained as its own field where citizens ‘practice
democracy’ or ‘become empowered’, without any expectations of their participation having an impact on actual decisions.
Rikki Dean (2018) has suggested an interesting approach to connect these
two democratic projects. His proposal detaches participatory practices from their
task of delivering knowledge in service of consensual decision-making, but it
nonetheless retains the instrumental value allotted to participation. Dean suggests that participatory practices be integrated within governance institutions but
that some of them should be reconfigured so that they not only allow but encourage disagreement and dissent. Dean calls this ‘counter-governance’, and it resonates with a proposition some of my interviewees were also making locally. The
idea of counter-governance institutionalises participatory roles that are tasked to
critique, question and destabilise – a position that many of my interviewees expected to be able to assume when they were invited as experts-by-experience (see
also Lowndes & Paxton 2018).
This thesis has attempted to make headway for the interpretive study of lay
expertise in order to imagine new ways in which participatory governance arrangements could be configured to be in service of democracy. It has made visible how the process of determining what is accepted as expertise in these arrangements is, in itself, already a value-based assessment, accepted and evaluated in relation to specific political objectives. Moreover, as I have attempted to
illustrate by drawing on the ethnographic approach on studying governmentality,
it is the grassroots struggles and the how of governing that provides the most
fruitful results when evaluating the projects’ democratic capacity. When evaluating the participatory processes’ democratic quality, the most productive analytical setting does not seem to be to identify whether the participatory processes are
‘liberating’ or ‘repressive’ (McKee 2009, see also article 4). Instead, it becomes
worthwhile to ask how these processes enable illuminating the conditions and
assumptions under which we are being governed, and furthermore, whether
they enable criticising and even altering these contours for our way of being. If
we consider the critical way of life as a necessary precondition for democracy to
exist, then it is precisely the grassroots struggles and possibilities to be differently
that we should appreciate when looking for the participatory processes’ democratic quality. What would logically follow is that we should also focus on how
we might institutionalise practices that would enable and encourage participants’
ways of being critically.
By constructing its participants as experts, the participatory governance arrangements have both the potential to delineate and curb the participants’ way of
being and to enable contesting and politicising the notions of knowledge and expertise in their context. However, while the play on the notions of knowledge
and expertise enables performative illumination and thus the politicisation of the
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boundaries of legitimate participation, at the same time the participatory processes do not enable the participants to form collective identities so that these
contours might be effectively and meaningfully challenged. The traditional, techno-bureaucratic conception of administration seems to continue undergirding
participatory governance arrangements, making it seem rational to construct and
evaluate participants as first and foremost experts and contributors of knowledge.
Re-politicising this knowledge and expertise is a necessary first step, but it is only
a first step in a path where many more steps would be needed in order for the
participatory governance processes to be truly in service of the democratic project.
In light of my findings, when we continue working towards enhancing the
participatory practices’ democratic capacity, the key questions to ask focus on the
possibilities and will to radically rethink both the function and nature of
knowledge in democratic decision-making. If we want to avoid the already visible perils of creating an epistemic threshold and semi-professional participants,
we would need to shift the gaze from training the participants to reconsidering
the knowledge claims and epistemic assumptions of decision-makers. Furthermore, the boundaries of evidence-based decision-making need to be publically
scrutinised by questioning the technocratic nature of the issues that are debated.
Following Dean’s idea of counter-governance, I suggest that in order to build
participatory practices that are in service of both of Blaug’s democratic projects,
we ought to consider how values, opinions and knowledge could coexist in participatory arrangements, as well as how we could consider different forms of
knowledge concomitantly without losing the value of scientific inquiry. It might
be that the hope for more democratic participation – in our times of knowledgebased decision-making – lies in the attempts to politicise the concepts and functions of knowledge and expertise in a democracy.
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FINNISH SUMMARY
Kokemusasiantuntijoita tekemässä – Hallinnallisuusetnografia suomalaisten
sosiaalialan organisaatioiden osallistamishankkeista
Työn tausta
2000-luvulle tultaessa eritoten yhteiskuntatieteilijät ovat ryhtyneet puhumaan
osallistavasta käänteestä (esim. Saurugger 2010, Polletta 2016). Osallistamisesta
on tullut kansainvälinen megatrendi; hyvän hallinnon, tehokkaan kehittämisen ja
legitiimin päätöksenteon standardi, ja osallistumisesta sekä hyvinvoivan demokratian ja että hyvinvoivien kansalaisten tunnusmerkki (Baiocchi, Ganuza 2014,
Eliasoph 2016).
Suomen sosiaalialalla yksi näkyvimmistä osallistumisinnovaatioista on ollut ’kokemusasiantuntijoiden’ mukaan kutsuminen osaksi sosiaalialan järjestöjen
ja julkisen sektorin toimintaa. 2000-luvulle tultaessa – Iso-Britanniasta ja Tanskasta saatujen mallien innoittamana – suomalaiset mielenterveysjärjestöt käynnistivät hankkeita, joissa järjestöjen avunsaajia nimitettiin ensi kertaa kokemusasiantuntijoiksi. Näin luotiin paitsi täysin uudenlainen toimijuuden mahdollisuus,
myös uusi toimintakehys vaikeita elämäntilanteita läpikäyneille ihmisille. Passiivisen avunsaajan roolin sijaan nyt tarjolla oli aktiivinen toimintamahdollisuus –
mutta asiantuntijana, ei esimerkiksi jäsenenä tai vertaisena.
Kokemusasiantuntijuuden käsite ja toimintamalli on levinnyt vauhdikkaasti
ja laajalle; 2010-luvulla, muun muassa Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön KASTEohjelman ja Raha-automaattiyhdistyksen avustuslinjausten vauhdittamana, siitä
muodostui sosiaali- ja terveysalan muotitermi, jota käytetään hyvin laajasti sekä
julkisella että kolmannella sektorilla (Rissanen 2015, 201). Monitulkintaisella käsitteellä viitataan laajassa merkityksessä henkilöön, joka on kohdannut sosiaalisia
ja/tai terveysongelmia ja toimii nyt erilaisissa asiantuntijatehtävissä noihin kokemuksiinsa nojaten.
Yleisimmin kokemusasiantuntijat toimivat erilaisissa palvelujen yhteiskehittämistyöryhmissä, tuovat ’kokemustietoaan’ poliittiseen päätöksentekoon Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön, tai kuntien sosiaali- ja terveyslautakuntien alaisissa
verkostoissa, arvioivat palveluja, luennoivat kokemuksistaan alan ammattilaisille
ja päättäjille, mutta tekevät myös julkista vaikuttamistyötä esimerkiksi lakialoitteiden, mielipidekirjoitusten ja mediaesiintymisten kautta. Se on yksi keskeisimmistä käsitteistä, joilla marginalisoitujen ihmisryhmien osallistumismahdollisuuksia tällä hetkellä konkreettisesti avataan ja rajataan.
Tutkimusasetelma ja tutkimuskysymykset
Osallistumisen asiantuntijaistuminen on demokratian kannalta merkittävä kysymys. Sen mekanismien tarkastelu ruohonjuuritasolla on tämän väitöstutkimuksen fokuksessa. Tutkimuksessa tarkastellaan, seuraako maallikkoasiantuntijoiden mukaan ottamisesta ’asiantuntijuuden demokratisoituminen’ (Nowotny
2003) – vaikutusmahdollisuuksien laajeneminen ja monimuotoistuminen aiemmin vaiennettujen kansalaisten äänten voimistamiseksi –, vai onko nähtävissä
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pikemminkin ’demokratian asiantuntijaistuminen’ (Strassheim 2015, Liberatore,
Funtowicz 2003) – pyrkimys epäpolitisoida keskustelua kehystämällä osallistujien kokemat sosiaaliset ongelmat tietoperustaisesti hallinnon mekanismeilla ratkaistaviksi kysymyksiksi? Tuovatko uudet asiantuntijuuden muodot uusia vaikutusmahdollisuuksia, vai tuottavatko ne uusia tieto- ja osaamiskynnyksiä poliittiseen osallistumiseen, vieden näin vaikutusmahdollisuuksia entistä kauemmas
jo aiemmin marginalisoitujen ryhmien ulottumattomiin?
Tutkimuksessa paneudun siihen prosessiin, jossa kipeän asian kokeneesta
henkilöstä muovataan ’oman elämänsä asiantuntija’. Lähestyn tätä asiantuntijaksi tekemistä hallinnallisuusetnografian otteella (Brady, Lippert 2016, Li 2007),
sillä fokuksessani on, kuinka osallistuvan hallinnan ideaalit kääntyvät käytännön
toimiksi ja tekniikoiksi, ja millaisia olemisen mahdollisuuksia ne kohteilleen tuottavat. Huomioni kiinnittyy näin eritoten osallistujien subjektiviteetin rakentumisen prosesseihin (Foucault 1994, 718–719, Cremonesi, Irrera et al. 2016). Käytän
analyyttisinä työkaluinani Foucault’n myöhäistuotannossaan esittämiä ajatuksia
totuusparadigmojen, subjektiviteettien rakentamisen ja hallinnan tekniikoiden
yhteenkietoutumisesta. Niiden avulla luen esiin osallistamishankkeissa käytettyjä hallitsemisen ja vastarinnan tekniikoita, sekä niiden yhteyksiä käsityksiin tiedosta. Lisäksi hyödynnän pragmatistisen poliittisen sosiologian välineitä juurruttamaan ja kontekstualisoimaan havaitsemiani hallitsemisen ja vastarinnan käytäntöjä. Tarkastelen, miten ja millaisia osallistujia osallistava hallintamentaliteetti
tuottaa, ja toisaalta miten osallistujat itse haastavat, kyseenalaistavat ja uudelleenmäärittelevät heille tarjotut olemisen mahdollisuudet.
Tutkimuskysymykseni ovat:
1. Millaisia subjektiviteetteja kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeissa tuotetaan?
Millaiset osallistumisen ja siten olemisen tavat tulevat mahdollisiksi?
2. Millaisten tekniikoiden avulla osallistujista muovataan asiantuntijoita?
Miten tiedon ja asiantuntijuuden käsitteitä uudelleenmääritellään ja käytetään
osallistujien subjektivisaatioprosessissa? Miten asiantuntijuuden rajoja kyseenalaistetaan, haastetaan ja otetaan haltuun?
3. Millainen merkitys em. asiantuntijaistamisen tekniikoilla on demokratian
näkökulmasta?
Tutkimukseni keskeinen tarkastelun kohde on osallistamishankkeissa tapahtuva
tiedon ja asiantuntijuuden käsitteiden uudelleenmäärittely ja näiden määrittelykamppailuiden merkitys demokratialle. Kysyn, millaiseksi asiantuntijuus hahmotellaan osallistamishankkeissa, millaisiin järkeilyn tapoihin nämä asiantuntijuusrakennelmat kytkeytyvät ja miten niitä käytetään asettamaan ja toisaalta
haastamaan osallistujien toimintamahdollisuuksien rajoja. Yhteenvetoartikkelissani tulkitsen tunnistamiani asiantuntijaksi tekemisen prosessia demokratian näkökulmasta, keskittyen: 1. epä- ja uudelleenpolitisoinnin mahdollisuuksiin hankkeiden käytännöissä, sekä 2. tasa-arvoon ja yhdenvertaisuuteen nojaavien tausta-
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oletusten rooliin osallistujien toimintamahdollisuuksia hahmoteltaessa ja perusteltaessa.
Tarkastelen, millaiset elementit asiantuntijaksi tekemisen prosessissa rajaavat ja sulkevat osallistujien mahdollisuuksia kyseenalaistaa ja avata uusia kysymyksiä keskustelulle, ja rakentavat kynnyksiä, jotka estävät tasavertaisia osallistumismahdollisuuksia toteutumasta. Toisaalta pohdin, millainen asiantuntijaistuminen mahdollistaisi uusien toimintatilojen avautumisen ja edistäisi kaikkien
osallistujien tasavertaisia mahdollisuuksia vaikuttaa. Näin tulee mahdolliseksi
tarkastella, millaiset osallistamiskäytännöt näyttäytyvät demokraattista projektia
vankistavina, ja millaiset puolestaan näyttäisivät horjuttavan tai rapauttavan
demokratiaa edelleen.
Aineisto ja tulkintamenetelmät
Olen tuottanut tutkimusaineistoni seuraavissa seitsemässä, julkista rahoitusta
saaneessa kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeessa. Hankkeista viisi (1–5) oli järjestöjen ja kaksi (6–7) kuntien toteuttamia.
1. Mielenterveyden keskusliitto ry: Kokemusasiantuntemuksen ja –arvioinnin vakiinnuttaminen mielenterveys- ja päihdepalvelujen kehittämisessä
(2011–2015)
2. Ensi- ja turvakotien liitto ry: Miina -– Väkivaltaa kokeneiden naisten osallisuuden ja voimaantu- misen tukeminen (2008–2012)
3. Vailla Vakinaista Asuntoa ry: Kokemusasiantuntijuuden hyödyntäminen
asunnottomien palveluja suunniteltaessa ja tuotettaessa (Omat Avaimet
2012–2015)
4. Muotialan asuin- ja toimintakeskus: Ehkäisevän mielenterveystyön projekti – kokemustietoa mielenterveyden häiriöistä työikäisille (Kokemus
tiedoksi 2005–2009)
5. Sininauhaliitto ry: Matalan kynnyksen info- ja tukipiste (Tiltti 2012–2014)
6. Vantaan kaupunki: Mielen avain. Etelä-Suomen mielenterveys- ja päihdepalvelujen kehittämishanke (2010–2015)
7. Tampereen kaupunki: SOS II – Sosiaalisesti osalliseksi sosiaalityöllä (2013–
2015)
Tutkimukseni aineisto koostuu:
1. yhden tutkimukseen osallistuvan järjestön toiminnassa kerätystä etnografisesta materiaalista
2. teemahaastatteluista 23 kokemusasiantuntijan ja 14 kokemusasiantuntijuuden parissa työskentelevän työntekijän kanssa yllä mainituissa seitsemässä hankkeessa
3. ryhmäkeskustelusta viiden kokemusasiantuntijan kesken eräässä tutkittavista hankkeista
4. taustahaastatteluista kuuden (6) virkamiehen kanssa Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriössä, Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitoksella, Raha-automaattiyhdistyksessä ja Kuntaliitossa
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5. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön, Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitoksen ja Raha-automaattiyhdistyksen kokemusasiantuntijuutta koskevista politiikkadokumenteista (22)
6. Hankkeiden tuottamista, kokemusasiantuntijuutta käsittelevistä dokumenteista ja materiaaleista (27)
Tulkitsen aineistoani hallinnallisuusetnografian menetelmin. Hallinnallisuuden
tutkimus on aiemmin lähestynyt tutkimuskohdettaan ensisijaisesti politiikkadokumenttien kautta, ja ruohonjuuritason käytäntöjen tarkastelu on sijoitettu siitä
irralliseksi tutkimuskohteekseen (M. Dean 2015). Etnografinen hallinnallisuusanalyysi ottaa lähtökohdakseen, että hallintamentaliteettien empiirisen ilmenemismuodon lisäksi hallintakäytännöt ovat hallintamentaliteettien tulkintoja, sekä
tuottamisen ja muokkaamisen paikkoja. Näin ’osallistavaksi hallinnaksi’ kehystetty politiikkaprosessi avautuu useamman toimijan poliittisen kamppailun kentäksi, jossa keskeiset tulkinnat ja uudelleenmäärittelyt tapahtuvat siellä, missä
hallintapyrkimykset kohtaavat kohteensa (Brady 2011).
Tulokset
Tutkimukseni osoittaa, että kokemusasiantuntijuuden käsite saa monia, ristiriitaisiakin merkityksiä käytännössä. Kentän toimijoilla on hyvin erilaisia näkemyksiä siitä, kuka kokemusasiantuntijana voi toimia, ja millaisia heidän tehtävänsä ovat. Siinä missä osa alan toimijoista liittää kokemusasiantuntijan käsitteen
ainoastaan kokemusasiantuntijakoulutuksen käyneeseen henkilöön (ks. esim.
www.kokemusasiantuntijat.fi), osa kokee koulutuksen ongelmallisiksi kynnyksiksi, ja jopa keinotekoisiksi valintaprosesseiksi (artikkeli 3). Niin ikää on epäselvää, ajatellaanko kokemusasiantuntijan edustavan tehtävässään itseään ja omia
kokemuksiaan, vai laajemmin saman asian kokenutta joukkoa (artikkeli 1).
Esitän, että nämä ristiriidat heijastelevat osallistamishankkeiden taustalla
vaikuttavia, kamppailevia rationaliteetteja. Yhtäältä osallistumisen tarkoitus esitetään olevan ’voimaannuttaa’ osallistujiaan (Healy 2000, Randall, Munro 2010).
Toisaalta osallistumisen ajatellaan tuottavan luotettavaa ’tosielämän todistusaineistoa’ nyt niin suositun tietoperustaisen päätöksenteon pohjaksi (Eyal 2013,
Rabeharisoa, Moreira et al. 2014, Smith-Merry 2012). Samalla osallistuminen voi
olla keino täyttää julkishallinnolle asetetut kansalaisten osallistamiseen ja kuulemiseen liittyvät vaatimukset (Stewart 2016, Demszky, Nassehi 2012). Yhtä lailla
osallistuminen voidaan mieltää poliittiseksi oikeudeksi, ja keinoksi avata uudenlaisia mahdollisuuksia vaikuttaa (Rowland et al. 2017).
Väitän, että kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeiden taustalla vaikuttaa usea,
keskenään ristivetoinen järkeilyn tapa ja osallistumisen arvon perustelu (artikkeli
2). Tämä tuottaa osallistujille ristipaineen tasapainoilla ’raa’an kokemuspuheen’
ja neutraalin kokemustiedon esittämisen välillä. Heistä muodostuukin, ennen
kaikkea, oman itsen-hallintansa asiantuntijoita, joiden ensisijainen asiantuntijuuden kohde on tunnistaa kuhunkin toimintaympäristöön soveltuva ja siinä kontekstissa hyväksyttävä olemisen tapa. He oppivat, erään haastattelemani kokemusasiantuntijan sanoin, ’tekemään itsestään projektin’; tuntemaan itsensä ja ker-
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tomaan tarinansa niiden vaatimusten mukaisesti, jotka hankkeissa tiedoksi hyväksytään.
Tutkimukseni keskeisin havainto on, että kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeiden kontekstissa asiantuntijuus määritellään pääsääntöisesti hyvin teknobyrokraattisin määrein. Asiantuntijuus merkitsee neutraalia ja objektiivista tietoa ja
kykyä tarkastella käsitteillä olevaa asiaa laajassa kontekstissa, ’välimatkan päästä’.
Kokemusasiantuntijoiden tapauksessa tämä merkitsee, että hankkeiden osallistujilta edellytetään oman kokemuksensa työstämistä ’neutraaliksi tiedoksi’. Vahvat
tunteet tai oman agendan ajaminen hahmottuu epäsopivaksi tässä toimintaympäristössä. Sen sijaan kokemusasiantuntijoilta edellytetään kykyä ja halua toimia
yhteistyössä hallinnon ja muiden asiantuntijoiden kanssa, ja ponnistella rinta rinnan ’yhteisten päämäärien saavuttamiseksi’. Määrittelemällä tietäminen neutraaliksi, tunteita ja henkilökohtaisia näkökulmia väistäväksi kerronnan tavaksi, sekä
toisaalta ensisijaiseksi osallistumisen väyläksi, tulee mahdolliseksi säädellä, millaiset ihmiset pääsevät osallistumaan, ja millainen tieto kuulumaan päätöksenteossa.
Toisaalta kokemusasiantuntijahankkeiden toimijat myös haastavat tätä tietokäsitystä tekemällä sen rajat näkyviksi, ja kyseenalaistavat siten neutraalin ja
konsensushakuisen kokemusasiantuntijan olemisen mallin. Näin hankkeissa
kamppailee kaksi osallistumisen tähtäävää, mutta sitä eri tavoin arvottavaa rationaliteettia; osallistumisen välinearvon näkevä teknokraattinen, osallistavan
verkostohallinnan logiikka, sekä osallistumisen demokraattista itseisarvoa korostava osallistuvan demokratian eetos. Näihin nojaten hyvin erilaiset osallistumisen vaatimukset ja osallistujana olemisen tavat saadaan näyttämään rationaalisilta ja ’ainoilta mahdollisilta’. Samanaikaisesti juuri tietoon ja asiantuntijuuteen
nojaaminen altistaa nämä käsitteet uudelleenmäärittelyille ja poliittisille kamppailuille, mahdollistaen näin hallintoprosessien politisoinnin hankkeiden osallistujille.
Johtopäätökset
Tutkimukseni osoittaa, kuinka tiedon ja asiantuntijuuden käsitteiden määrittely
on yksi keskeisistä vallankäytön areenoista tämän päivän osallistavissa demokratioissa. Esitän, että neutraalin tiedon ’yhteistuottajien’ rooli on leimallista osallistavan hallinnan eetokselle. Asiantuntijuuden tämänkaltainen raamittaminen
mahdollistaa yhtäältä käsiteltävien teemojen epäpolitisoimisen, kun ne näyttäytyvät tietoperustaisesti ratkaistavina hallinnon kysymyksinä poliittisia arvovalintoja edellyttävien kiistojen sijaan. Samanaikaisesti tällainen järkeilyn tapa saa kokemusasiantuntijoille esitettävät vaatimukset omien kokemusten ’ylittämisestä’
ja objektiivisina tiedontuottajina toimimisesta näyttämään rationaalisilta. Kun
tieto – ja juuri tietyntyyppinen tieto – näin onnistutaan esittämään osallistumisen
legitiiminä sisältönä, tulee mahdolliseksi valita osallistujat ja rajata ulos ne, joiden
tieto on vääränlaista tai riittämätöntä. Näin luodaan epistemologisia kynnyksiä
osallistumiselle, joiden myötä tunteikas puhe ja omien agendojen ajaminen voidaan delegitimoida ’epärationaalisena’ ja siten oireellisena siitä, ettei osallistuja
ole vielä ’valmis’ tämän kaltaiseen osallistumiseen.
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Samalla tutkimukseni kuitenkin nostaa esille tiedon ja kokemuksen määrittelykamppailut demokratian toteutumisen areenoina. Koska kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeet keskittyvät niin avoimesti juuri tiedon kautta ja asiantuntijana osallistumiseen, avautuu myös mahdollisuus noiden käsitteiden uudelleenmäärittelylle. Eräät osallistujat, ja myös osa hankkeiden työntekijöistä, haastavatkin tietoisesti ja strategisesti asiantuntijuuden kapeana koettua määritelmää, tuoden näin
näkyviin käsitteen kautta osallistujille nyt asetettavat rajat ja vaatimukset. ’Vastakäyttäytymällä’ osa osallistujista onnistuu tuomaan esiin, millainen osallistuminen hankkeiden kontekstissa ei ole sopivaa, ja haastaa näin tiedon ja asiantuntijuuden kapeat, ja usein tarkoitushakuisiksi koetut määritelmät. Tämä ’vääränlainen’ tieto ja puhetapa onnistuu kuitenkin toistaiseksi ainoastaan nostamaan esiin
kokemusasiantuntijoiden osallistumiselle asetettuja rajoja. Jotta nämä rajat myös
konkreettisesti muuttuisivat, täytyisi osallistavan hallinnan toimijoiden olla valmiita ajattelemaan tiedon ja asiantuntijuuden mahdollisia määritelmiä, sekä osallistumisen erilaisia tarkoituksia radikaalisti uusilla tavoilla.
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX 1
Interview themes for experts-by-experience
Background
When/where did you first hear about expertise-by-experience? What did you
think about it?
You as an expert-by-experience
How did you become an expert-by-experience?
(Was the role determined beforehand? Were you active or were you invited?
How was the process? Interview, training etc.?)
What do you do as an expert-by-experience?
(Are the tasks defined elsewhere or by the expert-by-experience? Can you
create new ways of participating? Are there limits to what you can do?)
How would you define expertise-by-experience?
(Is it a job, a role, an attitude…?)
Objectives
Why do you want to be an expert-by-experience?
What has its meaning been to you?
Why is expertise-by-experience in general important? What can be achieved
through it?
On a general level
Who, in your opinion, can be an expert-by-experience? Does it require
something?
What are the tasks of experts-by-experience? Is there something that an
expert-by-experience cannot do?
How would you describe the difference between the positions of an expertby-experience and an employee?
How about that between an expert-by-experience and a peer(supporter)?
How would you define experience-based knowledge?
Why is it needed?
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What do you think about the concept of expertise-by-experience?
Why do you think we are now witnessing a storm of new people being called
experts-by-experience?
Future
How would you like to see the future of expertise-by-experience and
experience-based knowledge?
What would change if this were to happen?
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APPENDIX 2
Interview themes for practitioners
Background
When/where did you first hear about expertise-by-experience? What did you
think about it?
Practises in the organization
How and did you start to employ the practise of expertise-by-experience in
your organisation?
Why was it done?
Who, in your organisation, can become an expert-by-experience?
(Does it require something? What is the process through which one becomes an
expert-by-experience?)
What do experts-by-experience do in practise?
How are these tasks determined?
(Can the experts-by-experience also take initiative?)
What are the issues that an expert-by-experience can have an effect on?
Position towards others
How would you describe the difference between the positions of an expertby-experience and an employee?
How about that between an expert-by-experience and a peer(supporter)?
What is the position of an expert-by-experience in your organization?
How would you define experience-based knowledge?
(How is it different from the professionals’ knowledge?)
Why is it needed?
How would you define expertise-by-experience?
(Is it a job, a role, an attitude…?)
Objectives
What can be achieved through expertise-by-experience?
(Why do we need experts-by-experience)?
Why do you think we are now witnessing a storm of new people being called
experts-by-experience?
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What do you think about the concept of expertise-by-experience?
(Why is it named like that?)
Future
How would you like to see the future of expertise-by-experience and
experience-based knowledge?
What would change if this were to happen?
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APPENDIX 3
List of the policy documents in data
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
Kaste 1
1. Lähteenmäki-Smith, K. & Terävä, E. 2012. Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon
kansallisen kehittämisohjelman (Kaste) 2008–2011 Arviointi. Loppuraportti. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön julkaisuja 2012:12.
2. Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon kansallinen kehittämisohjelma 2008-2011.
Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön julkaisuja 2008:6.
3. Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon kansallisen kehittämisohjelman (Kaste) arviointi. Ensimmäinen väliraportti. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön selvityksiä
2010:8.
4. Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon kansallisen kehittämisohjelman (Kaste) arviointi. Toinen väliraportti. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön selvityksiä
2010:27.
Kaste 2
5. Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon kansallinen kehittämisohjelma 2012-2015.
Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön julkaisuja 2012:1
6. Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon kansallinen kehittämisohjelma (Kaste) 2012–
2015. Toimeenpanosuunnitelma. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön julkaisuja
2012:20.
7. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriö 2009. Mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelma.
Ehdotukset mielenterveys- ja päihdetyön kehittämiseksi vuoteen 2015. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön selvityksiä 2009:3.
8. Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriö 2012. Mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelma.
Ehdotukset mielenterveys- ja päihdetyön kehittämiseksi vuoteen 2015. Väliarviointi ja toteutumisen kannalta erityisesti tehostettavat toimet.
National Institute for Health and Welfare
9. Kostiainen, E., Ahonen, S., Verho, T., Rissanen, P & Rotko, T. Kokemukset
käyttöön – kokemusasiantuntijatoiminnan kehittäminen. Terveyden ja
hyvinvoinnin laitos. Työpaperi 36/2014.
10. Moring J., Bergman V., Nordling E., Markkula, J., Partanen A. & Soikkeli,
M. (toim.) Kansallinen mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelma 2009–2015 Monipuolista sisällöllistä ja rakenteellista kehittämistä 2012. Terveyden ja
hyvinvoinnin laitos. Työpaperi 15/2013.
11. Strand, T. Ehkäisevä päihdetyö Suomessa. 2011. Missä mennään, minne
haluamme? Raportti 37/2011. Helsinki: Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos.
12. Moring, J., Martins, A., Partanen, A., Nordling, E. & Bergman, V. (toim.).
Kansallinen mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelma 2009–2015. Kehittyviä
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käytäntöjä 2011. Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos (THL). Raportti 46/2012.
Tampere 2012.
13. Salo, M. Ihmisoikeudet mielenterveys- ja päihdeyksiköissä kokemusarvioinnin kohteina. ITHACA-hankkeen Suomen raportti. Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos (THL), Raportti 22/2010. Helsinki 2010.
14. Kaivosoja, M., Löf, T. & Indola, J. (toim.). Rapsodia terveelle mielelle –
Kansallisen Mielenterveys- ja Päihdesuunnitelman toimeenpano Tervein
mielin Pohjois-Suomessa -hankkeessa. Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos
(THL). Raportti 47/2011. Helsinki. 2011.
15. Partanen, A., Moring, J., Nordling, E. & Bergman, V. (toim.). Kansallinen
mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelma 2009–2015. Suunnitelmasta toimeenpanoon vuonna 2009. Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos (THL),
Avauksia 16/2010. 91 sivua. Helsinki 2010.
Reports from workshops on expertise-by-experience organised by the National
institute for Health and Welfare 2013–2014
16. Turkulaisia ajatuksia kokemusasiantuntijuudesta 17.12.2013
17. Tamperelaisia ajatuksia kokemusasiantuntijuudesta. 17.1.2014.
18. Pääkaupunkiseudun ajatuksia kokemusasiantuntijuudesta 21.1.2014.
19. Oulun seudun ajatuksia kokemusasiantuntijuudesta 10.2.2014
20. Oulun seudun ajatuksia kokemusasiantuntijuudesta, vol. 2. 10.2.2014
21. Mikkelin alueen ajatuksia kokemusasiantuntijuudesta 17.2.2014
22. Kokemusasiantuntijuus – totta vai tarua? Kooste kokemusasiantuntijuus
työpajoista 12/2013 – 3/2014
Documents from the projects
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Key to the Mind 1 and 2
Kurki, M., Lepistö, P. & Kuosmanen, L. 2010. Mielen avain –hanke. EteläSuomen mielenterveys- ja päihdepalvelujen kehittämishanke Hankesuunnitelma. Sopeutettu 31.5.2010
Falk, H., Kurki, M., Rissanen, P., Kankaanpää, S. & Sinkkonen, N. 2013.
Kuntoutujasta toimijaksi – kokemus asiantuntijuudeksi. Helsinki: Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos. Työpaperi 39/2013
Rissanen, P., Sinkkonen, N. & Sohlman, T. 2013. Kokemusasiantuntijuus
sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon oppilaitoksissa. Yhteistyön kehittämisen
seminaari. Työpaperi. 27.9.2013
Lepistö, P., Kuosmanen, L., Partanen, A. & Moring, J. Paremman palvelun
avaimia – kansallisen mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelman toimeenpano
Mielen avain -hankkeessa. Terveyden ja hyvinvoinnin laitos (THL).
Raportti 64/2012. Helsinki. Finland 2012.
Kokemusasiantuntija terveysasemalla –työmallin arviointi
Johansson, M. 2013. Mitä on kokemusasiantuntijuus? –power point presentation.
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Finnish Central Association for Mental Health
7. Kapanen, H., Rantanen, A., Rainio, P., Sirola, K. & Leinonen, A. 2012. Mielenterveys- ja päihdepalvelujen laadun kokemusarvioinnin käsikirja 1.0.
Helsinki: Mielenterveyden keskusliitto.
8. Hietala, O. & Rissanen, P. 2014. Opas kokemusasiantuntijatoiminnasta.
Kokemusasiantuntija – hoidon ja avun kohteesta omien kokemusten jakajaksi sekä palveluiden kehittäjäksi. Kuntoutussäätiö & Mielenterveyden
Keskusliitto
9. Kapanen, H., Leinonen, A. & Rantanen, A. 2013. Lilinkotisäätiön kolmen
palvelutalon kokemusarviointi. Mielenterveyden keskusliitto. Raportti
29.4.2013
10. Kapanen, H. & Rantanen, A. 2013. Laturi on mun juttu! Kokemusarviointi
Alvi ry:n Laturin Tukiyhteisössä. Mielenterveyden keskusliitto. Raportti
6.5.2013
No Fixed Abode
11. Brady, C. & Maunula, R. 2014. Vailla vakinaista asuntoa ry:n omat avaimet –hanke.
12. Brady, C. 2012. Kokemusasiantuntijuuden hyödyntäminen asunnottomien
palveluiden suunnittelussa
13. Piirainen, H. & Brady, C. PAAVO Verkostokehittäjät -hanke Teemaesittely:
Teema, toimintamalli: Kokemusasiantuntijuus ja osallisuus
14. Korhonen, J. Kokemusasiantuntijat välittävät yhteiskunnalle suoraa tietoa
asunnottomuudesta
15. Osallisuuden suositukset. ”Niinhän ne väittää, että me ollaan normaaleja
vuokralaisia”.
Yad youth against drugs ry
16. Kokemusasiantuntijuus ehkäisevässä huumetyössä. YAD.
17. Kokemusasiantuntijuus ehkäisevässä huumetyössä –hankkeen sosiaalinen
tilinpäätös 2014
The Federation of Mother and Child Homes and Shelters
18. Ojuri, A. 2013. ”Toivo ja tulevaisuus takaisin” Miina – Väkivaltaa kokeneiden naisten osallisuuden ja voimaantumisen tukeminen -projekti (20082012). Työpapereita 4/2013. Ensi- ja turvakotien liiton työpapereita 13
19. Ojuri, A. (toim.) Vertaisryhmäkäsikirja. Väkivaltaa kokeneiden naisten
osallisuuden ja voimaantumisen tukeminen.
SOS II – To Social Inclusion through Social Work (2013-2015)
20. Kokemusasiantuntijamainos tilaajalle
21. Ole rohkea, tilaa kokemusasiantuntija
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23. Mäki-Fränti, M. 2014. Kokemusasiantuntijatoiminta SOS II –hankkeessa
24. Ideakirja sosiaalityön kehittämiseen
25. SOS II – Sosiaalisesti osalliseksi sosiaalityöllä. Loppuraportti 2013-2015.
Muotiala Accommodation and Activity Centre Association
26. Mitä on kokemusasiantuntijuus? –power point presentation
27. Jankko, T. 2005. Kuntoutumista kouluttautumalla – mielenterveyden kokemusasiantuntijat. KAVERI-projekti 2001–2004.
Sininauhaliitto ry
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Mitä kokemusasiantuntijat edustavat? – Analyysi
edustamisen politiikoista osallistamishankkeissa

TAINA MERILUOTO

ABSTRACT
What do expertsby-experience
represent? An
analysis of the
politics of
representation in
participatory
initiatives

The article presents a case study of the politics of representation in a participatory policy implementation. Building on non-institutional interpretations of representation (Saward 2011, Warren 2008),
it asks how different definitions of representation are used to expand or limit possibilities for action.
The case, expertise-by-experience in the Finnish social welfare sector, is investigated by making use
of Michael Saward’s notion of a representative claim (2010). The article investigates what expertsby-experience are presented as representing, and how their representativeness is being legitimized.
It demonstrates how the representative positions of experts-by-experience are constructed through
two significantly different claims: on one hand, experts-by-experience are presented as experts of
neutral and collective knowledge, on the other, experts-by-experience position themselves as advocates for the interests of a marginalized group. These contradictory claims, it is argued, are indicative of attempts to frame the experts’-by-experience representation in a specific way. As a result,
the article suggest that when investigating the newer, non-institutional forms of representation, the
questions where representation is presented as taking place and who makes the representative
claim, become relevant and revelatory.

Johdanto
Erilaiset osallistamisdemokraattiset kokeilut ovat
viimeisen 20 vuoden aikana pyyhkäisseet läpi läntisten demokratioiden. Kuntalaiskuulemiset, kansalaisraadit ja erilaiset yhteisökehittämisen muodot on
nähty osana niin kutsuttua osallistuvaa demokratiaa1
(Saurugger 2010), jossa päätöksenteko, etenkin valmistelu- ja paikallistasolla, tuodaan lähemmäs ihmisiä, joita asiat koskevat. Osallistamiskokeiluiden
strategialauseissa voimaantuneet yksilöt ottavat yhä
enemmän vastuuta omasta hyvinvoinnistaan, entistä tehokkaampia palveluita tuotetaan yhteiskehittämisen menetelmällä, ja kansalaisten luottamus päätöksentekojärjestelmän legitimiteettiin lujittuu.
(Bevir 2006, 427–429; Eriksson 2012, 691; Mansbridge 1999, 201; Newman ja Clarke 2010, 137.)
Vaikka osallistamiskokeilut lainaavat retoriikkansa deliberatiivisesta demokratiaihanteesta (Blondiaux
ja Sintomer 2009, 32–34), ja niitä perustellaan usein

vastauksena juuri edustuksellisen demokratian ”kriisiin” (Dalton ym. 2003, 1–2; Pitkin 2004; Warren
2008, 57), pitävät nämä uudet osallistuvan demokratian muodot sisällään myös edustamisen asetelman (Bohman 2012, 76; Keane 2011, 219–220; Urbinati ja Warren 2008, 405; Warren 2008, 59). Huolimatta inklusiivisesta retoriikasta, myös osallistavissa projekteissa kohdataan suoraa demokratiaa rajoittavat realiteetit, ja niihin osallistuvat kansalaiset
asemoidaan edustamaan projektien ulkopuolelle
jääneitä (Alonso ym. 2011, 5; Saward 2006, 305;
Stephan 2004, 119). Tämän vuoksi on perusteltua ja
tarpeellista tutkia osallistamiskokeiluja myös edustamisen kysymyksenä (esim. Stephan 2004).
Osallistamiskokeiluiden tarkastelu edustamisen
kysymyksenä esittää kuitenkin haasteen myös edustamisen käsitteelle. Kun osallistamiskokeiluissa tapahtuva edustaminen ei noudata institutionaalisen
edustuksen tunnusmerkistöä (Saward 2011, 75; Saward 2006, 298), on kysyttävä, miten niihin osallisPolitiikka 58:2, s. 131–143, 2016
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tuvien kansalaisten tekemä edustaminen vaikuttaa
tapaamme ymmärtää edustus (myös Keränen 2014,
42–44). Osallistamisprojektien tutkimus edustamisen
näkökulmasta on toistaiseksi ollut varsin vähäistä
(ks. kuitenkin esim. Brown 2006; Stephan 2004; Warren 2008), ja erityisen vähälle huomiolle ovat jääneet
ne tapaukset, joissa marginalisoituja ihmisryhmiä
osallistetaan ryhmänsä edustajiksi (ks. kuitenkin
Cornwall ja Coelho 2007).2
Tämä artikkeli jatkaa keskustelua osallistamisprojektien ja edustuksen suhteista. Sen tehtävänä on
tarkastella, kuinka edustamisen käsitettä ja määrittelyä käytetään osallistamisprojekteissa avaamaan,
rajaamaan ja sulkemaan projektiin osallistuvien
kansalaisten mahdollisuuksia vaikuttaa projektin
teemasta käytävään keskusteluun ja päätöksentekoon.
Tarkastelen näitä edustamisen politiikkoja3 erään
osallistamistapauksen, sosiaalialan kokemusasiantuntijuuden kautta. Analysoin yhdeksää kokemusasiantuntijuutta sosiaalialalla kehittänyttä hanketta
Michael Sawardin edustamisväitteen (representative
claim, 2009, 2010) käsitettä hyödyntäen. Kysyn, mitä
kokemusasiantuntijat asetetaan edustamaan, miten
edustuksellinen suhde legitimoidaan, kuka väitteitä
esittää, ja kenen kuultaviksi ne on tarkoitettu. Kehystämällä osallistamisprojektit edustamisen kysymyksiksi on mahdollista selvittää, millaisia merkityksiä edustamiselle tämän hetken osallistamisprojekteissa annetaan. Samalla edustamisen näkökulma
auttaa arvioimaan osallistamisprojekteja myös kriittisesti demokraattisen hallinnon osana, sillä se mahdollistaa osallistamisprojekteihin sisältyvien vaikutusmahdollisuuksien vertailun muihin kansalaisvaikuttamisen muotoihin (ks. Korvela 2012, 153–154;
Näsström 2015; Stephan 2004, 122; Rättilä ja Rinne
tässä numerossa).
Artikkelissa osoitan, että kokemusasiantuntijoiden
edustaminen rakennetaan kahdella toisistaan poikkeavalla tavalla: yhtäältä etenkin hallinnon puheessa
kokemusasiantuntijat esitetään neutraalin, kollektiivisen kokemustiedon asiantuntijoina. Toisaalta eritoten moni kokemusasiantuntija itse hahmottaa
edustajuutensa marginalisoidun ryhmän intressien
asianajona. Tulkitsen, että erilaiset edustamisväitteet
indikoivat tekijänsä pyrkimyksiä sijoittaa edustaminen tietynlaiseen keskustelu- tai päätöksentekokehykseen. Näin ollen väitän, että uusia edustuksen
muotoja tarkastellessa keskeiseksi nousee myös kysymys siitä, kuinka edustamisväite rakennetaan: kuka

väitteen esittää, ja millaisia toiminnallisia avauksia
väitteellä pyritään saamaan aikaiseksi.
Seuraavassa luvussa luon katsauksen edustamisen
ja osallistamisprojektien suhdetta käsittelevään kirjallisuuteen ja ajatukseen edustamisen käsitteen ja
tutkimuksen murroksesta. Tämän jälkeen esittelen
analyysini työkalut ja aineistoni, ja sijoitan kokemusasiantuntijuuden osaksi keskustelua uudesta edustamisesta. Analyysiosassa esittelen kaksi aineistostani nousevaa edustamisväitettä: asiantuntijuuden ja
asianajajuuden, joita avaan Hanna F. Pitkinin deskriptiivisen edustajuuden (1967, 81–84) ja Nadia
Urbinatin asianajon (advocacy) käsitteiden avulla
(esim. Urbinati 2000). Lopuksi pohdin, millaisia
eväitä tulkintani antavat edustamisen käsitteen ja
osallistamisprojektien arvioinnille.

Edustaminen murroksessa
Edustamisen kysymykset ovat olleet politiikan tutkimuksen kestoaiheita edustuksellisen demokratian
syntyhetkistä lähtien. 2000-luvulle saakka edustustutkimus on kuitenkin sijoittanut tutkimuskohteensa poliittisten instituutioiden sisälle. Tässä usein liberaaliin demokratiakäsitykseen liitetyssä tulkinnassa edustaminen on ymmärretty nimenomaisesti
institutionaalisessa kontekstissa tapahtuvana, vaaleilla valittujen edustajien toimintana. (Urbinati ja
Warren 2008, 388–392; esim. Manin 1997; ks. myös
Peltoniemi tässä numerossa.) Tutkimus keskittyi
selvittämään, kuinka edustuksellisen demokratian
instituutiot tulisi järjestää, jotta kansalaiset tulisivat
huomioiduksi päätöksenteossa mahdollisimman
edustavasti. Demokratian ja edustuksen yhteen sovittamisen kannalta toinen keskeinen kysymys –
missä määrin kansalaisten suoraa osallistumista
tulisi edistää edustuksellisen demokratian rinnalla
tai sen sijasta – sijoitettiin liberaalin edustustutkimuksen ulkopuolelle, deliberatiivisen demokratiatutkimuksen näkökulmaksi. Työnjako edustajien ja
osallistuvien kansalaisten, mutta myös tutkimusnäkökulmien välillä oli selvä. (Dalton ym. 2003, 4–9;
Urbinati ja Warren 2008, 388–395.)
Rajanveto edustajien ja osallistujien, ja samalla
edustamis- ja osallistumistutkimuksen, välillä alkoi
Urbinatin ja Warrenin (2008, 389–391) mukaan
mureta, kun edustuksellinen demokratia kohtasi
haasteita sisältä ja ulkoa. Marginalisoitujen ryhmien
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edustuksen puute, ylikansallisten kysymysten ja edustajien esiinnousu, sekä osallistumistutkimuksen
kannalta eritoten deliberatiivisen demokratian puolustajien kritiikki kyseenalaistivat ohuen ja mekaanisen tavan ymmärtää edustaminen (Saward 2010,
1–2; Urbinati ja Warren 2008, 395; esim. Fishkin
2009; Fung ja Wright 2003; Rehfeld 2006; Young
2004; Williams 2000).
Edustamisen monitahoinen turbulenssi sai aikaan
sellaisia edustamisen uudelleenmuotoiluja, jotka
ylittivät edustamisen ja kansalaisosallistumisen välisen jaon. Edustamista ja suoraa osallistumista ryhdyttiin tarkastelemaan dikotomioiden sijaan jatkumona ja toisiaan täydentävinä demokratian muotoina. (Urbinati ja Warren 2008, 388.) Edustamisen
ohut määritelmä sai rinnalleen vahvempia tulkintoja, joissa poliittisen edustamisen ajateltiin pitävän
sisällään muutakin kuin kansalaisuuden toteutumisen kerran vaalikaudessa äänestyspaikalla. Edustuksellisuus ikään kuin löydettiin uudelleen kansalaisten
tahdonilmaisun (ja -muodostuksen) tehokkaimpana kanavana, jossa monitahoisella deliberaatiolla on
tärkeä sija edustajien ja edustettavien välisen suhteen
tuottamisessa myös vaalien välillä. (Alonso ym. 2011,
5–6; Disch 2011, 104; Näsström 2011, 503–504; Saward 2010, 3; Shapiro ym. 2009; Urbinati 2006, 33,
118–119, 133.)
Tämän käänteen myötä myös aktiivisten kansalaisosallistujien toiminnan tutkiminen poliittisena
edustamisena tuli mahdolliseksi muun muassa vaaleilla valitsemattomien edustajien (unelected representatives, Saward 2011, 87) ja kansalaisedustajien
(citizen representatives, Warren 2008) käsitteiden
avulla (myös Stephan 2004). Uudessa edustamistulkinnassa myös ei-valittujen edustajien nähdään edustavan erilaisia yksilöitä, ryhmiä, näkökulmia ja intressejä erilaisissa konteksteissa, hetkellisesti tai pysyvämmin, tietoisesti tai tiedostamattaan, hyvin
moninaisin keinoin ja mandaatein (Näsström 2011;
Saward 2011, 87; 501; Urbinati ja Warren 2008, 396;
Rättilä ja Rinne tässä numerossa). Edustamisen käsitteellisen kehikon venyessä demokraattinen edustaminen on laajentunut ja monipuolistunut edus-
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tuksellisen demokratian ulkopuolelle (Saward 2011,
75).
Samanaikaisesti edustamisen käsitteistön venyttämisen kanssa edustustutkimusta muokkasi sisältäpäin ns. konstruktivistinen käänne (Disch 2011,
102; Näsström 2015, 1). Käsitteen ulottaminen parlamenttien ja vaalien ulkopuolelle merkitsi myös sen
poliittisuuden ja kontingenttiuden näkyväksi tekemistä (Saward 2010, 26). Sen sijaan, että edustamisen
nähtäisiin kuvaavan tietynlaisia valtasuhteita, sen
ajatellaan tuottavan niitä (Näsström 2015, 1; Näsström 2011, 506). Edustamisesta ryhdyttiin puhumaan tekemisenä tai performanssina, joka tuottaa
sekä edustajan että edustettavat tietynlaisena (esim.
Ankersmit 2002, 196–197; Näsström 2011, 506; Pekonen 2015, 196; Saward 2010, 3, 42, 51; Luoto tässä
numerossa). Konstruktivistisen käänteen myötä
edustamisen käsitteestä tuli edustamissuhteen tekemisen, ei sen kuvailun väline.
Molemmat käänteet, edustamisen käsitteen käyttöalaa venyttänyt edustamiskäänne ja käsitteen poliittisen tulkinnan mahdollistanut konstruktivistinen
käänne, ovat keskeisiä lähtökohtia tämän artikkelin
analyysille. Ne mahdollistavat kokemusasiantuntijuuden ilmiön tarkastelun edustamisen kysymyksenä ja antavat mahdollisuuden tulkita, kuinka edustaminen tutkimassani ilmiössä rakennetaan (ks. myös
Mattila tässä numerossa).
Tässä artikkelissa haluan kiinnittää erityistä huomiota siihen, kuinka edustamisväitteitä voidaan
osallistamishankkeissa käyttää välineinä raamittaa
osallistuminen halutulla tavalla. Jane Mansbridgea
(1983) mukaillen näen erilaisten edustamisen muotojen olevan sidoksissa erilaisiin lähtöoletuksiin keskustelutilanteesta. Mansbridgen tunnetun ajatuksen
ydin on, että tilanteissa, joissa osallistujilla on yhtenevät (unitary) tai ristiriitaiset (adversary) intressit,
tarvitaan erilaisia tapoja ja instituutioita tehdä päätöksiä. (Mansbridge 1983, 3–7.) Haluan viedä Mansbridgen argumenttia pidemmälle ja osoittaa, että
päätöksenteko- ja osallistumistapojen määrittelyä
on mahdollista käyttää myös toiseen suuntaan eli
keskustelutilanteen kehystämiseen.
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Analyysin lähtökohdat
Artikkelini aineisto koostuu seuraavien yhdeksän
kokemusasiantuntijuutta sosiaalialalla kehittäneen
hankkeen ja niiden rahoittajatahojen (RAY ja STM)
aihetta käsittelevistä teksteistä sekä 23 hankkeissa
toimineen kokemusasiantuntijan ja 14 kokemusasiantuntijuutta kehittäneen työntekijän teemahaastattelusta:
1. Mielenterveyden keskusliitto ry: Kokemusasiantuntemuksen ja -arvioinnin vakiinnuttaminen mielenterveys- ja päihdepalvelujen kehittämisessä
2. Ensi- ja turvakotien liitto ry: Miina – Väkivaltaa kokeneiden naisten osallisuuden ja voimaantumisen tukeminen
3. Youth Against Drugs: Kokemusasiantuntijuus ehkäisevässä huumetyössä
4. Vailla Vakinaista Asuntoa ry: Kokemusasiantuntijuuden hyödyntäminen asunnottomien
palveluja suunniteltaessa ja tuotettaessa (Omat
Avaimet)
5. Muotialan asuin- ja toimintakeskus: Ehkäisevän mielenterveystyön projekti – kokemustietoa mielenterveyden häiriöistä työikäisille
(Kokemus tiedoksi)
6. Omaishoitajat ja läheiset -liitto ja Mielenterveysomaisten keskusliitto -FinFami: OPASTAVA – Asiakkaat ja ammattilaiset omaishoitoa
kehittämässä
7. Vantaan kaupunki: Mielen avain. Etelä-Suomen mielenterveys- ja päihdepalvelujen kehittämishanke
8. Tampereen kaupunki: SOS II – Sosiaalisesti
osalliseksi sosiaalityöllä
9. Sininauhaliitto ry: Matalan kynnyksen infoja tukipiste (Tiltti)
Projektit 7 ja 8 ovat osa Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön KASTE-ohjelmaa vuosille 2013–2015. Muut
hankkeet ovat Raha-automaattiyhdistyksen rahoittamia.
Aineisto on lähtökohdiltaan moninäkökulmainen,
sisältäen tekstiä hallinnon yleisestä ilmiötason ku-

vauksesta aina haastattelukonteksteissa tuotettuihin
yksilöllisiin kokemuksiin edustajuudesta. Se on
koottu aikavälillä 1.4.2014–16.10.2015 osana väitöskirjatutkimustani. Toteutin haastattelut teemahaastatteluina. Kokemusasiantuntijoiden sekä viiden
työntekijän haastattelut olivat yksilöhaastatteluja,
yhdeksän työntekijää haastattelin yhdessä työparinsa kanssa (3) tai kolmen hengen ryhmässä (1). Haastateltaviksi valittiin kaikki henkilöt, jotka ilmaisivat
siihen kiinnostuksensa vastaamalla organisaatioille
lähetettyyn avoimeen haastattelukutsuun. Haastateltavat saivat itse valita, tulevatko haastatteluun
yksin vai yhdessä työparinsa tai -tiiminsä kanssa.
Työparihaastattelut täydentävät hyvin yksilöhaastatteluaineistoa, sillä niitä voidaan tulkita myös organisaation sisäisinä neuvotteluina käsiteltävänä olevasta aiheesta (Pietilä 2010, 181–183).
Käytän analyysityökalunani Michael Sawardin
(2009; 2010) edustamisväitteen (representative claim)
käsitettä. Edustamisväitteen käyttö mahdollistaa
edustamisen kuvausten tulkinnan konstruktionistisesti, edustamisen ilmiötä tuottavana välineenä
(Gubrium ja Holstein 2009, 42–55; Saward 2006,
301–302). Niin ikään edustamisväitteen avulla kokemusasiantuntijuuden kaltaista parlamentin ja
vaali-instituutioiden ulkopuolella tapahtuvaa edustamista on mahdollista tutkia edustamisen kysymyksenä (ks. Saward 2010, 5–6).
Sawardin edustamisväitteen osia ovat väitteen
esittäjä, subjekti (edustajaksi esitetty), objekti (edustamisväitteen tekijän käsitys edustettavasta asiasta),
referentti (kaikki, mitä edustettava asia on tai voi
olla) sekä yleisö, jolle edustamisväite tehdään. (Saward 2010, 36–38.) Saward käyttää käsitettä kuvaamaan edustamista aktiivisena tekemisenä ja edustamissuhteen tuottamisena: joku väittää edustavansa
(tai jonkun toisen yksilön tai ryhmän edustavan)
jotain (asiaa, henkilöä, ryhmää, mielipidettä jne.)
(mt., 38). Sawardin ajatus on, että edustamisväitteissä sekä edustaja, edustamissuhde että edustettava
asia tuotetaan ja uudelleen tuotetaan jatkuvassa dialogissa (mt., 16–17, 36–37; vrt. Rättilä ja Rinne tässä
numerossa).
Edustamisväitteen käsite mahdollistaa edustamisen tarkastelun poliittisena toimintana, sillä se korostaa väitteen esittäjän ja yleisön merkityksiä. Edustaminen on aktiivinen teko, jossa edustamisväitteen
tekijä väittää parhaiten edustavansa (tai jonkun
toisen edustavan) jotain. Tämä väite on osoitettu
tietylle yleisölle, joka hyväksyy tai hylkää, haastaa tai
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myötäilee väitettä. (Saward 2010, 45–56.) Näin edustamisväitteiden avaaminen mahdollistaa edustuksen
politiikkojen tarkastelun: kuka oikeastaan tekee väitteen edustamisesta, mitä edustajan esitetään edustavan, ja kenelle väite esitetään?
Tässä artikkelissa kiinnostukseni kohteena ovat
eritoten kuvaukset edustettavasta objektista sekä
subjektin ja objektin välille tuotetusta suhteesta.
Kysyn aineistoltani kahta asiaa: mitä kokemusasiantuntijoiden esitetään edustavan ja kuinka heidän
edustajuutensa legitimoidaan, ts. kuinka subjektin
ja objektin välinen suhde rakennetaan. Otan analyysissäni huomioon kielenkäytön kontekstin ja oletetun
vastaanottajan. Haastattelutilanteessa kuvattu yksilöllinen kokemus edustajuudesta on merkittävästi
erilainen teko edustuksen konstruoinnissa kuin hallinnon ohjausteksti siitä, millaista edustajuuden tulisi olla. Siksi merkitykselliseksi muodostuu myös
toinen taso: kuka edustamisväitteen tekee ja kenelle
väite esitetään?

Kokemusasiantuntijat edustajina
Kokemusasiantuntija-käsitteellä tarkoitetaan suomalaisella sosiaalialalla henkilöä, jolla on kokemusta tietystä sosiaalisesta ongelmasta, ja joka on sen
vuoksi kutsuttu toimimaan tämän ilmiön parissa
työskentelevässä organisaatiossa. Sosiaalialan kokemusasiantuntijoita toimii sekä julkisella että järjestösektorilla, ja heidän toimintansa voi olla joko työsuhteessa tehtävää palkkatyötä, palkkiopohjaista
keikkatyötä tai vapaaehtoistoimintaa. Yleisimmin
kokemusasiantuntijat toimivat konsultoivassa roolissa esimerkiksi hankkeiden johtoryhmissä tai muissa asiantuntijatapaamisissa, asiantuntijoina palveluiden kehittämisessä ja suunnittelussa, kouluttavat
alan ammattilaisia ja päättäjiä tai kertovat omaa
tarinaansa julkisuudessa. Tämän lisäksi kokemusasiantuntijuudella on lukuisia, organisaatiosta toiseen
vaihtuvia sovelluksia.
Kokemusasiantuntijuutta ryhdyttiin Suomessa
kehittämään Iso-Britanniasta saatujen oppien mukaan ensimmäisenä päihde- ja mielenterveysjärjestöissä (esim. Rissanen 2015, 201). Britanniassa ilmiön taustalle on hahmotettu kaksi juurta: New Public
Management-ajattelun ja konsumeristisen yhteiskehittämisen lähtökohdat, ja toisaalta palveluiden käyttäjien omasta aktiivisuudesta syntyneet selviytyjäliikkeet (survivor movement) (Beresford 2002, 96–97;
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Tehseen 2013). Suomessa ilmiö kiinnittyi vahvasti
vertaistoiminnan perinteeseen ja sen leviämistä kiihdyttivät (asiakas)osallisuuden ja osallistumisen edistämiseen pyrkineet politiikkaohjelmat, eritoten sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön Kaste-ohjelma. Niiden
pontimena oli edistää asiakkaiden osallistumista
omaan kuntoutumiseensa ja siten parantaa sekä
heidän hyvinvointiaan että palveluiden tehokkuutta
(Rissanen 2015, 153, 198–202.)
Tässä artikkelissa keskityn niihin kokemusasiantuntijuuden sovelluksiin, joissa operoidaan yhteiskunnallisen vaikuttamisen tasolla, ts. joissa kokemusasiantuntijat pyrkivät vaikuttamaan päätöksiin
esimerkiksi palveluita suunniteltaessa tai mielipiteisiin esimerkiksi koulutusten tai haastatteluiden kautta. Kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustajuus toteutuu
näissä tapauksissa esimerkiksi palvelua uudistavissa
tai arvioivissa työryhmissä tai kokijoiden edustamisena julkisessa keskustelussa. Vertaisuuden ja auttamisen muodot (ts. kokemusasiantuntijuuden yksilöllinen taso, Rissanen 2015, 123, 202–207) rajautuvat näin tämän artikkelin tarkastelun ulkopuolelle.
Miksi ja millaisena edustuksen kysymyksenä kokemusasiantuntijuutta tulisi tarkastella? Perusteluni
edustamisen näkökulmalle on kaksiosainen: koska
kokemusasiantuntijoille tuotetaan projekteissa edustajan rooli ja koska osa heistä kokee toimivansa edustajina (ks. Saward 2009; Saward 2006, 298).
Etenkin hallinnon teksteissä kokemusasiantuntijuuden tarpeellisuus nojaa ajatukseen edustamisesta:
Ihmisten vaikutusmahdollisuuksien lisäämiseksi
ja eri-ikäisten näkemysten selvittämiseksi on tarpeen ottaa käyttöön yhteisöllisiä työmenetelmiä,
joita ovat esimerkiksi kokemusasiantuntijuus,
asiakasraadit, neuvostot ja foorumit. (Sosiaali- ja
terveydenhuollon kansallinen kehittämisohjelma (Kaste) 2012–2015. Toimeenpanosuunnitelma 2012, 10.)
Osallistamisprojekteille tyypillisesti kokemusasiantuntijoiden ajatellaan toiminnassaan kanavoivan
kansalaisten ääntä ja erilaisia näkemyksiä päätöksentekoon. Erityisesti järjestöjen kohdalla tätä lähtöoletusta ei juurikaan kyseenalaisteta. Esimerkiksi Liisa
Hokkanen (2013, 158–159) omaksuu oletuksen järjestömuotoisen vaikuttamisen lähtökohtaisesta demokraattisuudesta puhuessaan järjestöllisestä asianajosta. Järjestöt nähdään siinä elimellisesti kiinnittyneinä jäsenistönsä elämismaailmaan, jota ne puheenvuoroissaan uskollisesti representoivat. Koke-
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musasiantuntijoiden tapauksessa tällaista linkkiä ei
voida ongelmattomasti olettaa (ks. esim. Korvela
2012, 153–154). Sen sijaan väitän, että kokemusasiantuntijuuden projekteissa tätä oletusta käytetään
päinvastoin kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustuksellisen
legitimiteetin tuottamiseen.
Myös moni kokemusasiantuntija kiteyttää toiminnan ytimeksi muiden äänten kanavoinnin.
TM: ”Mitä se kokemusasiantuntijuus sinusta on?
Onks se tehtävä vai rooli vai mikä se on?”
K7: ”Rooli ehkä. Koska mä oon sen takia mielestäni kokemusasiantuntija, ett mä oon antanu psykiatrisille poliklinikoille palautetta ja sitä kautta
mun mielestä mä oon ollu kokemusasiantuntija
koko mun sairauden ajan. --- Usein mä oon se
joka sanoo, että hirveen moni mun esimerkiks ystävistäni, ne ei uskalla sanoo omahoitajille paljon
mitään. Ett se tulee hirveen usein mun kautta.
Ett mä sanon niidenki puolesta, jotka sanoo vaan
mulle, mut he ei uskalla sanoo ammattilaisille mitään koskaan.”4
Kokemusasiantuntijoiden hahmotellaan siten toimivan väylänä ”kentän” äänten esiintuomiseen, kuten
kokemusasiantuntijat itse suhdetta kuvaavat. Kenttä,
jota kokemusasiantuntijat edustavat, ei kuitenkaan
ole valinnut edustajiaan itse (ks. myös Dovi 2002,
734). Päinvastoin, kokemusasiantuntijuus on tutkimissani hankkeissa aina ylhäältä johdettu prosessi,
jossa toimintaa organisoiva taho valitsee kokemusasiantuntijat ja tuottaa kokemusasiantuntijana toimimisen mahdollisuuden ja toiminnan rajat (ks.
myös Keränen 2014, 41). Julkisen sektorin kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeita mielenterveystyön alueella
ohjaavan Mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelman
teksti osoittaa tämän oivasti:
Kokemusasiantuntijoita tulee käyttää esimerkiksi kunnan strategiatyössä, palvelujen arvioinnissa
ja kuntoutustyöryhmissä. Heitä voidaan kutsua
asiantuntijoiksi hoitoyksiköiden hallinnollisiin
toimielimiin. Heidän asiantuntemustaan tulee
hyödyntää nykyistä enemmän myös mielenterveys- ja päihdekuntoutujien asumispalveluissa, tahdosta riippumattoman hoidon ja pakkotoimien
vähentämiseen tähtäävässä työssä, sekä ulkopuolisissa asiantuntija-arvioissa. (Mielenterveysja päihdesuunnitelma. Mieli 2009 –työryhmän
ehdotukset mielenterveys- ja päihdetyön kehittämiseksi vuoteen 2015, 20, korostukset TM)

Kokemusasiantuntijat siis kutsutaan mukaan – usein
silloin, kun se hallinnolle sopii. Heidän asiantuntemustaan hyödynnetään, kun se koetaan tarpeelliseksi. ”Kentällä” ei ole keinoja valita edustajiaan tai
halutessaan vaihtaa näitä. Valintamekanismin puuttuessa hämärtyy niin ikään se, kenelle ja kuinka kokemusasiantuntijat vastaavat toiminnastaan: työntekijöille, jotka heitä ohjaavat (vrt. Young 2000, 25),
vai edustamalleen kentälle (ks. Warren 2008, 54–55)?
On myös epäselvää, kuinka ”kenttä” voi vaikuttaa
kokemusasiantuntijoiden agendaan, tai edes saada
siitä tietoa.
Osallistamishankkeessa hallinnon aloitteesta syntyneenä edustamisrakennelmana kokemusasiantuntijuutta on perusteltua tarkastella Warrenin (2008)
kansalaisedustamisen ilmiönä. Urbinatin ja Warrenin
mukaan kansalaisedustajuus on eritoten uusien osallistamishankkeiden konteksteissa esiin tuleva edustamisen muoto, jossa hankkeiden osallistujat asetetaan edustamaan kansaa tai sen osaa. Kansalaisedustajien rakennelma pitää sisällään monitahoisen
vallankäytön potentiaalin. Yhtäältä se voi toimia
mahdollisuutena kanavoida kansalaisten ääniä suoremmin päätöksentekoeliiteille. Toisaalta sitä voidaan
yhtä lailla käyttää legitimoimaan jo tehtyjä päätöksiä
näennäisen osallistumismahdollisuuden symbolina.
(Urbinati ja Warren 2008, 405–406.)
Kansalaisedustamisen muotona kokemusasiantuntijuutta ei voida tulkita ja arvioida perinteisen
poliittisen edustamisen kehikossa. Sen sijaan huomio
on syytä kiinnittää siihen, kuinka edustamista kokemusasiantuntijuuden kuvauksissa tehdään: kuka
heidät esittää edustajina, mitä heidän tulisi marginalisoidun ryhmänsä edustajina edustaa, ja millaisia
vaikutuksia erilaisilla edustamisrakennelmilla voi
olla. (ks. Disch 2011, 102; Saward 2009, 3–4; Saward
2006, 301–302.)

Toisen tiedon asiantuntijat
Etenkin hankkeiden ja rahoittajien teksteissä, mutta
myös usean kokemusasiantuntijan puheessa kokemusasiantuntijuus rakennetaan ensisijaisesti asiantuntijuutena. Kokemusasiantuntijat asemoidaan
edustamaan tietyn ryhmän tietoa, joka kanavoituu
esiin kokemusasiantuntijoiden kautta. Ensimmäinen
edustamisväite alkaa siis esityksellä asiantuntijasubjektista edustamassa kokemustietoa (objekti).
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Antamalla ääni kokemusasiantuntijoille voidaan
lisätä tietoa mielenterveys- ja päihdeongelmista,
niiden kanssa elämisestä sekä kuntoutumisesta.
(Paremman palvelun avaimia. Kansallisen mielenterveys- ja päihdesuunnitelman toimeenpano Mielen avain –hankkeessa, 2012, 14)
K13: ”jotenki viralliset tahot aattelee, ett kokemusasiantuntija on sanakirja, semmonen niinku
erilaisen tiedon ja erilaisen sanaston sanakirja. Sä
avaat sen kun sä tarviit sen ja sä laitat hyllylle kun
sä et enää tarvii sitä.”
Edustamisen kannalta keskeistä on huomata, kuinka
asiantuntija-väitteessä kokemusasiantuntijoista tuotetaan nimenomaisesti kollektiivisten kokemusten
edustajia – kokemustiedon ruumiillistumia, joiden
tehtävänä on representoida kentän eletty elämä päätöksenteon evääksi. Tällöin edustamisväitteen subjekti voidaan tulkita deskriptiiviseksi edustajaksi.
Kokemusasiantuntijat esitetään kaikkien asian kokeneiden edustajina heidän sijastaan (standing for)
(Pitkin 1967, 61).
Pitkin kuvailee deskripitiivistä edustajuutta nimenomaisesti luotettavan tiedon välittäjän tehtävänä. Hänen mukaansa ryhmänsä edustavaksi esimerkiksi nostetun edustajan tehtävä on toimia mahdollisimman tarkkana toisintona edustamastaan kohteesta. Edustajuus merkitsee tiedon välittämistä, hyvä
edustajuus mahdollisimman tarkan tiedon esiin
tuomista. (Pitkin 1967, 81–84.) Kokemusasiantuntijuuden tapauksessa tarkan tiedonvälityksen vaatimus näkyy kokemusasiantuntijan toisintamalle kokemukselle asetetuissa ehdoissa:
TM: ”Miten sun mielestä se kokemusasiantuntijuus syntyy? Miten ihmisestä tulee kokemusasiantuntija?”
T4: ”Mä puhun varmaan nyt näistä koulutetuista kokemusasiantuntijoista, ett se on eri asia kun
laajemmin kokemusasiantuntija. Mä uskon ett
siinä kohtaa, kun saa etäisyyttä hieman siihen
omaan sairauteen ja hoitoon ja pystyy siitä kokemuksesta tekemään jonkinlaisia yleistyksiä, ett
se nousee sille tasolle ettei se oo koko ajan vaan
niinku minä koin.”
Haastateltava kuvaa, kuinka kyky välittää kokemuspohjaista tietoa yleisellä tasolla määrittyy asiantuntijuuden ytimeksi (ks. myös Mayo 2004, 154). Asiantuntija-edustuksen legitimiteetti perustuu siten
kokemusasiantuntijan kykyyn edustaa eräänlaista
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neutraalia mediaanikokemusta ja erottaa henkilön
oma, erityinen kokemus edustettavasta yleistiedosta.
Liian vahva, tunnepitoinen puhe tulkitaan asiantuntijadiskurssiin kuulumattomaksi ja siten merkiksi
siitä, ettei kokemusasiantuntija ole vielä valmis toimimaan edustajan tehtävässään.
Kuten Pitkin huomauttaa, tämänkaltaisessa deskriptiivisten edustajien asettamisessa ei ole kysymys
neutraalista toiminnasta ”tyypillisimmän esimerkin”
löytämiseksi. Sen sijaan edustavuuden määritelmä
riippuu siitä, mitä haluamme tietää edustettavasta
asiasta. (Pitkin 1967, 78–80.) Kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustavuudelle asetetut ehdot paljastavatkin
jotain edustamisväitteen tekijän tarkoitusperistä,
jonka vuoksi niitä on tarpeen tarkastella myös sisältämiensä politiikkapotentiaalien osalta.
Poliittisen tulkinnan keskeiseksi kysymykseksi
muodostuu eritoten Sawardin edustamisväitteen
viimeinen osa, yleisö. Kenelle asiantuntijaväite on
suunnattu? Tämä näkökulma paljastaa aineistostani
eroja kokemusasiantuntijoiden omien ja hallinnon
tekemien asiantuntijaväitteiden välillä.
Kokemusasiantuntijoiden tekemä asiantuntijaväite on suunnattu muille päätöksentekoon osallistuville. Se on huuto kokemustiedon kuulemisen tärkeyden puolesta:
TM: ”Niin minkä takia kokemusasiantuntijoita
täytyy olla?”
K11: ”Siks koska ammattilaiset ei voi saada sitä
tietoo mistään muualta, minkälaista on oikeesti
sairastaa, minkälaista on oikeesti käyttää niitä
palveluja. --- Mun mielest turhaan käytetään
rahaa niiden palveluiden kehittämiseen, jos ei
kuunnella niitä ihmisiä, jotka on käyttäny niitä
palveluita ja tietää, mikä on toiminu ja mikä ei.”
Kokemusasiantuntijoiden asiantuntija-väitteet ovat
lähes poikkeuksetta luonteeltaan hyvin varovaisia.
Niissä korostetaan omaa asiantuntijuutta toisen tiedon edustajina ja varotaan ”astumasta viranomaisten
varpaille”, kuten eräs kokemusasiantuntija kuvasi.
Niiden yleisönä on kuitenkin selvästi taho, joka tekee
päätöksiä, tai jopa taho, joka päättää päätöksentekoon osallistuvat. Asiantuntija-väitteellä halutaan
raivata tilaa kokemusasiantuntijoille yhteisiin päätöksentekopöytiin. Kokemusasiantuntijat voivat
kuitenkin esittää asiantuntija-väitteen vasta, kun
heidät on kunkin hankkeen menettelytapojen mukaisesti formaalisti määritelty kokemusasiantunti-
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jaksi. Asiantuntijuus-väite on voitava perustella
esimerkiksi koulutuksen tai oman toipumisprosessin
läpikäymisellä, jotta väite katsotaan asiantuntijadiskurssissa legitiimiksi.
Myös useassa hallinnon asiantuntijaväitteessä korostuu puhe päättäjille. Niissä korostuvat eritoten
kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustamalla tiedolla saadut
hyödyt: paremmat ja tehokkaat palvelut, sekä voimaantuneet ihmiset.
Parhaimmillaan kokemusasiantuntijoiden tieto
täydentää palvelujärjestelmän, asiantuntijoiden
ja ammattiauttajien osaamista. Tietoa ja kokemusta yhdistämällä luodaan uudenlaista tietoa
ja löydetään näkökulmia, jotka auttavat suunnittelemaan entistä parempia, toimivampia ja
todennäköisesti myös edullisempia palveluja.
(Kuntoutussäätiö & Mielenterveyden keskusliitto: Opas kokemusasiantuntijatoiminnasta,
2015, 11–12)
Hanketekstit, joissa väitteen tekijä on hallinto, suuntaavat väitteen tekstin oletetulle lukijakunnalle. Niissä kokemusasiantuntijoiden asiantuntijuutta on
tarpeen väittää niille, joiden tulee hyväksyä kokemusasiantuntija samoihin pöytiin tai mahdollistaa
heidän pääsynsä sinne. Hanketekstien asiantuntijaväite on siis puhetta hallinnon sisällä, toisille asiantuntijoille.
Edustamisväitteen poliittisuuden kannalta paljastavaa on, että osa kokemusasiantuntijoista tulkitsee
hallinnon asiantuntija-väitteen yleisön toisin. Osa
heistä näkee ne puheena hankkeita arvioiville tahoille, esimerkkeinä deliberatiivisen ja osallistavan normin noudattamisesta:
K17: ”Mut tavallaan se on niin muotisana se kokemusasiantuntija, ett sitä halutaan viljellä joka
paikkaan. Mä tiedän, että RAY edellyttää usein,
että siellä näkyy jollakin tavalla se kokemusasiantuntijuus, nii sitte ja se johtaa siihen, ett meitä
pyydetään palavereihin ja meidät unohetaan sinne nurkkaan, eikä meitä oteta oikeesti mukaan,
mut saadaanpahan kirjotettua ett olipahan käytettyä tämmöstä. --- Mun mielestä se on ihan
törkeetä ihmisten hyväkskäyttöö se että kutsutaan
heitä kokemusasiantuntijoiks ja sitte saadaan
omaan raporttiin jotain.”
Edellinen haastateltava, julkisella sektorilla toimiva
kokemusasiantuntija, konkretisoi edustamisväitteen
poliittisen potentiaalin. Hän kokee hallinnon merkittävästi rajoittavan toimintamahdollisuuksiaan

kokemusasiantuntijana ja käyttävän paikallaoloaan
edustamaan jotain muuta, mitä hän itse haluaisi
toiminnassaan representoida.
Asiantuntija-väite korostuu julkisen sektorin kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeissa, joissa toiminnan
tavoitteena on ensisijaisesti ”palveluiden kehittäminen
yhteistyössä asiakkaiden kanssa” (Kuntoutujasta toimijaksi – kokemus asiantuntijuudeksi 2013, 13).
Julkisen sektorin hankkeissa kokemusasiantuntijat
kutsutaan ja näin ”nostetaan” yhteisen pöydän ääreen, tekemään töitä yhteisten päämäärien eteen.
Asiantuntijoiden edustaminen sijoitetaan tapahtumaan deliberatiivisessa, hallinnon sisäisessä asiantuntijakeskustelussa.

Marginaalin asianajajat
Etenkin järjestöjen kokemusasiantuntijoiden puheesta, mutta myös yksittäisten julkisen sektorin
kokemusasiantuntijoiden näkemyksistä, on tulkittavissa toinen aineistostani esiin nouseva edustamisväite. Neutraalin asiantuntijaroolin sijaan kokemusasiantuntijuus rakennetaan niissä marginaalin asianajona, tähän saakka hiljaiseksi painetun ryhmän
äänen käyttämisenä. Edustamisen objekti tuotetaan
epäoikeudenmukaisesti vaiennetuksi ryhmäksi, jonka puolesta kokemusasiantuntijat edustajina taistelevat (ks. Phillips 1995, 24–25; Urbinati 2006, 44–45;
Urbinati 2000, 773):
K12: ”Kyl mä lähtisin mielelläni seuraavaan hallitukseen asuntoministerin avustajaks. Ja pitäsin
sen asuntoministerin mielessä koko aika, muistuttasin vaikka joka aamu, ett muistetaanhan nyt
ne ihmiset, jotka on asunnottomana, eikä juosta
kaiken maailman helvetin turhanpäiväsissä perseenistujaisissa, elikä seminaareissa, jotka ei tuota
yhtään mitään tulosta mihinkään, vaan konkreettiset toimenpiteet asunnottomien, siis sen kerta kaikkiaan asunnottomuus olis helppo tappaa,
jos tahtotila ois kova ja olis semmonen ministeri,
joka ei antas periks. Ja mä oisin sitten siinä niinku
potkimassa perseelle sitä ministeriä, että hei sä et
voi unohtaa tätä asiaa.”
Kokemusasiantuntijan kuvaus kokemusasiantuntijan
tehtävästä eroaa huomattavasti neutraalista kokemustiedon asiantuntijasta. Hallitun asiantuntijapuheen sijaan haastateltava haluaa olla ”potkimassa
ministeriä perseelle”, jotta tämä ei unohda niitä ihmisiä, joiden ääni päätöksenteossa ei tähän saakka
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ole kuulunut. Edustamisväite rakentuu siten marginalisoidun ryhmän (objekti) ja tuon ryhmän etujen
puolesta taistelevan edustajan (subjekti) välille. Tätä
suhdetta voidaan avata tarkemmin Nadia Urbinatin
asianajon (advocacy) käsitteen avulla (esim. Urbinati 2000).
Urbinatin ajatus asianajajuudesta tiivistyy kahteen
ehtoon: intohimoiseen sitoutumiseen edustetun ryhmän etujen puolustamiseksi sekä edustajan omaan
harkinnanvapauteen. Asianajajana edustaja on Urbinatin mukaan vuoroin tulisieluinen edunvalvoja
ja vuoroin päätöskeskeinen deliberoija. Hän on ehdottoman lojaali edustamansa ryhmän eduille, mutta ei ainoastaan huuda vaatimuksiaan tuuleen. Sen
sijaan edunvalvonta tapahtuu keskustelukontekstissa, jossa asianajaja on valmis kuulemaan ja ymmärtämään myös vastapuolen argumentteja. (Urbinati
2000, 773–777.) Juuri tällaiseksi valtaosa kokemusasiantuntijoista rakentaa omaa edustajasubjektiaan.
Kokemusasiantuntija asettuu päätöksentekijöiden
kanssa samaan pöytään, mutta istuu vastakkaiselle
puolelle:
TM: ”Onko ne ihmiset, joitten kanssa sä teet töitä,
jotten ääntä sä haluat paremmin kuuluviin, nii
onks nekin kokemusasiantuntijoita?”
K6: ”On. Nehän on omalla tavallaan, koska ne
asuu niissä paikoissa ja suurimmassa osassa paikoista ei nää ihmiset itse halua lähtee edes näitten ammatti-ihmisten kanssa istumaan, nii mä
poimin sieltä sit myös ne äänet, mitkä ei oo ehkä
niin tervetulleita ääniä. Eli nimenomaan ne negatiiviset puolet, ett mitä ihmiset ihan oikeesti sanoo siellä. Se on se diplomaatti siinä välissä, mikä
kertoo viestinviejänä eteenpäin kaikkien äänen.”
Kokemusasiantuntijoiden kuvauksissa edustajuudestaan korostuu etenkin ryhmän edunvalvonnan
ja ryhmään sitoutumisen merkitys. Asianajajan roolissa oikeus edustaa kenttää edellyttää, että kokemusasiantuntija on edelleen sidoksissa sen aitoihin kokemuksiin ja tunteisiin (myös Hokkanen 2013,
158–159). Tämä näkyy esimerkiksi uskollisuutena
kentän tavoille toimia ja olla:
K13: ”Ja sit taas itse palveluiden käyttäjät, heidän
mielestä se kokemusasiantuntija, se on kuitenkin
vähän enemmissä määrin siellä palveluiden puolella. Ett sitä ei oikein vielä ihan tiedetä, ett onks
hän se meidän jätkä. Ett onks hän ihan oikeesti
ajamassa meidän juttuja, vai onko hän jo mahdollisesti liian koulutettu ja unohtanut ne aidot
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kokemukset, ett onko hän niinku siirtyny sinne
toiselle puolelle kenttää.”
Siinä missä kokemustiedon asiantuntija nimenomaan
erottautui edustamastaan kentästä kyvyllään, rakentuu asianajajan suhde edustamaansa kenttään horisontaalisena. Ollakseen uskottava ja legitiimi edustaja, täytyy asianajajan sijoittaa itsensä yhtäläiseksi
osaksi edustamaansa kenttää, yhdeksi meistä (myös
Dovi 2002, 736). Tämä ”meidän jätkän” hahmo tuo
esiin kaksi kokemusasiantuntijan asianajajuuden
legitimiteetin ehtoa: samankaltaisuuden kokemuksen
tuottamisen suhteessa kenttään sekä yhteisön, jonka
asianajajaksi asettua (ks. Dovi 2002, 735). Kokemusasiantuntijan käyttämä ronski kieli ja samankaltaisten kokemusten jakaminen rakentavat kokemusasiantuntijasta vertaisen kuvaa edustamansa kentän
silmissä. Jotta kokemusasiantuntija puolestaan voi
oikeuttaa toimintansa olemalla ”vain yksi meistä”,
täytyy olla mahdollista rakentaa ”me”, jonka osaksi
kokemusasiantuntija asettuu. Tämä saattaa osaltaan
selittää asianajan roolin yleisyyttä nimenomaan järjestöjen kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeissa. Järjestöt
tarjoavat kokemusasiantuntijoille valmiin yhteisön,
jonka äänitorveksi asettua.
Samaistuttavuuden ja vertaisuuden korostaminen
on ristiriitainen strategia oman edustajuuden legitimoimiseksi. Jaetut kokemukset toimivat tehokkaana perusteluna kokemusasiantuntijan kyvyille ymmärtää ja siksi välittää kentän mielipiteitä päätöksentekoon. Samalla oman roolin rakentaminen ”vain
yhtenä meistä” on kuitenkin selvässä ristiriidassa
kokemusasiantuntijan erityisroolissa toimimisen
kanssa. Oman toiminnan edustavuuden legitimiteettikriisin ratkaisuun kokemusasiantuntijat käyttävät
usein eräänlaista depersonifikaation strategiaa. Edustussubjektin merkitys pienennetään ja todetaan, että
kokemusasiantuntijana voisi yhtä hyvin toimia ”kuka
tahansa”:
TM: ”Voisko se olla kuka vaan, joka vaikuttas
tuolleen? Miks se oot just sinä?”
K23: ”Totta kai se voi olla kuka vaan! En mä yksin
tätä ja mä toivonkin, että moni… mut kun täs on
se, että ihmiset ei tahdo millään tulla --- ”
Asianajaja-edustamisväitteen tekijöinä ovat siis
useimmissa tapauksissa kokemusasiantuntijat itse.
Kuitenkin, kuten edellisestä sitaatista huomataan,
kyseessä on eräänlainen pakeneva väite. Kokemus-
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asiantuntijat esitetään yleisellä tasolla, ajoin melko
voimakkain sanankääntein, marginaaliin painettujen
ryhmien asianajajiksi. Oma edustajasubjekti tuodaan
kuitenkin esiin vähämerkityksellisenä asiana. Asianajaja-väitteellä kokemusasiantuntijat rakentavatkin
legitiimiä marginalisoidun ryhmän edustajan roolia
ensisijaisesti kokemusasiantuntijoille kollektiivina.
He haluavat edistää yleisesti kaikkien kokemusasiantuntijoiden oikeutta ja mahdollisuuksia vaikuttaa
ja vahvistaa kokemusasiantuntijuuden roolia päätöksenteossa. Oman asianajajan roolinsa he ottavat
vastaan vastahakoisesti, ikään kuin pakotettuna.
Kokemusasiantuntijan henkilön sijaan edustamisen legitimiteettiä haetaan kontekstista. Oma sana- ja
uhrivalmius riittävät oikeuttamaan kokemusasiantuntijoiden asianajajuuden tilanteessa, jossa he kokevat, ettei kukaan muukaan toimi. Näin asianajajaväitteen yleisöksi hahmottuvat ensisijaisesti ne tahot,
jotka päättävät keskusteluun osallistujat ja reunaehdot. Asianajaja-väite on teko puheoikeuden puolesta ja lisätilan saamiseksi. Asiantuntijuus-väitteestä
se eroaa merkittävimmin kehykseltään: asianajajaväitteen tekijät eivät sijoita kokemusasiantuntijoita
rationaaliseen hallintokeskusteluun, vaan vaativat
oikeutta tuoda esiin ristiriitaisia äänenpainoja asiantuntijadiskurssin ulkopuolelta. Toissijaisesti väite on
kohdistettu myös muille kokijoille. Tällöin se ei kuitenkaan tavoittele niinkään kokemusasiantuntijan
edustuksen tunnustamista kuin myös muiden kokijoiden mobilisoitumista toimimaan ryhmän intressien asianajossa.
Asianajaja-väite on mahdollista lukea esiin ainoastaan haastatteluaineistosta. Niissäkin järjestöjen
kokemusasiantuntijuushankkeiden teksteissä, joissa
kokemusasiantuntija asemoidaan yhteiskunnalliseksi vaikuttajaksi, kuvataan tuon vaikuttamisen tapahtuvan tiedonvälityksen kautta. Haastattelukontekstissa, jossa puheen yleisönä oli hankkeen ulkopuolinen tutkija, moni kokemusasiantuntija sen sijaan
kuvasi omaa agendaansa, turhautumisia oman puheen sivuuttamiseen asiantuntijakeskusteluissa ja
penäsi ryhmälleen oikeutta tulla kuulluksi asiantuntijavaateista riippumatta. Anonyymi haastattelutilanne saattoikin tarjota kokemusasiantuntijoille
mahdollisuuden esittää toiveita ja vaatimuksia edustuksestaan ilman pelkoa asiantuntija-aseman ja siten
vaikutusmahdollisuuksien menettämisestä (ks. Pöysä 2010, 144).

Lopuksi: edustavuuden ja edustajuuden
törmäyskurssilla
Olen edellä osoittanut, kuinka kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustamista rakennetaan kahdella, keskenään
ristivetoisella edustamisväitteellä. Etenkin hallinnon
teksteissä, mutta osin myös kokemusasiantuntijoiden
puheessa, kokemusasiantuntijoista rakennetaan neutraalin, kollektiivisen kokemustiedon asiantuntijoita.
Tämä väite on kohdistettu eritoten muille päätöksentekoon osallistuville ja tarkoitettu perusteluksi
kokemusasiantuntijoiden asemalle. Väite sijoittaa
kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustuksen deliberatiivisiin
yhteiskehittämisen keskusteluun, saman pöydän
ääreen, yhteisten päämäärien puolesta.
Siinä missä hallinto hahmottelee kokemusasiantuntijoista toisen tiedon asiantuntijoita deliberatiiviseen prosessiin, moni kokemusasiantuntija esittää
itsensä ”kylän miehenä” – sattumanvaraisena asianajajana kamppailtaessa ristiriitaisista intresseistä.
Asianajaja-väite asemoi edustajaksi kokemusasiantuntijat kollektiivina ja on suunnattu päätöksenteon
pelisäännöt määrittelevälle taholla. Konstruoimalla
edustaminen marginalisoidun ryhmän asianajoksi,
asettuu edustaja eräänlaiseksi väliintulijaksi, joka
raivaa tietä yksilöllisten kokemusten kuulemiselle.
Muiden tarinoita, tarpeita ja toiveita esiin tuomalla
kokemusasiantuntija haluaa edistää edustamansa
ryhmän etuja. Kokemusten representointi on vain
väline tässä edunvalvontatyössä, ei edustamisen kohde itse.
Kaksi aineistosta tulkitsemaani väitettä eivät ole,
eivätkä pyri olemaan, kattavia kuvauksia sosiaalialan
kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustuksista. Ne ovat rajallisesta aineistosta esiin lukemiani edustamisväitteiden yläkategorioita, joiden yleistettävyys on rajallinen. Kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustuksen kattava
kuvailu ei kuitenkaan ole ollut artikkelin päämäärä.
Sen sijaan tavoitteeni on ollut tarjota tapausesimerkki edustamissuhteen rakentamisesta politiikan teon
välineenä.
Väitän, että kokemusasiantuntijoiden osin ristiriitaiset edustamisväitteet paljastavat edustamisen
kielellisen tekemisen sisällään pitämät vallankäytön
mahdollisuudet. Erilaiset edustamisväitteet voivat
indikoida väitteen tekijän (tietoisia tai tiedostamattomia) pyrkimyksiä vaikuttaa edustajan toimintatilaan ja -mahdollisuuksiin. Tiedon merkitystä koros-
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tamalla käsiteltävä asia on mahdollista epäpolitisoida ja sijoittaa keskustelu hallinnon kehikkoon, yhteisesti pohdittavaksi ja oikeiden tietojen pohjalta
tehtäviksi päätöksiksi (ks. myös Ankersmit 2002, 189;
Pitkin 1967, 211; Rättilä ja Rinne tässä numerossa).
Kehystämällä keskustelu asiantuntijoiden väliseksi
rationaaliseksi hallinnoimiseksi tuotetaan osallistujille mielikuva yhteisestä päämäärästä, johon päästään, kun riittävä määrä oikeaa tietoa on savutettu.
Tämä on ymmärrettävästi suosittu kehys julkisen
sektorin kokemusasiantuntijahankkeissa, sillä se
mahdollistaa hallinnolle keskustelun rajojen ja ehtojen hallussa pitämisen. Keskustelu pysyy vaivatta
hallinnon kontrollissa, kun ”samalla puolella pelaavat” keskustelijat eivät nouse koettelemaan keskustelun asetelmaa tai rajoitteita. (ks. Urbinati 2009,
74–75.) Kokemusasiantuntijoiden edustamisesta
rakennetaan tietoa lisäävä kontribuutio olemassa
olevaan keskusteluun, eikä sillä ole mahdollista vaikuttaa keskustelun ehtoihin tai aiheisiin (ks. Bevir
2006; Keränen 2014, 44–45).
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Sen sijaan asianajaja-väitteellä kokemusasiantuntijuus sijoitetaan kiistanalaisten kysymysten käsittelijäksi politiikan pelikentille. Kun kokemusasiantuntijat esitetään intressiryhmien äänitorvina, määrittyy
toimintakenttä yhteen hiileen puhaltamisen sijaan
kamppailuksi, jossa kokemusasiantuntija-asianajajalla on oikeus ja velvollisuus on tuoda esiin marginaaliin työnnetyn ryhmän intressit (vrt. kokemusasiantuntijaa artistin rooliin edustajana, Luoto tässä
numerossa). Tämä on erityisen houkutteleva tulkinta järjestöissä, jotka näin pyrkivät pääsemään osaksi niitä keskustelun ehtojen määrittelyjä, joita hallinto pyrkii kontrolloimaan. Jos vähemmistöedustajiksi kutsuttujen asiantuntijoiden tehtävä on legitimoida päätöksentekotavat, on asianajajien intresseissä sitä vastoin juuri noiden toimintatapojen
kyseenalaistaminen ja uudelleenmäärittely.
Sawardin (2010, 36–38) käsitteistöä käyttäen kokemusasiantuntijoille rakennetut edustamisväitteet
voidaan tiivistää seuraavaksi taulukoksi:

Taulukko 1: Kokemusasiantuntijoille tuotetut edustamisväitteet ja edustuksen konteksti
(Väitteen)
Esittäjä

Subjekti

Objekti
(edustavuusväitteen
tekijän käsitys
edustettavasta
asiasta)

Referentti
(kaikki, mitä
edustettava asia
on tai voi olla)

Yleisö

Kehys /
Konteksti

Hallinto,
koulutetut
kokemusasiantuntijat

Asiantuntija
(kokemusasiantuntija
yksilönä)

Kollektiivinen,
neutraali
kokemustieto

Kokijoiden
”kenttä”

Muut
asiantuntijat,
hankkeiden
arvioijat

Deliberatiivinen
asiantuntijakeskustelu
hallinnon sisällä

Kokemusasiantuntijat,
myös etenkin
järjestöjen
työntekijät

Asianajaja
(kokemusasiantuntijat
kollektiivina)

Monimuotoiset
intressit ja edut

Kokijoiden
”kenttä”

(Muut)
päätöksentekoon ja sen
ehtojen
määrittelyyn
osallistuvat,
toissijaisesti
muut kokijat

Intressiryhmien
kamppailu
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Kokemusasiantuntijuuden tapaus osoittaa, kuinka erilaiset edustamisväitteet sijoittavat edustamisen
erilaisiin toimintatiloihin ja siten hahmottelevat
myös edustuksen vaikutusmahdollisuudet ja rajat.
Näin edustamisen erilaiset kuvaukset tuottavat erilaisen käsityksen keskustelun lähtökohdista, sijainnista ja vallankäytön mahdollisuuksista ja voivat
siten toimia välineinä keskustelun epäpolitisoinnissa tai politisoinnissa. Tämän vuoksi uudenlaisten
edustamisen muotojen tapauksissa on kysyttävä
myös, missä niihin sijoittuva edustaminen esitetään
tapahtuvan.
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ABSTRACT

This article examines a case of participatory social policy in which former
beneficiaries were invited as ‘experts-by-experience’ into Finnish social welfare
organisations. It combines a governmentality perspective with the analytical
tools of the sociology of engagements to explore as what the projects’
participants are engaged, and how the differing demands made on their ways
of being are made to appear as legitimate. The article shows how different
definitions of expertise are used to steer the participants’ forms of
engagement, and how these definitions appear valid only within a specific
frame of justifying civic participation. It concludes that the participants’
expertise is defined in terms of their ability to ‘projectify themselves’
according to the projects’ specific objectives: rehabilitation, co-production, or
the exercise of civic rights. The article suggests that this demand to align
one’s way of being with project purposes is what makes it possible to
evaluate and select participants.
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KEYWORDS Expertise-by-experience; participatory governance; lay expertise; sociology of engagements;
governmentality

Introduction: Lay experts in participatory governance
In the course of the last 30 years, most Western democracies have adopted
participation and citizen engagement as their norm of governance (Polletta, 2016; Saurugger, 2010). In the context of social welfare and health
policies, this has, among other initiatives, taken the form of incorporating
‘lay’ or ‘experience-based’ expertise in policy-making and service co-creation (Demszky & Nassehi, 2012; Epstein, 1995; Noorani, 2013). Service
users and other laypeople are increasingly being invited to participate as
‘experts on their own lives’, making the equivocal notion of expertise a
CONTACT Taina Meriluoto
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central object of struggle (Barnes, 2009; Meriluoto, 2017; Rabeharisoa,
Moreira, & Akrich, 2014).
In social welfare, experience has become a source of authority both
because of its content – the ability to articulate ‘real-life evidence’ into
decision-making (Eyal, 2013; Rabeharisoa et al., 2014; Smith-Merry,
2012) – and because of its ‘location’. Because it is possessed by ‘lay citizens’, it neatly serves as a tool to fulfil the public engagement requirement
for participatory governance (Demszky & Nassehi, 2012; Leino & Peltomaa, 2012; Polletta, 2016; Stewart, 2016). Furthermore, acknowledging
people’s experience-based knowledge as a form of expertise is thought
to empower marginalised groups in particular (Healy, 2000; Nez, 2016;
Randall & Munro, 2010).
The prominence of experience-based expertise has, unsurprisingly,
resulted in varying interpretations of what forms the participants’ expertise should take (see Knaapen & Lehoux, 2016). Previous studies have
noted, for example, how citizens are often invited to participate based
on their experience-based knowledge, but are required to abandon and
surpass their personal views when actually participating in participatory
initiatives (Lehoux, Daudelin, & Abelson, 2012; Neveu, 2011; Thévenot,
2007, p. 420). This ambiguity in meaning exemplifies how the inclusion
of experience-based expertise opens the door to a myriad of interpretations of what constitutes expertise, and who can be considered – and
allowed to act as – an expert (Rabeharisoa et al., 2014).
In this article, I wish to articulate the notion of expertise not only as a
central object of struggle in participatory initiatives, but also as a tool for
crafting participants’ subjectivities and for making specific kinds of participation conceivable and legitimate (see also Newman & Clarke, 2009,
p. 138; Rabeharisoa et al., 2014). Previous studies have shown that the
process of involving the public is often elite-driven (Bevir, 2006;
Warren, 2009), making definitions of expertise powerful tools in determining who gets to have a voice in participatory arrangements.
This article investigates the process of ‘making experts’ through a grassroot governmental study from the Finnish social welfare sector. It investigates ethnographic and interview data produced in seven participatory
initiatives aimed at introducing ‘experts-by-experience’ into social
welfare. The experts-by-experience were people with prior social problems
who were invited to participate in tasks such as service planning, evaluation, and project co-ordination, bringing their ‘experience-based knowledge’ to the policy processes. The paper’s point of departure is the
observation that, although the initiatives studied share a participatory
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rationality of governing, they produce very different interpretations of this
paradigm in practice. In other words, although all of the projects shared
the aim of increasing civic inclusion, they produced distinctly different
definitions of who should be allowed to participate and how.
My aim in this paper is, first, to make visible the different participantroles crafted in the initiatives, by illustrating the different meanings
assigned to ‘expertise’. Second, by combining a governmentality approach
with the analytical tools of the sociology of engagements, I conceptualise
the participatory projects as ‘plans’, and connect the different forms of
legitimate participation with different objectives set for the projects.
This works to illustrate how a certain perception of ‘good participation’
is made to appear logical in the context of the projects by appropriating
different reasons and justifications for civic participation (see also
Barnes, Newman, Knops, & Sullivan, 2003; Ganuza, Baiocchi, &
Summers, 2016; Lowndes & Sullivan, 2008; Martin, 2008).
I begin by discussing previous studies on expertise, and then connect
them with the governmentality literature, viewing the concept of expertise
as a tool in conducting the lay experts’ conduct. I then move to a discussion of how a governmentality perspective can be combined with the
analytical tools of the sociology of engagements to elucidate the political
nature of the everyday practices that steer people’s ways of being. Conceptualising the projects studied as ‘plans’ (Thévenot, 2014a), the analysis
examines how different justifications put forward for increased civic participation are used to legitimise a certain form of engagement on the parts
of the participants (see also Berger & Charles, 2014; Charles, 2016; Thévenot, 2014a). The three main justification frames of the projects – rehabilitation, co-production, and the exercise of civic rights – all make use of
the notion of expertise in distinct ways in order to construct their participants as specific kinds of experts. The paper concludes by considering
what implications these findings may have for developing the democratic
potential of the projects, and reflecting on future possibilities for combining the sociology of engagements with governmental analysis.

Bridging governmentality and the sociology of engagements
Expertise as a governmental device

The amount of social-science research on expertise has expanded in recent
years, as the concept of expertise has been challenged and redefined,
especially from ‘the bottom up’ (see Liberatore & Funtowicz, 2003;
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Nichols, 2017; Nowotny, 2003). The core question for the sociology of
expertise is, under what conditions, through which processes, and for
what purposes can someone be called ‘an expert’ (Collins & Evans,
2007, p. 2; see also Edwards, 2010; Eyal, 2013; Fischer, 2000). This has
become increasingly difficult to answer, and crucial to probe, since the
introduction of new forms of lay or experience-based experts (Barnes,
2009; Blencowe, Brigstocke, & Dawney, 2013; Noorani, 2013; Rabeharisoa
et al., 2014).
In addition to identifying its different forms (Collins & Evans, 2007), or
illustrating the ways it can be used to rule or assign others to rule (Rose,
1993, pp. 291–292, 1998, p. 86), expertise has received attention due to
interest in the process of ‘making experts’ (see Eyal, 2013; Rabeharisoa
et al., 2014). Joining this growing body of literature, the present article
directs attention to the notion of expertise as a tool of subject-formation.
I will examine how the concept of expertise is assigned different meanings
in the project contexts, and enquire into how differing interpretations of
expertise are deliberately used to guide the participants towards certain
forms of being.
This governmentality approach builds on Michel Foucault’s thinking.
For Foucault, modern forms of government operate on and through the
people being governed, making the subject both the product and tool of
governing (Foucault, 1982). Liberal forms of government work through
subtle techniques such as offering suggestions, encouragement, examples,
and ideals geared to influence people’s willingness and ability to conduct
themselves in a certain manner, that is, to affect the construction of their
selves (Foucault, 1994, pp. 783–785, 2004, pp. 108–113; also Dean, 1999,
p. 12; Miller & Rose, 2008, p. 55). Nikolas Rose has argued that this form
of governing has contributed to – and is enacted through – ‘the psy disciplines’ (Rose, 1998, p. 81), making skills in conducting people towards
acceptable ways of being the specific domain of, for example, social
workers’ psychological expertise (Rose, 1998, pp. 86–88; for an example,
see Randall & Munro, 2010).
The governmental outlook on participatory measures, and especially
‘empowerment projects’ (Eliasoph, 2016), is by no means a new imaginary
(Cruikshank, 1999; Miller & Rose, 2008). A number of recent studies have
suggested that participatory projects’ aims lie not so much (if at all) in promoting people’s possibilities of influencing decision-making or impacting
on societal issues (Polletta, 2014; Walker, McQuarrie, & Lee, 2015), but in
making people ‘govern themselves in appropriate ways’ (Newman &
Clarke, 2009, p. 23), construct themselves as subjects of a certain kind
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(Ganuza et al., 2016; Miller & Rose, 2008, pp. 98–107; Newman, 2005,
p. 123).
However, it has been noted that participatory initiatives’ ideal subjects
take on very different meanings in different contexts (Berger & Charles,
2014; Dagnino, 2007; Martin, 2008; Richard-Ferroudji, 2011). For
example, Talpin (2006) persuasively shows how the ‘speech situation’
where participation takes place contributes to differing views on what it
means to be ‘a good citizen’. In a similar vein, Carrel (2007) has identified
how different conceptions of democracy and the social responsibilities of
the state are connected to different participatory projects with different
outlooks on citizenship and civic participation (see also Berger &
Charles, 2014). In service-user involvement schemes more specifically,
Martin has identified ‘democratic’ and ‘technocratic’ rationales, contributing to participants being perceived as either ‘representatives’ or ‘experts’
(2008). Hence, participatory initiatives do not manifest ‘a coherent governmental strategy’ (Newman & Clarke, 2009, p. 166; also Blondiaux,
2008; Polletta, 2016), but are better conceptualised as tools in various,
even contradictory, projects that create subjectivities consistent with the
projects’ own strategic goals (also Charles, 2016; Marinetto, 2003). Thévenot (2014a) calls this ‘governing through objectives’, suggesting that participatory projects all measure and evaluate – and consequently steer –
civic participation according to their specific, value-laden objectives.
Forms of engagement as normative fields of action

To better understand the ‘confluence’ (Dagnino, 2007) of participatory
initiatives’ goals in the construction of ‘the participative subject’, I draw
here on the sociology of engagements, building on the work of Laurent
Thévenot. The focus of the sociology of engagements is on the situational
coordinations that shape how a person’s activity in a given situation is
valued and evaluated, and how these factors then shape and offer the contours for one’s ‘coordination of oneself’ (Thévenot, 2007, 2014b, 2014c,
2016).
I posit that it is also possible to view the differing forms of engagement
from a governmental perspective in terms of the normative fields of action
in which the initiatives’ participants are called to take part, hence structuring the participants’ subjectivities. This view bridges the underlying valueassessments and moral connections of the different fields of action, which
define what kind of participation is valued and why, with the governmental aims of the initiatives which seek to shape the figure of ‘the good
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participant’ (see also Charles, 2016; Thévenot, 2014a). As Julien Charles
(2016, loc. 28) has perceptively noted, ‘Participation does not mean
doing whatever, however, with whomever you want.’ Instead, it requires
a transformation of the participant to comply with the modality of engagement and way of participating that ‘the participative dispositive is ready to
receive’.
Thévenot (2007) operates with three ‘regimes of engagement’, each
connected to its own ‘grammar’, i.e. valued ways of speaking and relating
to each other (also Thévenot, 2014c). In the regime of familiar engagement,
engagements are intimate and close, valuing well-being and personal
stories, and employing ‘a grammar of close affinities’. In an engagement
in a plan, a person ‘projectifies herself into the future’ (Thévenot, 2007,
p. 417), i.e. makes plans, determines goals and works to achieve them.
Here, the criteria for appropriate action are always determined through
the goals of the particular plan. Finally, in the justifiable action engagement
regime, all actions must be publicly justifiable.
The moral foundations of publicly justified action are conceptualised as
different ‘orders of worth’ by Boltanski and Thévenot (2006). Each of the
(now) seven ‘orders of worth’ takes a different view of ‘the common good’,
and evaluates people, their behaviour and their arguments accordingly
(Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006; also Ylä-Anttila & Luhtakallio, 2016). For
the purposes of my analysis, two of the seven are of particular interest:
civic worth, which evaluates all things and actions in respect of how
they contribute to the community and people’s sense of belonging, and
in which the winning argument is the one that can persuasively tap into
the values of equality, mutual respect and the common good (Boltanski
& Thévenot, 2006, pp. 185–193); and industrial worth, which evaluates
actions in terms of efficiency and productivity, valuing experts who can
contribute to increasingly seamless and efficient production (Boltanski
& Thévenot, 2006, p. 204). A legitimate actor in a given context must
possess capacities that guarantee her ability to act in accordance with
the common good employed. Thévenot calls these aptitudes ‘qualifications’, or the criteria that determine the appropriateness of the participant
and their ‘valued forms of engagements’ (Thévenot, 2014c, p. 13). This
provides the framework for the construction of the actor’s subjectivity
(see also Autto & Törrönen, 2017).
The theoretical outlook of governmentality may be bridged with the
analytical tools of the sociology of engagements by looking at the strategic
use of different justifications to prioritise a specific form of participation.
Thévenot (2014a) has suggested that current participatory schemes follow
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the modality of engagement in a plan, in which people are induced to
engage according to, and within the limits of, a project plan, and in
which their participation will be evaluated though the lens of the plan’s
objectives. This observation is analogous with the critical governmental
perspective on participatory initiatives, as both contain the suggestion
that project mantras of empowerment and deliberation (Eliasoph, 2016)
are in fact used as governmental devices to define, measure, and induce
‘appropriate’ forms of participation (Blondiaux, 2008; Gourgues, Rui, &
Topçu, 2013; Martin, 2012).
Hence, I will make the theoretical assumption that participatory projects are plans with given objectives based on specific sets of values, and
employable as steering devices to define what kind of participation is
desirable. These objectives are made explicit and defended in public, connecting the different justifications given for public participation with
specific project objectives, according to which people’s participation and
ways of being are assessed. Different underlying moral valuations can
therefore be evoked to justify what counts as expertise in different
arenas, and consequently who (or rather what kind of people) can legitimately participate, and in what manner (Charles, 2016, loc. 28).
Context and data
In the 2000s, a new participatory emphasis was introduced into Finnish
public policy,1 stressing the importance of active citizen engagement
and encouraging new innovations to involve and activate citizens (Salminen & Wilhelmsson, 2013). The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
defined ‘inclusion’ and ‘customer-initiated service production’ as the
primary goals of its National Development Programme for Social
Welfare and Health Care (Kaste). In a similar vein, the main funder of
Finland’s civil society organisations (CSOs) for social welfare, the
Finnish Slot Machine Association,2 started to reduce funding for organisations focused solely on service production, requiring proof of ‘effective
civic activities’. This resulted in an explosion of new initiatives seeking
to strengthen the participation of beneficiaries, such as projects developing
expertise-by-experience.
The term expert-by-experience was introduced in the Finnish context
by mental health organisations. Drawing on examples from the UK and
Denmark (Barnes & Cotterell, 2012; Noorani, 2013), the idea then
spread to many other sectors, to public-sector organisations as well as
CSOs, especially in the 2010s (Rissanen, 2015). Crucially for this paper’s
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investigations, the Finnish version of expertise-by-experience was very
strongly governance-initiated (cf. Beresford, 2002; Noorani, 2013 in the
UK). That is, the incentive came from the organisations, not the beneficiaries. In many instances, the tasks of the experts-by-experience, as well as
the overall objectives of the practice, were determined beforehand.
Although the term has been widely adopted, it remains a contested and
ambiguous concept, used to signify a variety of people and activities. In the
seven projects investigated here, the term is used to refer to people with
problematic backgrounds (such as substance abuse, mental health
issues, domestic violence, gambling addiction, homelessness), who act as
consultants in service production, peer support, advocates in public
debate, or in training and education. Very often they also give lectures
or interviews about their own history to provide professionals, decisionmakers, and the general public with ‘experiential knowledge’ only attainable through personal experience.
This paper draws on thematic interviews3 with 23 experts-by-experience
and 14 professionals, conducted in seven projects,4 all funded publicly by
either the Finnish Slot Machine Association or the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health. The interview data are complemented by the projects’
and project funders’ texts concerning expertise-by-experience. In addition,
my interpretations draw on my ethnographic observations as a practitioner
in one of the CSOs studied.5 In 2011–2014 I participated in, and was
responsible for arranging, training sessions, meetings, and workshops focusing on developing expertise-by-experience as a practice. The participants
were both experts-by-experience and professional practitioners, and the
data produced in these gatherings ranged from co-produced paintings, presentations, guidebooks, and letters, to my own written notes.
The interviewees were either volunteers, paid professionals, or ‘semiprofessionals’ performing ‘paid gigs’ on invitation. Their tasks varied
from consulting on service production and project steering committees,
to evaluating services and providing training and peer support. The professionals, for their parts, all worked in projects tasked with developing
expertise-by-experience in their respective organisations. Their positions
ranged from project employees to executive directors. The interviews
took place at a time when the concept and policy of expertise-by-experience had rapidly risen in popularity. As new organisations, working in
various different fields, started to adopt the concept and translate it into
their own work culture, a plethora of interpretations appeared concerning
the purpose, position, and the desired outcomes of expertise-by-
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experience, making the notion a site of negotiations between the expertsby-experience, the professionals, and the administrators in the different
fields.
Methods of analysis
My analysis proceeded in two stages. First, I conducted a category analysis
on my data to identify the characteristics that the informants highlighted
as the organising principle of the expert-by-experience as a new actor category. As the analysis revealed conflicting interpretations of the same
organising principle, ‘expertise’, I took this conflict as my interpretive
focal point, asking why the interviewees employed their particular definition of expertise to construct and legitimise a certain kind of participant
role.
I related the conflicting interpretations of expertise to the background
information I had regarding the interviewees, their organisations, and
ways of working. However, there were no correlations to be found
between the interviewees’ different definitions of expertise, and the organisational backgrounds, the primary mission of their organisations, or the
interviewee’s position (practitioner or expert-by-experience). In fact, the
same interviewee might present various, even contradictory interpretations of expertise and of the role a participant should play. Different qualification criteria for the participants only made sense when I introduced
the projects’ different objectives as the framework within which the participation took place.
Consequently, I conceptualised the projects as ‘plans’ and employed
framing analysis (Rein & Schön, 1996; Yanow, 2000) as a method to
unravel the differing objectives of the initiatives, and through this the
plan within which participation of the experts-by-experience was evaluated. The act of framing, in a public policy setting, often takes the form
of identifying (or creating) problems, hence also implying how to best
resolve them (Bacchi, 2010; van Hulst & Yanow, 2016). What the sociology of engagements adds to these interpretations is the connectedness
of the frames to certain moral valuations and views of the principle of
the common good (or order of worth, see Ylä-Anttila & Luhtakallio,
2016). For instance, as we shall see in the following analysis, participation
can be valued as a means of recovery, as a valuable input or as a source of
democratic legitimacy.
The different objectives set for the projects developing expertise-byexperience then provided me with an entry-point towards understanding
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the differing definitions given to ‘expertise’, the expected and valued
engagement of the participants, and the set(s) of rules applied when evaluating their participation. Hence, my analysis connected the figure of ‘the
good participant’ with the meanings and justifications the interviewees
gave to increased civic participation.
It should be noted, however, that the focus of this paper is not in identifying which orders of worth are invoked in order to justify the new, public
role of the expert-by-experience (as I regard Boltanski and Thévenot’s
classification of seven justification regimes as a contingent social construction of its own: see also Lehtonen & Lonkila, 2008; Ylä-Anttila & Luhtakallio, 2016), but rather in identifying how the differing valuations are used for
the purpose of legitimising or delegitimising certain forms of participation,
with consequences for the participants’ subject-construction.

Analysis: Constructing subjectivities by governing through
objectives
Participation as rehabilitation – expertise as a tool to empower

The first objective set for the projects of expertise-by-experience treats the
notion of expertise in a very distinct way: as a tool to be used in one’s ‘individual plan’ of self-development (Thévenot, 2014c, pp. 14–15). Expertise
is, above all, a feeling of mastery over one’s self. Consequently, it has a
dual role: through developing ‘better expertise over oneself’, one can
become ‘empowered’ and differentiate one’s current self from one’s previous, problematic state (also Barnes, 2008; Eliasoph, 2016). At the same
time, this form of expertise is not to be used as a source of legitimacy
or as an input in policy-making, but as a rehabilitation device inside an
organisation (also Barnes & Gell, 2012).
This is the rehabilitation frame, and its context of participation is very
limited. In it the value of participation stems from the rehabilitative effects
on the individual, and the notion of expertise is primarily a therapeutic
tool to ‘make people feel better about themselves and their capabilities’,
as the following CSO practitioner explains:
P8:6 I think it [expertise-by-experience] is a means of rehabilitation and a way
to feel important. I mean, it is very important for your holistic well-being that
you feel part of a community or a society, active participation of that sort.

The rehabilitation frame was especially prominent among the social-work
professionals. While a majority of the experts-by-experience named some
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sort of empowerment as a beneﬁt of participation, only 3 of the 23 gave personal empowerment as a justiﬁcation for their participation. In contrast, 10
of the 14 practitioners named empowerment as one of the reasons for
increasing their clients’ participation. They often positioned the participants’ feelings of inclusion above everything else. To put it bluntly, it was
less signiﬁcant whether the participation had an actual impact on public
decisions than that people felt included, as is clearly visible in the following
discussion among three public-sector professionals:
P10: One of our participants worked on a citizens’ initiative to have e-bank
access in public libraries. She distributed leaflets about where to sign and so
on. Well, it didn’t quite get 50,000 signatures, but I mean it was great that
she went on with it. It also increased her knowledge and her influence in its
own way.
P12: Yeah, and I thought that it was important for her, having a rough substance-abuse background and all. So that was what kept her from … . And
she went around town on a bike so it kept her fit, too.
P11: And our cheering her on, that was important for her as well.

Eliasoph (2016, p. 254) describes how the value of participation in these
empowerment schemes is the ‘aesthetic experience’ they provide for
their participants. Civic participation, in this frame, is not valued
because of its outcomes, but as having an independent value for the participants. As the above quotation makes clear, it is the act of participating,
with its supposedly transformative effects, that is at the core. Expertise is,
above all, valued as a feeling, as means to make everyone feel valuable as is
characteristic of intimate engagements (Thévenot, 2014c, p. 13), making
the recognition of everyone’s local knowledge equally important. The following quote from a CSO expert-by-experience shows the success of this
use of the concept:
E4: I think as a concept, it [expert-by-experience] is far more beautiful than if
we were to talk about, say, victims. It is appreciative. It’s the expertise that gives
you the idea that ‘We value your experience.’

In this frame, expertise does not entail criteria. On the contrary, it is used
as an honorary title to give value and a feeling of empowerment to the
participants.
However, while the rehabilitation frame favours familiar modes of
engagement – such as intimate discourse and emotion-filled speech –
they are esteemed only for their instrumental value as tools to meet the projects’ objectives of individual feelings of empowerment. Familiar forms of
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engagement appear as markers of the participants’ willingness to start work
‘on themselves’ in line with the plan’s objectives. Furthermore, while everyone is considered an expert on their own lives when the plan is to rehabilitate, this is most often not the case when moving beyond the nurturing
environment of the organisation, as we shall see in the following.
Participation as a contribution – expertise as objective knowledge

The second interpretation evaluates experts’-by-experience expertise by
the same criteria as for professionals’ technocratic expertise. It justifies
their active role through arguments such as the need for ‘more diversified
knowledge’, which eventually translates into ‘more thorough expertise’,
more efficient services, and better public decision-making. The active
role of experts-by-experience is legitimised because they can bring
useful knowledge into public decision-making.
This expert-construction situates civic participation in contexts of
service production and evaluation. In these administrative settings, the
discussions take place among experts – albeit of different origin – whose
right to participate stems from the contributions they are thought to
bring to the table, as illustrated by the following public-sector expertby-experience:
E19: Maybe in times like these, when you have to save and cut back on everything, they have started to notice that it’s beneficial to society to listen to
experts-by-experience. I mean, instead of defining laws and systems that are
completely detached from reality, you introduce the voice of a regular
person, and make things work better that way.

The particularity of the co-production frame is its emphasis on knowledge
and the value of the participants’ contributions to decision-making. The
value of participation lies in the inputs it produces (see also Charles,
2016, loc. 30; Thévenot, 2014a). Furthermore, the participants’ expertise
is seen as a valuable input not on the grounds of equality but because of
efﬁciency, as the next CSO practitioner explains:
P3: I believe that the underlying idea is something like user-driven servicedesign. I think that during these times of productivity and efficiency, it is
pretty self-evident that in order for us to get these treatment paths working,
the voice of the customer who uses the services is worth listening to and
incorporating.

As a result, when the experts’-by-experience participation is valued
because of the contributions it might bring to public decision-making,
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expertise is logically deﬁned as the ability to produce objective and generalisable information for the discussion. The following CSO practitioner
explains:
P7: I think expertise-by-experience requires having reorganised your past
life and everything it entails, and put it in the past as, I hate the word resource
but that’s what it needs to become. Like, as a peer supporter, you can just go
to places and talk about your personal experiences, but as an expertby-experience, you need to analyse your past and do something more with
the knowledge. You need to parse together several peers’ experiences and
draw conclusions, and then take the expertise into the darned organisation.

All of the interviewees justiﬁed experts’-by-experience participation at
least in part through the contributions it produced. But it was the informants in the public-sector projects, as well as the CSO projects that cooperate with the public sector in service production, who framed participation in this manner the most. In the co-production frame, the expertise
(and the right to act) of experts-by-experience is evaluated in technocratic
terms, using many of the same criteria as are applied to other experts in
the ﬁeld. Instead of ‘just talking about yourself’, the distinctive feature
of expertise-by-experience is that the knowledge is ‘analysed’. The personal, emotion-ﬁlled experiences need to be forged into a coherent and
neutral story that is ‘on a more abstract level’, as one CSO practitioner
put it (see also Barnes et al., 2003; Blencowe, 2013). This meant, for
instance, the ability to refrain from ‘emotional outbursts’ or personal
points of view (Martin, 2012; Meriluoto, 2017). The virtue of a good participant was the ability to produce ‘reliable information’ that could be utilised in service production, and consequently, this required the ability to
‘rise in generality’ out of the regime and discourse of familiar engagements
(see Richard-Ferroudji, 2011, p. 168).
This interpretation epitomises engagement in a plan, since it demands
that the participants conduct themselves in a way that works towards the
overall goals of the project. From a governmental perspective, it is indeed
significant how these characteristics of expertise are presented as preconditions for entering the actor category. As presented by a professional in
the quotation above, the information an expert-by-experience delivers
needs to be on a general level. Access to public debate requires reorganising
your past and representing it in a neutral, general manner. This technocratic view of expertise taps into industrial worth-claims to form a set
of expert-criteria one has to meet in order to be considered a valuable participant in the public debate, potentially ruling out people who do not
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meet the criteria of possessing ‘useful’ or ‘reliable’ knowledge (see also
Berger & Charles, 2014).
Participation as a civic right – everyone’s expertise

The ‘rights frame’ is the one that could be imagined being found when
looking for justifications given for people’s active role in society. It
draws on civic values such as the right to participate, freedom of
speech, equality, and solidarity (Thévenot, 2007, p. 419). Here, civic participation is taken as a value in and of itself, and no other arguments are
needed to justify the goal of increased participation. Quite strikingly, only
3 of my 37 interviewees justified the experts’-by-experience participation
primarily as a right. Instead of calling for experts-by-experience to participate because they have the right to be heard, the vast majority of my interviewees defended their participatory rights by emphasising the epistemic
value their experience-based knowledge would bring to the discussion.
Participation was a ‘no-brainer’ mainly in the context of CSOs with no
service-provision tasks. There, a few interviewees presented civic participation as something so fundamental that it goes almost unnoticed, as
expressed by these CSO practitioners:
P6: This organisation was founded by the people suffering from this problem.
So their inclusion … I mean it has been self-evident from the very beginning
that we include everyone who is involved in our activities.
P7: Or we don’t even include them, but they have created everything and have
then included us professionals!

This view was shared particularly among the organisations whose focus
was less on service development and more on public advocacy. These
organisations saw themselves as enabling civic participation, and some
even referred to their participants as citizens – a term that stands out
among the much more common rhetoric of clients, customers, and coproducers. The following CSO expert-by-experience is among the very
few in her emphasis on civic values:
E6: I think expertise-by-experience is … should I even say that it is a civic right.
I mean, people should be listened to more.

In the rights frame, the notion of expertise becomes the target for contestation. Instead of viewing expertise in technocratic terms as the capacity
to contribute neutral and objective knowledge, experience-based expertise
is deﬁned precisely as something that is distinct from other forms of
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expertise. In this frame, the notion of expertise is used to stretch and question the boundaries set for legitimate participation in the dominant coproduction frame, as illustrated by the following CSO expert-byexperience:
E13: It’s impossible to define when you’re an expert-by-experience. It would be
different if I had studied to become, say, an engineer. Then there’s a certain,
concrete set of knowledge that I have to acquire in order to become an
expert in engineering. But experience is so much more than that. It’s both
the things that happen to you and your own personal way of dealing with
them. When each and every experience is valuable, who has the right to
define expertise when it’s based your experiences? Anyone can and should be
allowed to be an expert-by-experience, even if it is only for a minute.

The above quotation crystallises the deﬁnition of expertise as every individual’s particular view on the world. By pointing out the contingent
nature of experience-based knowledge and the problems regarding its
evaluation, the interviewee discredits the notion of ‘usable knowledge’
as a criterion for granting admission to the category of experts-byexperience. This view, present particularly among CSOs with no
service-provision tasks, adheres to the rhetoric of expertise and knowledge, yet deﬁnes expertise very differently. Instead of a technical contribution, here expertise is a means of building ‘mutual understanding’ or
‘empathy’, hence constructing the participants not as contributors, but
as members of the same community (also Berger & Charles, 2014;
Ylä-Anttila & Luhtakallio, 2016). As such, it can be seen as an
attempt to ‘re-descend’ (Richard-Ferroudji, 2011, p. 172) from the
general, and to extend legitimate forms of participation to include
emotion-ﬁlled and personal discourses, as in the regime of familiar
engagements.
This twist in using the notion of expertise then appears as an attempt to
disrupt valuing participation solely in relation to ‘the plan’. It is used to
contest the practice of evaluating and legitimising people’s right to participate according to their ‘level’ of expertise. Peculiarly, however, the interviewees supporting the rights frame did not abandon the notion of
expertise altogether when defending everyone’s right to be included and
heard. Instead, they embraced the idea of expertise-based participation,
but used redefinitions of these notions as their tools in contesting exclusive expert-categories and ways of contributing that are constructed
within the co-production frame.
Finally, the civic vocabulary was also employed by several public-sector
practitioners, who called expertise-by-experience ‘a means to fulfil the
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Table 1. Experts-by-experience as participants and their preferred modes of
engagement.
Frame

Value of civic
participation

Preferred mode
of engagement

Notion of expertise

Worths
drawn
upon

Rehabilitation

Means of rehabilitation

‘Familiar in a plan’

An honorary title;
inclusive, limited in
scope

Civic

Co-production

Contribution to serviceco-production/
co-creation

Engagement in a
plan

The ability to provide
technocratic
contributions;
exclusive

Industrial

Right

Everyone’s civic
right

All (aims to extend
the boundaries of
legitimate
engagement)

A tool to challenge
existing notions of
expertise and ‘valuable
participation’; inclusive

Civic

Duty

Symbol for meeting the
participatory norm of
good governance

None

Devoid of content

Industrial

participatory norm’. In this ‘duty frame’, which is an inversion of the
rights frame, justifying participation as having a value of its own made
it possible to construct participation ‘for-the-sake-of-participation’.7
However, by flipping the right into a duty, the practitioners also exempted
themselves from having to justify the need for increased civic participation
altogether, taking the position of ‘merely carrying out their assigned tasks’.
At its worst, this led to a merely symbolic form of participation that was
not intended to have any other effect than to fulfil the new participatory
demands of good governance, making all other forms of engagement
beyond mere physical presence appear illegitimate. More than anything,
greater civic participation appeared here as a tool needed to ensure the
smooth functioning of the administration, hence drawing on the industrial ‘worth’ while employing civic vocabulary.
Table 1 summarises the frames of justifying civic participation identified in the data, along with the corresponding preferred modes of engagement, the notions of expertise crafted, and the ‘worths’ drawn upon to
make these constructions appear legitimate.

Discussion: Experts in self-conduct
Above I have shown how different modes of participation are made to
appear preferable in participatory projects through different definitions
of expertise. I have argued that the preferred forms of participation
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correspond to the objectives of the specific project. I have also shown how
these objectives are publicly justified by drawing on civic or industrial
worths in order for the project goals, and the corresponding demands
made on the participants’ way of being, to appear fair and reasonable.
The main conclusion, based on the cases studied, is that expertise in
these participatory projects comes to mean the ability to conduct
oneself according to the project’s objectives, in other words to know
and present oneself in line with the project’s demands. This requires the
skill to identify which mode of engagement, in terms of speaking about
oneself, is acceptable in the context, and it demands the ability to align
one’s rapport towards oneself according to these rules. For example,
when engaging in a project that seeks to empower, the experts-by-experience need to manifest the will and ability to talk about themselves in a
detailed and intimate manner. In a co-production setting, such talk is
deemed inappropriate. Consequently, the experts-by-experience become
experts in ‘reading the room’, in knowing themselves in multiple repertoires, and in presenting themselves in different modalities. Expertise as
the ability of ‘conducting conduct’ – traditionally the domain of experts
in the psycho-social field – is now also construed as one’s ability to
‘conduct one’s own conduct’. One becomes an expert in and of one’s
own self-government.
From the point of view of participation studies, the article has shown
how valuating participation as an instrument within a particular plan
also enables the corresponding forms of evaluating participants. The
‘reduction’ (Thévenot, 2014a) of civic values into tools towards the objectives of a plan makes it possible to define criteria for ‘appropriate’ or
‘worthwhile’ civic action. As a case in point, the powerful ethos of co-production, valuing participation not as a right but as an input, makes it possible to evaluate civic participation in terms of epistemic contributions. If
civic participation is not defended because it is a right, but rather
because of something it can produce, evaluations of one’s knowledge for
its ‘value’ and hence participation for its legitimacy become not only possible, but necessary. They, in turn, contribute to the creation of participants
as an exclusive actor category with entry criteria (or ‘a threshold’, see
Berger & Charles, 2014) defined according to the needs of the
administration.
I have also shown how redefinitions of the notion of expertise can be
used to disrupt ways of evaluating participation within a plan. By defining
expertise as a quality possessed by everyone, a contestatory justification
for civic participation was introduced, one that attempts to broaden the
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feasible modes of engagement for the participants. While the neutral, technocratic experts of the co-production frame are placed in discussions of
how specific services or policy questions would best be resolved, the
view of ‘open expertise’ is actually focused on redefining who should be
heard in the discussions. The neutral experts can be perceived as agreeing
with the preset definitions and roles of experts in technocratic governance,
while for the passionate participants, this is precisely the setting they seek
to question.
This critical frame brings to light how neither the construction of
expertise nor the frames that determine valuable forms of participation
are ever static, nor is the process of ‘making experts’ ever finished.
Rather, as the frames and the conceptions of expertise coexist, overlap
and sometimes collide, they are constantly in motion, being reworked
and redefined through contestation and critique, allowing potentially
new ways of framing and interpretation to emerge. Studying expertise
through the lens of the sociology of engagement, then, opens a new
avenue for the interpretive study of expertise. It makes visible how the
process of determining what is accepted as expertise is, in itself, already
a value-based assessment, accepted and evaluated in relation to specific
political objectives. This insight, in turn, allows us to see beyond the currently ever-so-popular narrative of objective, evidence-based policymaking, by opening up expertise and knowledge as political concepts.
A justification analysis (Ylä-Anttila & Luhtakallio, 2016) seems, then, a
worthwhile point of departure when attempting to develop the practices of
participatory governance from a democratic perspective. As the organisations operating under a network-governance rationale are now in the
novel position of being gatekeepers and facilitators, they have come to
possess significant powers to define whose voice gets heard. Making
their justifications for increased civic participation explicit, and possibly
moreover inclusive, could be one way of making their definition processes
of ‘good and acceptable participation’ more democratically robust. An
explicit examination of the justifications underlying the participatory processes would build up their legitimacy, as well as making contestation and
critique of them possible.
In addition to these practical implications, this article has attempted to
develop the analytical tools of the sociology of engagement in connection
with Foucault’s notion of governmentality, concentrating on the conditions under which human beings are formed as subjects, and the concrete practices through which this governing gets done. The
combination of the sociology of engagement and governmentality
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develops the vocabulary of the former into governmental framing tools of
the kind that are deliberately used by political actors to create different
possibilities for being. As such, they should not be solely employed to
identify which values are invoked or which forms of engagement are preferred in order to make an action seem logical and reasonable, but they
should be further developed as tools in ethnographic governmental analysis, concentrating on how different governing rationalities are made practical (Brady & Lippert, 2016; Li, 2007). Since it is in these concrete,
grassroots actions that a governmental rationality is brought into being,
the sociology of engagements might help us draw connections between
the often messy and blurry activities that construct the contours of possibilities for people, and the governing rationale that is drawn upon and
regenerated through these actions.
Notes
1. See, e.g., the Ministry of the Interior’s Inclusion-project of 1997–2002 and the
Ministry of Justice’s Citizen Participation Policy Programme of 2003–2007.
2. The Finnish Slot Machine Association (RAY) was a public organisation that
had a monopoly on the gambling industry in Finland. Its profits went
towards the funding of civil society organisations working in the health and
social welfare sector. Through the allotment of grants, it provided resources
and thus had a significant influence on the work done by Finnish CSOs. In
2017, RAY supported just over 850 organisations with a total sum of €317.6
million. The organisation was merged with two similar gambling companies
at the beginning of 2017 and is now called Veikkaus.
3. The interviews were conducted between 4 April 2014 and 16 October 2015 by
the researcher. They were conducted in Finnish and the excerpts were later
translated into English by the researcher. The interviewees were invited to participate through an open invitation sent by e-mail to the projects mentioned in
Note 4.
4. 1. Finnish Central Association for Mental Health: ‘The establishment of
expertise-by-experience and evaluation-through-experience in the development of mental health and substance abuse services’;
2. The Federation of Mother and Child Homes and Shelters: ‘Miina – The
participation and empowerment of women who have encountered domestic
violence’;
3. No Fixed Abode: ‘The utilisation of expertise-by-experience in the design
and production of services for the homeless (Own keys – project 2012–2015)’;
4. Muotiala Accommodation and Activity Centre Association: The project of
preventive mental health work – experience-based knowledge about mental
health issues for the working-age population (Turning experience into knowledge –project 2005–2009);
5. Sininauhaliitto ry: A low-threshold information and support centre for
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gambling problems (Tiltti 2010–2014);
6. City of Vantaa: Key to the Mind (Mielen avain) project for developing
mental health and substance abuse services in Southern Finland;
7. City of Tampere: SOS II – To Social Inclusion through Social Work (2013–
2015).
5. For anonymity reasons, I have chosen not to identify the CSO.
6. In interviews quoted here, the abbreviations E1–E23 refer to the experts-byexperience, P1–P14 to the professionals and TM to the interviewer.
7. My thanks to Reviewer 2 for pointing me towards this important feature.
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ABSTRACT

This article investigates the micro-level practices of subjectconstruction in Finnish participatory social policy. Through a
governmental ethnography on projects that invite former beneﬁciaries to become ‘experts-by-experience’ in social welfare
organizations, I discern the possibilities for freedom in the
participants’ self-construction. By making use of Michel
Foucault’s conceptual tools of care of the self and confession, I
illustrate how, contrary to the projects’ emancipatory promise of
providing the service users the freedom to reconstruct themselves,
the projects entail practices that curb the participants’ way of
‘knowing themselves’. They require the service users to reframe
their raw experiences as neutral and objective knowledge, making
alternative ways of knowing appear ‘irrational’, and hence easily
discountable. I conclude that despite the user involvement initiatives’ promise of incorporating diﬀerent forms of knowledge, the
participants are in practice required to realign their way of knowing with the dominant knowledge paradigm in order to be
accepted as participants.
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Introduction
Over the past 20 years, a widespread participatory dogma has come to shape public policymaking (e.g. Polletta 2016; Saurugger 2010). Emerging in the crossroads of participatory and
deliberative ideals of democracy, and the neoliberal ideology with its calls for increased
individual responsibility, the project of making people more self-reliant, active and
contributing has become an extremely compelling direction for policymakers (Eliasoph
2016; Polletta 2016; Sørensen and Triantaﬁllou 2009, 4–5; Neveu 2007).
In social policy, this ethos has translated into the idea of service user involvement
(e.g. Barnes and Cotterell 2012a). By encouraging people to participate, it is hoped that
more empowered, and consequently healthier, more reliable and more cooperative
citizens will be constructed (Lister 2002, 39; Eliasoph 2016, 254; Gaventa and Barrett
2012; Perälä 2015). In addition, by incorporating the service users’ ‘local knowledge’
into decision-making, the goals of cheaper and more eﬃcient services as well as more
legitimacy for governance are sought after (Nez 2016; Demszky and Nassehi 2012, 174;
Fledderus, Brandsen, and Honingh 2014).
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Previous studies on participatory initiatives in general, as well as service user involvement schemes in particular, have pointed to the governmental capacity of the projects (e.g.
Wilson 2001; Fox, Ward, and O’Rourke 2005; Leppo and Perälä 2009). These studies have
shown how participatory projects construct their participants’ subjectivities in speciﬁc ways
in order to meet the projects’ varied objectives (e.g. Gourgues, Rui, and Topçu 2013;
Charles 2016, 19; Barnes, Newman, and Sullivan 2007, 63–70; Newman and Clarke 2009,
138–139). Previous empirical research on participatory initiatives has focused primarily on
what characterizes the subjectivities, or the type of participation, toward which the participants are being conducted (e.g. Charles 2016; Newman and Tonkens 2011) and on the
diverse objectives set for the projects, as well as the rationales underpinning them (Ganuza,
Baiocchi, and Summers 2016; Dagnino 2007; Barnes, Newman, and Sullivan 2007;
Gourgues, Rui, and Topçu 2013). Thus far, less attention has been paid to how the
initiatives work on their participants’ subjectivities – techniques that Kim McKee (2009,
478) calls ‘the micro-practices of local initiatives’.
This article responds to the recent call for more micro-scale, empirically grounded
governmental analysis to scrutinize the initiatives’ ways of working (see, e.g., Polletta
2016; Brady 2016; McKee 2009). The article’s purpose is to ﬂesh out the speciﬁc
techniques and practices of subjectivation (Foucault 1994, 785) employed in userinvolvement projects that introduce former beneﬁciaries as ‘experts-by-experience’
into social welfare organizations in Finland. These projects are treated as practical
examples of participatory governance, seeking to ‘activate’ former service users by
forging new, active identities for them. The article provides a micro-scale analysis of
the initiatives’ ‘art of governing’ (McKee 2009, 473) by asking how they inﬂuence the
self-construction of their participants. Through a governmental analysis of the often
mundane, everyday practices, I hope to shed light on the actual processes of subjectivation, where the participatory governmentality is interpreted, enacted and responded to
(see Brady 2016; Fridman 2014, 92).
As expertise-by-experience is a role created on the basis of certain previous experiences
and their particular type of use, personal history becomes a key resource of governance and
subject-formation. Hence, the article focuses on how the participants’ past and the stories
they tell about themselves are operationalized as tools of governance. I employ Michel
Foucault’s concepts of care of the self and confession (Foucault 2012) as analytical tools to
illustrate the practices that delineate how the participants reconstruct themselves through
the initiatives, and to critically examine the participants’ possibilities for freedom in this
process. The article asks how the participants’ freedom is restricted, and in turn expressed,
in the practices of self-construction.
The article’s main argument is that, in the initiatives studied, the participants’ selfconstruction is steered particularly through practices that deﬁne knowledge and expertise.
More precisely, as the object of expertise in this particular case are the participants
themselves, the key techniques of governance are those that deﬁne when a person knows
oneself. Hence, I posit, the participants’ subject-construction is steered (1) by delineating
the practices the participants need to undergo in order to ‘know oneself’ and (2) by deﬁning
the signs the participants need to manifest to be considered ‘knowing themselves’. The
article then shows how ‘expertise over oneself’ is constructed as a synonym for knowing
oneself according to the dominant paradigm of knowledge, making alternative ways of
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articulating oneself appear as ‘irrational’. As a result, contrarily to the projects’ emancipatory promise, the projects’ practices can be seen as curbing the participants’ freedom.
The article begins with a discussion of the current literature on expertise-byexperience, and the consequently changing notions of expertise and agency in social
welfare. Next, I introduce Foucault’s notions of subjectivation and discuss how the
process of subject-construction has previously been studied in the context of social
services. After presenting my conceptual tools, methodology, data and the context of
the Finnish case, my analysis focuses on the practices used to steer the processes the
participants undergo to ‘know themselves’, and their acts of resisting the practices. I end
with a discussion considering the implications the identiﬁed governmental processes
have for the debate on service user involvement.

Expertise-by-experience in social welfare – transforming expertise,
renegotiating agency
Expertise-by-experience as a concept and a practice has been traced back to the ‘third way’
health and social care reforms in the UK, which sought to craft a new, active role for the
service user (Barnes and Cotterell 2012a; Fox, Ward, and O’Rourke 2005; Wilson 2001;
Tehseen 2013). Similarly to many other participatory measures, these service user involvement initiatives were introduced as a response to an array of problems – both social and
economic (Newman and Clarke 2009, 134–139; Barnes and Cotterell 2012a; Lewis 2010,
277–278; Stewart 2013). By inviting service users to participate in the planning and
execution of social services, they were to become ‘empowered’ and assume more responsibility over their own life and care (Healy 2000). In addition (and in part through the
participants’ greater responsibility over themselves), the coproduced services were to be
more eﬃcient and consequently less costly (Wilson 2001, 136–137; Barnes 2009, 219–220).
Furthermore, through service user engagement, the new ‘duty’ (Barnes and Cotterell 2012a,
xviii) of public involvement was met, making public governance more legitimate as it
adhered to the new participatory norm (Leal 2007).
Service user involvement has also received criticism, pointing particularly to the conﬂicting purposes given to the initiatives. While on one hand, the participants have been shown to
engage in user involvement schemes with hopes of having an impact on the services and
attitudes they have experienced as harmful (Barnes and Cotterell 2012b; Wilson and
Beresford 2000), public administration has not always been keen to incorporate the knowledge of these new experts. Instead, it has emphasized the ‘therapeutic’ and ‘empowering’
functions of participation (Barnes 2009, 224; Yiannoullou 2012). Expertise-by-experience has
even been accused of co-opting the civic activism of the survivors’ movement, introducing
talk of networks and partnerships, but then ‘taming’ the survivors’ attempts of advocacy,
hence undermining the activists’ eﬀorts to make their voices heard (Beresford 2002, 96;
Tehseen 2013, 50–51).
Consequently, negotiations on the role and authority of service users have turned into
central power struggles within the social services (Newman 2005; Tehseen 2013; Powell et al.
2009; Wilson 2001; Fox, Ward, and O’Rourke 2005; Leppo and Perälä 2009). A key notion in
these battles is the concept of expertise (Krick 2016; Smith-Merry 2012; Fledderus, Brandsen,
and Honingh 2014, 426–428; Barnes 2009). Through its redeﬁnitions – as it is now the users
who are ‘the experts of their own lives’ – experience has become an increasingly powerful
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source of authority (Blencowe, Brigstocke, and Dawney 2013, 4; Demszky and Nassehi 2012,
172). More emphasis is now put on the service users’ ‘lived knowledge’, both as a means of
gaining valuable information on the structural inequalities and local contexts aﬀecting the
service users’ lives, and as a way of empowering them and making them feel valued (Healy
2000, 29–30; Nez 2016; Randall and Munro 2010, 1495; Närhi 2004, 54–55).
However – and this should be emphasized – in service user involvement schemes,
the service users’ knowledge is most often referred to as ‘secondary’ or ‘alternative’
knowledge, hence implying that they serve a complementary role. Their expertise is
often deﬁned as being of a practical nature, adding something valuable, but not
fundamental to the discussion. ‘First knowledge’ is situated elsewhere, allowing the
secondary knowledge to be evaluated vis-à-vis it (Barnes and Cotterell 2012a; xv–xxvi,
xxi; Healy 2000, 40–42). Furthermore, it has been noted that the participants are often
invited to take part based on their experience-based knowledge, but are required to
transcend their personal views when actually engaging in activities of participatory
governance in order for their participation to be considered legitimate (e.g. Lehoux,
Daudelin, and Abelson 2012; Neveu 2011, 151; Thévenot 2007, 420). Negotiations over
knowledge – on whose and what kind of knowledge counts – are thus key sites of power
struggle in participatory social welfare.
The question of knowledge as the basis for the right to participate has a particular
signiﬁcance in the context of service user involvement. As the object of knowledge is the
participants’ own lives, the deﬁnitions of knowledge become questions of ‘knowing yourself’.
Hence, truth, knowledge and self-construction become intertwined in a particularly explicit
way. The notion of being an expert of yourself emerges as a prerequisite for participation,
allowing deﬁnitions of expertise to be used as a governmental device to steer the subjectconstruction of the participants.
Consequently, the situated negotiations concerning the conditions for possessing an
expertise on oneself become extremely interesting. When is one considered to be an expert?
Conversely, can one not be an expert of her own experience? And moreover, how should one
cultivate oneself to become such an expert? To elucidate these questions, I introduce Michel
Foucault’s thinking on subjectivation and his conceptual tools that connect subject-formation
with truth-telling.

Technologies of the self in participatory social policy
In Michel Foucault’s thinking, subjects are constructed at the juncture between outside
attempts to deﬁne the individual and her own interpretations and responses toward those
deﬁnitions (Foucault 1994, 718–719; see also Kelly 2009, 100–101; Rose 1999, 11; Ball and
Olmedo 2013, 87). Consequently, his notion of technologies of the self has provided the basis
for many analyses of power in contemporary social work and therapeutic practices that
work to (re)construct the subjectivities of their ‘targets’ (e.g. Randall and Munro 2010;
Dawney 2011; McFalls and Pandolﬁ 2014; Besley 2005).
Technologies of the self has proved a useful analytical device particularly when
examining liberal forms of government, as it emphasizes the active role of the
individual whose subjectivity is being worked on (Foucault 1994, 785; Faubion
2014, 5–6; Fridman 2014, 92). As opposed to a passive object of subjection, the
subjects under liberal forms of government need to be willing to actively work on
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themselves, ‘get to know themselves’, share this knowledge of themselves and engage
in its critical examination and cultivation (Foucault 1982, 783, 2012, 219–235;
Dawney 2011, 547; Powell and Khan 2012, 134–135). Here, participatory practices
are understandably extremely compelling. They provide a concrete tool kit for the
participants to become engaged in their own governance (see Newman 2005, 122;
Gourgues, Rui, and Topçu 2013, 12; Perälä 2015).
The Foucauldian idea of self-governance (especially Foucault 2009; Kelly 2009, 99–102)
entails two core practices: knowing oneself and cultivating oneself – e.g. training one’s
emotions and mastering one’s passions (Randall and Munro 2010, 1494–1496). Through
them, one is thought to establish an active relationship toward oneself (Kelly 2013). This
‘working with oneself’ is one of the primary tools and promises of participatory social
policy. Participatory social work uses concepts such as ‘self-discovery’ to illustrate the
various practices through which one ‘works with oneself’ in order to ‘reach one’s full
potential’ (e.g. Randall and Munro 2010; Dawney 2011; McFalls and Pandolﬁ 2014; Langer
and Lietz 2014, 124).
Previous studies have noted the paradox this emancipatory promise of liberal government entails (e.g. Heyes 2007; Fox, Ward, and O’Rourke 2005; Wilson 2001). In Rose’s,
O’Malley’s and Valverde’s words (2006, 89), ‘The subjects so created would produce the
ends of government by fulﬁlling themselves rather than being merely obedient, and would
be obliged to be free in speciﬁc ways’ (my emphasis). The liberal project of subjectivation, it
is suggested, operates by providing environments and techniques for self-development and
discovery, but then uses these processes of self-cultivation to steer the subject toward ‘the
normal’ (Heyes 2007; McFalls and Pandolﬁ 2014, 168–187; Dean 1999, 75–76; Healy 2000,
44). As Fox, Ward, and O’Rourke (2005) put it, to become an ‘expert-patient’ is a ‘doubleedged sword’: ‘it is to be empowered to manage one’s health and illness, but to adopt this
power from a dominant disciplinary system of thought’.1
A crucial question for the investigation of participatory welfare practices, then, is whether,
and to what extent, the participants can express freedom in their self-governance. While some
scholars argue that the trendy participatory practices of social policy oﬀer the promise of
freedom through self-discovery (see Perälä 2015), others see them as limiting and normalizing, conditioning the process of self-cultivation through outside norms (e.g. Wilson 2001;
Fox, Ward, and O’Rourke 2005; Dawney 2011; Langer and Lietz 2014, 194–198). In this
article, I propose to investigate this emancipatory paradox through an analysis of the concrete
practices that direct the service users’ self-construction at the micro-level. Through a detailed
description of the technologies of the self, identiﬁed in the user involvement initiatives, it
becomes possible to provide a nuanced investigation into the participants’ possibilities for
freedom in self-cultivation. As my analytical tools, I employ Foucault’s notions of confession
and of care of the self, which are discussed in the following.

Methodology: interpreting the practices of self-construction
In his later lectures, Foucault argued that, in practice, the government of the self takes
place through ‘regimes of truth’ (Foucault 2012, 91–92; see also McFalls and Pandolﬁ
2014, 173–174), meaning the practices and institutions that deﬁne what is considered
the truth, and when one is considered to be telling it (see also Brion and Harcourt 2014,
298; Rose 1999, 4; Dean 1999, 18). As one gets to know oneself by being honest with
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oneself – and makes oneself knowable (and governable) to others by telling the truth
about who they are (Foucault 2012, 221) – the deﬁnitions of truth become powerful
tools in inﬂuencing people’s self-governance.
I employ Foucault’s historical concepts of care of the self and confession to illustrate the
diﬀerent practices connecting truth-telling and subject-formation in the user involvement
initiatives, and to critically examine the participants’ possibilities to express freedom in
their self-formation. What interests me are the practices that aim at deﬁning how the
participants’ previous selves are expected to be worded, or made knowable, in order for
them to be considered ‘knowing themselves’. At stake in these practices are how the ‘truth’
is conditioned (meaning what kind of stories are accepted as knowledge over oneself) and
how one is required to position oneself toward that story in order to be accepted as a
participant. Viewing the practices identiﬁed against Foucault’s thinking on confession and
care of the self as diﬀerent logics of self-construction makes visible how the participants’
self-construction may be constricted and how, in turn, freedom in self-construction would
be possible.
Foucault presented the notions of care of the self (souci de soi, epimeleia heautou) and
confession as parts of the same historical continuum of ‘practices of subjectivity’ (Foucault
2004a, 10; see also Iftode 2013). Both rely on techniques that ‘steer the subject’s gaze
inward’ – i.e. that require and enable the subject to know and to cultivate herself (Foucault
2004a, 254–256; Fornet-Betancourt, Becker, and Gomez-Müller 1987, 116–117). Their core
diﬀerence lies in their contrasting positions toward the subject’s freedom. Care of the self, as
a pre-Christian practice of self-cultivation, regarded self-construction as a practice of
freedom (Foucault 2012, 232–234, 2004a, 132–133; see also Fornet-Betancourt, Becker,
and Gomez-Müller 1987; Kelly 2009, 100–102). It represented a manner of self-making that
enabled the subjects to be ‘artists of their own lives’ (O’Leary 2006, 121), to cultivate
themselves free from deﬁnitions of truth and externally deﬁned norms (Iftode 2013, 82).
The Christian hermeneutics of the self, says Foucault, take up these techniques of
knowing and cultivating oneself, but couple them with an aspect of self-renunciation
(Foucault 2004a, 255–257; Iftode 2013, 78). Foucault argues that confession is a mode of
self-cultivation that requires revealing and evaluating oneself according to norms ‘from
above’, transforming oneself by adhering to this outside moral paradigm (Foucault
2004b, 186–187, 2012, 220–221, 2004a, 186–187; see also Kelly 2009, 94). This pastoral
type of power adopt the pre-Christian techniques of self-cultivation, but instead of
using them as tools to enhance the subjects’ freedom in ‘modeling their own statues’
(O’Leary 2006, 54), they use them to curb and steer the process of self-making
(Foucault 1982).
Contemporary studies of welfare practices have employed Foucault’s conceptual
tools to critically discern their play on the participants’ freedom (see, e.g., Wilson
2001; Randall and Munro 2010; Perälä 2015; Heyes 2007; Dawney 2011). These studies
employ care of the self as an analytical device to illustrate the practices that allow the
participants to exercise freedom through self-formation (e.g. Perälä 2015; Heyes 2007;
Ball and Olmedo 2013), as opposed to the normalizing governing practices that steer
participants’ self-formation through outside norms (see Randall and Munro 2010;
Besley 2005). Confession, in turn, has been used to illustrate how therapeutic practices
in particular steer persons in the way they cultivate themselves by creating ‘a rupture’
between one’s past and future self (e.g. Besley 2005, 373; Dawney 2011, 547), requiring
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the subject to submit herself to be governed within the dominant paradigm of knowledge (Foucault 2004a, 98; Besley 2005, 374–375, 2002, 134).
In this article, I consider confession and care of the self as contrasting logics of
self-construction (see Foucault 2004a, 212). Confession, requiring subjects to
transform themselves into ‘what they ought to be’, is used to make visible the
practices that require the participants to work upon themselves to adhere to
outside ideals and standards. Care of the self, in contrast, is used to illustrate an
alternative means of knowing oneself that does not require one to seek outside
ideals in the dominant system of knowledge, but instead allows one to construct
oneself freely (Foucault 2004a, 83–86, 134–135; see also Heyes 2007, 113–117). The
concepts in this article are used to ask whether it is possible for the participants to
‘know themselves’ in other ways than through the route sketched out by social
care administrators.
My micro-level analysis responds to Michelle Brady’s call for an ‘ethnographic imaginary’ (Brady 2016) in governmentality studies. Brady argues that such studies give the
researcher ‘greater insights into the multiplicity of power relations and practices within
the present, as well as the actual processes through which subjectivities are formed’ (Brady
2014, 12; see also Teghtsoonian 2016). While traditional governmentality studies are
interested in political rationalities and ambitions, a governmental ethnography asks how
these rationalities are made practical, how they are interpreted, perceived, responded to and
resisted in concrete programs, techniques and ways of working (Teghtsoonian 2016; Brady
2011, 2014, 11–33; McKee 2009; Li 2007a). Kim McKee maintains that this perspective
helps to avoid attributing a false coherence to political rationalities and programs of
governance, revealing instead their ‘messiness’, situatedness, struggles and multiple possible
consequences’ (McKee 2009, 478–479; see also Brady 2011, 267; Fridman 2014, 94; Lippert
and Brady 2016).
The ethnographic approach, I posit, is particularly well suited to examine practices of
subject-formation, as it allows paying attention to the possibilities of interpretation, adaptation and resistance of the governed (see also McKee 2009, 479; Fridman 2014; Larner and
Moreton 2016, 1319–1327). By focusing on practices – and moreover on how the practices
are interpreted and experienced, I am able to investigate ‘the inevitable gap between what is
attempted and what is accomplished’ (Li 2007b, 1). As the essence of governmental thought is
in the play on the freedom of those governed, to merely investigate the policy documents
would neglect the very essence of governing through individuals’ freedom.

Context and data
Expert-by-experience emerged in the Finnish social sector as a new concept at the
turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Following a participatory shift in norms of good
governance in Finnish public policy, the new policy outlines stressed the importance
of active citizen engagement (Salminen and Wilhelmsson 2013, 10–11), and pushed
toward new innovations to involve and activate citizens, particularly among the
‘marginalized’ citizenry (see, e.g., the National Development Program for Social
Welfare and Health Care2).
Following suit on examples from the UK and Denmark, Finnish mental health organizations started to recruit and train former service users to become experts-by-experience in
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service production and policymaking. The concept and practice then disseminated fast and
widely among health and social welfare organizations in both the public and the third sectors
(Rissanen 2015, 201). As it stands, the popular term is used to signify a variety of people and
activities. Most commonly, experts-by-experience act as consultants in service development,
as peer supporters, or in public advocacy based on their personal experiences.
This article draws on themed interviews with 23 experts-by-experience and 14 social work
professionals from seven projects3 that have developed expertise-by-experience in the Finnish
social welfare sector.4 The interview data are complemented by policy documents on
expertise-by-experience, produced by the projects as well as their funders.5 In addition, I
draw on my ethnographic observations as a practitioner in one of the nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) studied. Between 2011 and 2014, I participated in, and organized,
training sessions, meetings and workshops on expertise-by-experience with experts-byexperience and with practitioners, both within the NGO where I was employed and with
its partners.
The projects studied were run by either public sector organizations (2) or NGOs (5), and
all received public funding. They all work within the area of adult social work, focusing on
issues like domestic violence, gambling, homelessness, mental health and substance abuse. In
broad terms, the projects presented two objectives for expertise-by-experience: the inclusion
and empowerment of marginalized services users, and the introduction of experience-based
knowledge into public decision-making. Out of the seven projects, six invited the experts-byexperience to act in and through their own organizations, while one was focused on
‘producing’ experts-by-experience for the needs of other organizations in the social welfare
sector. Crucially for the premises of this article, the impetus for introducing the policy of
expertise-by-experience was in all of the cases, as Warren (2009) would put it, ‘governancedriven’. Consequently, both the objectives and the practices of the projects, steering the
participants’ subject-construction, were mostly deﬁned by the administration.
Except for the project that trained the experts-by-experience for other organizations’ use,
all of the experts-by-experience interviewed had prior connections to their respective organizations. All but one were former beneﬁciaries. They had become engaged in the projects
through varying ways: 12 had actively applied for training, 5 were invited – or ‘lured’ as one
expert-by-experience put it – and 6 felt that they were doing the exact same things they have
been doing all along, only now under a diﬀerent name. Seven of the experts-by-experience
interviewed were employed in the organizations, 12 performed paid ‘gigs’ when invited, and 4
acted on a completely voluntary basis. The professionals, for their part, all worked in projects
tasked with developing expertise-by-experience in their respective organizations. Their positions ranged from project employees to executive directors.
The interviews took place at a time when the concept and policy of expertise-byexperience had rapidly gained in popularity. As new organizations working in various ﬁelds
started to adopt the concept and translate it into their own cultures, a plethora of conﬂicting
interpretations on the projects’ purpose and ways of working arose. Many of the interviewees
were well aware of these conﬂicts, and presented strong views on what things should be like.
Many interviewees were also openly critical of the practice, pointing to the potential pitfalls,
such as participant selection, in the projects.
The data were analyzed following a method of close reading (see Yanow 2015, 404).
First, I identiﬁed the diﬀerent requirements for experts-by-experience expressed in the
data, as well as the practices – such as training and interviews – described as necessary
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for someone to be able to act as an expert-by-experience. After having thematically
grouped the requirements and the practices, I discovered that all focused on the correct
form and position of the personal stories of the experts-by-experience. Consequently, I
placed the participants’ personal stories as the focal point of my analysis. I asked how
the service users’ stories of themselves are shaped in the projects, and what are the
characteristics of a story that is accepted as ‘the truth’ in this context.

Governing personal stories
In the following, I will present the techniques used in the projects to delineate how the
participants ‘know themselves’. I start by presenting the emancipatory promise of the
user involvement initiatives. This promise of the initiatives as sites for the ‘care of the
self’ is then critically examined by presenting the concrete set of practices of selfgovernance employed in the projects. The ﬁnal section of my analysis focuses on the
participants’ possibilities for resistance.

The emancipatory promise – user involvement initiatives as sites for ‘care of the
self’
A major promise, and one of the strongest appeals of expertise-by-experience
according to my interviewees, was the possibility of ‘building a new identity’.
Expertise-by-experience carried with it a promise to ‘turn the painful experiences
into a strength’. In many instances, the user involvement initiatives were marketed
as sites for self-discovery and means of ‘self-actualization’, as presented in the
following citation from a guidebook for developing expertise-by-experience:
Expertise-by-experience is empowering because it carries with it a feeling of signiﬁcance of
one’s painful experiences. In expertise-by-experience, the participants can feel included
and build a new identity for themselves. They gain a possibility to have an impact and
develop themselves in issues that matter to them (Hietala & Rissanen 2015, 12).

This promise is analogous to ‘care of the self’ as a practice of freedom. The projects are
presented as sites of ‘building a new identity’ rooted in one’s own, signiﬁcant experiences.
The process is presented as free and liberating, with the professionals merely providing ‘the
necessary resources’, as the following project report illustrates:
In recovery-oriented services, the central theme is to increase an individual’s power in
their own lives, and hence support their agency. The relations of care are equal, and
instead of an expert-patient – setting, the professional positions herself rather as a coach or
a partner. The experience-based knowledge of the service user is valued. --- The point of
departure is always in the service user’s own goals – not in recovery deﬁned from the
outside. The role of the professional is to provide the service user with the necessary
resources, such as knowledge and skills, networks and support that enhance their abilities
to govern their lives (Falk et al. 2013, 10–11).

The projects’ promise is thus extremely emancipatory. Next, I turn to the concrete
practices of ‘self-development’ and investigate them against this emancipatory claim.
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The projects’ practices of governance
Five of the seven projects studied oﬀered training to their participants as a pathway
from the role of a service user toward the role of an expertise-by-experience. These
varied signiﬁcantly in length, ranging from a 6-day course up to a 2-year process with
‘on-the-job training periods’ in between. They also varied in their selectiveness of the
participants: in three organizations, everyone willing would be able to participate,
whereas two projects interviewed and selected ‘students’ who were considered ‘to
have the aptitude’ to take part in the training. However, in the three organizations
with ‘open’ training, a selection process also took place before the experts-by-experience
were allowed to act outside their home organizations. Quite concretely, based on their
observations, the professionals selected the participants that they considered to be ready
and provide ‘the best ﬁt’ for a particular task. Hence, before the experts-by-experience
were granted the possibility to claim their new role, their ‘readiness’ to participate was
evaluated either in the context of the training or before proposing tasks that involve
sharing their experiences in public.
A similar process was present in the two projects that did not require training for
their participants. Even though the actors in these projects were rather openly against
training of any kind, claiming that they ‘strip the experience of its value’, as put by an
expert-by-experience in an NGO, they too placed a ﬁlter between the projects’ home
organizations and the outside public. Everyone was indeed welcome to act as an expertby-experience inside the organizations, but certain requirements had to be met before
the participants were considered ‘ready’ for public participation.
A common feature in all of the training processes, as well as the other practices
determining the ‘readiness’ of the participants, was that they placed a strong
emphasis on ‘working with one’s story’. All of the training-processes included a
section where the participants’ life story was laid down, rearranged and represented.
In the following, I will examine in detail the practices the experts-by-experience are
required to undergo in order to be considered to know themselves enough to be
‘experts of themselves’.
Getting to know oneself
The ﬁrst stage in the participants’ process toward becoming an expert-by-experience is
‘facing one’s past’. The ability to reveal one’s past fully is positioned as the condition of
‘truly knowing oneself’ (see also Foucault 2004a, 334). The following interviewee
describes how talking about one’s experiences is the ﬁrst, necessary step toward
becoming an expert-by-experience, and considered proof of both the ongoing process
of facing the past, and the increasing level of ‘self-awareness’ resulting from this
process:
TM6: Does expertise-by-experience require something?
E4: Well, the experience. And may be someone to talk to about it in order for the issue
to start to resolve. I believe that you have to be able to talk about it.
TM: So even though you have the experience but don’t talk about it, you are not yet an
expert-by-experience?
E4: Yes. It’s really hard to deﬁne. But the way I see it, an expert-by-experience talks
about her experiences, if only to one person alone.
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This process of ‘facing one’s past’ is in large part similar to Foucault’s ideas about
the confessional as a technology for rendering oneself knowable, governable and
ready for a new, improved subjectivity. As noted, the process of subject-formation
through truth-telling can be inﬂuenced by deﬁning the criteria it has to meet in
order for it to be considered as truly revealing ‘the truth’ about the person. In these
initiatives, true self-awareness and self-discovery were deﬁned to manifest when one
can talk about one’s past honestly and thoroughly, without shying away from
passages that evoke awkward or painful emotions. The following interviewee, an
expert-by-experience in the public sector, describes how omitting certain passages
from one’s life story should be considered a warning signal of someone not facing
one’s past fully and hence not able to cultivate oneself in the way expected:
TM:

E18:

I’m extremely interested in the part of the training where you dealt with your life
stories. Could you describe it a bit more? What happened there concretely and
what do you think was its goal?
Well, we wrote it down, and after we had done that, we read the stories aloud to
each other, if not entirely, then at least the parts you wanted to share with the
others. And then we reﬂected on them, on how it felt to tell and write the story. I
think the point was that even though you don’t need to share everything you’ve
written, if your paper is full of stuﬀ that you are not ready to share, maybe you
still have some processes that are unﬁnished.

If one cannot meet the criterion of full disclosure, one cannot be considered ‘ready’
to become an expert-by-experience. Consequently, as one starts the journey toward
becoming an expert, one has to manifest the will and ability to encounter one’s past
bravely and fully – preferably in the context of the projects’ training sessions. By so
doing, one also lays oneself bare in front of others in the form of a narrative, ready to be
conducted toward a new and improved self.
Becoming an expert of oneself
After having been proved ready to ‘work with one’s story’, the past that has been
opened up for scrutiny is rearranged. This is where the ‘raw experiences’ get turned into
‘expertise’, as the following quotes from a policy document and an NGO practitioner
illustrate:
The training for experts-by-experience in the Key to the Mind project was an eight months
long process, during which the students were oﬀered the possibility and the tools to work
their raw experiences into expertise (Falk et al. 2013, 22).
TM: Why is dealing with your past important?
P9: Well, it is precisely the expertise of the expert-by-experience. I mean, that she has
organized her experiences. She will probably have had many tools to do it, therapy, for
example, training and peer support also. It distinguishes experience-based expertise from
other experience-based knowledge. I mean, everyone has experience-based knowledge
and that of the service users needs to be exploited, but it isn’t necessarily so organized and
thought through, but instead some raw form of knowledge.

This is a crucial departure from the projects’ promise of providing a free space
for re-creating oneself. Instead of giving value to the ‘raw experiences’ as a basis for
subject-formation, they need to be worked upon under the dominant paradigm of
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knowledge in order to be considered ‘the truth’. In practice, this entailed two
interwoven requirements: distancing oneself from one’s experiences (see also
Langer and Lietz 2014, 192), and reframing the experiences as a source of knowledge
by transferring and comparing them to other knowledge available on the matter.
Seventeen out of the 23 experts-by-experience, and 13 out of the 14 professionals
interviewed used the terms ‘repositioning oneself’ toward one’s story, or ‘reorganizing one’s story’ when describing what was required of the participants in order to
claim their new role as an expert-by-experience. The following transcript demonstrates this concretely. Here, a professional from the public sector talks about how
gaining ‘additional knowledge’ and ‘analyzing one’s experiences’ in relation to it are
presented as requirements of ‘knowing yourself’:
TM:
P4:

You said that there’s a diﬀerence between the trained and the non-trained expertsby-experience. What is the diﬀerence?
Well, the fact that they work very thoroughly with their own story. But also that
they acquire so much theoretical knowledge that they get possibilities to reﬂect on
their experiences in a larger context. I think it helps to see diﬀerent sides of things.
And my experience is that, our 86 trained ones, they work in a very smart way out
there. They have a lot to oﬀer and I think it’s related to the fact that they have
been able to reﬂect on their own stories over time and have received additional
knowledge that has helped them analyze their experiences. That’s why they have
very mature thoughts about many things.

One’s correct form of ‘knowing oneself’ was, hence, evaluated using the same criteria
for ‘reliable knowledge’ as for other forms of expert-knowledge. Quite concretely, one
had to manifest an expert-position toward oneself in order for one’s knowledge on
oneself to be accepted as the truth. Signs of such an expert relationship toward one’s
‘raw experiences’ were deﬁned by the concepts of distance and neutrality; ‘you have a
certain amount of air between yourself and your experiences’ is how a professional in
an NGO put it. ‘You have to be able to talk about your experiences without talking
about yourself’ said an expert-by-experience in the public sector. This demand for
neutrality is visible in the following quote from an expert-by-experience in an NGO,
where a sign of having ‘suﬃciently’ dealt with your past means ‘no longer’ being
overemotional or uncontrollable, but already calm and neutral.
TM:
E17:

What does it mean that the past has been dealt with?
[sighs] Well, I think that dealing with your past means that you are able to talk
about it without big emotional reactions, I mean that you don’t burst into tears or
feel very angry or bitter, but you are able to talk about your experiences in a calm
and neutral manner. I mean that your emotions are no longer uncontrollable. And
that you have constructed your story into a whole where you already understand
the connections between the facts.

The call for neutrality sets a normative condition for credible knowledge and
consequently the legitimate form of being for the expert-by-experience. If one is too
emotional or too passionate, one is considered ‘too attached’ to one’s experiences, or
‘not seeing the whole truth’, and consequently not qualiﬁed for participation. The
ability to deliver one’s message within the norm of neutrality is deemed a sign of
stability. In contrast, failure to do so is labeled a sign of mental instability, which
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consequently justiﬁes dismissal of the person’s message (see also Martin 2011,
166–168). As a result, a disconnect between the projects’ promise and their concrete
practices, a contradiction ever-present in expertise-by-experience, emerges: the demand
for ‘raw’ experience and the processing of that experience. The projects’ promise to
value and cherish everyone’s ‘pure’ experiences, and to provide a free space for selfcultivation based on them, is in practice curbed through demands that deﬁne when a
person is considered to ‘know herself’, be in command of herself and tell the truth
about herself. Even though it is the strong personal experiences that create the possibility for someone to become an expert-by-experience, one has to turn those experiences into knowledge according to speciﬁc demands in order to be considered a
competent and legitimate participant.

Possibilities for resistance
Interpreting projects such as expertise-by-experience as always succeeding in inﬂuencing subjects as intended is, of course, far too simplistic. In the last part of my analysis, I
will focus on forms of resistance that can be mounted against the practices sketched
earlier, by discussing ﬁrst how one can refuse to prove that one has dealt with one’s
experiences in the expected way, and second, how one can resist representing one’s
experiences in a way expected by the projects. These acts of resistance, although rare,
were nonetheless present particularly among the NGO projects studied.
If we maintain that the process of diligently going through and reframing one’s past
as ‘knowledge’ is the key tool of governance in expertise-by-experience, one of the most
obvious ruptures manifests when one refuses to take part in activities where such a
process could be directed and proven. In the following quote, an expert-by-experience
from an NGO questions the process of reframing one’s experiences as knowledge:
E1:
TM:
E1:

Personally I would never go to a training for experts-by-experience.
Why not?
Well what kind of experience can I learn from school? Then it would be like
reading a book. For me, expertise-by-experience is something that relies entirely
on my own experience, my own life that I’ve lived. It is my life. I know what I’m
talking about when I talk about my life. I don’t understand what part of it I could
possibly study.

By questioning the training provided, the interviewee critiques the demand to turn
experiences into a certain form of expertise deﬁned through outside norms. Instead, she
underscores the value of the experiences as such, hence claiming ownership over their
interpretation and her own self-making.
Another manner of resistance is the refusal to comply with the norms set for
appropriate representation of one’s past. The following quote is a rare one indeed,
expressing a ﬁerce will of an NGO’s expert-by-experience to determine his own manner
of saying and being:
E23:

This is my thing and no one else needs to direct it. --- I think that I should be
allowed to say what I have on my mind and not have to polish it. I think that it’s
useless to speak if you can’t say it the way you experience it.
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Such parrhesiastic subject-formations were extremely rare in my data. More commonly
the interviewees described how their manner of representing themselves was limited
through demands for appropriate knowledge and discourse. The following NGO expertby-experience illustrates this by describing a struggle where his obligations toward the other
beneﬁciaries restrain him from challenging the norms set for experts-by-experience:
TM:
E12:

You joked earlier that you could say pretty much anything as long as it’s not
oﬀensive to the funder. Are there limitations to what you can do?
Yeah, I can’t say some things because of the organization. Like, once they asked
me if I wanted to destroy the organization. Well, I don’t because then there’d be
no one who would defend the John Does on the street.

Here, the signiﬁcance of meeting the conditions of the right way of knowing
becomes vividly clear: if the conditions of the correct way of speaking are not met,
the opinions the NGO puts forward in governance networks are disregarded altogether
by their relevant stakeholders and partners, resulting in a situation where ‘there is no
one who would defend the John Does on the street’.
The earlier quote illustrates the experts-by-experience’s diﬃculty to express freedom in self-formation. By delineating a speciﬁc position toward one’s past as
‘expertise’, and a speciﬁc representation of it as ‘knowledge’, all other forms of selfrepresentation are easily discredited. This results in a Catch-22 where an expert-byexperience can either subject herself to the demands of the project in order to be
able to advance her point of view (which may longer be her point of view) or refuse
to play by the rules and to construct herself freely, resulting in being shut out of the
project altogether.

Discussion
In this article, I set out to illustrate the concrete practices employed to construct the
participants’ subjectivities in service user involvement initiatives within Finnish
participatory social policy. By making the practices visible, my objective was to discern
whether the participants have the possibility to practice freedom in constructing
themselves within the project contexts.
Contrary to the projects’ promise of creating spaces for the participants to ‘develop
themselves’ from their own point of view, the projects were found to entail several
practices that, instead, curb this freedom by setting conditions for the correct ways of
working with and presenting one’s story. In the context of service user involvement, it
appears that one needs to be able to turn oneself into something one ‘knows’ rather
than ‘is’ – and to draw the deﬁnitions of knowledge from the dominant system of
thought. Consequently, the article has shown how, contrary to the projects’ emancipatory promise, the projects’ practices of self-governance can be seen as limiting the
participants’ freedom.
This ﬁnding supports the previous studies’ suggestion that user-involvement
initiatives may have a tendency to co-opt service users’ knowledge and require
them to transform themselves to meet predeﬁned norms of credible knowledge
and way of being. This article has further illustrated how the projects succeed in
their governance eﬀorts. I have shown how the participants’ subject-construction is
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inﬂuenced particularly by the projects’ deﬁnitions of the appropriate process and
form of ‘knowing oneself’. As the experts-by-experience are expected to participate
as experts of themselves, the deﬁnitions of credible knowledge can be translated
into conditions the participants have to meet to be considered ‘knowing
themselves’.
By employing the rhetoric of knowledge and expertise, alternative ways of articulating oneself can be made to appear as ‘irrational’. To refute the conditions set for
expertise-by-experience would mean going against the ‘normal’ and the ‘sane’, making
it easy to delegitimize attempts to advance diﬀerent kinds of knowledge. This becomes
clearly visible in the diﬃculty experienced by the experts-by-experience to have ‘their
own truth’ accepted as part of the public discussion.
As a result, I conclude that a disconnect is apparent between, on the one hand, the
participants’ expectations and the promises made by the projects and, on the other, the
concrete practices employed. While the projects deﬁne expertise-by-experience as ‘alternative
forms of knowledge’ and the project environment as a site for the participants to ‘freely
cultivate themselves’, in practice the experts-by-experience were often required to adhere to
very rigid requirements regarding ‘credible knowledge’ in order to be accepted as ‘knowing
themselves’. This created a tension, as a majority of the experts-by-experience, as well as some
professionals, took oﬀence at these ﬁxed deﬁnitions of knowledge, and instead entered the
projects with a wish to engage in redeﬁning what knowledge in a service user context should
mean.
Such renegotiations of knowledge appear to be extremely diﬃcult in service user
involvement schemes. Although the ethos of participatory social policy is to engage
multiple forms of knowledge in decision-making, the article’s ﬁndings show how
the technocratic knowledge of the practitioners remains a measuring stick against
which the service user’s knowledge of themselves is evaluated. Consequently, the
requirements of neutrality and objectivity are also used to evaluate the participants’
‘expertise over themselves’, resulting in a narrow and limiting way of ‘being
normal’. To put it bluntly, the service users are often required to connect to, and
faithfully represent, the ‘oﬃcial truth’ on themselves, instead of being accepted as
the embodiments of multiple, even conﬂicting personal truths and diverse ways of
knowing.

Notes
1. Cressida J. Heyes (2007, 37) questions the idea that the normalizing practices either limit or
enhance the subject’s freedom. Instead, she suggests that while the practices certainly are
used to construct docile, ‘normal’ subjects, it is possible that people may willingly choose to
follow them and cultivate themselves in a way desired by the administration, in an attempt
to ‘feel normal’.
2. http://stm.ﬁ/en/article/-/asset_publisher/the-kaste-programme-s-client-oriented-reforms.
3. The projects studied are as follows:
Finnish Central Association for Mental Health: establishment of expertise-by-experience and
evaluation-by-experience in the development of mental health and substance abuse services
(2011–2015).
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The Federation of Mother and Child Homes and Shelters: Miina – participation and
empowerment of women who have encountered domestic violence (2008–2012).
No Fixed Abode: The utilization of expertise-by-experience in the design and production of
services for the homeless (2012–2015).
Muotiala Accommodation and Activity Centre Association: The project of preventive mental
health work – experience-based knowledge about mental health issues for the working-age
population (2005–2009).
Sininauhaliitto ry: A low-threshold information and support center for gambling problems
(2010–2014).
City of Vantaa: Key to the Mind – project for developing mental health and substance abuse
services in Southern Finland (2010–2015).
City of Tampere: SOS II – To Social Inclusion through Social Work (2013–2015).
4. I conducted the interviews between 4 April 2014 and 16 October 2015 I initiated contact with the
projects by sending them an open invitation to participate in the study, along with a request to
forward the invitation to all relevant people in their organization. All experts-by-experience and
practitioners who expressed interest in participating in the research were subsequently interviewed. The interviews were conducted in Finnish and the excerpts were later translated into
English by the researcher.
5. Documents include the projects’ own material concerning expertise-by-experience, and the
funders, particularly the Ministry of Social Welfare and Health’s key documents sketching
out the policy.
6. In quoted interviews, the abbreviations E1–E23 refer to the experts-by-experience, P1–P14
to the professionals and TM to the interviewer.
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Introduction
The democratic capacity of the newly popular participatory arrangements is
a much-debated issue (e.g. Lee et al., 2015; Papadopoulos and Warin, 2007).
Often, these critical analyses operate through a grid that labels the participatory initiatives as either truly empowering, i.e. ‘giving power’ to subordinate
groups, or repressive in their manner of co-opting the participants’ inputs to
advance the administration’s goals (Wilson and Beresford, 2000; Leppo and
Perälä, 2009; cf. Prior, 2009).
These analyses tend to echo an understanding of power as a zero-sum
game with someone ‘holding it’ and on rare occasions as ‘giving it’ to the
participants (Baistow, 1994; Pease, 2002; e.g. Arnstein, 1969). This makes
power and resistance appear as polar opposites instead of seeing them as being
mutually dependent and a product of one another (see Death, 2010). Subsequently, the subtler, small-scale negotiations that entail subversive potential
are easily overlooked (also Griggs et al., 2014).
In this article I adopt Death’s (2016) counter-conducts approach as my
lens by which to scrutinise the grassroots-level negotiations and ‘ways of
being differently’ that the participatory projects’ members employ. I study
seven Finnish participatory initiatives that invite former service users to act
as ‘experts-by-experience’ in social welfare organisations. These initiatives
entail different practices geared towards defining and teaching ‘appropriate ways’ to formulate and share the participants’ life stories so that they
may be considered knowledge and subsequently recognised as valid input
in decision-making. By focusing on the practices the participants use to
resist these predefined ways of ‘knowing oneself’, I illustrate how practices
of governing and resistance are intertwined and mutually dependent in a
much subtler and more practical manner than allows the often-used analytical dichotomy between dominance and empowerment. As an example, I
show how the projects’ attempts to co-opt the participants’ critical speech
may also serve as the basis for their subversive self-making and means of
‘being differently’.
I will start by diving into the participatory wave of Finnish social
policy and situate the projects developing expertise-by-experience among
previous governmentality studies on participatory arrangements. Then I
will introduce Foucault’s concepts of counter-conduct and parrhesia as my
analytical tools. After presenting my data and my methodology of governmental ethnography, my analysis will focus on the instances where the
projects’ participants attempted to ‘be differently’. I conclude by suggesting what possible further avenues for research might be opened up if power
and resistance were understood as interwoven when investigating participatory practices.
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Experts-by-experience and other governable
subjects
The term ‘expert-by-experience’ was introduced into the Finnish context as
an import, mainly from the UK (see Barnes, 2009a; Noorani, 2013). In early
2010, the concept was rapidly disseminated by mental health organisations
to the social welfare and health care sector after the National Development
Programme for Social Welfare and Health Care (Kaste) adopted the term as
a symbol for involving and engaging social welfare clients (Rissanen, 2015).
Nowadays, the term is used to refer to those former service users or social welfare clients who participate in various roles by drawing on their experiential
knowledge. Their activities vary from being consultants and evaluators in
service co-production, to lecturers, spokespeople and peer-supporters.
Expertise-by-experience is illustrative of a recent participatory trend in
Finnish social policy that encourages social welfare organisations to ‘activate’
their clients (Leemann and Hämäläinen, 2016). As elsewhere, the rationales
behind this will to activate, and its experienced outcomes, are diverse. Närhi
and Kokkonen (2014) have shown how the participatory ethos merges democratic and consumerist rationales, which creates contradictory participantroles for the service users (also Meriluoto, 2018). Furthermore, based on recent
research indicating how many participatory initiatives have failed in their
promise to amplify the service users’ voice in the service system (Matthies
et al., 2018; Meriluoto, 2017), Finnish researchers have also come to interpret
welfare users’ participation as a tool of government, aimed primarily at producing more self-sustained citizens and building legitimation for decisions
already made (Matthies, 2017; Meriluoto, 2016). Leemann and Hämäläinen
(2016) even propose that a particularity of Finnish participatory schemes is
their strong emphasis on the experiential aspect of participation. What counts
most is that people feel included.
As a case in point, the aims of expertise-by-experience are manifold. It
is perceived of as a means to co-produce services, to ensure ‘knowledge-based
decision-making’ through the incorporation of experiential knowledge, to
provide proof of upholding the participatory norm of good governance and
to ‘empower’ the initiatives’ participants (Barnes, 2009a; Cowden and Singh,
2007). Through increased participation, and most of all as a result of ‘getting their voices heard’, it is hoped that the projects’ participants feel more
included and in charge of the issues that are important to them (Barnes, 2009a;
Lee et al., 2015; Martin, 2012a). Fundamentally, the experts’-by-experience
role is presented as being to provide ‘raw’ and ‘authentic’ experiences to help
in decision-making, service production and public discussion.
A particularity of the Finnish initiatives on expertise-by-experience is
that they are all, as Warren (2009) would put it, ‘governance-driven’, which is
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in contrast to some user-initiated and user-led initiatives in the UK (Noorani,
2013). The projects’ administration is largely in charge of sketching the aims,
scope and practices of the projects and invites the participants to a predefined
environment of action. Moreover, the projects not only choose their participants but also include various techniques, such as training and ‘practice
lectures’, that steer the participants’ discourse and way of being. These techniques operate very overtly on and through the participants’ self-construction.
The training is organised with the aim to ‘reorganise the participants’ life
story’, and the practice lectures teach participants ‘the best’ way of telling
their experiences to different publics (see Meriluoto, 2017). Subsequently,
in these projects the practices steering the participants’ self-construction are
exceptionally tangible.
The governmentality literature has directed attention to these practices
of self-making within participatory schemes, often criticising them for their
tendency to curb rather than open up possibilities for being (Cruikshank,
1999; Polletta, 2014). Often, these analyses interpret the participants’ position through a binary of empowerment or appropriation/co-optation (Baistow, 1994; e.g. Fox et al., 2005; Wilson and Beresford, 2000; cf. McKee
and Cooper, 2008). In general terms, empowerment in participatory initiatives is conceptualised as the participants’ ability to ‘act on their own terms’:
to set agendas, gain recognition for their experiences and have a verifiable
effect on policy or service development (Barnes and Prior, 2009; Wilson and
Beresford, 2000). Domination, in turn, is understood as the administration’s
ability to ‘steer the conversation’: to determine what kind of participation
is welcome, who are eligible as participants, what can be achieved through
participation and which topics are to be discussed (Beresford, 2002; Cowden
and Singh, 2007).
As some recent studies have begun to argue, this dichotomy might
not be the most analytically robust way to approach the concept of power
in participatory schemes (Pease, 2002). As Ganuza, Baiocchi and Summers
(2016: 330) put it, “there is always something potentially subversive, and
unpredictable, in arrangements that imply [democratic] equality” (also
Barnes, 2009b; Griggs et al., 2014). Conversely, Cressida Heyes’s (2007)
research shows that people may willingly choose to cultivate themselves in
a way desired by the administration in an attempt to ‘feel normal’. Subsequently, participatory initiatives should not simply be interpreted as either
empowering or appropriating but instead the analytical gaze should be
steered more towards the everyday practices where governing and resistance
take shape.
The power to steer and limit, and to resist and subvert, especially in social
policy contexts, becomes manifest in practices that determine concepts like
‘normal behaviour’, ‘useful participation’ and ‘reliable knowledge’ (Barnes,
2008; Martin, 2012b; Miller and Rose, 2008). These practices operate
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through the participants’ self-government, making their ways of being both a
central target of governing and a tool of resistance (e.g. Dawney, 2011; Meriluoto, 2017; Randall and Munro, 2010). Subsequently, I draw on Foucault’s
analytical toolkit to shed light on power and resistance in the everyday practices and negotiations of the appropriate ways of being that take place within
participatory arrangements.

Struggles over ways of being: Foucault on power
and resistance
Foucault argued that present-day forms of power operate through subjectivation – by influencing people’s abilities and willingness to steer their own
actions to construct themselves as subjects (Foucault, 2004: 108–113; also
Kelly, 2009). More specifically, Foucault posited that the (Western) subject
constructs themselves by ‘getting to know themselves’ and renders themselves governable by ‘telling the truth about themselves’ to others (Foucault,
2007). This makes definitions of knowledge and truth – or ‘truth regimes’ –
key tools to steer the subject’s way of being (Foucault, 1994, 2012; Cadman,
2010). Through them, it becomes possible to delineate what ‘makes sense’:
what kind of making and representing of the self becomes feasible and rational and subsequently what kind of being is possible.
If power is exercised through attempts to define the possible forms of
being, then resistance takes shape as a means to ‘be differently’ (Cadman,
2010; Death, 2016; Foucault, 2007). To illustrate this, Foucault chose the
term counter-conduct (contre-conduit) (especially Foucault, 2004). By rejecting other possible concepts, such as resistance, Foucault wanted to underline
the specificity of counter-conduct and its relation to power; governing as the
conduct of conduct, and responding to this form of power through counterconduct, were, for Foucault, interdependent and mutually constructive processes (Death, 2010, 2016; Haugaard, 2012; Medina, 2011).
Foucault described counter-conduct as “the art of not being governed
quite so much” (Foucault, 2007: 45), meaning that instead of referring to acts
of ‘pure’ refusal, counter-conduct entailed more fine-tuned and subtle ways
to work ‘in line’ with governing techniques (Death, 2016). As such, counterconduct has the capacity to be creative, take initiative and produce something
completely new (Binkley and Cruikshank, 2016; Cadman, 2010). As Cadman (2010) puts it, counter-conduct points towards the multitude of ways
of ‘being differently’ that are not easily explained through a dichotomous
view of self-government as either succumbing to the normalising process of
self-making or refusing every aspect of such a process as part of one’s self. It
takes place at the micro-scale, in everyday negotiations and subtle ways to be
differently (also Death, 2010, 2016).
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In this article, I employ the notion of parrhesia (parrêsia) as my analytical device to probe the interconnectedness of governing and resistance,
assembled in ways of speaking ‘truth to power’ (Foucault, 2008, 2009; also
Davidson, 2011; Dyrberg, 2016). The Greek concept of true speech, Foucault
explains, refers to both the contents of truth, as well as a manner of telling
the truth bluntly, frankly and risking everything (Foucault, 2008, 2009). As
the ‘counter discourse’ of the subordinate, parrhesia is a prerequisite for any
government to function legitimately. Its purpose is to point out the injustices
performed by the government in order to make its uses of power appear logical, reasonable and fair (Foucault, 2008; also Dyrberg, 2016). Furthermore,
as Luxon (2008) explains, parrhesiastic speech brings forth varied, personal
truths, which challenge the dominant discourses or norms presented as selfevident (also Cadman, 2010).
Parrhesia is a particularly apt concept to illustrate both the position suggested for experts-by-experience by the projects’ administration, as well as
their means to contest and challenge it. As expertise-by-experience is a role
crafted in order to bring forth ‘raw, real-life experiences’, parrhesia as a way
of speaking the truth from ‘below’ (Foucault, 2008: 98) captures the expectations towards the experts’-by-experience subjectivity. Through the concept,
it becomes possible to study what kind of knowledge and truth is expected
(and accepted) from experts-by-experience and what kind of subjectivities are
made possible for them in the process.
At the same time, parrhesia also entails subversive potential. Parrhesia, Foucault explains, signifies being adamantly and fearlessly connected to one’s own perception of truth and purporting it at all costs
(Foucault, 2008; Luxon, 2008). Consequently, it can be employed as a
form of counter-conduct – as the freedom to think and act otherwise – by
questioning the regime of truth through which people are engaged as
objects and subjects of government (Cadman, 2010: 551; also Davidson,
2011; Death, 2016).
I use the notion of parrhesia to illustrate how knowledge, a certain
manner of speaking and the experts’-by-experience subjectivity are intertwined in the participatory initiatives’ practices of governing and resistance. As the experts-by-experience are both the objects of knowledge and
agents of truth-telling (see Flynn, 1994: 106), their manner of speaking
‘truth about themselves’ is employable both as a means of governing their
way of being, as well as a means of ‘being differently’ (also Collins, 2000).
In the following, I will argue that the administration aims at harnessing
the participants’ critical discourses as a means to build up its legitimacy.
By so doing, it is also enabled to interpret the notion of knowledge of the
self differently. As a result, the participants employ ‘unacceptable’ forms
of speech as their form of counter-conduct to challenge the subjectivity
suggested for them.
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Data and methodology: Governmental
ethnography of resistance
This article analyses expertise-by-experience in the context of the following,
publicly funded projects:
1. Finnish Central Association for Mental Health: “The establishment
of expertise-by-experience and evaluation-by-experience in the development of mental health and substance abuse services”
2. The Federation of Mother and Child Homes and Shelters: “Miina
– The participation and empowerment of women who have encountered domestic violence”
3. No Fixed Abode: “The utilisation of expertise-by-experience in the
design and production of services for the homeless”
4. Muotiala Accommodation and Activity Centre Association: “Turning experience into knowledge – project”
5. Sininauhaliitto ry: “A low-threshold information and support centre
for gambling problems”
6. City of Vantaa: “Key to the Mind – project for developing mental
health and substance abuse services in Southern Finland”
7. City of Tampere: “SOS II – To Social Inclusion through Social Work”
The data analysed consist of themed interviews I conducted between 4
April 2014 and 16 October 2015 with 23 experts-by-experience and 14 practitioners, a group discussion among five experts-by-experience organised on
30 November 2016 in one of the projects studied and the projects’ own as
well as publicly accessible documents on expertise-by-experience from the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health (MSAH) and the National Institute of
Health and Welfare (THL).
My interpretations are also impacted by my experiences as a practitioner
in one of the civil society organisations (CSOs) studied (see Mosse, 2006).
During 2011–2014, I was in charge of developing expertise-by-experience
in a CSO, and through the meetings and workshops organised I was a part of
the concept’s institutionalisation. I use notes, memos and co-produced material from this period as autoethnographic data to reflect on one process of
expert-making where I myself was an active practitioner. I have retrospectively acquired written consent from my colleagues and experts-by-experience
to use these data in my research. In order to closely follow the research ethical guidelines of the Finnish Advisory Board on Research Integrity (2009),
I do not use excerpts from the ethnographic data in my analysis, taking into
account the potential issues with retrospective consent (Tolich, 2010).
The experts-by-experience interviewed had suffered from domestic violence, substance abuse, mental health issues, homelessness, gambling or social
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exclusion in their past and had been invited to act in public and civil society organisations because of those experiences. Their tasks as experts were
varied. Most commonly, they were performing ‘gigs’, as they called them;
telling their stories to decision-makers and social welfare practitioners with
an aim to ‘broaden their view’ or change their working methods. Often they
also brought forward their experiential knowledge to develop better services,
either within their home organisation, in service co-production networks, or
in various committees tasked with re-drafting social policies at the national
or municipal level. Many of the initiatives also entailed diverse experiments,
such as art, discussion evenings or field trips, to influence the local decisionmakers directly and emotionally.
The projects, on their part, were all focused specifically on developing
expertise-by-experience as a novel practice. This stemmed mostly from the
demands and suggestions of their funders, the MSAH and the Slot Machine
Association, which was a public gambling organisation whose profits went
towards the funding of civil society organisations working in the health and
social welfare sector. The purposes of expertise-by-experience were often inexplicit, and the most common stated purposes were ‘advancing the participants’
inclusion’ and ‘providing experiential knowledge to service co-production’. In many
ways, expertise-by-experience resembles what Cornwall and Brock (2005) call
a buzzword: an intrinsically good idea whose content and purpose is very little
reflected upon.
To overcome the dichotomous setting between dominance and empowerment in my analysis, I follow the methodology of ‘governmentality analysis
with an ethnographic imaginary’ (Brady and Lippert, 2016). Governmental
ethnography takes a ‘bottom up’ approach to studying power and focuses on
the techniques that a governmental rationality manifests itself through and
the responses it invites (see also Foucault, 1982: 780). This allows the analytical focus to be steered away from identifying who ‘holds’ power towards the
more situated and everyday practices in which power is exercised, responded
to and resisted (Foucault, 1982, 2007; also Lövbrand and Stripple, 2015;
McKee, 2009). This provides a more nuanced view of power in participatory
arrangements and highlights the salience of the negotiations and disputes
that take place at the grassroots level.
I have close-read my data using practices of counter-conduct as my analytic
lens. First, I identified the instances where my interviewees described friction
between their actions and the expectations towards them. These included both
their overt statements of deliberately ‘doing differently’ and also more subtle
negotiations and suggestions where they had made an attempt to advance
different ways of knowing and being to the official agenda. These practices of
counter-conduct, then, allowed me to paint a picture of what they were resisting.
This ‘ideal way of being’ for the experts-by-experience was rarely explicitly
presented as a norm for the participants, but as the interviewees’ descriptions
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will show us it narrowed their possibilities for being in practice. I term this
way of being as governed parrhesia.

Analysis: Uses and abuses of parrhesia
The parrhesiastic setting
To illustrate how the stage was set for the experts-by-experience, I start with
an extract from my field notes. It recaps a discussion I had with two other
civil society practitioners on the need for expertise-by-experience. During the
conversation, which was organised to discuss my research themes, one of the
practitioners said:
At some point, [social welfare] institutions start focusing on self-sustainment.
This is also visible in patient organisations. The objective of expertise-byexperience is to renew civil society organisations’ work and to bring their
original purpose back to the centre. This is a corrective measure that brings the
members’ and the clients’ voice back.
(CSO practitioner, 10 April 2014, emphasis added)

A similar scenario was painted in a workshop organised by the THL on 22
January 2014. A public report of the event states:
Expertise-by-experience completes the administration’s understanding, which
can be detached from true everyday lives and practices.

The underlying ethos of expertise-by-experience, then, seems quite ambitious: to provide decision-makers with ‘the raw and authentic truth’ of the
people, as they have drifted too far from the ‘real’ lives of citizens. Subsequently, this role of a truth-teller was what many experts-by-experience
expected when engaging in the projects. They wanted to contest, shake and
rattle ‘the system’ by incorporating their experiences into policy making and
service production.
Peculiarly, however, when my interviewees recounted moments where
they had ‘caused a stir’, they explained this behaviour to be problematic,
unfitting and in conflict with what was expected of them. I will discuss these
moments next.

Parrhesia as counter-conduct
The most reoccurring struggles between the participants’ comportment and
the expectations towards them concerned the criteria for appropriate speech and
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credible knowledge. The following public sector expert-by-experience gives us
an example of speaking in a manner that ‘intentionally pokes the hornets’ nest’:
E17: I know that sometimes, especially when I talk to the professionals, I
intentionally poke the hornets’ nest to evoke thoughts and emotions. But I warn
them in advance. I think that professionals need to be able to hear all kinds of
horrible things. I mean, they can’t possibly work with customers if they can’t be
face to face with someone who says that they have been abused. I really do think
that I need to have the right to say things the way they are. The way I see it,
that’s one important role I have.

The interviewee recognises how their frank speech does not fit easily with the
expectations put upon them but chooses to speak bluntly anyway. They position experts-by-experience as those who dare to say and contest, and the more
or less openly laid out suggestions for good expertise-by-experience provide
them with a point of rebuttal. Here, it is precisely parrhesia that is made an
integral part of expertise-by-experience – they are someone whose task it is to
provide a contrasting point-of-view.
Speaking in ways that are considered ‘unacceptable’ or ‘un-credible’ was
the participants means to contest the boundaries for acceptable speech and
reliable knowledge (also Pease, 2002). The following civil society expert-byexperience provides us with another example. They recount an incident where
they spoke in a manner that they assumed was not accepted but that they
nonetheless considered a crucial part of who they want to be as an expert-byexperience:
E14: The last time I went there [to a steering group meeting], [a CSO]
contacted me and asked if I could bring this one issue forward because
they cannot. If they present it, this lady will end their contract, and
they won’t get their money. So I brought it up and it went okay, but
I added some of my own perceptions to it. I said that this place of
yours looks like a concentration camp, and that they had copied ideas
from Hitler. The lady then announced that they no longer want to
work with us.
TM: Right. What came out of it?
E14: Nothing. Everybody else was happy. And I managed to evoke a conversation there.
The above interviewee wants to construct themselves as precisely someone
who pushes the boundaries and does unexpected things. They are someone
who evokes conversation and certainly does not shy away from confrontation,
even provocation. Fearless speech gets presented as the very core of their experience-based action.
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Many interviewees presented critical speech as their practice of freedom
(see Griggs et al., 2014). As the following group discussant explains, it serves
to ensure that the expert-by-experience is ‘not exploited’ and instead participates
freely according to their own terms. Here, they illustrate how they will react
to having been treated as a token in a project:
G5: When I’ll go there [to a seminar], I will be sure to give a speech that will
be a slap in their faces. I will go and will deliver that speech, and I will say quite
frankly what I think about this project. I mean, I won’t trash the whole project,
but I will give a speech that will surely make them tremble. We have to hold our
own in those situations. I, for one, will not be exploited.

Parrhesia as speaking ‘frankly’ and ‘making them tremble’ pushes the
boundaries of both the content and the manner of appropriate speech.
Purporting the right to talk about what you want, the way you want,
serves as a tool to contest the limits of possible action, but it is also
a crucial component in the participants’ self-construction. The following civil society expert-by-experience describes how their freedom from
‘dictation’ is a crucial foundation for their subjectivity as an expert-byexperience:
TM: Do you have any limits to what you can do as an expert-by-experience? Do you get any directions from [the organisation]?
E23: No. Once, a magazine wanted to interview me, and they [the project’s employees] tried to hint that I should have talked to them before
giving an interview. But I won’t take that at all.
TM: Why not?
E23: This is my thing, and no one else needs to direct it. […] I think
that I should be allowed to say what I have on my mind and not
have to polish it. It might be that in [a government organisation]
there are these dignified gentlemen who can’t bear to hear this.
But I think that it’s useless to speak if you can’t say it the way you
experience it.
For this interviewee, the possibility to speak their own truth to the ‘dignified
gentlemen’ of the state bureau was their very reason for participating. All polished and compliant manners of speaking were ‘useless’, and authenticity was
the very essence of experience-based action.
The participants’ counter-conduct also took the form of opening the doors
to other people who did not meet the standards of ‘appropriate participation’.
The following civil society expert-by-experience explains how their position
is to open up avenues for others’ ‘unwanted voices’:
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TM: Are the people you work with in [a Finnish town] also experts-byexperience?
E6: Yes. They are in their own way because they live in these places. And
what I try to accomplish there is that I go and pick also the voices
that maybe are not so welcome otherwise. I mean precisely the negative stuff, what people actually say there.
The interviewee above also seeks to stretch the limits of appropriate speech.
They do so by appointing others as parrhestiastes and by so doing, purport their right to be heard.
Crucially, the experts-by-experience were not the only ones stretching the
limits of acceptable forms of being, and the projects’ practitioners are not the
only ones ‘steering the participants towards the normal’. Indeed, quite a few
experts-by-experience, especially within the mental health sector, enforced the
need for criteria defining ‘a good participant’ and embraced the subsequent
hierarchy as a basis for their self-making. On the other hand, some practitioners explicitly stated their wanting to challenge the notion of ‘normal’ and
‘acceptable’ in the projects’ context, claiming a subversive position towards the
projects’ official goals, as does the following civil society practitioner:
P13: At this point, it is probably good to tell you that I’m somewhat sceptical
of the model [of expertise-by-experience]. I wonder whether the heavy training
demands result in a setting where people’s experiences are validated through a
training that is planned and conducted by professional experts. I mean, that it is
only after [the training] that they get a say and the freedom to speak in matters
where they should be listened to anyway.

The practitioner above overtly criticises the demands made of the experts-byexperience and later during the interview explains how they have wanted to
do things “differently”. Hence, the dichotomous setting between the administration that attempts to govern and limit and the participants that either
resist or succumb appears problematic.
The techniques of counter-conduct illustrated above can all be seen as
means to take part in defining what kind of participation should be feasible
and accepted. Counter-conduct – acting against the norm of a good participant
– is one way to illuminate and push the boundaries of feasible action without
renouncing the participatory scheme altogether. The wild and uncontrolled
speech is also the participants’ way of constructing alternative subjectivities
for themselves that are based on the freedom to voice out criticism. It is a
means not to succumb to the role suggested for them by the administration,
which some participants perceive as being too narrow and constraining.
These practices of counter-conduct were more common in a civil society context. In the public sector, more experts-by-experience expressed
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content with their role and had internalised its demands for their way of
being. When asked about their motivations for participation, public sector experts-by-experience tended to emphasise the will to help others by
developing services with professionals, whereas experts-by-experience in
CSOs also described ‘urges’ to ‘break taboos’ or to have a political impact.
Furthermore, experts-by-experience with a mental health background
were less subversive than other participants. I have argued elsewhere that
these differences can stem from different justification regimes drawn
upon when developing expertise-by-experience (Meriluoto, 2018). On the
other hand, they can also be illustrative of the hierarchical power dynamics in the psychiatric domain, enticing the experts-by-experience to ‘heal’
according to the instructions suggested to them (Randall and Munro,
2010). Obviously, these categorisations are not clear-cut, and significant
exceptions occur.

What is resisted? Governed parrhesia
Based on the above practices of counter-conduct, it is possible to discern the
elements of the often-inexplicit ideal subjectivity towards which the participants are being conducted.
The uninhibited speech was the participants’ way of countering the projects’ two main governing strategies. First, it was a means to challenge the
position of someone ‘in need of empowering’, which legitimised the techniques directed at steering the participants’ way of being. Parrhesia was a
manner of building up subversive subjectivities that decidedly were not in
need of any guidance of steering but on the contrary were very much founded
on independent truth-telling. The following civil society expert-by-experience describes how they felt like ‘empowerment’ was an attempt to undermine and take control over their way of being:
E17: For a long time I had a feeling that I definitely didn’t belong there [in the
training for experts-by-experience]. There was this one time when a professional
said to me something like, ‘Listen, this is rehabilitation. This is meant for people
who are only just recovering.’ I got a feeling that she tried to force me into the
role of someone who is recovering, which I didn’t feel like being anymore. […] I
was pushed down by saying ‘hey, you’re recovering’. I got a feeling that [with a
patronising voice], ‘We’re now trying to nurse and empower you, don’t you try
to be too active yet. Just take it easy.’

In the interviewee’s narrative, empowerment becomes the tool through which
the projects steer the participants’ self-making (also Cruikshank, 1999;
Miller and Rose, 2008; O’Toole and Gale, 2014). Furthermore, they interpret the ‘empowerment’ practices as belittling; as attempts to position them
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as someone in need of nurturing and caring and not capable of initiating
change themselves (Eliasoph, 2016; Green, 2000; Julkunen and Heikkilä,
2007). This criticism is analogous with the feminist critique of empowerment
acclaiming how empowerment cannot be ‘done to others’ but rather has to rise
from among the subordinate groups themselves (Collins, 2000; McLaughlin,
2014). As a case in point, the above interviewee detaches themselves from the
empowerment scheme and instead constructs themselves as an active figure,
who relies on their own ways of telling who they are.
Second, the rough, even provocative way of speaking was the participants’
way of questioning the neutral and co-operative discourse expected of them.
The following quote from a public sector expert-by-experience illustrates how
they have internalised certain preconditions of a good expert-by-experience.
In their view, the ability to use ‘diplomatic’ vocabulary and to work towards a
common good are both prerequisites for experts’-by-experience participation,
as well as being signs of recovery:
E11: I also think that it [expertise-by-experience] requires diplomacy. I mean
that you can look at things from many different angles because it is useless if you
just go there and shake your fist that this has gone to hell. You have to be able to
suggest a solution. It doesn’t promote the customers’ status in any way if you are
very offensive and rude about how bad things are in Finland.

A possible way of speaking for an expert-by-experience is, hence, not
an aggressive promotion of their own agenda. On the contrary, in order for
expertise-by-experience to be accepted as expertise, participation needs to be
a co-operative and consensus-seeking activity, appreciating and conforming
to the administration’s ideal of correct conduct (also Martin, 2009, 2012b;
Beresford, 2002; Eliasoph, 2014). Prior research suggests this to be symptomatic of the network-governance project, which seeks to construct citizens
as partners, who are working in collaboration towards mutual goals, and to
supress conflict (Lee et al., 2015; Newman and Clarke, 2009). The following
civil society expert-by-experience affirms this:
E13: When you encounter people who work in the administration, they’re always
doubtful as to whether or not you already possess enough knowledge to be on the
same level with them. Like, ‘are we on the same level, or are you still there in the
resistance?’ I mean, are you someone who has only come here to complain and
who will take off as soon as you feel better, or are you also on our side?

By operating on definitions of knowledge, the projects attempt to construct a neutral and co-operative manner of speaking as a sign of ‘recovery’.
This constructs vocal resistance as a sign of ‘not quite being ready’ for participation. The failure to uphold these prerequisites, consequently, will easily
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lead to exclusion from participation altogether, as the following group discussant forcefully puts:
G4: They tell you what the topic of your talk will be and what opinion you
should hold. If you don’t agree, then you don’t need to come at all. […] I mean,
they say that you can disagree with the professionals, but you have to remain
within a certain frame. So, in effect, you can slightly disagree, but if you disagree
a lot, it is a wrong opinion to have.

The object of resistance appears as a form of participation that I call governed parrhesia. It is a manner of presenting the experts’-by-experience role as
one of ‘speaking truth to power’ but in many subtle ways steering and limiting what is considered to be ‘the truth’ in this context. By defining rather
strict criteria for the experts’-by-experience ‘credible discourse’, it becomes
possible to delegitimise and ignore ‘too wild’ and ‘too raw’ experiences. As the
participants of a THL workshop on 22 January 2014 colourfully put it, these
demands made the experts-by-experience “lose their edge and their rock ’n’ roll”
and become “poodles that are paraded around”.
As McLaughlin (2014) explains, allowing participation to a limited
extent but within narrow parameters may give the participants an illusion of
power while actually solidifying the existing power dynamics (also Blühdorn,
2013). Consequently, the experts’-by-experience participation may serve to
legitimise the administration’s decisions by showing how they have upheld
the requirement of civic engagement without truly contesting their understanding of what constitutes expertise and what should be regarded as valuable knowledge in this context.
This interpretation gains support from the lack of experiences of ‘true
impact’ among the experts-by-experience. When I inquired about the perceived impact of their actions, some interviewees believed that they were
able to influence the perceptions and attitudes of individual practitioners
and decision-makers. However, many experts-by-experience used words like
‘frustration’ and ‘mascot’ when describing their experiences of influencing
decision-making. Although some individual practitioners and politicians as
a group discussant put it “were genuinely interested in listening”, according to
a disappointed expert-by-experience from a CSO, the experts’-by-experience
participation ‘leads nowhere’ on a larger scale. The instances where the experts’by-experience critical way of being resulted in anything more than a performative illumination of the unjust boundaries for their way of being were
close to non-existent. Furthermore, some interviewees stated that they never
expected their participation to have any broader, societal impact and were
instead content with the experiential aspect of participation (see Leemann and
Hämäläinen, 2016). These interviewees felt empowered and included even
without any evidence of the impact of their actions.
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Conclusions
In this article, I have explored the interplay of governing and resistance in
participatory arrangements, which are assembled in ways of speaking truth
to power. I have illustrated how the administrations of projects developing
expertise-by-experience have taken up the parrhesiastic ethos as a tool to legitimise their rule. The service users were invited to the projects as ‘truth-tellers’
whose task was to bring ‘raw experiences’ into decision-making. However, as
the participants’ forms of counter-conduct show, the participants largely view
this position as a form of ‘governed resistance’ that only allows critique up to
a certain point.
Furthermore, I have illustrated how the governing practices invite various creative, grassroots-level practices of counter-conduct that engage with
the governing practices in order to alter them. By taking up the initiatives’
promise of treating them as ‘truth-tellers’, the participants illuminate and
contest the boundaries of what can and should be considered ‘knowledge’
in the initiatives. Through parrhesiastic speech, the participants strengthen
their connection to their own version of the truth and exemplify the primacy
of their experiential knowledge as a basis for their subject-construction. Parrhesia, then, serves as their means of being (conceived of) otherwise and as a
tool to politicise knowledge in the projects’ context.
These interpretations illustrate the situatedness and interconnectedness of practices of governing and resistance in participatory arrangements.
First, as it was often experts-by-experience who sought to define criteria for
correct comportment, and reversely, practitioners who sought to destabilise existing understandings of knowledge, the ladder-based models used to
illustrate the democratic capacity of participatory initiatives appear problematic. Instead of attempting a diagnostic on the extent to which power is
‘given’ to the participants, the analytical focus should be on situated practices and everyday negotiations on the conditions of ways of being where
power actualises.
Second, although the participants’ critical speech challenges certain
aspects of the projects, it also strengthens their underlying ethos of participatory governance. By engaging in negotiations about who should be allowed
to participate, the participants reinforce the objective of increased participation and employ its discourse as tools in their own formulations on different
ways of being. By using parrhesia, they highlight the necessity of including
subaltern voices to legitimise government and hence reinforce the participatory governance ethos of enticing participation to accumulate different forms
of knowledge as a basis for political decision-making.
In sum, expertise-by-experience is a good illustration of governing and
resistance being mutually dependent forms of power. On the one hand, the
projects’ administrations need the participants’ free, critical truth-telling to
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legitimise their administrative power. On the other hand, the administrations’
attempts to harness the participants’ critique to serve only the purposes that
best suit the administrations, provide the participants a point of rebuttal on
which they can construct their alternative way of being. This view might open
up another manner of looking at the governmentality of empowerment projects. It allows us to perceive how the projects might in fact serve as ‘empowering’, i.e. opening up ways for the participants to construct themselves ‘freely’
precisely because of their attempts to define the participants’ way of being. By
providing the participants something to subvert, the projects may (inadvertently) provide their participants a basis for counter-conductive self-making.
However, while their critical way of being makes the existing boundaries
of legitimate participation visible, thus enabling their critique, little evidence
exists of transformations in the dominant paradigm of knowledge as a result
of this critique. The participants may indeed be capable of carving out ways
to construct themselves freely, but effects that go beyond individual experiences of subversive self-making and performative illuminations of the unjust
boundaries of participation, are scarce. This observation points to the limitations of a Foucauldian approach, prompting further studies on the effects and
limits of participants’ critique.
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